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ABSTRACT 

A Study of the Differences Between Classrooms Using 

a Meaning-Centered Approach and a Code-Centered Approach 

in the First Year Implementation of the 

California English-Language Arts Framework 

SALERNO, Carolyn F., Ed.D. University of San Diego, 1990 

Director: Robert L. Infantino, Ed.D. 439 pp. 

The purpose of this descriptive study was to determine 

how a meaning-centered approach versus a code-centered 

approach affects student performance: (a) in the teaching of 

language arts; (b) in regular education classrooms containing 
low achieving, low socio-economic, multi-ethnic, and learning 
handicapped students; (c) in grades one, three and six; and 

(d) in the first year implementation of the California 

English-Language Arts Framework. 

This study focused on three interrelated dimensions of 

organizational change which are linked to student 

performance: curriculum materials, teacher behaviors, and 

organizational change processes. Eight research questions 

guided the ~xamination of qualitative and quantitative data 

originating from teacher and principal interviews, teacher 

questionnaires, teacher meeting observations, classroom 

observations, and standardized test scores in language arts 

and reading of the ·student sample population, the school and 

the district. 
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Some of the findings indicated that: 

1. New language arts curriculum materials generated 

motivation and excitement. 

2. Teachers continued to supplement the prescribed 

curriculum with materials they had previously found to be 

effective. 

3. Students who received opportunities ~o use both a 

systematic skill program and inventive ~pelling appeared to 

reflect the greatest improvement in the subject of spelling 

on standardized tests. 

4. Of the 11 instructional practices identified for 

examination, three practices consistently appeared to 

influence student performance: (a) instruction in both a 

systematic skill program and in an integrated literature 

program; (b) hearing literature read daily; (c) and daily 

writing activities. 

5. Observations indicated that teachers' instructional 

behaviors did not focus on transference of learning through 

the use of guided practice, generalization, or independent 

practice. 

6. Teachers' estimations of students' progress seemed 

to correlate with achievement test results. 

7. The percentage of multi-ethnic, low socio-economic, 

low achievement, and learning handicapped students in 

classrooms did not appear to make a difference in student 

performance. 
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8. There appeared to be a limited focus on minority 

languages and cultures in the curriculum materials and in 

classroom cooperative discussions. 

9. The types of openness and bonding behaviors observed 

among organizational members did not appear to be effective 

in bringing about changes in teacher behaviors which would 

lead to better student performance. 

10. Teachers' degree of commitment to the language arts 

philosophy seemed to depend upon the level of achievement of 

their students on end of year standardized tests. 

11. Reform implementation requires a revised focus on 

transformational leadership and organizational change 

processes. 

One recommendation emerging from this study is that 

organizations seeking to change must provide training and 

development which support the change process through 

demonstration, modeling, practice, correction, teaching, 

feedback, sharing and coaching in a collegial fashion. 

This study concludes with a series of implications, 

recommendations, and suggestions for further research whi:2:. 

are needed to create change in literacy instructional 

practices. 
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CHAPTER I 

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE 

Introduction 

The fundamental purpose of public education is to 

provide all students with the competencies, knowledge and 

orientations that will enable them to lead successful lives 

in a contemporary and future economic, social, cultural, and 

political environment. Our failure to meet the educational 

needs of all students is reflected in the claim made from 

Secretary of Education Terrel Bell, "The school reform 

movement has benefitted about 70 percent of our students, but 

has had no significant impact on the other 30 percent" 

(Salvin et al., 1988, p.28). Our literacy problems are 

confirmed by reports that indicate that 90 percent of 

remedial reading students today are not able to decode 

fluently, accurately, and at an automatic level of response 

(Chall, 1983; Groff, 1987). California schools continue to 

enroll a growing number of low socio-economic, and multi

ethnic students. Our educational organizations 

enthusiastically embrace and implement interventions, 

generated by more than 8,000 studies and 112 reviews (Salvin 

et al., 1988). "It is one thing to legislate integration of 

1 
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disabled, minority, or even disabled minority children into 

the mainstream; it is quite another to make their stay 

educationally worthwhile" (Gerber, 1988, p. 311). 

2 

Cultural and political explanations have been offered as 

reasons for the literacy problems. However, these 

explanations have to be translated in practical terms for 

schools and parents. Such translations should include 

historical educational research (Chall, Jacobs & 

Baldwin,1990). The fact remains that we still have a 

commitment to educate all our children. 

The commitment to educate all children has created 

instructional dilemmas .... for school districts in California. 

History has taught American educators tha~ in times of 

desperation, educators have a tendency to look for global, 

charismatic, single solutions to very serious problems 

(Chall, 1989, p. 532). In the mid-1800s America was 

grappling with serious social growing pains. The purpose of 

education was to foster productive, creative, knowledgeable, 

independent, and responsible individuals. Jeffersonian 

ideals guided the goals of education to focus on meaning, 

ideas and the desire to learn. Horace Mann, a lawyer and 

Secretary of the Massachusetts, John Dewey, at the University 

of Chicago, and Arthur Gates, at Teachers College Columbia 

promoted the whole word "look and say" method to teaching 

reading (Armstrong, 1989). In the 1930s, Gray and Gates 

introduced the "basal reader" series which incorporated the 

whole word method. This "look and say" method became the 
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1930s description of meaning-centered approach {Armstrong, 

1989) . 

In the 1950s, Flesch vigorously advocated a systematic 

code-emphasis approach to reading instruction {Adams, 1990; 

Flesch, 1955). In 1985, the U.S. Department of Education 

reported research that confirmed that children should be 

taught systematic phonics and have experience with reading 

words in meaningful texts {Anderson, Hiebert, Scott & 

Wilkinson, 1985). 

Anderson et al. (1985) supported this research, "The 

right maxims for phonics are: Do it early. Keep it simple. 

Except in cases of diagnosed individual need, phonics 

instruction should have been completed by the end of the 

second grade" {p. 43). "Learning to read appears to involve 

close knitting of reading skills that complement and support 

one another, rather than learning one skill, adding a second 

and so on" (p. 97). 

3 

Once again, the cultural, political and social 

requirements for reading have changed. In 1988, the 

California State Board of Education issued a curriculum 

reform document that emphasized the meaning-centered approach 

to language arts instruction. The curriculum reform solution 

to literacy problems, issued cy the The California State 

Department of Education, is titled English-Language l\:1:::t . .s. 
Framework for caJ i fornia Public schools Ki ndergarteo Through 
Grade Twelve {California State Board of Education, 1987). 

This state reform effort emphasizes a systematic literature 
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centered program with a meaning-centered approach based on 

intensive reading, writing, speaking, and listening. 

4 

The framework emphasizes the "integration of listening, 

speaking, reading, writing and the teaching of language 

skills in meaningful contexts" (California State Department 
of Education, 1987, p. 3). The past emphasis on phonic and 

decoding instruction is reduced to three statements in the 

framework; one statement uses phonics with the "ought to" 

context; the second statement implies implicit phonic 

instruction of letting students induce letter-sound 

relationships from meaningful contexts; and the third 

statement is included with several alternative instructional 

decoding techniques. Not one of the statements clearly links 

a balanced instructional program of systematic phonic and 

decoding instruction and the integration of listening, 

speaking, reading and writing instruction with exceptional 

students who have individual needs. 

The California State Department of Education (1987) 

suggests the following: "Phonics during the early grades 

should help students understand the relationships between 

letters and sounds so that they understand meaning" (p. 28); 

"Effective features of the framework calls for a phonics 

program taught in meaningful contexts, kept simple, and 

completed in the early grades" (p. 4); and, "Reading 

instruction includes many decoding strategies, such as: a 

systematic phonics program taught in the early grades, using 

meaningful context" (p. 43). 
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5 

The California state reform solution in the language 

arts curriculum created a need to focus on principal targets 

for successful intervention. The principal targets of 

intervention designed to create reform are "curriculum 

materials, teacher centered behaviors, and school 

organization" (Chall et al., 1990; Timar & Kirp, 1989, p. 

510). In response to the California state reform effort in 

curriculum, the first target of reform was the implementation 

of large numbers of literature based curriculum programs in 

school districts. Research evidence dating from 1910 to 1982 

does not support the effectiveness of this meaning-emphasis 

approach over a code-emphasis approach for students at the 

beginning reading levels and students reading at grade level 

or below (Chall, 1989; Chall et al., 1990). Follow Through 

studies conducted in the early 1970s, found that 

disadvantaged sixth grade students participating in a code

centered approach outperformed their sixth grade peers 

participating in a meaning-centered approach (Stahl, Osborn 

& Lehr, 1990). Research is not conclusive as to whether the 

learning processes used by successful and competent people 

can be made explicit enough for others to use (Brandt, 1989). 

Furthermore, both approaches, code-centered and meaning

centered, are deeply rooted in the nature of our writing 

system (Adams, 1990). School districts expended much effort 

in selecting meaning-centered curriculum materials that 

provided guidance for efficient and effective instruction 

that best supported comprehension. The curriculum dilemma 
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became how to impart to all students: (a) the 

comprehensible, cognitive, meaningful, creative, and joyful 

aspects of literature integrated into listening, speaking, 

reading, writing activities, and (b) the skills related to 

writing, to recognizing letters, spelling patterns, and whole 

words, to decoding through phonemic and morphemic 

translations, to orthographic knowledge, and to vocabulary 

development. 

6 

The second target of reform is teacher-centered 

behaviors. These teacher behaviors include team functions, 

instructional management, program delivery, and teaching 

techniques that address individual learning and cultural 

differences. Team functions are designed to develop 

collegiality between teachers. Coaching sessions provide a 

means for personalizing the knowledge gained through the 

course of instruction. Regular classroom observations by 

peer teachers provide s~ecific feedback for the teachers 

implementing new teaching strategies or changing and altering 

ineffective teaching strategies. 

Teacher behaviors related to instructional management 

include instructional time, lesson pacing, student 

reinforcement, distractions, student feedback, and student 

evaluation procedures. Instructional time may be devoted to 

group instruction more often than to individual instruction. 

A greater percentage of instructional time may be allowed for 

the primary lesson rather than the enrichment activities, 

seatwork activities or follow-up activities. 
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The extent and degree to which a teacher followed the 

recommended lesson format recommended by the text's publisher 

is called program delivery. Program delivery is unique to 

the individual teacher's experience, expertise and 

background. The teacher's actual lesson plan preparation may 

be more or less extensive than the publisher recommends. 

Teaching techniques are unique to teachers' educational 

experiences, education, background and training. Teachers 

may or may not know how to assess a student's learning 

problem, how to teach in a way to help solve the problem, how 

to help avoid behavior problems, and how to provide 

explanations and examples that enhance learning instead of 

creating ambiguities for the student. Teachers may or may 

not be able to acknowledge, understand or effectively teach 

children with the cultural differences in their classroom. 

Districts provide staff development programs that target 

specific strategies for their teacher training programs. A 

concern that addresses teaching techniques is how to observe, 

support and maintain effective teaching techniques. 

The third target of reform is the organizational 

competence of the school. Excellent education comes from 

sound public institutions. Timar and Kirp (1989) noted that 

institutional authority supports the belief that everyone in 

the school is responsible for planning curriculum, program 

evaluation, and what matters in the organizational life of 

the school. Quality education programs and qualified 
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teachers cannot exist in "unhealthy institutions" (Timar & 

Kirp, 1989, p. 510). 

This research study provided an opportunity to learn 

whether the complex targets of educational reform in the 

language arts curriculum had an impact on the academic 

performance of a rapidly changing student population. This 

study of the first year implementation of the California 

English-Language Arts Framework offered the opportunity to 

learn about the differences between classrooms using a 

meaning-centered approach to teach an integrated language 

arts versus those using a code-centered approach to teach an 
integrated language arts in grades one, three and six. 

8 

This study also offered the opportunity to gain insight 

as to whether the emphasis on an integrated literature 

approach will improve learning for all students in 

California. The alternative choices for improving learning 

currently considered are: (a) a balanced blending of 

structured and systematic phc~ics and skills in a way that 

associates skills and meaning with connected reading, and (b) 

a combination of strategies forming a rnor~ eclectic language 

arts program. Adams who emphasized a balance between meaning 
and code centered approaches, noted that "In order for the 

connections and even the connected parts, themselves, to 

develop properly, they must be developed conjointly. They 

must be linked together in the very course of acquisition" 

(Adams, 1990, p. 6). Bloom, the respected educational 

theorist, claimed that "No single method of improving 
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learning will work well for all teachers, all school 

subjects, and all students" (Salvin et al., 1988, p. 28). 

Written language is the one consistent connection to reading 

and language arts instruction that educators agree upon as 

being an integral component of learning. "Through writing, 

children learn that the purpose of text is not to be read but 

to be understood. They learn that reading is about thinking" 

(Adams, 1990, p. 405). "Children teach, solve problems, 

answer impossible questions, or discover new information 

hidden in the recesses of experience. The children can do 

this when their teachers know it is the child's action that 

produces the learning" (Graves, 1983, p. 119). 

The Issue 

Curriculum implementation depends on a solid research 

base (Joyce, Bennett, & Rolheiser-Bennett, 1990; Stahl et 

al.,1990). There is a serious void in educational research 

concerning how a meaning-centered approach versus a code

centered approach to the teaching of language arts affects 

the performance of students of diverse cultural and 

sociological influences (Chall, 1989; McGoldrick, Pearce & 

Giordano, 1982). This void in educational research is due to 

two historical concerns: (a) the number of research projects 

undertaken after the widespread use of modern statistical 

techniques, and (b) the social thinking concerning diverse 

cultural influences (Stahl et al., 1990; Adams, 1990; 

Tikunoff, 1985). 
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In 1964 and 1967, studies from The U. S. Office of 

Education (USOE) Cooperative Research Program in First-Grade 

Reading Instruction concluded that the most effective 

approach on first-grade reading achievement included both 

code-centered and meaning-centered emphasis. Systematic 

phonics instruction, an emphasis on meaning, language 

instruction, connected reading and writing were more 

effective than basal approaches (Chall, 1967; Bond & Dykstra, 

1967; Stahl et al., 1990). 

Stahl et al. (1990) reports that the University of 

Oregon's Follow Through studies in the 1970s found that a 

systematic code-centered approach yielded the highest reading 

achievement among disadvantaged first graders and sixth 

graders. The unusual success of one school was due to the 

integration of a meaningful connected reading in addition to 

learning how to decode. The majority of studies indicated 

that reading achievement is superior with approaches that 

integrate a systematic code instruction with meaningful 

connected reading. 

A quantitative literature synthesis was conducted by 

Pflaum, Walberg, Karegianes, and Rasher in 1980 (Adams, 

1990). These program comparison studies indicated that 

instruction that included both code-centered approaches and 

meaning-centered approaches resulted in superior reading and 

achievement. These conclusions were valid for both low 

reading-readiness profiles and more ~dv~ntaged peers (Adams, 

1990). Although, there are many differences in the outcomes 
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of reading and literature program comparisons depending on 

schools, teachers and students; a systematic phonic 

instruction emphasis appears to be the only instruction of 

"substantive and lasting value" (Adams, 1990, p. 49). 

Furthermore, it appears that a systematic emphasis on phonic 

and/or decoding instruction is more effective on student 

performance than the implicit instructional philosophy of 

letting students induce letter-sound from whole words. 

Research evidence has clearly supported a systematic code

oriented instruction in the primary grades in the context of 

connected reading, language instruction and meaning emphasis 

(Resnick & Weaver, 1979; Chall, 1983; Anderson et al., 1985; 

Adams, 1990; Chall et al.,1990). 

The philosophy underlining the California English

Language Arts Framework treats reading, writing, listening 

and speaking as a integrated behavior emphasizing meaning 

with materials that are real and relevant. A focus on skill 

instruction would interfere with meaning (Goodman and 

Goodman, 1981). 

Computer searches were executed within the Educational 

Resource Information Center (ERIC), subfiles Cummulative 

Index to Journals in Education (CIJE) and Resources in 

Education (RIE) comparing the meaning-centered approach to 

the code centered approach in language arts and reading in 

the first, third and sixth grade cultural diverse classrooms 

from 1983 through 1989. The first, third and sixth grade 

descriptors were used to eliminate the pre-school, 
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kindergarten, high school and college articles and focus on 

the elementary grades; however, the search was also narrowed 

with an elementary descriptor. The descriptors used were (a) 

language experience approach, (b) emergent literacy, (c) 

whole language, (d) code-centered, (e) meaning-centered, (f) 

systematic approach to reading instruction, and (g) 

multicultural education. 

In the computer searches, four papers were found related 

to meaning-centered approach and/or code-centered approach in 

elementary schools. Edelsky (1983) described in a research 

report how a sixth-grade inner-city teacher succeeded in 

encouraging children to act according to new expectations 

through the whole language approach before the first day of 

school was over. Manning (1988) discussed the effects of 

phonics instruction on the literacy development of a six year 

old girl in a case study. Wray (1989) described in a journal 

article the major contributions of both meaning-based and 

code-based approaches and argued that a tentative evaluation 

of the evidence favored meaning-based approaches in beginning 

reading. Carbo (1987) illustrated that many poor readers are 

dropouts of programs requiring analytic/auditory reading 

styles. She recommended the whole language approach for 

today's global learners in her article. 

A total of four papers drawn from research reports, 

position papers, journal articles, teaching guides, and 

project descriptions were found relating a meaning-centered 

approach to a code-centered approach in reading and/or 
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language arts in public elementary schools in the computer 

search. This limited number of reports may be due to several 

reasons: (a) the California English-Language Arts Framework 

represents the first prescribed whole-language program in 

California, preceded by the basal approach; (b) the 

implementation of the whole-language philosophy into the 

classroom represents the teachers' first attempt at teaching 

two philosophical perspectives during the same year; (c) 

field research in public schools is very difficult; and (d) 

the California English-Language Arts Framework emphasizes the 

whole-language approach and appears to ignore the 80 years of 

research that suggests that word-attack strategies are a 

crucial step in learning to read for comprehension and 

pleasure for beginner readers and for older students who have 

not mastered skillful reading and writing. 

A computer search of the National ERIC, Diss~rtation 

Abstracts International from 1851, was activated. The 

descriptors used were (a) language experience approach, (b) 

emergent literacy, (c) whole language, (d) code-centered, (e) 

meaning-centered, (f) public school, (g) low-income, (h) 

ethnic minority, (i) learning handicapped, and (j) phonic, 

systematic, or skill approach. There were no dissertations 

found in the search related to code-centered or meaning

centered approaches to language arts in public, regular 

elementary classrooms. 

However, there were two dissertation studies of code

centered and meaning-centered approaches with kindergartners 
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and transition bilin~ual Spanish students. One dissertation 

by Putnam (1981) was a descriptive study of two 

philosophically different approaches to reading readiness 

used in kindergarten from the University of Pennsylvania. 

A second dissertation by Fuller (1989), from the 

University of Boston, related phonics emphasis versus meaning 

emphasis approach to teaching beginning reading in English to 

bilingual Spanish readers. A meaning emphasis approach was 

found to be more effective in developing the second and/or 

third grade pupil's comprehension ability. However, the 

decoding ability was developed regardless of which emphasis 

was employed. This may be explained by the theory that 

decoding strategies may be a process acquired through 

learning to read in Spanish. Fuller recommended that a 

meaning approach should be used to emphasize the development 

of English reading comprehension ability for transitional 

bilingual students. 

The school factors that are linked to reading 

achievement have been continually studied for nearly a 

century so that policy and practice is based on the best 

available knowledge used to improve educational practice. 

With the adoption of the California English-Language Arts 

Framework in May, 1986, recommending that a meaning-cente~ed 

approach to language arts instruction is based on tLe best 

available knowledge, it appeared that many dedicated 

educators began writing journal articles supporting, 

disagreeing, arguing and discussing the validity of the 
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research upon which the meaning-centered approach and the 

code-centered approach is based. One such discussion on the 

validity of educational research was between Chall (March, 

1989; October, 1989) and Carbo (November,1988; October, 

1989). Carbo indicates that the best conclusion on phonics 

is no conclusion. Chall writes that there is "nearly 80 

years of empirical and theoretical support of phonics" 

(Chall, 1989, p. 160). 

Another discussion on the validity of research was 

between Weaver (March, 1990; May, 1990) and Gersten (April, 

1990). Weaver wrote that 5th and 6th graders who were in the 

Follow Through program scored considerably lower in reading 

comprehension (March, 1990). 

Gersten (1990) responded that she was wrong: 

In the 18 evaluations conducted, there are no instances 

of comparison-group students performing at a higher 

level than those who had been in the Follow Through 

program on the measure of reading comprehension, the 

Metropolitan Reading subtest. Follow Through students' 

reading careers began with intensive instruction in 

word-attack strategies during the first two years of 

school. Recent longitudinal research indicates that the 

students experienced long-term benefits in reading up 

until the 9th grade. (p. 36) 

Weaver apologized to Gersten and Becker and explained 

that she inferred this difference in reading comprehension. 

Weaver (1990) went on to write, "I would still argue, then, 
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phonics in comparison to the typical basal and whole-word 

approaches, much less a whole-language approach" (p. 41). 
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Chall (1990) reports that "a synthesis of the research 

on beginning reading methods found that systematic and direct 

teaching of phonics in the early grades was effective in 

general and especially for those at risk and/or low-income 

children and those with reading or learning disabilities" (p. 

6) • 

It appears that the California English-Language Arts 

Framework recommendation to emphasize a meaning-centered 

approach in language arts instruction without an equal 

emphasis on a code-centered approach, which is supported by 

available research knowledge, is disregarding the needs of 

the low-income, learning handicapped, and ethnic-minority 

students of all ages. It also appears that the Framework's 

emphasis on a meaning-centered approach, which is student 

centered instruction, can be interpreted to suggest an 

implicit approach to teaching decoding skills rather than a 

systematic or a developmental explicit approach. "Exercises 

and activities for teaching these skills may be part of the 

students' texts to be used as needed in the integrated 

program or they may be bound separately" (California State 

Department of Education, 1987, p. 43). Productive reading, 

writing, listening and speaking involves a process of 

discovering higher-order relationships. These higher-order 

meaning relationships depend on a thorough familiarity with 
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the lower-order units and their relations to the text (Adams, 

1990). 

Adams (1990) noted that the great challenge for 

educators is to understand the parts of the system and their 

interrelations. "One cannot properly develop the higher

order processes without due attention to the lower. Nor can 

one focus on the lower-order processes without constantly 

clarifying and exercising their connections to the higher

order ones" (p. 6). 

In addition to the void in educational research due to 

the number of research projects undertaken after the use of 

modern statistical techniques, the second concern that caused 

a historical void in research was due to the social thinking 

related to diverse cultural influences. Tikunoff (1985) 

indicated that this social thinking influenced school 

district policies, educational philosophies, and teachers' 

theories with respect to the instructional approaches thought 

to be most appropriate for developing language proficiency 

among diverse ethnic student populations. History notes that 

educational research and policy making were performed under 

the "melting pot" viewpoint proposed by social theorists in 

the 1960s, and fostered by the premise of equality, on which 

our country was founded (McGoldrick et al., 1982, p. 3). 

Evidence that supported the notion that ethnic values and 

identification are retained for many generations after 

immigration forced education to move toward a complex view 

that considered group differences within the whole. Social 
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thinking then shifted to a concept of cultural education 

which considered the cultural system of families who share a 

common history and traditions (Charter, 1989; McGoldrick et 

al.,1982). Attempts to meet the complex needs of all 

students within the cultural education view has not been 

successful and therefore student dropout rates have 

increased. 

Currently, there is a shift in social thinking to an 

even more complex view of education for the ethnic 

populations. In addition to addressing religion, race, 

national and geographic origin, family and community, the 

emerging view of ethnic education involves conscious and 

unconscious processes that fulfill a psychological need for 

identity, historical continuity and cognitive learning 

(Charter, 1989; Mc..'3oldrick et al., 1982). McGoldrick (1982) 

noted two major resistances to an ethnicity focus in 

education that may have clogged the research and educational 

policy making process for immigrants: (a) the attitude that 

ethnicity is a subject that is understood by all individuals, 

and (b) the existence of an active reluctance to define 

ethnic differences. The social thinking for research and 

education policy making has evolved from a "melting pot" 

focus to a cultural focus to the present ethnicity focus. 

Recent research and theory have supported evidence of 

the last 20 years which indicated that a code-centered 

approach seemed to produce better readers and fewer reauing 

problems than a meaning-centered approach with students in 
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early grades and those at risk. This trend was supported by 

research evidence through grade six. However, educational 

philosophies and teachers' theories have continued to view a 

meaning-centered approach as most appropriate for greater 

cognitive development, and a greater love of reading and 

learning (Chall, 1989, Chall et al., 1990). 

Adams (1990) proposed possible answers to the 

divisiveness over code-emphasis versus meaning-emphasis in 

reading instruction that related to the realities of the 

language arts application in classroom instruction: 

My best guess is that by virtue of human nature, people 

tend to conceive of some instructional activities as 

'key' and others as 'support.' But the process of 

reading cannot be divided into key and support 

activities. All of its component knowledge and skills 

must work together within a single integrated and 

interdependent system. (p. 423) 

Adams suggested that effective reading instructi0n was 

hindered by the imbalance of reading activities such as the 

different curriculum of the pull-out reading programs, the 

limited classroom reading time for low achievers, the 

classroom seatwork, the way in which the pieces of the 

reading instruction fit together that should complement and 

support one another always considering the needs and progress 

of the young readers, and the curriculum implementation that 

guides the depth and quality of understanding (Stahl et al., 

1990) . 
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The many changes in student demographics are new 

phenomena to California educational systems. It was my view 

that without an understanding of the obstacles and the 

factors that account for academic performance among diverse 

groups of student populations, attempts at educational reform 

were likely to fail. "If you want the greatest possible 

benefits from a new program, begin by converting the 

converters" (Adams, 1990, p. 48). Missing in the literature 

was a comprehensive understanding of how teacher behaviors, 

curriculum materials and organizational processes actually 

impacted academic performance among diverse cultural and 

social student populations. The California English-Language 

Arts curriculum reform was thrown into a well of 

possibilities which was derived from what educators 

comprehended from written words on paper, what was in their 

hearts and minds, what they were told to do and how they 

actually did it. Therefore, it was important that scholars 

seek to better understand the processes of educational reform 

so that leadership can effect real and intended change and 

can transform educational organizations to cause higher 

levels of student performance for all students. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to determine how a 

meaning-centered approach versus a code-centered approach to 

the teaching of language arts affected student performance in 

regular education classrooms containing low achieving, low 
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Historically, California stands in the midst of 

phenomenonal cultural changes in its student population. The 

decisions to change and/or alter the direction of curriculum 

and instruction must consider the increasing variety of 

cultural and social influences that teachers face in 

classrooms today. How would a meaning-centered approach 

and/or a code-centered approach to the teaching of language 

arts affect student academic performance in an environment of 

increasing cultural and social changes? 

Utilizing descriptive statistical methods, this one year 

study described relationships among teacher centered 

behaviors, curriculum materials, organizational processes and 

student performances in grades one, three, and six in 

meaning-centered and code-centered approaches to language 

arts instruction. Through the use of both qualitative and 

quantitative data--interviews, surveys, observations, 

standardized test scores and criterion referenced scores-

this researcher discovered how a meaning-centered approach 

versus a code-centered approach to the teaching of language 

arts affected student performance in a low achieving, low 

socio-economic, multi-ethnic and/or learning handicapped 

student population. 

Three interrelated dimensions of school reform were 

applied to the implementation of the California English

Language Arts Fr~mework. The following three reform 
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dimensions precipitated eight questions which guided the 

examination of how a meaning-centered approach versus a code

centered approach to the teaching of language arts affected 

student performance. 

Dimension I. Dimension I examined the differences 

between-classrooms using meaning-centered and code-centered 

published language arts curriculum materials. The extent to 

which the presentation requirements of the published language 

arts meaning-centered, code-centered and related materials 

were followed by the classroom teacher was explored in this 

study. 

pjmensjon II. Dimension II examined the differences 

between teacher centered behaviors used in a meaning-centered 

classroom and a code-centered classroom. There were five 

categories of teacher behaviors which were explored for this 

study: (a) instructional management, (b) content specific 

behaviors, (c) instructional behaviors specific to learning 

strategies, (d) individual teacher behaviors, and (e) 

interpersonal behaviors. 

Dimension III. Dimension III examined the differences 

between the effects that organizational processes have on 

teacher centered behaviors and on the intervention model of 

the California English-Language Arts Framework in code

centered and meaning-centered classrooms. Four interrelated 

categories of organizational processes that affected 

organizational change were looked at in this study: (a) 

individual and interpersonal teacher behaviors; (b) 
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organizational development. 

Relevance of the Issue to Leadership 

23 

It is the position of this researcher that the process 

of educational reform initiated by the California English

Language Arts Framework should be examined by those who 

practice the process of transformational leadership. 

Educational organizations exist and continuously change in 

order to accomplish their intended goals. The results of 

this research study may contribute to a new focus in the 

conceptualization of educational reform and the language arts 

curriculum by the way education theorizes about and practices 

behavioral and organizational chznges. 

The primary criterion for effective organizational 

change is change in behavior (Argyris, 1982, p. 47). 

Individuals, acting as members of the organization, produce 

the behavior that leads to their learning that leads to their 

behavior change. Therefore, the individual learning is the 

core process in organizational change. This study of a 

meaning-centered approach versus a code-centered approach to 

the teaching of language arts and the effects on student 

performance examined critical themes that led to individual 

learning. The information gained from this study should be 

useful for those who are interested in the interrelated 

process of transformational leadership and educational reform 

in the language arts curriculum. 
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Definition of Terms 

The definitions of the following terms that were used 

throughout the research project serve to clarify the meanings 

of key concepts: 

code-centered approach to language arts ;instruction 
The emphasis is on a systematic, direct approach to teaching 

decoding and/or comprehension skills within the context of a 

meaning-centered language arts program; reading, writing, 

listening and speaking (Chall, 1989). Learning objectives 

are predetermined, practice is directed on individual skills 

and the program design is cumulative, systematic and 

developmental (Paterson, 1989). Examples of decoding skills 

include: sound/symbol correspondence and initial 

letter/sound in a word. Examples of general comprehension 

skills include: reasoning, main idea, details, compare and 

contrast, drawing conclusions, making inferences, sequencing 

of events, and summarizing. 

California English-Language Arts program. The 

integration of all the elements of language and thinking: 

listening, speaking, reading, and writing. The language arts 

program in California is a systematic meaning-centered 

literature program for all students (California State 

Department of Education, 1987). 

Intervention model. In this research paper, the 

intervention described is the English-Language Arts Framework 

for California Public Schools Kindergarten Through Grade 

Twelve (California State Department of Education, 1987). The 
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definition of model is borrowed from Timar & Kirp's (1989) 

discussion of an implementation strategy that is formulated 

and built at the discretion of each school district. The 

California English-Language Arts Framework defines the 

emphasis, effective instruction, essential elements, 

exemplary practices, and material standards for language arts 

instruction. However, within the guidelines of the 

California English-Language Arts Framework's meaning-centered 

approach emphasis, each school district and/or each school 

can implement the language arts curriculum with the emphases, 

instruction, practices, and materials as believed to be a 

model of effective instruction thus creating a unique 

language arts model. 

Learning handicapped student. A student who 

demonstrates a significant discrepancy, 1.5 standard 

deviation from the norm, between his/her expected level of 

performance and actual learning performance in academic areas 

such as reading, mathematics, language, and social studies. 

Low socio-economic student. A child who is from a low 

socio-economic family or low income family. Sometimes, low 

socio-economic students are "referred to as 'culturally 

deprived,' 'culturally different,' 'urban disadvantaged,' or 

as living in inner cities. Children who are from low socio

economic families tend to perform below norms in literacy on 

national, state, and school assessments" (Chall et al., 1990, 

p. 1). Many of these children enter school without a base of 

prereading skills, without extensive experiences and without 
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to as "children at risk" (Chall et al., 1990, p.l). 
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Low performing studept. A low performing student tends 

to perform below norms in literacy on national, state, and 

school assessments" (Chall et al., 1990, p. 1). They tend to 

consistently perform well below the class average in reading, 

writing, speaking and/or listening. 

Majnstreaming. The practice of providing learning 

disabled students an education with their non-handicapped 

peers to the greatest possible extent (Library of Congress, 

1983). The practice of providing day-to-day language arts 

instruction for the learning disabled student in a regular 

classroom setting without s~ecific services offered in a 

pull-out program for language arts instruction. 

Meaning-centered approach to language arts instruction. 
The meaning-centered approach suggests that reading and 

writing skills emerge in a natural fashion when the classroom 

environment is filled with good literature that is 

intensively read, discussed, listened to and written about 

(Paterson, 1989). The meaning-centered approach requires a 

sense of wholeness and a sense of the interconnectedness of 

parts. The meaning-centered approach to language arts 

instruction is associated with the natural and developmental 

concepts of language experience instruction and whole 

language instruction (Chall, 1989). In the early grades, 
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Multj-ethnjc student. A student who views himself or 

herself as alike to a group of common ancestry, and who is so 

regarded by others as being a member of a group of common 

ancestry is an ethnic student. An ethnic student can be 

second-, third-, and even fourth- generation American as well 

as a new immigrant. An ethnic student may differ from the 

dominant culture in values, life-styles, and behavior 

(McGoldrick et al., 1982}. A classroom that contains several 

different ethnic students is referred to as a classroom of 

multi-ethnic students. 

Qrganjzatjonal change. Organizational change occurs 

when an external change agent (such as the California State 

Department of Education} who, in a collaborative relationship 

with individuals within the system (such as an educational 

system} intervenes in ongoing organizational processes in 

order to produce certain anticipated changes in these 

processes and in organizational effectiveness (Katz & Kahn 

1978; Benne, 1985}. 

Student performance. In this research study, student 

performance is defined as the extent to which students 

demonstrate the following: (a} the ability to handle a 

variety of writing tasks with confidence, ease and insight; 

(b} the extensive reading of recreational books; (c} the 

interest and willingness to prepare uut of class language 

arts assignments in speaking, reading and writing; (d} the 
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participation and level of success on criterion testing 

efforts; (e) the level of success in the areas of language 

arts and reading on a standardized test; and (f) a positive 

attitude towards language arts instruction, indicated by 

class attendance and the extent of parental support 

(California State Board of Education, 1989). 

Theories-in-use. Values and premises about human 

behavior that are established early in life. They are 

created and developed from our earliest socializing 

experiences and they continue to shape our behavior (Kahn, 

1984) . 

Limitations of This Study 

There were some limitations to this study. The 

following points define wha~ could have been expected to 

occur with this research and what may have been constraints 

of the research design. 
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1. This study included interviews and observations of 

only 12 classroom teachers which represented approximately 

12% of the total number of first, third and sixth grade 

teachers who may have implemented the California English

Language Arts Framework during the 1989-1990 school year in 

the two school districts represented in this study. The 

findings may not be generalizable to the total population of 

teachers. 

2. The study was conducted in two urban school 

districts in southern California and may not represent 

dissimilar districts. 
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3. Anecdotal information was subject to researcher 

assumptions and interpretations. 

29 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Introduction 

The purpose of this study was to determine how a 

meaning-centered approach versus a code-centered approach to 

the teaching of language arts affects student performance in 

a regular education classroom containing low achieving, low

income, multi-ethnic and learning handicapped students. 

Foundations of a meaning-centered approach are educational 

models derived from the highest ideals of citizenship in a 

democracy. These models propose to lead students to the 

wisdom and virtue of the examined life, to deepen their sense 

of ethical responsibility, and to develop allegiance to the 

highest ideals of citizenship in a democracy (California 

State Department of Education, 1987). Plato, Aristotle, 

Augustine, Thomas More, Locke and Dewey have provided 

blueprints for this kind of educational program (Joyce & 

Weil, 1986). 

Paterson (1989) rediscoved Dewey's historic naturalistic 
philosophy, "All of us learn most willingly and best when we 

acquire our skills in the course of doing something that we 

ourselves find useful" (p. 4). In 1902, Dewey (1956) 

30 
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asserted to the teacher that day to day conditions should 

"let the child's nature fulfil its own destiny, revealed to 
you in whatever of science and art and industry the world now 

holds as it own" (p. 31). The idea of continuous 

reconstruction in a literate environment was formulated by 

Dewey (1956) who wrote that school life should organize 

itself on a social basis. 

Continuous reconstruction suggests that students should 

have the opportunities to collaboratively discuss, in a 

spirit of free communication, through an interchange of 

ideas, of suggestions, and of successes and failures of 

previous experiences, literature within their understandings 

and the understandings of others. These collaborative 

discussions among students create new meanings which lead to 

restructuring of students' understandings and to a 

reconstructioning of the literate environment for the entire 

group. 

Meaning-centered is child-centered education viewed as 

natural, developmental, and self directed. Motivation is 

created from within the student. Therefore, reading, 

writing, speaking and listening activities are central to 

student's own lives (Chall, 1989). Knowledge is conveyed to 
students through sensory interactions with the environment 

and literature and through interactions with experiences to 

produce knowledge. Therefore knowledge has a personal 

quality and is unique for each student (Joyce & Weil, 1986). 
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Theoretical foundations of the code-centered approach 

are behavioral psychology, cognitive psychology, 

developmental psychology, psycholinguistics, and neurology 

(Chall, 1989; Engelmann & Carnine, 1982). The advocates of 

the code-centered approach support one or more of three 

notions: (a) that knowledge should be logically organized so 

that relatively efficient communications are possible for 

related knowledge, (b) that empirically-based principles 

determine universal ways in which the environment influences 

behavior for different classes of learners, and (c) that 

there are principles for a logical design of communications 

that transmit knowledge (Engelmann & Carnine, 1982). 

Advocates of the code-centered approach to language arts 

instruction view decoding or facility with phonics as a 

necessary step in the acquisition of reading comprehension 

and higher-level reading processes. Development of this 

sensitivity to the sounds of words results from a systematic, 

direct design of tasks. This systematic, direct instruction 

is the responsibility of the teacher. Baxter (1989) noted 

that student failure is the responsibility of the teacher. 

If the student has not learned it, the teacher has not taught 

it. Chall (1989; Chall et al., 1990) found that programs 

that include systematic instruction lead to higher 

achievement in both spelling and decoding. Chall (1989; 

Chall et al., 1990) reported on several studies that support 

the notion that inadequate word recognition can lead to 

inadequate reading comprehension. Advocates of the code-
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centered approach to language arts instruction support the 

notion that a systematic, structured skill program, sustained 

in an appropriate supportive literature environment in which 

conditions are created to encourage students to want to read 

and write, is more effective than a natural, developmental 

and student directed environment that exposes students to the 

finest literature and encourages a continuous reconstruction 

and creation of a literate environment in which students want 

to read and write (Dewey, 1956; Chall et al., 1990; Paterson, 

198 9) . 

The findings from educational research and 

organizational change research linked student performance 

with selected curriculum materials, teacher behaviors and 

organizational change processes (Adams, 1990; Chall et al., 

1990). Timar & Kirp (1989) identified curriculum materials, 

teacher behaviors and organizational processes as the three 

interrelated targets that lead to organizational change. 

These three interrelated targets of organizational change 

were developed into three related themes in the review of the 

literature: (a) language arts curriculum materials, (b) 

teacher centered behaviors, and (c) the organizational change 

processes. 

Language Arts Curriculum Materials 

The contents and manageability of textbook programs and 

related instructional materials influence the information 

that teachers teach and the information that students 

practice (California State Department of Education, 1987; 
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Duckworth & Fielding, 1985; Loucks & Zacchei, 1983). In 

this study, curriculum materials designed for the 

implementation of the California English-Language Arts 

Framework were used with either a meaning-centered approach 

emphasis or a code-centered approach emphasis. 

Meanjng-centered ®preach 
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The meaning-centered approach emphasizes curriculum 

materials that present literature, listening, speaking, 

reading, writing, with supporting skills of grammar, 

spelling, and handwriting (California State Department of 

Education, 1987). Meaning-centered curriculum materials do 

not distribute a review of the skills previously learned or 

present phonic lessons in any systematic, direct order 

supported by previous research (Durr, 1989). Meaning

centered curriculum materials encourage students to take an 

active role in their learning, to share ideas, to ask 

questions, to write, to discuss, to make presentations and to 

read great literature (California State Department of 

Education, 1987). 

Code-Centered Approach 

The code-centered approach emphasizes curriculum 

materials that present a systematic, direct design of tasks 

and strategies to be learned, and the use of good literature 

and writing, with supporting skills of accuracy, fluency and 

automaticity (Paterson, 1989). Code-centered curriculum 

materials emphasize a mastery of skills, a cumulative 

introduction of new members of a related schema or set, and a 
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distributed review of older learning. Since the 

responsibility for student learning is on the teacher, 

curriculum materials include suggested lesson presentations 

for the teacher (Baxter, 1988). 

ManageahiJjty of roterventjon Model 

The curriculum components of a language arts 

intervention model can be managed if the components contain 

materials that are similar to current practices and if the 

materials are reasonable to implement in a classroom 
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(Duckworth & Fielding, 1985; Loucks & Zacchei, 1983). An 

intervention model can be managed by the teacher if the model 

is composed of manageable and comprehensible day-to-day 

details of classroom instruction (Carnine & Gersten, 1985; 

Fullan, 1982). The California English-Language Arts 

Framework intervention model requires that the teacher attend 

to reading, writing, speaking and listening activities in 

much detail. Both the code-centered and meaning-centered 

approaches require instructional discipline so that the 

purposes are not neglected and a student's progress is 

continuously assessed and evaluated (California State Board 

of Education, 1987; Engelmann & Carnine, 1982; Durr et al., 

1989) . 

Teacher Centered Behaviors 

The most important key to a successful educational 

program is a motivated and knowledgeable teacher who finds 

ways to promote learning. The demands to involve and promote 

learning require that teachers be sensitive, creative and 
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flexible in the use of methods and in their attitudes. 

Teachers draw on instructional methods and strategies 

available to involve and stimulate the diverse interests of 
students (California State Board of Education, 1987). Adams 
(1990) reported that Chall found that teachers tended to 
carry learned practices and philosophies to the new programs. 
Students were likely to receive the best of instructional 
approaches during the transitional period as their teachers 
were addressing the novel aspects of the new program while 
memories of their old practices were still active (Chall et 
al., 1990) . 

After reviewing the literature on teacher centered 
behaviors, five categories were formulated for the purposes 
of this study: 

1. Instructional management behaviors. Three areas of 
management were identified for examination. Foster (1986) 
noted that teachers resolve three areas of classroom 

management: (a) control: examples were discipline, positive 
reinforcement, student feedback, and time on task variables; 
(b) curriculum: examples were design of lesson presentation, 
organization of guided classroom practice, and corrective 
feedback; and (c) societal: examples were individual 

differences among low- achieving, low-income, multi-ethnic 
and learning disabled students. 

2. Content-specific instructional behaviors. The 
criteria identified to examine content-specific teaching 
behaviors were the teacher's individual experiences, 

-, 
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education and understandings. Content-specific behaviors are 

teaching behaviors that affect classroom instruction. These 

behaviors reflect the knowledge unique to the individual 

teacher. Teacher understandings and skills reflect 

preparation and experience and transcend mere knowledge of 

the subject matter (Shulman, 1988). 

3. Instructional behaviors specific to Jearning 
strategies. The criteria identified to examine the use of 

learning strategies were student self-monitoring and 

motivation (Brandt, 1989). Learning strategies are taught to 

students through teacher instructional behaviors. Learning 

strategies are mental processes that learners deliberately 

use to help themselves learn or understand something new 

(Brandt, 1989). The learning strategies taught through 

teacher instruction in the code-centered approach and the 

meaning-centered approach fall into different stages of 

reading acquisition models. The learning strategies stressed 

in a meaning-centered approach appear to fall into a practice 

phase of performing skills through various communication 

modes, speaking, reading, writing, and listening. The 

systematic code-centered approach stressed a mastering phase 

where skills were practiced (Downing, 1979; Chall, 1983). 

Both approaches support the notion that reading and learning 

are co-dependent with content and a wide variety of reading 

and writing activities. Resnick (1989) explained that 

competence is not only knowing the strategies, but competence 
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also involves knowing when to use the strategies and having 

the motivation to use them. 
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4. Individual teacher behaviors_ Teacher values, 

behaviors and perceptions were the criteria identified to 

examine levels of individual changes. Burns (1976) noted 

that teachers have the responsibility to provide a social and 

intellectual environment in which students can learn, to 

extend an awareness of human needs, and to provide the means 

of gratifying these needs necessary to improve a larger 

social situation. This individual responsibility is linked 

to the continuing interaction of perceptions and behaviors 

monitored by values, thus allowing real change and growth. 

Foster (1986) supported the notion that one dimension of a 

planned intervention strategy, such as the California 

English-Language Arts Framework, was the assumption that 

change begins on the individual level. 

5. Interpersonal teacher behaviors. The emotional 

needs of teachers were considered necessary criteria for the 

success of an intervention model (Loucks & Zacchei, 1983). 

Argyris (1971) linked the degree of interpersonal competence 

with organizational effectiveness. As each individual's 

potential is realized, students, teachers, and parents within 

the organization benefit. The degree of interpersonal 

development, personal development and the nature of the 

organization transform individuals to higher levels of 

consciousness. 
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Instn1ctional Management Behaviors 

The selection of the variables that represented each of 

the three areas of classroom management--control, curriculum, 

and societal considerations--was guided by meaning-centered 

approach and code-centered approach to language arts 

instruction, available theory and data. Discipline, time-on

task, positive student reinforcement and positive student 

feedback are components of classroom control (Jones, 1987; 

California State Department of Education, 1987). Effective 

procedures in classroom discipline allow exciting and dynamic 

learning for the teacher and the students. Classroom 

discipline allows students and teachers to care about 

themselves, their classmates, and their opportunity to learn 

(Jones, 1987). 

A component of a classroom control plan is the act of 

giving positive student feedback regarding academic and 

behavioral performance. Sprick (1981) wrote that positive 

feedback teaches each student that his or her hard work and 

efforts are recognized. Giving positive feedback requires 

that the teacher be well organized and efficient. The 

California English-Language Arts Framework (1987) suggested 

that students receive feedback from a variety of activities: 

individual consultations with teachers, written essay tests, 

writing samples, and oral presentations. 

Positive reinforcement is part of the learning process 

and environment. Sprick (1981) defined reinforcement as any 

stimulus that follows a behavior and causes that behavior to 
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happen more often. Effective reinforcement is used to teach 

a new skill, to foster positive feelings, to develop 

intrinsic and extrinsic motivations, and to encourage 

students to experience the joy of learning (Sprick, 1981). 

Time on task is defined as the relationship between the 

time that is spent learning and the amount of learning a 

student acquires. Jones (1987) noted that three variables 

affected learning: (a) the allocated time set aside for the 

subject, (b) the amount of time the student is actually 

engaged with the subject, and (c) the success rate of the 

students while they are working on the subject. Students and 

adults do not like to have their time wasted because of 

classroom interruptions. There is a high correlation between 

academic learning time (time on task) and achievement (Brophy 

& Good, 1986) . 

Teachers managed the language arts curriculum with their 

plan of the lesson presentation, the organization of guided 

classroom practice, and corrective feedback. In planning the 

lesson presentation, teachers interrelated several emphases 

in their lesson presentation format: (a) clinical model of 

instruction, the six step lesson plan (Hunter, 1976); (b) 

Direct Instruction format (Engelmann, Bruner, Hanner, Osborn, 

& Zoref, 1988); (c) California English--Language Arts 

Framework effective instruction guidelines (California State 

Department of Education, 1987; and (d) the lesson plan 

recommendations for presentation from the language arts 

textbook publisher (Durr, et al., 1989). A lesson plan 
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design, emphasizing a meaning-centered approach to 

instruction and that focuses on the California English

Language Arts Framework, showed a greater percentage of time 

devoted to students $haring ideas, asking questions, writing, 

discussing, making presentations, developing composition 

sYills, developing oral language skills and reading great 

literature than did a lesson plan design that emphasized a 

code-centered approach to language arts instruction. The 

code-centered approach lesson plan devoted a percentage of 

language arts instructional time to the teaching of 

systematic skills, from an additional program other than the 

prescribed literature program, with the teacher as the center 

of learning rather than the student as the center of learning 

(California State Department of Education, 1987; Ferguson, 

1989). The lesson plan design of both approaches included 

plans to present learning strategies, conventions of 

language, and literature reading both orally and silently. 

The goal of instruction was for the student to transfer 

newly acquired meanings to old knowledge, and to be able to 

perform the task effectively, fluently, easily and 

confidently through guided classroom practice (California 

State Department of Education, 1987). Classroom practice 

activities in a meaning-centered approach put the 

responsibility on the learner to engage in various 

activities such as the extensive reading of books, magazines, 

and newspapers, writing new or original endings to a literary 

work, and reading various types of literature (California 
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State Department of Education, 1987; Goodman, 1986). Goodman 

(1986) noted that "self-evaluation is integrally involved in 

the process and is encouraged" (p. 61). 

A percentage of classroom practice activities in a code

centered approach is related to a mastery expectation of a 

particular learning strategy or skill. Guided practice is 

related to corrective feedback to insure that the learner 

performs correctly in subsequent presentations of the 

activity. The greater percentage of time spent on guided 

classroom practice indicates a more successful language arts 

program than a classroom not allowing classroom practice 

(Adams, 1990). Engelmann and Carnine (1982) explained that 

the simplest technique in expanding the practice situation to 

the transfer situation is to design the practice so that the 

first steps in both situations are identical. Ausubel (1967) 

was quoted by Adams (1990) as saying, "research has confirmed 

that prior learnings are not transferable to new learning 

tasks until they are first overlearned" (p.239). Ausubel 

continued with the idea that overlearning required an 

adequate number of adequately spaced repetitions and reviews 

and an opportunity for differential practice of the more 

difficult components of a task (Adams, 1990). 

Societal needs demand that teachers adapt their 

instructional behaviors to the characteristics of their 

student populations. The California State Department of 

Education (1987) recommended that students who are low

achieving, learning disabled, or from a multi-ethnic group 
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must be provided with good literature, and integrated 

langua~e arts instruction. A meaning-centered approach to 

language arts instruction structures group work so that 

students can work cooperatively rather than be isolated in 

groups. Working cooperatively in a meaning-centered 

classroom takes place when students, regardless of academic 

ability, work together on one common task that requires group 

discussion, planning, designing and creating before the task 

can be completed as a group effort. Dewey (1956) wrote that 

the school life organizes itself on a social basis. Dewey 

(1956) remarked that "a spirit of free communication, of 

interchange of ideas, suggestions, results, both successes 

and failures of previous experiences, becomes the dominating 

note of the recitation" (p. 16). 

A code-centered approach to language arts instruction 

structures group work both cooperatively, with skill 

development and strategy development designed for students 

with special needs. Working cooperatively in a code-centered 

classroom takes place when students, of similar academic 

abilities, are given the responsibility to discuss, 

encourage, teach, help and support one another in completing 

common skills or objectives. Ferguson (1989) noted that 

these isolated groups require different pacing, assignments, 

literature books, and skill level work than other students in 

the classroom. 
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Instructional Techniques 

Effective learning strategies were identified from 

research on successful students. Resnick (1987) confirmed 

that teachers translate the research knowledge of learning 

strategies into effective instructional behaviors. The 

effective teaching research emphasized in this study is 

organized into five instructional approaches borrowed from 

Joyce & Weil (1986): 

1. Techn:i.ques designed to affect information 

processing. For example: {a) key elements of teaching 

(Bloom, 1976, 1971, 1956), (b} whole language (Goodman, 

1986), and (c} elements of effective teaching (Hunter, 1976, 

1971, 1969, 1967). 
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2. Techniques designed to focus on the person. For 

example: (a} teaching thinking (Costa, 1985), (b) classroom 

writing instruction (Graves, 1984, 1982), and (c} problem 

solving (Whirnbey, 1985). 

3. Techniques designed to focus on cooperative 

learning. For example: (a} groupwork (Cohen, 1987), and (b) 

cooperative learning environment (Slavin, 1980, 1978). 

4. Techniques designed from behavioral theory approach. 

For example: (a} mastery learning (Bloom, 1971; Carroll, 

1971), and (b} Direct Instruction (Engelmann & Carnine, 

1982) . 

5. Techniques designed to focus on individual 

differences. For example: (a) environmental relationship to 

learning (Hunt, 1971); (b) cultural differences (Ovando, 
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1983; SERN, 1985; Chall et al., 1990); (c) intellectual 

differences (Springer, 1985); (d) different learning styles 

(Hunt, 1974); and (e) non-directive teaching (Rogers, 1969). 
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Many of these instructional approaches are interrelated. 

The teacher's perception of learning, training experiences 

and/or cognitive understanding of techniques determine the 

degree of emphasis or absence of approaches in his/her 

content specific instructional behaviors. 

Instructional Behaviors Specific to Learning Strategies 
The goal of reading instruction in the stage models of 

reading acquisition is to facilitate word recognition and 

fluency which is followed by reading comprehension. Basic 

word recognition and decoding allow the development of 

reading comprehension and metacomprehension (Chall, 1989). 

It then follows that organized knowledge systems or 

background information developed from performing reading 

comprehension and efficient communication enables learners to 

relate new information and build larger knowledge systems 

(Engelmann & Carnine, 1982). Literacy becomes knowledge and 

independent thought for low-achieving, low-income, multi

ethnic and learning-handicapped students. 

The learning strategies that are taught in the meaning

centered approach are strategies for synthesizing and 

integrating information. The strategies are constructed over 

time as part of comprehending a world interrelated with 

others (Estes, Gutman, & Harrison, 1989). Students are 

prepared to use strategies to analyze issues, make decisions, 
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solve problems, and communicate effectively. Students are 

able to overcome the difficulties of style in literature and 

appreciate the work for its thought, imagination and 

statement about the human condition. Skills are not taught 

directly but acquired from more natural reading and writing 

activities. California State Department of Education (1987) 

stated that "children can learn to spell and handwrite their 

favorite words on the chalkboard making words personal and 

meaningful from the start" (pp. 16-18). 

The learning strategies that are emphasized in the code

centered approach are also strategies for synthesizing and 

integrating abstract information. Engelmann & Carnine (1982) 

identified two objectives for developing knowledge systems: 

(a) to provide an exhaustive system for classification of any 

cognitive operation; and (b) to link the classification 

system with variations of the same communication form. The 

strategies follow a systematic scheme of reading and writing 

stages beginning with pre-reading, then mature reading, and 

finally to skilled reading and writing. The strategies are 

acquired through direct teacher instruction.with follow up 

practice. 

Individual Behaviors 

According to Schein (1986) and Argyris (1987), values, 

behaviors and perceptions of organizational members are 

factors that were determined to lead to individual change 

which allows organizational change. Teacher and principal 

values, behaviors and perceptions were the criteria that were 
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identified to examine levels of individual change (Argyris, 

1987; Rokeach, 1968, 1973; Schein, 1986). Schein (1986) 

defined values as a "sense of what 'ought' to be, as distinct 

from what is" (p. 15). Schein (1986) and Argyris (1987) 

noted that values were discriminated between those that were 

congruent with behaviors and those that were aspirations for 

the future. Schein (1986) claimed that values that are 

susceptible of social validation may undergo a process of 

cognitive transformation. During this process, values 

gradually become beliefs and basic assumptions. Basic 

assumptions tend to be nonconfrontable, and nondebatable. 

Schein's (1986) concept of basic assumptions that actually 

guide behavior is congruent with Argyris (1987) and Schon's 

"theories-in-use" (p.180). Behaviors are guided by the 

following three norms: 

1. Action is taken on valid information that is openly 

obtained. Individuals confront their own basic assumptions 

and take part in testing them in public. Confrontation with 

own basic assumptions in public testing allows commitment and 

change (Argyris, 1987; Costa & Garmston, 1987; Costa, 1985; 

Glatthorn, 1987; Schein, 1986). 

2. Action is taken on free and informed choice with all 

who are competent and relevant. The open discussion of 

empirical research, issues, concerns, clarifications, ideas, 

and evaluations with competent individuals allows commitment 

and change (Argyris, 1987; Argyris & Schon, 1978; Glatthorn, 

1987) . 
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3. Action is taken to monitor the implementation and to 

prepare for the change. Internal commitment is generated 

with the monitoring of the implementation and the preparation 

for the change (Argyris, 1987; Joyce, Bennett, Rolheiser

Bennett, 1990). 

Rokeach (1968, 1973) considered that values are greater 

in depth, permanence, and comprehensiveness than are 

attitudes. Once internalized, values provide the day-to-day 

operating principles by which behavior is guided. Therefore, 

values predict observable behavior. 

Many values are aspirations for the future, and they 

remain conscious and articulated. These values are 

incongruent with observed behavior. Schein (1986) commented 

that these values may be "called 'espoused values' which 

predict what people will say in a variety of situations but 

which may be out of line with what they actually do in 

situations where those values should be operating" (p. 17). 

The following norms of behavior were identified and examined: 

1. Members of the organization work by themselves to 

accomplish goals unrelated to other members and their goals. 

The managers will design goals unilaterally. The proposed 

action is to try to achieve them (Argyris, 1987; Glatthorn, 

1987; D. Johnson & R. Johnson, 1987; Schein, 1986). 

2. Discussion among members of the organization is 

guided and controlled. The managers will maximize winning by 

controlling the task with as little dependence on others as 
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possible (Argyris, 1987; Glatthorn, 1987; D. Johnson & R. 

Johnson, 1987; Schein,.1986). 

3. Open discussion of negative and frustrating issues 

among members of the organization is avoided. The managers 

will minimize negative feelings in public (Argyris, 1987; 

Costa, 1985; Glatthorn, 1987; Schein, 1986). 
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4. Open discussion of issues by members of the 

organization is avoided. Belief systems are not 

acknowledged, understandings are not formulated and personal 

knowledge is not discussed. The managers will suppress the 

voicing of feelings by others in order to remain rational and 

objective (Argyris, 1987; Costa, 1985; Glatthorn, 1987; 

Schein, 1986). 

Argyris (1987) noted that the only learning that occurs is 

learning how to conform. 

Hume discussed the nature of man's perceptions (Aune, 

1970). According to Aune (1970), Hume called perceptions 

"ideas" and "impressions" (p. 41). A complex idea is one 

that is built up from simple ideas by "compounding, 

transposing, augmenting, or diminishing" them (Aune, 1970, p. 

41). Ideas are produced by experiences and intuitions. 

Impressions are all our experiences: our feelings, emotions, 

volitions and desires (A~ne, 1970). Aune (1970) and Schein 

(1986) explained that through observations we determine which 

perceptions form a sense of what ought to be, the status of 

values. Values that are susceptible of social validation may 

undergo a process of cognitive transformation as a group 
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collectively determines what is real and factual. Dewey 

(1956) argued that human knowledge has no indubitable 

foundation. Neither is it pure reason or pure experience. 

All ideas are subject to change. Any item of knowledge 

including perceptual knowledge depends on other elements for 

its justification in our overall system of beliefs. A belief 

is justified when it fits into the overall system of beliefs. 

We choose the belief that is most successful in organizing 

the ongoing experience and facilitating the action (Aune, 

1970). Values that gradually become beliefs guide behaviors. 

Values that become beliefs predispose an individual to 

respond in some preferred, selective manner. 

A change in perceptions and values results from 

development, education, therapy, relearning, and reexamining, 

therefore causing a change in behavior (Rokeach, 1968; 

Argyris, 1985). Showers, Joyce & Bennett (1987) referred to 

changes in perceptions and values by noting that intervention 

efforts that interrelate modeling, practice and cognitive

conceptual development, tend to have a greater effect on 

teacher practices than program efforts that merely train 

teacher practices. Schein (1986) explained that values that 

remain conscious and articulated are incongruent with 

observed behaviors. Showers et al., (1987) concluded that 

"what the teacher thinks about teaching determines what the 

teacher does in the classroom" (p. 85). Kauffman, Gerber and 

Semmel (1988) indicated that an intervention strategy, such 

as the California English-Language Arts Framework, will only 
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succeed if the model is realistic and reflects how teachers 
think and believe. 

rnte;r:personal Behaviors 
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Teaching knowledge is learned through a series of trials 
and errors. If the transformation to a sense of commitment 
to the intervention model is not encountered, the teacher 
will revert back to a hard-earned sense of stability gained 
through successful personal experiences in the classroom 
(Gersten & Woodward, 1988). Argyris (1987) suggested that 
individuals will find excuses for what they do, ·or they will 
not notice the effect of their behavior on others; they 
continue to stick to their habitual ways and never try new 
approaches. Argyris (1987) indicated that if individuals 
stick to their habitual ways and never try new approaches, 
then true commitment to their job will be missing. Staw 
(1984) suggested that the study of commitment is concerned 
with counterforces to change. His commitment framework 

examined why it was difficult for organizations to change or 
adapt and related commitment to the length of time an 

intervention model persists in organizational settings. 

Instructional feedback and collegial feedback were the 
concepts that were determined to lead to interpersonal 

development and commitment which allows organizational change 
(Argyris, 1987; Berman & McLaughlin, 1976; Bird & Little, 
1986; Glatthorn, 1987). Instructional feedback occurs when 
teachers receive specific and practical feedback on their 
instruction from a trained facilitator, knowledgeable 
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consultant, or master teacher (Gersten, Davis, Miller & 

Green, 1986; Glatthorn, 1987; Loucks & Zacchei, 1983). 
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Collegial feedback occurs when teachers work together in 

a collegial fashion. They share ideas, discuss and analyze 

successes and problems. Argyris' (1987) research suggested 

that if the causes of these problems are not discussed, the 

situation tends to breed mistrust and conformity. 

Interpersonal competence is greater when individuals are 

honest and open about their own feelings than when they 

exhibit decreasing openness, and a scarcity of risk taking 

and trust. This expanding awareness of different views, 

feelings and attitudes expands individual reasoning and leads 

to commitment and interpersonal development and allows 

organizational learning and change. 

The following behaviors were identified to examine 

levels of interpersonal development: 

1. The use of shared language. When working together 

in a collegial fashion, a common language emerges among the 

teachers. This common language helps teachers conceptualize 

and analyze the intervention model (Bird & Little, 1986). 

Loucks and Zacchei (1983) found that the process of purposely 

scheduling the opportunity to develop a shared language 

between teachers over a period of time was effective. 

2. The level of collegial bonding. Collegial bonding 

exists when members work together to achieve joint goals. 

Teachers working together accept responsibility for 

continuously improving their own productivity and that of 
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their colleagues. D. Johnson and R. Johnson (1987) suggested 

that working together is important because much of what 

teachers need to learn is procedural, "similar to learning 

how to play tennis or how to perform surgery" (p. 28). 

Collegial bonding leads to interpersonal development 

(Argyris, 1987). D. Johnson and R. Johnson's (1987) research 

found that cooperation among adults promotes the following 

outcomes: (a) "more positive interpersonal relationships 

than do competitive or individualistic efforts" (p. 28), (b) 

greater social support than do competitive or individualistic 

efforts, and (c) higher self-esteem than competition. One 

purpose of feedback is to provide common collegial bonds 

among teachers and administrators (Bird & Little, 1986). 

Bird and Little's (1986) research found that high levels of 

achievement growth occur most frequently in schools with 

teachers who worked together in a collegial fashion. 

3. The use of research-based teaching strategies. 

Berman & McLaughlin (1976) and Guskey (1984) found that 

teacher commitment is generated if the teachers see that the 

intervention model is effective with their own students. 

Teachers are reluctant to change their ~-:aching behaviors in 

order to try new innovative, effective, research-based 

teaching practices. One key purpose of feedback contained in 

the concept of coaching is to enhance the teachers' use of 

research-based teaching strategies proven to be effective 

with low achieving, multi-cultural and learning handicapped 

students (Showers et al., 1987; Stalings, 1980). 
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The use of shared language, the level of collegial bonding, 

and the use of research-based teaching strategies were the 

criteria identified that allows organizational learning and 

change. Organizational learning reflects a process of 

cognitive transformation and interpersonal development as a 

group collectively determines what is real and factual. 

Organizational Change Processes 

54 

The kind of change that is possible in an organization 

affects the success of the intervention model and student 

performance (Costa & Garmston, 1987). Organizational change 

is made possible through the following interrelated 

variables: (a) interpersonal behaviors and individual 

behaviors, (c) commitment, (d) administrative support, and 

(e) the developmental stage of the organization and the 

degree to which the organization is ready to change (Argyris, 

1987; Argyris & Schon, 1978; Benne, 1985; Berman & 

McLaughlin, 1976; Bird & Little, 1986; Burns, 1987; Costa & 

Garmston, 1987; Costa, 1985; Gersten & Woodward, 1988; 

Huberman & Miles, 1984; Rokeach, 1968, 1973; Schein, 1986). 

Benne (1985) suggested that organizational change occurs 

through the small group relations, interpersonal relations 

and through intergroup relations. Schein (1986) noted that 

organizational chang-~ occurs when a member of the group is 

personally affected by a set of events, and when the change 

agent deliberately attempts to produce new and different 

responses in members of the group. For example, the change 

agent, acting as the California State· Department of 
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Education, deliberately attempted to produce new and 

different responses in the language arts curriculum. 
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Commitment is related to the degree of motivation and 

involvement that members of the organization exhibit toward 

the organization's aims and purposes. If an individual is 

intensely involved in the organization, the individual will 

be more committed to the realization of its goals (Etzioni, 

1987). According to Bennis' (1989) language, empowerment is 

related to commitment. Empowerment is the collective effect 

that members of the organization exhibit toward the 

organization's aims and purposes. Bennis (1989) identified 

four themes: 

1. Members feel significant. "People feel that what 

they do has meaning and significance" (p. 23). 

2. Learning and competence makes a difference. Leaders 

use feedback and value learning and mastery. 

3. Members are part of a community. There is a sense 

of community, family, team and unity among members of the 

organization. 

4. Members are excited about the visions and goals. An 

essential ingredient in organizational leadership is pulling 

members toward a goal. Goals are articulated and ideals are 

embodied. Members are motivated to be involved in striving 

toward the goals. 

Research from the 1980s indicated that active 

administrative support at all levels was crucial to the 

success of proposed changes introduced by an intervention 
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model (Huberman & Miles, 1984). Additional studies indicated 

that a configuration of participants was necessary for 

organizational change to occur. One participant may take the 

role of the facilitator. However, Gersten & Woodward (1988) 

noted that the facilitator relies on the principal, the 

superintendent's office, and the linking resource offices for 

support and commitment. Burns (1987) suggested that the 

facilitator, in collaboration with teachers, consultants, and 

administrators, will provide direction, purpose, shape values, 

establish empathic relationships, recognize real need and build 

a strong organizational culture. 

Schein (1986) asserted that the kind of change that is 

possible in an organization "depends not only on the 

developmental stage of the organization but on the degree to 

which the organization is unfrozen and ready to change either 

because of externally induced crisis or because of internal 

forces toward change" (p. 271). Schein (1986) identified three 

developmental stages: (a) early growth in which the culture is 

a source of identity and socialization; (b) organizational 

midlife in which subcultures exist and there is a loss of key 

goals and values; and (c) organizational maturity in which the 

culture change is necessary but not all elements can change. 

Foster (1986) noted that unfreezing occurs "when the self

image is 'disconfirmed' by any number of processes: for 

example, when it becomes clear that how you think about 

yourself radically differs from how others perceive you" (p. 
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153}. According to Schein (1986), one force that might 

unfreeze an existing situation, disconfirmation, and lead to 

a situation in which change is possible is an external crisis 

of survival. According to Foster (1986), "basic assumptions 

and beliefs may be reexamined, and new information about the 

situation accepted" (p. 153}. This acceptance will then lead 

to cognitive redefinition. Basic assumptions, beliefs and 

values are redefined in new ways and revised contexts. The 

change process involves unfreezing forces, the creation of 

psychological safety, cognitive redefinition, and the 

development of new assumptions. 

The following criteria were identified to examine the 

kind of change that was possible in an organization because 

of an externally induced attempt to produce new and different 

responses in members of the group: 

1. Interpersonal and individual behaviors. The degree 

of collaboration among group relationships. D. Johnson and 

R. Johnson's (1987) research found that "a cooperative 

structure exists when members work together to achieve joint 

goals (p. 28}. Argyris (1987} noted that collegial bonds 

lead to commitment and interpersonal development. 

Individuals confront their own basic assumptions and take 

part in testing them in public. Confrontation with one's own 

basic assumptions in public testing allows commitment and 

change (Argyris, 1987; Costa & Garmston, 1987; Costa, 1985; 

Glatthorn, 1987; Schein, 1986). The open discussion of 

empirical research, issues, concerns, clarifications, ideas, 
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and evaluations with competent individuals allows commitment 

and change (Argyris, 1987; Argyris & Schon, 1978; Glatthorn, 

1987). An individualistic structure exists "when members of 

the organization work by themselves to accomplish goals 

unrelated to the goals of others" (D. Johnson & R. Johnson, 

1987,p.28). 

2. Commitment. The degree of administrative commitment 

to the California English-Language Arts implementation. 

Internal commitment is generated with the monitoring of the 

implementation and the preparation for the change (Argyris, 

1987; Joyce, et al., 1990). The monitoring of the 

implementation was determined by the degree of support in the 

areas of adequate curriculum materials, school activities, 

publication resources, student academic knowledge, teacher 

reinforcement and feedback, parent involvement and 

coordination. 

In this study, preparation for the change generated by 

the California English-Language Arts implementation was 

examined by the 1989-1990 school goals. Burns (1976) 

discussed the classical view of goal as representing some 

kind of intent, "Leadership brings about real change that 

leaders intend" (p. 414). Goals are indispensable to the 

theory and practice of of leadership. Goals affect the 

organization and "may be pursued with varying degrees of 

intensity and commitment" (Burns, 1976, p. 375). Although 

goals are ambiguous, failure to identify the predominant and 

persisting goals "would be to thwart any real understanding 
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of the relation of individual and organizational goals" 

(Burns, 1976, p. 376). The original set of proposed priority 

goals may give way to specialization and routine. Managers 

may design goals unilaterally. The proposed action is to try 

to achieve them with bargaining, negotiating and/or authority 

techniques (Burns, 1976). Members of the organization may 

work by themselves to accomplish goals unrelated to other 

members and their goals (Argyris, 1987; Glatthorn, 1987; D. 

Johnson & F. Johnson, 1987; Schein, 1986). 

3. Administrative support. Administrative support was 

examined by the the change mechanisms used by the 

administration and the willingness, in collaboration, to 

provide direction, purpose, and shape values in support of 

the California English-Language Arts Framework. Change 

mechanisms that maximize personal gain at the expense of 

collaborative development among organizational members were 

identified by the following concepts: (a) discussion among 

members of the organization is guided and controlled. 

Administrators maximize winning by controlling the task with 

as little dependence on others as possible (Argyris, 1987; 

Glatthorn, 1987; D. Johnson & F. Johnson, 1987; Schein, 

1986); (b) open discussion of issues, negative and 

frustrating, by members of the organization is avoided. 

Negative feelings are minimized in public (Argyris, 1987; 

Costa, 1985; Glatthorn, 1987; Schein, 1986); and (c) belief 

systems are not acknowledged, understandings are not 

formulated and personal knowledge is not discussed. The 
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voicing of feelings is suppressed by others in order to -remain rational and objective (Argyris, 1987; Costa, 1985; 

Glatthorn, 1987; Schein, 1986). 

4. Developmental stage. The number of years the 

participants were with the organization. The developmental 

stage of the organization, and the degree to which the 

organization was ready to change and support the California 

English-Language Arts Framework would affect the success of 

the intervention model. 
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The four criteria that were identified to examine the kind of 
change that was possible in the organization were 

interrelated with the criteria identified to examine 

individual behaviors and interpersonal behaviors. 

The purpose of this study was to determine how a 

meaning-centered approach versus a code-centered approach to 

the teaching of language arts affects student performance in 

a regular education classroom containing low achieving, low

income, multi-ethnic and learning handicapped students in the 

first year of the California English-Language Arts Framework. 

The California State Board of Education (1987) made the 

decision to alter and/or change the direction of California 

English-Language Arts curriculum and instruction. This 

educational reform effort will affect curriculum materials, 

teachers behaviors, organizational processes and student 

performance. An overview of the interrelated reform targets, 

the specific aims of each target, and the points of focus 
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that were identified for research purposes are demonstrated 

in Figure 1. 
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FJgµre 1 An overview of the three interrelated reform dimensions that 

guided the examination of the differences between a meaning-centered 

approach and a code-centered approach in language arts instruction. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

Introduction 

The purpose of this study was to determine how a 

meaning-centered approach versus a code-centered approach to 

the teaching of English language arts affects student 

performance in regular education classrooms containing low 

achieving, low-income, multi-ethnic and learning handicapped 

students. The first year implementation process of the 

California English-Language Arts Framework generated a 

possibility for the two teaching approaches, code-centered 

and/or meaning-centered, to be used in classrooms. To 

accomplish the purpose of determining how the two teaching 

approaches affected student performance, this research 

focused on the three interrelated targets of organizational 

change, noted by Timar and Kirp {1989) and Adams et al. 

(1990), that link student performance with selected 

curriculum materials, teacher behaviors and organizational 

change processes. 

A range of both qualitative and quantitative techniques 

were used to support and describe the richest possible 

picture of how the teaching approaches associated with the 
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implementation of the California English-Language Arts 

Framework affected student performance. The research 

analysis described and analyzed how code-centered and 

meaning-centered approaches in elementary grades one, three 

and six, affected student performance. 
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This research study extended over a one year period, 

September 1989 through June, 1990. According to Fullan 

(1984) evaluation procedures on school improvement and change 

indicate that a minimum of two years are necessary for 

schools to seriously and comprehensively implement 

intervention programs. However, it is the belief of this 

researcher that decisions concerning the education of 

students should not wait two or three years. Therefore, it 
is this researcher's hope that this descriptive study of the 
effect of the teaching approaches associated with the first 

year implementation process of the California English

Language Arts Framework on student performance will offer 

some indicators for future decisions. 

Research Design 

The three interrelated reform dimensions, referred to in 
the section titled Purpose of the Study, precipitated eight 

specific research questions. Three dimensions and eight 

question.s guided the examination of both qualitative and 

quantitative data in order to determine how a meaning

centered approach versus a code-centered approach to the 

teaching of language arts affects student performance in 
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regular education classrooms containing low achieving, low

income, multi-ethnic and learning handicapped students. 

Research Questions 

curriculum materials, 

65 

Dimension I which examined the differences between 

classrooms using meaning-centered and code-centered published 

language arts curriculum materials prompted the following 

research question numbered one: 

1. To what degree were the published code-centered and 

meaning-centered Language arts curriculum materials 

presentation recommendations followed by the classroom 

teacher? 

Teacher centered behaviors, 

Dimension II which examined the differences between 

teacher centered behaviors used in a meaning-centered 

classroom and a code-centered classroom prompted the 

following research questions: 

2. What teacher behaviors related to the instructional 

management factors--control, curriculum, and societal--were 

performed in a code-centered and meaning-centered English 

language arts classroom? 

3. What were the differences between instructional 

techniques used in a code-centere~ classroom and a meaning

centered classroom? 

4. To what extent were students able to exhibit 

learning strategies acquired from being taught by teacher 
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instructional behaviors specific to code-centered strategies 

and meaning~centered strategies? 
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5. To what ·extent did teacher values and perceptions 

guide teacher behavior in a code-centered classroom and/or a 

meaning-centered classroom? 

6. To what degree was the classroom teacher committed 

to implementing and using a code-centered approach or a 

meaning-centered approach to teach the English language arts 

curriculum? 

organizational processes 

Dimension III which examined the differences between the 

effects that organizational processes have on teacher 

centered behaviors and on the intervention of the California 

English-Language Arts Framework in code-centered and meaning

centered classrooms prompted the following research question: 

7. To what degree did the organization support the 

changes introduced by the California English-Language Arts 

Framework? 

student performance 

The final research question interrelated the three 

reform dimensions, the preceding seven questions and student 

performance. 

8. How did the differences in materials, teacher 

behaviors and organizational processes between classrooms 

using a meaning-centered approach and those using a code

centered approach in language arts affect student 

performance? 
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Site selectjon 

Two school districts in southern California were 

selected for this study. District I was an elementary school 

district of approximately 5,815 students, with grades ranging 

from kindergarten through sixth. The district's census data 

reflected that more than 25% of the school age children fall 

below the poverty level indicator line (Market Data 

Retrieval, 1990). The district serves a culturally and 

ethnically diverse community that is growing. 

District II was a school district of approximately 3,162 

students, with grades ranging from kindergarten through 

sixth. The census data reflected an average range of 

community wealth which would reflect the foll6wing range, 5% 

to 24.9%, of school age children following below the poverty 

level indicator (Market Data Retrieval, 1990). Three schools 

within the district service a culturally and ethnically 

diverse population. 

A total of seven school sites represented ethnically 

diverse communities that have been constantly growing and 

changing. The seven sites also represented a diversity of 

organizational processes due to the interrelated differences 

in the teaching staff and their principals. Three school 

sites were selected from District I: (a) School Site 1, one 

first grade class and two third grade classes; (b) School 

Site 2, two sixth grade classes; and (c) School Site 3, one 

first grade class. These three school sites provided six 

teachers, 168 students and two principals for my study. I 
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was unsuccessful in scheduling an interview with one 

principal. 
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Four school sites were selected from District Two: (a) 

School Site 4, one sixth grade class; (b) School Site 5, one 

first grade class and one third grade class; (c) School Site 

6, one first grade class and one third grade class; and (d) 

School Site 7, one sixth grade class. These four school 

sites provided six teachers, 154 students and three 

principals. I was unsuccessful in scheduling an interview 

with one principal. 

In summary, District I and District II, together, 

provided a total of seven school sites, twelve classes and 

teachers, 322 students, and five principals. The selection 

of the regular education classrooms within each school was 

contingent upon the verification that the 1989-1990 school 

year was the first year of their California English-Language 

Arts Framework implementation. 

criteria for the Selection of Participants 
Participating districts were intentionally targeted for 

two reasons: 

1. In both school districts, the instructional history 

and curriculum design related to a meaning-centered approach 

vs. a code-centered approach to English language arts 

curriculum were similar in grades one through six. Before 

1989, the language arts curriculum followed a code-emphasis 

approach in both districts. Both districts did boast of 

exemplary schools. Teachers in District II used the basal 
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approach and integrated their lesson plans with writing, 

listening and speaking activities and a continuous assessment 

program titled Target Teach. 

Target Teach is a curriculum alignment and instructional 

management program which identifies specific reading and 

language skills that are to be mastered at each grade level 

and those skills that need to be directly taught for mastery 

in each grade level. The skills are arranged in a systematic 

order of difficulty, aligned with the basal reader and 

aligned with the skills tested by the standardized testing 

program for each grade level. The computerized assessment 

program directly correlates with the district's standardized 

testing achievement program. Classroom teachers were 

expected to follow the Target Teach guidelines with their 

students. 

Teachers in District I taught a systematic, direct 

instruction decoding approach in kindergarten through second 

grade. In third grade through sixth grade, students learned 

from a basal approach and teachers integrated their lessons 

with writing, speaking, and listening activities. Specific 

skills from the standardized testing program were targeted 

for additional classroom instruction. District I did not 

have the help of a computerized program that aligned 

standardized test skills with basal textbook skills. 

Both school districts were implementing the California 

English-Language Arts Framework this school year, 1989-1990, 

in grades one through six. All teachers in District I were 
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using the new prescribed curriculum materials. They were 

directed to implement the California English-Language Arts 

Framework by thei~ district administrators using a meaning

centered approach supported by their prescribed literature 

series. 
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However, teachers in District II were directed by 

district administrators to implement the California English

Language Arts Framework and maintain a code-centered 

approach. That is, they were using the prescribed literature 

program and also the Target Teach instructional management 

program which emphasized skill objectives, which determines a 

code centered approach. All teachers who volunteered for 

this study were using the new prescribed literature program 

for the first year. However, since the 1989-1990 school year 

was the literature series pilot year for District II, several 

teachers in District II were not using the prescribed 

literature program. They were continuing to use the old 

basal reading series with the Target Teach instructional 

management program. 

A second common element was that classrooms in both 

districts were using the new literature Houghton Mifflin 

textbook series in their implementation. This new series was 

aligned with the California English-Language Arts Framework 

philosophy. District I is emphasizing ~he meaning-centered 

approach recommended by the California State Department. 

District II is continuing to use Target Teach in grades one 

through six, thus emphasizing the code-centered approach 
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while attempting to integrate a code-centered instruction 

with the meaning-centered instruction recommended by the 

California State Department. 
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2. There is limited research available on reading 

development and the language arts program with language 

minority students and low-income students (Chall, 1989; Chall 

et al., 1990; California State Board of Education, 1987). 

Therefore, the selected classrooms in both districts 

exemplified multi-ethnic and low-income student populations 

in grades one through six. 

The guidelines for the school identification of low 

achieving, low-income, multi-ethnic and learning handicapped 

students will follow State and local guidelines to avoid 

confidentiality or sensitive concerns among individual 

members of the communities. That is, information concerning 

classroom attendance numbers, without student names, is 

available information to the public. Low achieving students 

were identified from previous standardized test scores. Low 

income students were identified by the number of full free 

lunches furnished by government funding. Multi-ethnic and 

language minority students were identified by the ethnic code 

from school survey files and the Primary Language in Home 

surveys. Mainstreamed learning handicapped students were 

identified by the Federal definitions specified in PL 94-142. 

Students' identification data were collected from principal 

surveys following Education Codes 44049 and 49000 concerning 

confidentiality. 
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Grade levels one, three and six were selected for three 
reasons: (a) the limited research in reading and language 

development on language minority students and low-income 

students cited by Chall (1989), Chall et al., (1990) and 

California State Board of Education (1987); (b) the amount of 

research indicating the effectiveness of the code-centered 

approach in grade one and the combined effectiveness of the 

code-centered and meaning-centered approaches in grades one, 
three and six (Chall, 1989; Chall et al., 1990; Anderson et 

al., 1985); and (c) the availability of quantitative reading 

and language arts achievement data from the district's 

standardized testing programs. 

The regular classrooms of grades one, three and six that 
were selected for this study included the following five 

student populations: (a) male and female students; (b) 

students with advanced, average and low levels of academic 

performance abilities; (c) students using English as a second 

language; (d) special education students; and (e) students of 

ethnic diversity: Asian, Indochinese, Black, Hispanic, 

American Indian, Pacific Islander, Filipino, Portuguese and 

Caucasian. 

Chronological summary of Research Procedures 
The California State Board of Education (1987) published 

the English-Language Arts Framework for California Public 
Schools Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve in an effort to 

implement curriculum reforms. In 1987-1988, the California 

State Board of Education, following the state's 
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Administrative Procedure Act guidelines of 1988, selected and 

listed reading textbooks that aligned with the literature 

theme and teaching approach recommended in the English

Language Arts Framework (California State Board of Education, 

1987). In November, 1989, Superior Court Judge James L. Long 

ruled that the State Board, the Department of Education and 

the State Curriculum Commission violated the Administrative 

Procedure Act guidelines by not adopting regulations that 

require textbook publishers to show their textbooks are 

effective based on actual experience with students. 

Therefore, "the 'policies and procedures, standards and 

evaluation instruments' used by the board to review reading 

textbooks were ruled void and ineffective" (Rothman, 1989). 

However, many California school districts had selected their 

reading textbooks from the State Board of Education's 

recommended lists before September, 1989. In 1989-1990, many 

California school districts implemented the California 

English-Language Arts Framework and their new reading 

textbooks in their schools. 

The classrooms selected for this study used prescribed 

language arts curriculum materials that were not based on 

actual experience with students. The effectiveness of the 

materials on student performance was not a consideration 

during the selection process. The prescribed curriculum 

materials were designed and written with collaboration of the 

publisher and the Department of Education to align with the 

philosophy of the California English-Language Arts Framework. 
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In September, 1989, I began making arrangements with the 

two school districts that I would use for the selection of 

the twelve classroom tea~hers. I contacted the 

Superintendent and the Curriculum Director in two Southern 

California school districts to determine whether I could have 

their permission to ask their principals and teachers to 

volunteer to participate in my research study concerning the 

differences in approaches in their first year implementation 

of the English-Language Arts Framework. After I received 

district administrative permission, I began calling 

principals on the telephone and asking them to volunteer to 

participate in my study. I met with the first four 

principals who volunteered to listen to my study proposal. 

All four- principals agreed to allow me to present my proposal 

to their first, third and sixth grade teachers and ask for 

their volunteer participation. Not enough teachers 

volunteered from this source of four schools to be observed, 

so I had to contact and meet with three additional principa~s 

and their staff members within the identified districts to 

find additional teachers to volunteer. I was finally able to 

find a total of twelve classroom teachers at seven school 

sites to volunteer: (a) four first grade teachers; (b) four 

third grade teachers; and (c) four sixth grade teachers. 

During this same period of time, I was field-testing the 

interview and questionnaire instruments. To increase content 

validity, refinements and adjustments were made to the 

instruments based upon the feedback from data gathered from 
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three principals and four teachers who were not identified 

for the research study. However, all participants in the 

field-testing were involved in the implementation of the 

California English-Language Arts Framework in their 

districts. 

Also during this same period of time, I was gathering 

individuals who would act as data-collectors. These 

individuals would be paid by the hour to observe classrooms 

during the time of their language arts instruction. Five 

individuals originally agreed. However, due to various 

individual obligations, I began my study with two 

individuals. We field-tested the observation instrument in 

two classrooms. The specific definitions of each teacher 

behavior observed were discussed. Changes and refinements 

were made to the observation instrument. 
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In February, 1990, I began to administer the principal 

and teacher interviews. Although, seven principals 

originally volunteered, I was unsuccessful in scheduling an 

interview for two principals. The five principal interviews 

lasted from 20 minutes to 45 minutes. Each principal was 

interviewed on two separate occasions with the same 

instrument: (a) one time in March, and (b) one time in June. 

I used the field-tested instrument, and I also audio-taped 

the interview so that all comments would not be overlooked. 

I used two copies of the instrument during the interview 

session: (a) one for the principal to look at while the 
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questions were being asked, and (b) the second copy for my 

recording of responses. 
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Teacher interviews lasted from 15 minutes to 25 minutes. 

Each teacher was interviewed on two separate occasions with 

the same field-tested instrument: (a) one time in March, and 

(b) one time in June. I also audio-taped the interview so 

that comments would not be overlooked. I used two copies of 

the instrument during each interview session: (a) one for 

the teacher to look at while I read the questions, and (b) 

the second copy to record their responses. 

The twelve teachers who volunteered also completed a 

field-tested survey on two separate occasions: (a) one time 

in March, and (b) one time in June. This survey was left 

with the teacher and collected during the first classroom 

observation time. One of the teachers mailed the survey to 

me. 

The most difficult observations to schedule and to 

attend were the grade level meetings. My goal was to observe 

24 grade level meetings. However, many times, grade level 

meetings became a natural break from the scheduled staff 

meetings, and grade level meetings were left to the teacher 

groups to schedule at their convenience. I was able to 

observe a total of nine meetings, five grade level meetings 

and four staff meetings. Each grade level observation lasted 

20 minutes. Several reasons accounted for this difficulty: 

1. This instrument was not field-tested. Principals 

were reluctant to allow me to observe their teacher meetings 
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without being an actual study participant. Therefore, I 

added all possible criteria to the instrument. 
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2. Teachers who were not involved in the study became 

very anxious when I began to listen, write and audio-tape 

their meetings. Since grade level meetings included teachers 

not involved in the study, intuitively, I determined that my 

purpose of collecting teacher interactions would be more 

valid if I were the person to attend each grade level meeting 

each time. 

3. Staff meetings and grade level meetings were found 

to be generally scheduled on Mondays. It was physically 

impossible to attend more than one meeting during the same 

time, same day and in different places. District One and 

District Two coordinated their staff meetings so that every 

teaching staff covered similar issues during the same week. 

Grade level meetings were generally an extension of these 

staff meetings. Furthermore, many scheduled grade level 

meetings were cancelled for various reasons among their 

members. 

4. My audio-recorder didn't pick up individual remarks. 

The majority of staff meetings and grade level meetings were 

actively noisy and held in empty classrooms. My audio-tape 

recorder picked up all sounds from the environment which 

severely muddled audio-taped conversations. 

Data Gathering Techni~es 

The eight research questions, noted in the Research 

Design section, were constructed to help me examine both 
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qualitative and quantitative data in order to determine how a 

meaning-centered approach versus a code-centered approach in 

the language arts curriculum affects student performance, and 

to help me describe specific teacher behaviors, curriculum 

materials and organizational processes that affect student 

performance. Data gathering tools were constructed by this 

researcher to help me examine the eight research questions. 

The data gathering tools are appended to this dissertation. 

These tools were designed by this researcher in collaboration 

with the following sources: Goodlad, 1984; Peterson, 1983; 

Madigan et al., 1986; Joyce et al. , 1980; Showers, 1985; 

Sprick, 1981; Hunter, 1976; California State Board of 

Education, 1987. A brief description of the data gathering 

approaches and protocols that were used is following: 

1. Classroom observations. Observations were conducted 

by Houston, Allen and myself. Houston has a Multiple Subject 

teaching credential, a Learning Handicapped Specialist 

credential, and a Resource Specialist certificate. She has 

taught a total of fourteen years in kindergarten through 

sixth grade, five years in regular education, five years in 

an alternative education school with learning disabled 

students and seriously emotionally disturbed students, two 

years as a Resource Specialist and two years as a substitute 

teacher. She has trained classroom teachers in Engelmann's 

(1988) Direct Instruction mastery learning program. 

Allen taught three years before she trained with 

Engelmann's Direct Instruction mastery learning program at 
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the University of Oregon. For the last nineteen years, she 

has worked as a consultant and teacher. As a cons~ltant, 

Allen instructs teachers in effective teaching strategies, 

direct instruction, coaching, and modeling techniques. She 

has taught teachers in Special Education graduate and 

undergraduate programs at San Diego State, University of 

California Los Angeles, California Polytechnic, California 

State Dominguez Hills, and at the University of Oregon. 
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I taught language arts programs in regular education for 

seventeen years in fourth grade through eighth grade and 

reading at the high school grade levels. I hold a General 

Teaching life credential, a Reading Specialist credential and 

an Administrative credential. As administrator, I created 

and operated a private reading school for three years for 

pre-school children through adults. I have taught and 

lectured on effective teaching strategies. For five years, I 

worked for an educational publishing company, consulting with 

teachers and administrators in school districts concerning 

curriculum materials and effective teaching strategies. 

Following were my background assumptions concerning 

effective language arts instruction during the time of this 

study: (a) theoretical assumption is that language learning 

is a developmental process which occurs in a harmonious, 

literate environment permeated with the freedom to discover 

and create and which is supported with a systematic, direct 

instruction of language skills that connect cognitive and 

affective thought schemes; and (b) instructional assumption 
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is that children need to actively engage in the natural 

process of speaking, listening, reading and writing, to be 

encouraged to take risks, to be guided to higher levels of 

understandings, to be provided with the skills to fulfill 

their natural destiny and to be self directed in a connected 

community. 

Observations focused on teacher centered behaviors and 

the academic engagement of students. The data collection 

instrument used to observe the classroom teachers and 

students, the explanation of each observed behavior and the 

classroom observation time schedule is presented in the 

Appendix E (p. 412). Twelve teachers were observed during 

their classroom language arts instruction one time each month 

for a total of sixty observations. Each classroom 

observation lasted approximately 45 minutes. 

The teacher centered behaviors that were observed are 

related to instructional management that is defined by the 

three areas: control, curriculum, and societal. The set of 

instructional teaching behaviors identified were based on the 

effective teaching research. Stallings (1980) noted that 

there is a high correlation between specific empirically 

validated teaching techniques and the academic engagement of 

low achieving students. Observations focused on what 

teachers and students actually do in the classroom. 

2. Teacher meeting observations. Observations of staff 

meetings, teacher meetings and grade level meetings were 

conducted by Kruger and me. Kruger has a Masters degree in 
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psychology and has taken an active part in community issues 

and local and national politics. She has taught at the 

secondary level of education for more than 15 years. Her 

class instruction has recently emphasized women issues. 

Observations focused on individual and interpersonal 

teacher behaviors, organizational support and commitment to 

the California English-Language Arts implementation model. 

Observations described the degree of relationship building, 

sharing, openness, bonding and organizational support. The 

observations reflected areas of resistance, changes in 

attitudes and behaviors. Each teacher meeting observation 

lasted approximately 25 minutes. The teacher meeting 

observation instrument is noted in the Appendix A (p. 400). 
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3. Structured interviews. Two interviews with the 

classroom teacher, one in February and one in June, examined 
changes in feelings and perceptions concerning the 

implementation process and the performance of their students. 

Interviews followed a structured format that encouraged 

participants to talk about additional information concerning 

the topics. Teachers were asked questions concerning the 

strengths and weaknesses of the California English-Language 

Arts Framework implementation model, the academic needs of 

their ethnic students, and the degree of organizational 

support they perceived they had. The intent was to elicit 

candid perceptions of the effectiveness of the English

Language Arts Framework implementation on student performance 

in the teacher's own words and the order in which matters 
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were important to them. Each teacher interview was audio

taped and lasted approximately 15 to 25 minutes. The Teacher 

Interview instrument that was used in February and June is 

noted in the Appendix C (p. 404). 

Two interviews with the school principal, one in 

February or March and one in June, examined changes in their 

feelings and perceptions concerning the implementation of the 

California English-Language Arts Framework curriculum. The 

intent of the interview was to elicit perceptions concerning 

the organizational processes that related to the personal and 

interpersonal relationships of staff members, and processes 

that related to the degree of administrative support and 

commitment of the organization. Each principal interview 

lasted approximately 20 to 35 minutes. The Principal 

Interview instrument that was used in February and June is 

contained in the Appendix B (p. 402). 

Principal interviews and teacher interviews were 

conducted at the interviewee's convenience and at the 

location of the person's choice, usually at the school site. 

Several June interviews were conducted by audio-taped 

telephone interviews due to the convenience of working around 

difficult schedules at the end of the school year. 

4. Teacher questionnaires. Questionnaires are 

contained in the Appendix D (p. 407). In February and June, 

Questionnaire 11 asked teachers to identify their most 

effective teaching and management approaches in their 

classroom, and Questionnaire t2 asked teachers to respond to 
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questions concerning their teaching experience, their 

language arts lesson plans, and their organizational support. 

5. Surveys. Principal Surveys are found in Appendix F 

(p. 425). In June, school principals were asked to respond 

to three survey forms: (a) by providing the responses to 

four questions concerning student population and student 

attendance each month for each classroom identified in the 

study, Principal Survey #1; (b) by providing the standardized 

testing results in reading and language arts for student 

groups identified in the study from the 1989 and 1990 testing 

program, Principal Survey #2; and (c) by providing 1989 and 

1990 standardized test results in the subjects of reading and 

language arts for 10 random students in each first grade 

class, third grade class and sixth grade class identified for 

the study, Principal Survey #3. Test results for the first 

grade students were available for only the 1990 testing 

program. In summary, the test results from four, third grade 

classrooms and four, sixth grade classrooms totaled 80 

students with recorded past standardized test results in the 

subject areas of language arts and reading. The test results 

from four, first grade classes were compared against the 1989 

district and 1989 school scores. The Comprehensive Test of 

Basic Skills (CTBS), and the Metropolitan were administrated 

in the Spring. Results were returned to the school in the 

beginning of June. 

The data collected from classroom observations, teacher 

meeting observations, teacher questionnaires, population 
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characteristic surveys, teacher interviews and principal 

interviews were ccmbined to develop a triangulated picture of 

how the code-centered approach versus the meaning-centered 

approach affects student performance. An overview of the 

data sources that guided the examination of the differences 

between a meaning-centered approach and a code-centered 

approach are demonstrated in Figure 2. 

The data gathering tools were constructed by this 

researcher to help me examine the eight research questions. 

The data gathering tools, which are appended to this 

proposal, were piloted with four principals and four teachers 

not identified for the study. This pilot study did generate 

changes i~ the collection tools. The only tool not piloted 

was the teacher meeting form (Appendix, A). 

confidentiality 

One confidentiality agreement form was created by this 

researcher and reviewed by her dissertation committee and the 

San Diego University's Protection of Human Rights Committee 

(Appendix G, p. 430). This agreement assured all 

participants, principals and teachers of the confidentiality 

of their participation and their anonymity in this study. 

This form was signed by participants at the time of their 

first interview. 

Y0 Juntary Participation 

One voluntary participation form was created by this 

researcher and reviewed by her dissertation committee and the 

San Diego University's Protection of Human Rights Committee 
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figure 2. An overview of the data sources that guided the 
examination of the differences between a meaning-centered 
approach and a code-centered approach. 
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(Appendix G). This form represented an invitation to 

participate in the study and was signed by all participants 

at the time of their first interview. 

Data Analysis 
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Data collected were analyzed to focus on the eight 

questions related to how a meaning-centered approach versus a 

code-centered approach in the language arts curriculum 

affects student performance. Appendix H (p. 435) presents an 

overview of the eight research questions, the related 

instrument questions that were designed to gather information 

that answered the research questions, and the Tables that 

correspond to each question. When appropriate, responses 

were tabulated, percentages recorded, organized, classified 

and descriptive narratives of findings were written for each 

question. 

Qualitative Analysis 

A total of 17 persons were interviewed at the beginning of 

the study and at the end of the study from the two populations: 

12 classroom teachers and five principals. Separate interview 

protocols were designed for each of the populations. 

Interviews followed a structured format that encouraged 

participants to freely talk about specific topics. 

Additionally, all interviews were audio-recorded to provide 

researcher with exact statements in reply to the questions in 

the protocols. The interviews were conducted at the 
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interviewee's convenience and usually at the location of the 

person's school site. 

ouestjonnajre Analysis 

A total of 12 classroom teachers were interviewed at the 

beginning of the study and at the end of the study. The 

research objective of the questionnaire was to reveal 

similarities and differences of educational experiences, 

teaching techniques, management approaches and perceptions on 

issues related code-centered and meaning-centered 

instruction, student progress and organizational support 

among teachers. An·analysis of the questionnaire determined 

what the similarities and differences were between code

centered and meaning-centered approaches relating to one or 

more of the eight research questions. 

The SPSS-X Release 3 computer program provided 

descriptive data in the form of percentages, frequency 

tabulations and mean scores, summaries of numerical data for 

specific items on the questionnaires, and response 

differences that were tabulated within populations and across 

populations for specific questions. A descriptive narrative 

further described the data displayed in the tables. 

Qbseryatjon Analysis 

A total of 60 classroom observations were collected 

during five months of the 1989-1990 school year. The 

research objective of the classroom observations was to 

reveal similarities and differences in the level of 

performance of instructional management in the areas of 
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discipline, feedback, time on task behavior and curriculum. 

An analysis of the observations determined what the 

similarities and differences were between code-centered and 

meaning-centered approaches relating to one or more of the 

eight research questions. 

A total of 10 teacher meeting observations were 

collected during five months of the 1989-1990 schc~l year. 

The research objective of the teacher meeting observations 

was to reveal similarities and differences in the level of 

organizational support and commitment identified by 

relationship building, sharing, openness, bonding and 

feedback. An analysis of the observations determined what 

the similarities and differences were between code-centered 

and meaning-centered approaches relating to one or more of 

the eight research questions. 

Population Analysis 
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Data focusing on the student population characteristics, 

were collected from a total of 322 students during five 

months of the 1989-1990 school year. The research objective 

of the classroom population survey was to determine the 

percentages of low-income, low achieving, multi-ethnic and 

learning handicapped students identified in the research 

study. An analysis of the student population surveys 

determined what the similarities and differences were between 

code-centered and meaning-centered ~l&ssrooms relating to one 

or more of the eight research questions. 
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Quantitative Analysis 

The Normal Curve Equivalents (NCE) standardized 

achievement test scores in total reading scores and total 

language arts scores were collected on a total of 120 
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students: (a) 40 sixth graders, two years of scores; (b) 40 

third graders, two years of scores; and (c) 40 first graders, 
one year of scores. Additionally, 10 total group 

standardized achievement test scores in the areas of total 

reading and total language arts from 1989 and 1990 were 

collected; (a) 4 first grades, (b) 4 third grades, and (c) 4 

sixth grades. The research objective was to reveal the 

similarities and differences among student achievement 

between code-centered and meaning-centered classroom 

approaches. 

summary 

This research design provides a framework in which to 

examine specific qualitative and quantitative data collected 

from the classroom observations, teacher meeting 

observations, structured interviews, teacher questionnaires 

and princ~pal surveys of student population characteristics 

designed by this researcher. The data will be explored using 

eight research questions to determine how a meaning-centered 

approach versus a code-centered approach to the teaching of 

language arts affects student performance in regular 

education classrooms containing low achieving, low-income, 

multi-ethnic and learning handicapped students. 
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Chapter 4 will show an analysis of the data that were 

collected through the use of descriptive tables and narrative 

summaries. 

Limitations of the Methodology 

In establishing truth value, the credibility of the data 

was tested by having the same two observers collect data from 

the same classroom. Answers to the questions asked during 

the structured interviews were recorded at the time of 

interview. Questions concerning my affiliation with a 

curriculum publishing company posed a possible distortion of 

the perceptions of three teachers. Therefore, in order to 

avoid as many distortions as possible, this researcher 

collected all but 12 classroom observations. 

Data were collected from interviews, observations, 

questionnaires, standardized testing results and population 

characteristic surveys to triangulate results. Triangulation 

is a technique to combine and corroborate multiple data 

sources and research methods--interviews, observations, 

questionnaires, and performance results--in the inspection 

and analysis of behaviors. Triangulation allows the cross

checking of different data sources. This validity technique 

directed comparisons among observed behaviors, espoused 

behaviors and recorded behaviors. Guba and Lincoln (1987) 

noted that triangulation makes data and findings credible. 

Guba and Lincoln (1987) quoted Webb as saying, "Once a 

proposition has been confirmed by two or more measurement 

processes, the uncertainty of its interpretation is greatly 
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reduced. The most persuasive evidence comes through a 

triangulation of measurement processes. If a proposition can 

survive the onslaught of a series of imperfect measures, with 

all their relevant error, confidence should be placed in it" 

(p. 107). 

The effect of materials, teachers behaviors and 

organizational processes on student performance was 

determined from two sources of data: (a) standardized 

testing, and (b) teacher estimations of student classroom 

performance. Teacher estimations were an evalution approach 

that was determined to be useful for the study of the 

language arts program. Although teacher estimations are not 

percise measurements, they are responsive to different value 

perspectives. These value perspectives may be subject to 

self-fulfilling prophecies and teacher biases. 

In establishing consistency, data were gathered and 

analyzed from a total of 17 persons--five principals and 12 

classroom teachers--80 random students from grade levels 

three and six and from a total population of 322 students in 

12 classrooms: grade levels one, three and six from seven 

schools provided some reliability. 

In order to establish the degree of neutrality, I 

purposely chose districts whose administrators did not 

request that teachers use Reading Mastery in their language 

arts implementation. I had no biases, motives or interests 

concerning the implementation process of the California 

English-Language Arts Framework in regular classrooms. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Introduction 

The purpose of this study was to determine how a meaning

centered approach (District I) versus a code-centered approach 

(District II) to the teaching of language arts affects student 

performance in a regular education cla~sroom containing low 

achieving, low socio-economic, multi-ethnic and learning 

handicapped students. To accomplish this purpose of 

determining how a meaning-centered approach or a code-centered 

approach affects student performance during the first 1989-1990 

school year of the implementation process of the California 

English-Language Arts Framework, this research focused on three 

interrelated dimensions of organizational change which are 

linked to student performance: curriculum materials, t~acher 

behaviors and organizational change processes. 

Classrooms using a meaning-centered approach were 

represented in District I, and classrooms using a code-centered 

approach were represented in District II. The curriculum 

mission directed to all schools and teachers in District I was 

to implement the prescribed literature series which reflects 

the philosophy of the California English-Language Arts 

92 
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Framework in classroom instruction. The curriculum mission 

directed to all schools and teachers in District II was to 

implement the prescribed literature series, reflecting the new 

language arts philosophy, and to continue using the systematic 

skill assessment program in classroom instruction. This study 

examined the differences within and between organizations and 

among teachers and administrators who followed their mission 

and implemented the prescribed literature series, and the 

effects of this implementation on student performance. 

The task of the study was to examine, through the three 

interrelated dimensions of organizational change, how the 

differences between classrooms using a code-centered approach 

and a meaning-centered approach affect student performance. 

Data originated from the following seven sources: (a) pre and 

post structured interviews of teachers and principals; (b) 

observations of teacher meetings; (c) pre and post 

questionnaires of teachers; (d) classroom observations of 

teachers teaching language arts; (e) examination of pre and 

post standardized test scores in the subject areas of reading 

and language arts at grade levels one, three and six using 

school mean scores and district mean scores; (f) examination of 

pre and post standardized test scores of individual students in 

grades three and six and post standardized test scores of 

individual students in grade one from classrooms identified for 

the study in the two districts, one code-centered and one 

meaning-centered; and (g) examination of population 

characteristics. 
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The three interrelated reform dimensions, referred to in 

Chapter I in the section titled Purpose of the Study, 

precipitated eight specific research questions. The 

interrelated dimensions and eight questions guided the 

examination of both qualitative and quantitative data. 

Research Questions 

curd culum materials 

Dimension I which examined the differences between 

classrooms using meaning-centered and code-centered published 

language arts curriculum materials prompted research question 

numbered one: 

1. To what degree were the published code-centered and 

meaning-centered language arts curriculum materials 

presentation recommendations followed by the classroom teacher? 

Teacher centered behayjors 

Dimension II which examined the differences between 

teacher centered behaviors used in a meaning-centered classroom 
and a code-centered classroom prompted the following research 

questions numbered two, three, four, five and six: 

2. What teacher behaviors related to the instructional 

management factors--control, curriculum, and societal--were 

performed in a code-centered and meaning-centered English 

Language Arts classroom? 

3. What were the differences between instructional 

techniques used in a code-centered classroom and a meaning

centered classroom? 
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4. To what extent were students able to exhibit learning 

strategies acquired from being taught by teacher instructional 

behaviors specific to code-centered strategies and meaning

centered strategies? 

5. To what extent did teacher values and perceptions 

guide teacher behavior in a code-centered classroom and/or a 

meaning-centered classroom? 

6. To what degree was the classroom teacher committed to 

implementing and using a code-centered approach or a meaning

centered approach to teach the English language arts 

curriculum? 

Organizational processes, 

Dimension III which examined the differences between the 

effects that organizational processes have on teacher centered 

behaviors and on the intervention of the California English

Language Arts Framework in code-centered and meaning-centered 

classrooms prompted research question numbered seven: 

7. To what degree did the organization support the 

changes introduced by the English-Language Arts Framework? 

student performance, 

The final research question number eight interrelated the 

three reform dimensions, the preceding seven questions and 

student performance. 

8. How did the differences in materials, teacher 

behaviors and organizational processes between classrooms using 

a meaning-centered approach and a code-centered approach in 

language arts affect student performance? 
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Overview of Analysis 

A range of both qualitative and quantitative techniques 

were used to support and describe the richest possible picture 

of how the code-centered approach and meaning-centered approach 

associated with the implementation of the California English

Language Arts Framework affected student performance. 

student Populations 

A total number of 322 students were observed for 38 hours 

during their language arts instruction. Each language arts 

class was observed for a total of 3 hours and 45 minutes over a 

five month period of time. Of the 322 students, 120 students 

from the 12 classes were randomly selected for individual 

standardized test analysis. This population represented an 

equal number of male and female students in each grade level, 

who were in attendance at the same school for two consecutive 

years, and who possessed complete reading and language arts 

test scores from the same standardized test in their cumulative 

record folders. The first grade students generated one 

standardized test score. Due to this researcher's 

discretionary procedures and confidentiality agreements in 

collecting data from cumulative folders, only three students in 

this population were noted to have been retai~ed. There may 

have been additional students retained. 

The school secretary provided the population data relating 

to the number of students who receive free lunches, who are in 

special education and who are multi-ethnic for each of the 

classrooms observed in this study (Appendix F, item numbers 1, 
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3 and 4). The number of students receiving free lunches was 

determined frqm the school's cafeteria list which listed each 

student and an identifying number: (a) number 1 indicated the 

number of full lunches paid for by parents, (b) number 2 

indicated the number of reduced lunches paid for by parents, 

and (c) number 3 indicated the number of full free lunches. 

This study uses the number 3 count to identify the number of 

students in the low socio-economic population in each 

classroom. The ethnicity of each student was determined from 

five sources: (a) the parent's response to a questionnaire 

provided by the school district asking for the primary language 

spoken in the home, (b) an information card provided by each 

teacher on each student which indicated ethnicity, (c) the 

notations concerning ethnicity found in student's cumulative 

record folder, (d) the school's secretary record of 

observation, and (e) the classroom teacher's response to ethnic 

knowledge or observation about students. The number of 

students identified for special education was available from 

the school office records. 

The classroom teacher provided the number of students who 

fall below the national norm in language arts and reading on 

the teacher questionnaire (Appendix D, item number 10). This 

number represents the number of low achieving students in 

February of 1990 school year in each of the 12 classrooms. 

Table 1 displays mean percentage distributions of 

characteristics of student population representative of low 

socio-economic, low achievement, multi-ethnic and learning 
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Table 1 

Population characteristics of Bepresentatlve students by Grade Level CFeb 

l..9..9..0.l. 

Characteristics 

Low socio-economic 

Low achievementa 

Multi-ethnic 

Learning handicapped 

Low socio-economic 

Low achievementb 

Multi-ethnic 

Learning handicapped 

Grade 1 

39.0 

22.5 

51.0 

7.0 

59.0 

32.5 

83.0 

25.0 

Percent of sample 

Grade 3 Grade 6 

12. 0 

32.5 

32.0 

7.0 

59.0 

32.5 

86.0 

District re 

District 

47.0 

32.5 

45.0 

7.0 

rrd 

59.0 

22.5 

78.0 

Mean Total 

33.0 

29.0 

43.0 

7.0 

59.0 

29.0 

82.0 

8.0 

Nm:&.... The values represent mean percentages of student population. 

a,bThe percent of low achievement students in a a given class was 

estimated by the teachers' response to the following question: "What 

percentage of the students in your language arts class would you identify 

who fall below the national norm in language arts and reading? 

CThe total students per grade level for District I were as follows: (a) 

Grade 1, 61; (b) Grade 3, 49; (c) Grade 6, 58; and (d) total sample, 168. 

dThe total students per grade level for District II was as follows: (a) 

Grade 1, 58; (b) Grade 3, 57; (c) Grade 6, 39; and (d) total sample, 154. 
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handicapped. Table 1 reports that the mean number of learning 

handicapped and low performing students were represented 

equally in classrooms in both districts. Classrooms in 

District II contained almost two times as many multi-ethnic and 

low socio-economic students as classrooms in District I. 

Teachers are required to apply instructional intents that 

address the weaknesses in reading and language performance to 

these high percentages of low socio-economic and .multi-ethnic 

students. Waiting for reading and language difficulties to 

correct themselves may lead to even greater problems. An 

unattended lag of six months may develop into greater lags of 

two or more years later. Specific instructional intents that 

address low-income children are to: (a) nourish strong home and 

school environments, (b) provide opportunities to read 

different genre of literary works accompanied by instruction, 

(c) provide structured, direct and challenging learning 

activities that address reading, writing, listening and 

speaking, (d) assess the learning progress regularly and 

address the weak areas as soon as identified, (e) provide the 

instruction necessary for students to make the literate 

transition to more mature reading at third through sixth 

grades, (f) communicate high expectations for student learning 

and (g) develop and nourish students' feelings of success with 

reading and language arts. 

Instructional intents that address the weaknesses of 

multi-ethnic students are to: (a) exhibit multi modality 

approaches to teaching, (b) exhibit clear communication skills 
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by explaining, outlining, demonstrating and modeling, (c) 

nourish strong home and school environments, (d) pace 

instruction and communicate expectations for student success in 

competing instructional tasks, (e) provide immediate feedback 

and monitor student progress, (f) provide structured academic 

skill development, (g) respond to home cultures, values and 

norms, (h) communicate high expectations for student learning, 

and (i) develop and nourish students' feelings of success with 

reading and language arts. 

Interview Populations 

A total of seventeen persons accepted the invitation to be 

interviewed twice, once at the beginning of the study and again 

at the end of the study. These populations included six 

classroom teachers and two principals in District 1 and six 

classroom teachers and three principals in District II. A 

total of twelve teachers were interviewed: two teachers at 

first, third and sixth grade levels in both districts. The 

twelve teachers were represented in a total of seven schools. 

Five of the seven principals accepted the invitation to be 

interviewed. The remaining two principals who graciously 

volunteered their school for this study elected not to be 

interviewed for unknown reasons. 

Tables two and three display two configurations of 

distributions of the interview populations: (a) Table 2 

displays the years of teaching experience and grade level 

distributions, and (b) Table 3 details the years of 

principalship. During the interview, teachers and principals 
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were asked about their number of years of experience (Appendix 

D, item numbers 1 and 2, and Appendix B, items A and B). 

Table 2 reflects that first and third grade teachers in 

District II have five years more teaching experience in 

language arts than teachers in District I. Sixth grade 

teachers in District I have three years more experience in 

language arts than teachers in District II. Teachers with more 

years of experience have had more time to confront basic 

assumptions about the process of teaching and these assumptions 

Table 2 

Years of Teaching Experience of Teacher Popnlati0 n by Grade Level 

Mean no. of years 

Experience Grade 1 Grade 3 Grade 6 Total average 

District I 

Total years 9 3 15 9.0 

Language arts 9 3 15 9.0 

District II 

Total years 14 16 11 14.0 

Language arts 14 8 12 11. 0 

Nm&... .n = 12 teachers. 

Sample size in each grade level is two teachers. 
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often serve as a guide for dealing with new experiences and 
uncertainty. 

Teachers who have more classroom experience are generally 
able to develop a greater repertory of teacher behaviors that 

have dropped out of consciousness. Therefore, they are able to 
draw on new behaviors to be t_ested while continuing to maintain 
successful behaviors. 

Teachers with less experience are still testing a greater 
number of solutions so as to get the desired result which is 

increased student performance. If the selected action yields 

desired results, then it follows that the action was successful 
and will be repeated. 

Table 3 reflects a range of principalship experience among 
the five principals who participated in the study. Principals 

Table 3 

Years of Principalship Experience by District 

Experience 

Total years 

Years at school 
in study 

District I (2)a 

6 

6 

NQ.t.e... n = 5 principals. 

Mean no. of years 

District II (3)b 

20 

3 

a,bThe number in parenthesis represents the number of principals 
interviewed in sample. 
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in District II reported more principalship experience; however, 

principals in District I have been with their community and 

teachers longer than principals in District II. District I 

principals have been with their one school throughout their 

years of principalship experience. District I principals have 

had more time to build and develop an environment that could be 

ready to accept change. In this environment, collaborative 

support could lead organizational members to commitment to the 

language arts implementation. 

Analysis Process 

As noted in Chapter III, research questions are answered 

primarily through the analysis of questionnaires, interviews, 

observations and standardized test examinations. This 

researcher grouped specific questions to analyze from the 

questionnaires, interviews, and observations. These specific 

questions were selected to analyze information for each of the 

eight research questions which centered around the differences 

between classrooms using a meaning-centered approach (District 

I) and a code-centered approach (District II). 

Qualitative data collected from the structured interviews, 

questionnaires, classroom observations, teacher meeting 

observations and population examinations (Appendixes A, B, C, 

D, E and F), and designed by this researcher provide the number 

and frequency of responses within and across grade levels. The 

interviews and questionnaires encouraged participants to 

respond to selected questions outside the structure of the 

interview and questionnaire. When data are used for an 
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analysis, tables frequently display information that provides a 

synthesis of the participants' responses. A narrative summary 

accompanies and expands upon each table. When a table is not 

an appropriate way to present data, a narrative summary 

provides the data analysis. 

Quantitative data collected from the school districts' 

standardized test scores reveal commonalties and differences of 

student performance issues not apparent through the 

questionnaires, interviews and classroom observations. When 

data are used for an analysis, tables with descriptive 

statistics frequently display the number of responses and 

percentages of responses within and across populations and 

grade levels. A narrative summary accompanies each table and 

expands upon the data. Appendixes at the conclusion of this 

study display copies of all of the interview protocols, 

questionnaires, observation instruments, population and testing 

examination instruments that were used in this study. 

Research Question One 

To What Degree Were the Published 

Code-Centered and Meaning-Centered Language Arts 

Curriculum Materials Presentation Recommendations 

Followed by the Classroom Teacher? 

This research question focuses on the manageability of the 

curriculum program materials that address and support the 
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English-Language Arts Framework. The contents and 

manageability of textbook programs and related instructional 

materials influence the information that teachers teach and the 

information that students practice. Meaning-centered materials 

encourage students to take an active role in their learning, to 

share ideas, ask questions, write, and read great literature. 

Code-centered materials emphasize a mastery of skills 

supporting accuracy and fluency. The responsibility for 

student learning is on the teacher. One goal for implementing 

a new literature program that supports The California English

Language Arts Framework is to create a program that is 

manageable, with comprehensible day-to-day details for 

classroom instruction, a program that integrates materials that 

are similar to current practices for the teacher and a program 

that increases student performance. This question explores how 

closely the presentation recommendations of the published 

materials used were followed by the classroom teachers. 

To analyze this question, two pieces of data are used, 

originating from the post teacher interview (Appendix C, item 

number 2). Teachers interviewed were asked to give two 

responses to the question: "How closely do you follow the 

English-Language Arts program presentation requirements in your 

class instruction?" The respondent answered by commenting on 

the question and marking on a scale of 1-10, 1 is low and 10 is 

high. 

Tables 4 and 5 present an analysis of the information 

contained in this question and display distributions of the 
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interview populations. Table 4 details the frequency rating of 

how closely the respondents followed the presentation 

requirements of the prescribed program in class instruction at 

the end of the study in District I and District II. 

Table 4 reports that teachers in the code-centered 

Table 4 

Adherence to Prescribed Language Arts curriculum Recommendations by Grade 

.LeEl 

Scale of adherence 

Grade high low 
(10-9) (8-7) (6-5) (4-3) (2-1) 

District I 

Grade 1 (2) a 1 1 

Grade 3 (2) 1 1 

Grade 6 (2) 2 

Total 1 3 2 0 0 

District II 

Grade 1 (2) 2 

Grade 3 (2) 2 

Grade 6 (2) 2 

Total 2 4 0 0 0 

No!..e.... a Sample size in grade level. 
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classrooms (District II) followed the prescribed language arts 

program more closely than teachers in the meaning-centered 

classrooms (District I) reflected on a scale ?-8 or 9-10. Only 

two teachers in the meaning-centered classrooms followed the 

prescribed recommendations on a 5-6 scale. 

It appears that a sense of stability gained with 

successful experiences in the classroom was not transferred to 

the new prescribed program. Referring to Table 2, it is noted 

that teachers with the least experience in language arts 

followed the program more closely than those teachers with more 

experience, indicated on the 9-10 scale. All twelve teachers 

in this study were willing to try the new approach. However, 

since teaching knowledge is learned through a series of trails 

and errors, it is apparent that the more experienced teachers 

continued to use materials that they knew to be successful with 

their students. 

Teacher comments About Prescrjbed cnrricnlnm Materials 
"In spite of the fact, it's jammed pack full of ideas, it 

still follows a routine. After a few weeks of the routine, you 

have to find new ways to have kids summarize the story. You 

have to constantly keep the old imagination going to make it 

interesting." 

This comment by a teacher in District II reflects how the 

translation of the program requirements into instruction 

continues to be the responsibility of the classroom teacher. 

One of the teachers in District I who follows the program 

closely stated, "It's a pain to do the preparation." This 
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comment reflects a concern about the amount of time that must 

be taken to prepare lessons for class instruction with the new 

prescribed program. 

Table 5 reports the comments given by the respondents that 

address the question about following the prescribed program 

requirements. These responses correspond to the scaled 

frequency of how closely the program requirements are followed. 

Six comments made about following the prescribed language 

arts program were repeated more than once by teachers from both 

districts. From a total of 15 comments reported, three of the 

comments, stated eight times, shared that the prescribed 

program was supported with additional activities selected by 

Table 5 

comments About Prescdbed Language Arts curricnlnm 

Comments stated by teachers 

You have to pick and choose from the activities. 

I like the program a lot. I think it's good. 

I need to lean on it, it's new to me. 

I do some of my own things. 

Number 

2 

3 

2 

3 

I wasn't clear about how to use the program. 2 

I use a more structured program with some of my kids. 3 

Total 15 

~- n 12 teachers 
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the classroom teacher. With the exception of the second 

comment, responses reflected that teachers are not secu·re with 

the new program. Teachers in both districts noted that the new 

prescribed prograr.1 requires teacher preparation, teacher 

translation into instruction and teacher selection of materials 

for additional support. 

summary· To what degree were the published code-centered and 
meanjng-centered langnage arts c11rricul11m materials 
presentation recommendations followed by the classroom teacher? 

This summary reflects those aspects in the data that 

provide insight into whether or not teachers find ~he language 

arts curriculum materials manageable, comprehensible and 

effective in classroom instruction. 

Table 5 indicates that teachers in both districts find the 

curriculum materials somewhat difficult to manage and to 

understand. The comments indicate that teachers are not secure 

with the new program. Teachers in both districts have 

indicated that the new prescribed program requires that 

teachers prepare lessons, translate suggestions into 

instruction and select additional materials to support the 

program. Table 4 reports that only two teachers in District II 

and one teacher in District I followed the prescribed program 

closely. Referring to Table 2, these three teachers had the 

least number of years of teaching experience in the subject of 

language arts than the number of years of the remaining nine 

teachers. Teachers with 12 years of experience and more 
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followed the recommendations closely. In spite of the comments 

teachers made about the prescribed program or what they 

believed, they appeared to follow the program recommendations 

closely. 

The effectiveness of the prescribed materials in classroom 

instruction was not validated during teacher interviews. One 

teacher from each district indicated that they liked the 

program "a lot." One teacher wasn't sure. It appeared that 

all respondents liked teaching with the prescribed program. 

However, teacher comments appeared to indicate an uncertainty 

about the effectiveness of the program and a reluctance to 

express feelings of excitement about the effectiveness of the 

program with student performance. Perceptions of the success 

of the prescribed program was not formed. 

Research Question Two 

What Teacher Behaviors Related to the Instructional 

Management Factors--Control, Curriculum, and Societal--Were 

Performed in a Code-Centered and Meaning-Centered 

English Language Arts Classroom? 

This research question concentrates on three areas of 

classroom management: (a) control--examples are teacher 

behaviors that relate to discipline, positive reinforcement, 

student feedback, and time on task variables; (b) curriculum-

examples are design of lesson presentation, organization of 
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guided classroom practice, and practice of corrective feedback; 
and (c) societal--examples are teacher behaviors that address 

individual differences among low-achieving, multi-ethnic, low 

socio-economic, and learning disabled students. A successful 

program requires that teachers create harmony with the language 

arts curriculum materials and with factors related to classroom 

management. The demands to involve and promote learning among 

students with individual differences require that teachers be 
knowledgeable, sensitive and flexible in their classroom 

management behaviors. Classroom management behaviors form a 

framework for classroom instruction and promote effective 

classroom instruction, student learning and student 

performance. 

This question explores the differences between 

instructional management behaviors used in a code-centered 

classroom and a meaning-centered classroom during the first 

year of the English-Language Arts Framework implementation. 

To analyze this question, 28 pieces of data are used 

originating from the pre and post teacher interview, pre and 

post teacher questionnaire, and classroom observations. 

Tables 6 through 12 present an analysis of the 

observation and questionnaire information for this research 

question: (a) Table 6 displays distributions of instructional 
management behaviors of the observed teacher populations, (b) 

Table 7 describes time on task factors through observed student 

behaviors, (c) Table 8 displays information about the 

percentage of time teachers were observed giving positive 
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reinforcement to students during instruction, (d) Tables 9, 10, 

and 11 report the number of assessment strategies that 

classroom teachers indicated they use during one week of 

classroom instruction, and (e) Table 12 displays the 

instructional management factors that teachers reported to be 

effective in their classroom instruction. 

Classroom Observations of Instructional Management Factors 
Tables 6 through 8 detail the observations related to 

control, societal groups and curriculum. Language arts lessons 

were observed for a total of 45 hours during the duration of 

this research study. The teachers were aware of the time of 

each scheduled observation. They were given an observation 

schedule at the beginning of the study; therefore, they knew 

the instructional factors that were observed during their 

classroom instruction (Appendix E, teacher observation, item 

numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13 and 15). A definition 

of each behavior to be observed was provided for the observer 

(Appendix E, observation explanation, item numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 

5, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13 and 15). The 60 classroom observations 

generated instructional management information that addressed 

the differences in teacher behaviors between code-centered 

(District II) approaches and meaning-centered (District I) 

approaches. 

following: 

Specific behaviors that were observed are the 

(a) control, that is teacher behaviors related to 

discipline, positive reinforcement, and time on task variables; 

(b) curriculum, that is a lesson presentation that involves 

sharing ideas and cooperative learning; and (c) societal 
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groups, that is teacher behaviors that address individual 

differences among low-achieving, multi-ethnic, low socio

economic, and learning disabled students. The observers 

recorded teacher behaviors using three possible responses: (a) 

not yet performed, (b) performed at a satisfactory level, and 

(c) performed at a high and exemplary level. 

Table 6 reflects the frequency of the teacher behaviors 

observed that related to instructional management and how 

consistently these behaviors continued to be observed during 

the months of this study in District I and District II. 

Discussion of the instructional management behaviors reflected 

in Table 6 follows the sequence of the behaviors displayed in 

Table 6 which address control, curriculum and societal group 

behaviors. In this study, the identified instructional 

management behaviors are considered to be effective behaviors 

for all grade levels. Therefore, the similarities and 

differences are noted between districts and not between grade 

levels. 

Teachers in both districts were observed to perform 

control behaviors at an exemplary.and satisfactory level. 

Table 6 reports that three of the four instructional management 

factors related to control--arrangement of furniture, posted 

goals and objectives and teacher preparation--were performed 

satisfactorily and exemplary in both districts during the 30 

observations in each district: 100% in District I and 98% in 

District II (the number of satisfactory and exemplary 

observations for the three control factors in each district 
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divided by 30 possible observations for each of the three 

factors). Display of student work occurred satisfactorily and 

Table 6 

Teacher Behayi ors Tbat Beflect JPStrncti ona J Mana<Jeroent hy Levels of 

Performance 

No. of observed performancesa 

District I (n = 6) District II (n = 6) 
Not Not 

Behaviors Performed Satisfactory Exemplary Performed Satisfactory Exemplary 

Arrangement of 
furniture 

Posted goals 
and objectives 

Display of 
student work 

Teacher 
preparation 

Ideas are shared 

Cooperative 
groups 

Recognition of 
cultures 

Multimodal 
application 

Total 

4 

8 

27 

24 

2 

65 

7 

6 

10 

22 

3 

2 

15 

45 

23 

24 

16 

8 

19 

3 

4 

13 

130 

2 

3 

9 

19 

23 

4 

60 

9 

10 

15 

2 

1 

1 

3 

12 

53 

21 

18 

12 

28 

20 

10 

4 

14 

127 

~- aFive observations with six teachers in each district equals 30 

classroom observations for a total of 60 observations in both districts. 
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The arrangement of classroom furniture and teacher 

preparedness for a lesson presentation were two control factors 
that were performed the most consistently among the four 

factors listed in Table 6 by teachers in both districts. 

Teachers in District II appeared to be prepared more often for 
class instruction than teachers were prepared in District I. 

The practice of posting goals and objectives was observed 

in all twelve classrooms. It was apparent that all teachers 

practiced assertive discipline procedures. Three charts were 

posted: (a) one listing the school rules, (b) one reflecting 

classroom rules, and (c) one detailing the consequences for 

broken rules. However, teachers used various systems to manage 

and reinforce the control program: (a) tickets were passed out 
for appropriate behavior and used to select items from a 

treasure box; (b) happy and sad faces were hung under the names 

of students, (c) names were marked on the chalk board under 
happy or sad faces, and (d) the frequent use of positive verbal 

reinforcement. Two teachers taped the class rules to each 

desk. The awards that were given for good behavior reinforced 
students for their efforts and focused on improving their self

concept. Posting goals and objectives, as one factor of 

control, allows a safe, accepting and educational environment 

to support effective instruction. 

The display of student work was observed to be 

satisfactory almost as often as exemplary in classrooms in both 
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districts. A classification of satisfactory indicated that the 

display of student work was not changed often, so that new 

accomplishments of students could be reflected or the colorful 

display of posters and maps took the place of displaying 

student work. The four observations in District I and the 

three observations in District II indicate that the display of 

colorful posters and maps took the place of student work. 

There were many variations in the display of student work among 

the classrooms. Limited display space was not reflected in the 

recording of the observations. However, most of the display 

space was used for posters, progress charts and behavior 

charts. It appeared that work displayed from all students in 

the class was occasional. Additionally, classrooms did not 

reflect an integrated, one theme environment suggested by the 

language arts philosophy. The purpose of displaying student 

work is to show that there is an interest in his or her work, 

that his or her work is appreciated, and the work is worthy of 

the time and effort to display it for others to share. 

Displaying student work builds and improves self-image which is 

a primary target for teachers before effective instruction can 

take place. 

Factors related to curriculum--sharing ideas and 

cooperative learning--were performed satisfactorily and 

exemplary during 42% of the observations in District I and 

during 53% of the observations in District II. Opportunities 

for students to express themselves, formulate, discuss and 

share ideas with each other were limited in both districts, but 
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occurred slightly more often in District II than District I. 

Students were not observed taking an active role in their 

learning during 58% of the observations in District I and 47% 

of the observations in District II (percentages were computed 

by adding the number of times that sharing ideas and 

cooperative group activities were not performed, then dividing 

the total by 60 possible observations). Talking, listening, 

sharing, discussing and reflecting about what students think 

about a piece of literature helps them develop positive 

attitudes toward learning and understandings about cultural and 

ethnic relations. 

Management factors related to societal considerations-

recognition of cultures and multimodal applications--appeared 

to be disproportionally performed by teachers in both 

districts. That is, considerations that addressed individual 

differences in the recognition of cultures were performed 

satisfactorily and exemplary during only 20% of the 

observations in District I and only 23% of the observations in 

District II. However, multimodal applications were performed 

during 93% of the observations in District I and 87% of the 

observations in District II. 

Opportunities for students to recognize ethnic 

differences, minority languages and other cultures through 

language arts activities and assignments were very limited in 

both districts. The subject and/or the purpose of the lesson 

that was taught or the story that was read was recorded by the 

observer on each of the 60 observations. Only two stories that 
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were read to a class during the observations, remotely 

addressed cultural differences. It appeared that activities 

and assignments that addressed minority languages and cultures 

were not integrated into the instruction nor were they 

addressed through the prescribed literature selection or the 

literature selected by the teacher to share with the class. 

Opportunities for cooperative learning, sharing ideas about 

cultural differences and frequent literature references to 

cultural differences that support and reinforce self-esteem, 

friendship and language acquisition were seldom observed in 

classrooms in both districts. 

Table 7 describes the observed performance of students 

assigned to language arts activities. The following 

performances were observed: (a) the actual engaged time 

students were involved in specific tasks in an academic 

atmosphere; (b) the student's success rate in learning while 

engaging in assigned task by receiving feedback from teacher, 

peers, discussion, consultations, reading aloud or self

correction; and (c) the student's disruptive behaviors 

exhibited when taking a break from the classroom assignment. 

During the 45 minutes of classroom observations, seven random 

students were observed for 15 minutes exhibiting their time on 

task behaviors. Students exhibited on-task learning behaviors 

satisfactory and exemplary equally in both districts during 

observations: 83% in District II and 82% in District I. 

Table 7 notes that students did not exhibit disruptive 

behaviors during independent, structured practice during 93% of 
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the observed time in District I and 87% of the observed time in 

District II. Disruptive behaviors were defined as talking to 

neighbors, pencil tapping, note passing, playing with objects 

and/or taking a break from assignments. Therefore, 

participating satisfactorily or exemplary during the time 

allowed for structured practice, following the explanation and 

modeling of the concept or lesson, means that students did not 

take a break -~rom their assignments to talk, tap pencils, pass 

notes or play with objects more than five minutes of their 

scheduled independent practice activity time. Students in 

first and sixth grades appeared to exhibit disruptive behaviors 

more often than did students in third grade classes in both 

districts. If disruptions were observed to be minimal, that is 

the disruptions occurred less than five minutes, then the 

observation was marked satisfactory or exemplary. Satisfactory 

and exemplary marks reflected that students were held 

accountable and were involved in specific tasks in an academic 

atmosphere. 

The weakest area of the time-on-task performance in both 

districts was the student's success rate in learning while 

completing an assignment. Students were observed receiving 

feedback from an adult, from participating in self-correction 

or from participation with peers satisfactorily or exemplary 

during only 60% of the observed time in District I and 70% of 

the time in District II (percentage was computed by adding 

success rate observations in each district and dividing by the 
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Table 7 

student Time on Task Behavj ors by r.eveJ s of PerfQrmaoce aod Observed student 

Behaviors 

No. of observed performances a 

District I District II 

Engaged Success Minimal Engaged Success Minimal Performance time rate disruptionsb time rate disruptionsc 

Total Total 

Grade 1 

Not Performed 2 4 1 7 3 3 6 

Satisfactory l 2 3 3 3 2 8 

Exemplary 8 5 7 20 7 4 5 16 

Grade 3 

Not Performed 2 2 1 2 3 

Satisfactory 2 3 5 1 2 5 8 

Exemplary 8 5 10 23 8 6 5 19 

Grade 6 

Not Performed 6 1 7 1 4 1 6 

Satisfactory 5 2 1 8 2 l l 4 

Exemplary 5 2 8 15 7 5 8 20 

liQ.t.e.. A minimum of 84 random students were observed at least once, and a maximum 

of 322 students may have been observed. 

a.D. = seven random students were observed in each classroom, with two classrooms 

per grade level. 

b, CMinimal disruptions not performed means that students were observed exhibiting 

disruptive behaviors during the scheduled time for independent practice for a 

duration of more than five minutes during 15 minutes of classroom observation. 
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number of possible observations which was 30 in each district: 

18 divided by 30 equals 60% in District I). One example of 

exemplary feedback was observed in District II in an active, 

multi-ethnic sixth grade class. The teacher moved from group 

to group throughout the independent activity asking questions, 

supporting, reinforcing and encouraging success among students. 

This component of the time-on-task performance is most closely 

related to learning and building self-concept. During this 

time teachers and/or peers have the opportunity to be 

supportive and provide personal and frequent help. 

Additionally, students can be encouraged to complete the 

activity with the least amount of mistakes that would otherwise 

have to be corrected at another time with more difficulty. 

During the observations, students who were writing, drawing, 

composing a poem or completing another assignment generally 

received limited supportive and corrective feedback. 

Table 8 (Appendix E, item number 8) reflects the frequency 

in which teachers were observed giving positive and negative 

reinforcement to students during class instructi'on. 

Reinforcement is a stimulus, verbal remark, token or body 

language that follows a behavior and causes that behavior to 

happen more often. Reinforcement communicates teachers' 

expectations for students' success in completing instructional 

tasks. Positive reinforcement fosters positive feelings, 

develops intrinsic and extrinsic motivations and is used to 

teach new skills. During the 45 minutes of each classroom 

observation, 10 minutes were used for recording verbal 
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responses that reflected positive and negative reinforcement 

(Appendix E, item number 8). Tally marks, recorded by the 

observer, indicated the number of times within two five minute 

periods of time that teacher reinforcement was seen or heard 

being given to students. 

Table 8 indicates that there is more than a one-to-one 

ratio of positive to negative interactions that were recorded 

during 10 hours of classroom observations in both districts. 

There is nearly two-to-one ratio of positive to negative 

interactions in the third and sixth grade language arts classes 

represented in District II. The students in the sixth grade 

classes in District I displayed more than a two-to-one ratio of 

positive to negative interactions. Students in the third grade 

Table 8 

Positive to Negative Interactions Between students and Teachers hy 

Reinforcement and Grade lrevel 

Maximum no. for five observations 

District I <n = 6) District II <n = 

Grade 1 Grade 3 Grade 6 Grade l Grade 3 Grade 

Reinforcement Total 

Positive 50 40 37 127 41 62 52 

Negative 30 44 13 87 28 33 26 

6) 

6 

Total 

155 

87 
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classrooms in District I received more negative than positive 

interactions from their teachers. 

Sprick (1981) noted that, "The key factor to examine is 

the ratio of times spent attending to positive behavior versus 

times spent attending to negative behavior in a classroom" (p. 

2). The significance of reporting student and teacher 

interactions by ratio is that past research indicated that a 

one-to-three ratio of positive to negative interactions was 

unfortunately the norm in an average classroom. Before 1981, 

more attention was given to the negative than the positive 

interactions, thus setting an environment for self-image 

problems resulting in possible behavior problems. Ideally, 

students should receive at least three positive interactions 

with their teacher for every negative interaction (Sprick, 

1981}. 

A student's ability to learn is directly related to the 

way the teacher interacts with him or her. The nearly two

to-one ratio of positive to negative interactions in language 

arts classes represented in third and sixth grade classrooms 

in District II and one sixth grade class in District I set a 

positive tone in the classroom. These teachers have more 

classroom experience than teachers who were observed to 

practice a little more than a one-to-one ratio of positive to 

negative interactions. Through a series of trials and errors 

and the awareness of research based teaching practices, the 

more experienced teachers appeared to exhibit habits that 
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A goal of maintaining positive and supportive behavior at 

least three times as often as attending to negative behavior 

should be set to address the self-concept of students and to 

set a more positive interaction cycle in classrooms. In a more 

positive environment more learning results, and students learn 

to follow a more positive model of interactions among 

themselves. 

Classroom Assessment Practices 

Tables 9, 10 and 11 present the number of times per week 

that teachers give student feedback regarding students' 

academic performance in first, third and sixth grade (Appendix 

D, item number 6). Feedback recognizes and reinforces the 

students' academic efforts and provides instructional direction 

for the teacher. Frequent assessment of both formal and 

informal performances, reflects the purposes of classroom 

instruction and creates an environment in which students can 

succeed. Formal performance assessment strategies are 

represented by criterion referenced tests, academic progress on 

skills, letter grades, and written essay tests. Informal 

assessment strategies are individual consultations, scoring of 

writing samples, oral presentations, portfolio consultations, 

and other methods. Reading, writing and oral language inform 

and support one another. An exemplary assessment practice 

would be to daily assess reading, writing and oral language 

processes. Teachers were asked to indicate on the post 
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questionnaire the number of times during a week they give 

student feedback (Appendix D). A variety of nine choices were 

displayed. Six choices reflected meaning-centered approaches 

and were suggested by the California State Board of Education: 

(a) individual consultations, (b) written essay tests, (c) 

scoring writing samples, (c) oral presentations, (d) criterion 

referenced tests, and (e) portfolio consultations. Five 

choices reflected code-centered approaches: (a) individual 

consultations, (b) written essay tests, (c) scoring writing 

samples, (c) criterion referenced tests, and (d) academic 

progress on skills. The teachers answered this question by 

marking one of the four possible choices: (a) (0-1) times per 

week, (b) (2-3) times per week, (c) (4-5) times per week, and 

(d) (>5) times per week. 

Table 9 reports that first grade teachers in the code

centered classrooms appear to use a greater variety of 

assessment strategies than teachers in meaning-centered 

classrooms. Teachers in District II indicated that they use 

formal performance assessments, that is, criterion referenced 

tests, written essay tests and academic progress on skills more 

often than District I. First grade teachers in District II 

appeared to assess the progress of their students toward 

objectives more frequently than teachers in District I. First 

grade teachers from both districts used informal assessments, 

that is portfolio consultations, individual consultations and 

oral presentations. However, District II teachers appeared to 
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Table 9 

Assessment strategies used hy Teachers Each Week in Grade one 

Frequency per week 

Grade 1 

Strategies 

District I (n 

(0-1) (2-3) (4-5) 

2) 

(>5) 

District II (n = 2) 

(0-1) (2-3) (4-5) (>5) 

Individual 
consultations 

1 

Written essay tests 2 

Scoring writing 2 
samples 

Oral presentations 1 

Criterion 2 
referenced tests 

Academic progress 
on skills 

Letter grades 

Portfolio 
consultations 

Other methods 

2 

1 

1 

1 

13 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

3 0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

5 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

7 

1 

1 

1 

1 

3 

1 

1 

2 

~ The number of times assessment strategies were used each week was 

reported by two teachers in each grade level on the post questionnaire. 

aThe total numbers represent an overview of the weekly frequency of 

assessments for each district. 
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informally assess the progress of their students almost daily 

which is a goal for good assessment practices. Code-centered 

teachers assessed writing almost every day. This emphasis on 

students' meaning by recognizing and reinforcing the students' 

academic writing provided students with the environment to 

connect ideas, comprehend a subject, test their reasoning, 

articulate insights, think and read. First grade teachers in 

code-centered classrooms appeared to reflect the purposes of 

classroom instruction, and they created an environment in which 

students could succeed by using good informal and formal 

assessment practices. 

Table 10 shows that third grade teachers in meaning

centered classrooms used assessment strategies more frequently 

than teachers in the code-centered classrooms. District II 

teachers used informal assessments of students' performance, 

that is individual consultations and oral presentations more 

often than did District I teachers. Teachers in both districts 

used formal assessment strategies, that is criterion referenced 

tests, written essay tests, letter grades and academic progress 

on skills, more often than informal assessments. It appeared 

that third grade teachers in District I reflected the purposes 

of their classroom instruction and created an academic 

environment for students more often than did teachers in 

District II with frequent assessment practices. However, one 

teacher in District II formally assessed the academic progress 

of students daily. Formal assessment practices appeared to be 
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Table 10 

Assessment 5trategies used by Teachers Each Week in Grade Three 

Frequency per week 

Grade 3 
District I <n = 2) District II {n = 2) 

Strategies (0-1) (2-3) (4-5) (>5) (0-1) (2-3) (4-5) (>5) 

__, 

Individual 1 1 1 1 consultations 

Written essay tests 1 1 1 1 

Scoring writing 2 2 
samples 

Oral presentations 2 1 1 

Criterion 2 2 
referenced tests 

Academic progress 1 1 1 1 on skills 

Letter grades 2 2 

Portfolio 2 2 
consultations 

Other methods 1 1 1 1 

Totala 9 6 3 0 12 2 1 3 

~ The number of times assessment strategies were used each week was 

reported by two teachers in each grade level on the post questionnaire. 

aThe total numbers represent an overview of the weekly frequency of 

assessments for each district. 
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balanced in both districts: that is teachers in both districts 

indicated that they assessed the academic progress of their 

students by using written essay tests, scoring writing samples 

and using criterion referenced tests an equal number of times 

each week. The major difference between the districts was the 

more frequent use of letter grades by teachers in District I. 

Informal assessment practices reflected an emphasis on 

students' meaning by recognizing and reinforcing the students' 

academic writing, speaking, and listening efforts. Formal 

assessment practices emphasized a mastery of objectives and a 

direction for instruction toward objectives. 

Table 11 reports that sixth grade teachers in both 

districts emphasized formal assessment strategies more than 

informal strategies. However, the total numbers reflect that 

teachers in the code-centered classrooms use formal strategies 

almost daily. The daily formal assessments, that is academic 

progress on skills, criterion referenced tests and letter 

grades, in both districts indicate that teachers emphasized a 

mastery of objectives and a direction for their instruction 

toward objectives. 

Teachers in both districts appeared to use informal 

strategies with about the same frequency each week ranging from 

once each week to daily. Teachers in District II reported that 

the only informal assessment strategy that was not used more 

than two to five times each week was portfolio consultations. 

Sixth grade teachers in the code-centered classrooms informally 

assessed writing and speaking performances more often than 
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Table 11 

Assessment strategies used hy Teachers Each Week jp Grade sjx 

Frequency per week 

Strategies 

District I <n = 2) 

(0-1) (2-3) (4-5) (>5) 

Individual 
consultations 

Written essay tests 2 

Scoring writing 2 
samples 

Oral presentations 2 

Criterion 
referenced tests 

Academic progress 
on skills 

Letter grades 

Portfolio 
consultations 

Other methods 

1 

1 

8 

1 1 

1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 

2 

5 3 2 

Grade 6 
District II <n = 2) 

(0-1) (2-3) (4-5) (>5) 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

3 5 

1 

1 

l 

1 

l 

2 

2 

9 

1 

1 

liQ.t&.... The number of times assessment strategies were used each week was 

reported by two teachers in each grade level on the post questionnaire. 

aThe total numbers represent an overview of the weekly frequency of 

assessments for each district. 
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teachers in District I. This emphasis on students' meaning by 

recognizing and reinforcing the students' academic writing and 

speaking efforts provided students with the environment to 

connect ideas, comprehend a subject, test their reasoning, 

articulate insights and think. 

Management Approaches 

Table 12 displays the instructional management approaches 

that teachers marked as effective in their classroom 

instruction. Teacher behaviors reflect the management 

approaches that teachers believe to be effective in classroom 

instruction. The post questionnaire asked teachers to describe 

management approaches used in their classrooms by marking one 

of the choices that ranged from very effective to ineffective 

and not used (Appendix D, item number 3). 

Twelve responses from teachers in the meaning-centered 

classrooms (District I) marked instructional management 

approaches as very effective or effective. On the other hand, 

twelve responses from teachers in the code-centered classrooms 

(District II) marked the approaches as somewhat effective and 

ineffective. Assertive discipline practices were marked as 

somewhat effective and ineffective by four teachers in District 

II, specifically by one sixth grade teacher. Since goals and 

rules were posted in every classroom and teachers were observed 

using various reward and punishment systems to reinforce rules, 

it may be considered that the continuous reward and punishment 

system was not effective with all students in District II for 
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several reasons: (a} the system was not supported by parents 

and/or administration, (b} the system was not consistently or 

Table 12 

Instructj onal Management Approaches and InstrnctionaJ Effect:iveoess 

Peterm;ined hy Teacher 

Approach 

Assertive Discipline 
Cantor Sprick 

Classroom Management 
Jones 

Cooperative Learning 
Slavin 

Total 

Assertive Discipline 
Cantor Sprick 

Classroom Management 
Jones 

Cooperative Learning 
Slavin 

Total 

Frequency no. of responses 

Very 
Effective Effective 

Somewhat 
Effective 

1 2 3 

District I <n 
1 3 2 

2 1 1 

2 3 1 

5 7 4 

District II <n 

2 1 

1 

3 

0 2 5 

Not 
Ineffective Used 

4 5 

6) 

2 

0 2 

6) 

3 

2 3 

2 1 

7 4 
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accurately used by the classroom teacher, or (c) the positive, 

negative system pays too much attention to negative behavior 

for the population of students identified for the study, 

therefore becoming ineffective. 

An alternative explanation of the somewhat effective and 

ineffective marks concerning assertive discipline may be that 

the teachers were not aware of the nomenclature used to 

describe assertive discipline. However, this researcher will 

take the position that the punishment component of the 

assertive discipline model generated negative interactions 

among students and teachers. This punishment component focused 

too much on negative behaviors and not enough acknowledgment 

was given for positive behaviors. Negative interactions, as 

discussed in Table 8, tend to reinforce a low estimation of 

self-worth for students with poor self-concepts, with insecure 

feelings of one's place among peers, and with confusion about 

norms and values expressed at school. Teachers with more 

teaching experience noted the effects of negative assertive 

discipline interactions on the self-worth of students and 

determined that the results of negative interactions were 

somewhat effective or ineffective: therefore, they marked the 

questionnaire somewhat effective or ineffective. 

Five teachers in meaning-centered classrooms marked 

cooperative learning as very effective and effective. However, 

cooperative learning groups were observed only three times 

during 30_observations in meaning-centered classrooms. On the 

other hand, five teachers in code-centered classrooms marked 
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cooperative learning as somewhat effective and ineffective. 

Cooperative learning groups were observed 10 times during 30 

observations. Two explanations are proposed: (a) teachers in 

District I were told that cooperative learning develops 

students capacity to use language creatively and critically, to 

perform higher academically, and to have more positive 

attitudes toward school and learning, therefore they marked 

effective; whereas teachers in District II practiced 

cooperative learning and found it was ineffective in developing 

students academically, creatively and critically; and/or (b) 

cooperative learning groups are new classroom practices and 

teachers in District II are continuing to stick to their 

habitual ways and are not committed to cooperative learning; 

whereas teachers in District I are forming habitual teaching 

habits and find cooperative groups effective, but limited in 

use. 

Instructional Intent and High Expectations 

Instructional intent is congruent with how teachers 

communicate high expectations for students in terms of 

learning. Fifteen comments cited specific insights into 

teachers' perceptions about maintaining or not maintaining high 

expectations for all students in language arts instruction. 

The teacher's instructional intent determines how he or she 

manages classroom instruction. Teachers communicate their 

expectations for learning to students through behaviors related 

to instructional management. A sense of efficacy in terms of 

their own ability to teach all students is communicated through 
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expectations for their students. During the pre and post 

interviews, teachers were asked to respond to the following 

question: "To what degree do you maintain high expectations 

for all students in your classroom?" The respondents answered 

in two ways: (a) by marking one of the five possible choices 

on a 10 point scale, high (10-9) and low (2-1); and (b) by a 

narrative response. Table 13 details the scaled responses from 

the post interview (Appendix C, item number 3). 

Tabl.e 13 

Performance Expectations for students by Grade and Level of Expectations 

as Reported by Teachers 

Grade 

Grade 1 

Grade 3 

Grade 6 

Grade 1 

Grade 3 

Grade 6 

high 
(10-9) 

1 

2 

1 

2 

Frequency of expectations 

(8-7) (6-5) 

1 

2 

2 

District I Cn = 6) 

District II Cn = 6) 

1 

(4-3) 
1.ow 
(2-1) 
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Teachers in both districts indicated that they have high 

expectations for their students. A total of eleven teachers 

exhibited a sense of efficacy in terms of their own ability to 

teach their students by expecting students to learn. Five of 

six teachers in District II reported that they have high 

expectations for their students in terms of learning. Teachers 

in the code-centered classrooms expected their students to 

learn from classroom instruction. Teachers organized, paced 

and delivered instruction with the belief that students were 

capable of producing the desired results. 

Comments that clarify the respondents' responses to 

maintaining high expectations for all students were as follows: 

Meaning-centered classrooms <District I}. 
1. I do have high expectations, but I want them to be 

realistic. We are not retaining kids, because studies are 

showing that retention isn't good. 

2. A few (students) work with aides. 

3. A few students I don't have very high expectations 

for. 

4. I think I do that. 

5. I suppose. 

6. More this year, because I have a good class. 

7. My Spanish speakers get additional reinforcement with 

an aide. 

code-centered classrooms {Djstrict II}. 

8. I expect that they can do it; they can learn, even my 

limited proficient children. 
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9. I expect them all to do the same assignments, but I 

don't push them. 

10. They are all expected to do the same type of work. 

11. I expect a lot of them. 

12. English speakers, I have very, very high 

expectations. Spanish speakers you just vary it a little bit 

and in some cases, quite a bit less. 

Comments, 8-10, from teachers in District II reinforce 

Table 13 with the intensity of the remarks espousing high 

expectations for all students. Comments from teachers in 

District I displayed a weaker sense of efficacy in terms of 

their own ability to maintain high expectations. 

summary· What teacher behaviors related to the instructional 
rnanasem.,,.nt factors--controJ. curriculum. and socj etal--were 
performed in a code-centered and meanins-centered EnsJish 
Lansuase Arts classroom? 

This summary reflects those aspects in the data that 

provide insight into what instructional management behaviors 

teachers use and find effective in code-centered and meaning

centered language arts classrooms in the first year 

implementation of the California English-Language Arts 

Framework. 

Teachers used instructional management behaviors related 

to control very effectively with discipline, effectively with 

positive reinforcement and somewhat effectively with time on 

task variables. Discipline, arrangement of furniture, posted 
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goals, display of student work and teacher preparedness were 

observed to be used more than satisfactorily in both districts 

in all classrooms. 

Teachers in District II used positive reinforcement with a 

two-to-one ratio of positive to negative interactions which 

fostered a more positive learning environment than the one-to

one ratio of positive to negative interactions in District I. 

Five teachers in District II indicated that they believed 

assertive discipline to be ineffective or somewhat effective 

which provides insight into the observed use of more positive 

interactions than negative interactions. 

The practice of providing student feedback in first and 

sixth grade classrooms during independent activities was 

limited in both districts. However, teachers in District II 

provided more student feedback with feedback from an adult and 

from other students more often than did teachers in District I. 

Providing student feedback is closely related to learning and 

building self-concept. During this independent time on task 

activity teachers and/or peers have the opportunity to be 

supportive and provide personal and frequent help. Students in 

both code-centered classrooms and meaning-centered classrooms 

were observed to engage in independent activities with minimal 

disruptions in third and sixth grade levels in both districts. 

First grade classes appeared to have the most difficulty 

engaging in independent activities with minimal disruptions. 

Third and sixth grade student participation in minimal 

disruptions and engaged time displayed the teachers' intent to 
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Management factors related to societal considerations that 

address individual differences in the recognition of cultures 

was limited in use by teachers in both districts. Cultural 

referents to values and norms were not noted during 

observations and literature lesson presentations were not 

organized to build upon referents to home cultures 

representative of ethnic populations in classrooms. 

The practice of considering societal differences appeared 

to be limited by the minimal use of cooperative learning 

groups. The opportunity to talk, listen, share, discuss, 

reflect and think about a piece of literature helps students 

develop positive attitudes toward learning and understandings 

about cultural and ethnic relations. Cooperative learning 

increases productivity, student achievement, committed 

relationships, an understanding of different perspectives, 

positive peer relationships, social support, social skills, and 

higher self-esteem. The use of cooperative learning groups was 

limited to less than 10% of the classroom observation time in 

District I and 37% in District II. Teachers in District I 

indicated that cooperative learning was effective or very 

effective. Teachers in District II, who were observed to use 

cooperative learning more than teachers in District I, 

indicated that cooperative learning was somewhat effective, 

effective or not used. It appears that the use of cooperative 
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learning groups has not been engineered into practice in the 

classroom management system in both districts. 

Corrective feedback practices recognize and reinforce 

students' academic efforts. Frequent feedback practices 

identify students' strengths and accomplishments, reflect the 

purposes of curriculum and provide information about student 

progress. A variety of feedback practices allows both formal 

and informal assessment practices. Formal assessment practices 

emphasize a mastery of objectives and a direction for 

instruction toward objectives. Informal assessment practices 

emphasize meaning by recognizing and reinforcing the students' 

academic writing, listening and speaking performances. First 

grade teachers in code-centered classrooms used formal and 

informal corrective feedback more frequently throughout the 

week than teachers did in meaning-centered classrooms. They 

assessed writing performances and practiced portfolio 

consultations with their students daily. 

Third grade teachers in meaning-centered classrooms used 

formal corrective feedback, letter grades and progress on 

skills, more frequently than teachers did in code-centered 

classrooms. Teachers in both districts did not assess writing 

performances or practice portfolio consultations more than two 

times each week. 

Sixth grade teachers in code-centered classrooms used 

informal corrective feedback more often than did teachers in 

meaning-centered classrooms. Writing and speaking performances 

were assessed almost daily. Formal corrective feedback, letter 
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grades, progress on skills, and criterion referenced tests, 

were used daily by teachers in both districts with students. 

The daily formal assessments, that is academic progress on 

skills, criterion referenced tests and letter grades, in both 

districts indicate that teachers emphasized a mastery of 

objectives and a direction for their instruction toward 

objectives. 

Teachers communicate their expectations for learning to 

students through behaviors related to instructional management. 

With the exception of one teacher, teachers in the code

centered classrooms supported their scaled responses indicating 

high expectations with verbal statements that reflected higher 

expectations for their students than did teachers in meaning

centered classrooms. Comments from teachers in District II 

displayed a strong sense of efficacy in terms of their own 

ability to maintain high expectations. Teachers in code

centered classrooms appeared to organize, pace and deliver 

instruction with the belief that students were capable of 

producing the desired results. 
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Research Question Three 

What Were the Differences Between 

Instructional Techniques Used in a 

Code-Centered Classroom and a Meaning-Centered Classroom? 

This research question concentrates on effective learning 

strategies that teachers translate into instructional 

behaviors. The teacher's perception of student learning, their 

training experiences and their cognitive understanding of 

learning strategies will determine the degree of emphasis or 

degree of absence of instructional techniques used in a code

centered classroom or meaning-centered classroom. The 

instructional strategies that were identified for this research 

study are organized into five instructional techniques: (a) 

techniques designed to affect information processing, (b) 

techniques designed to focus on the person, (c) techniques 

designed to focus on cooperative learning, (d) techniques 

designed from behavioral theory approach, and (e) techniques 

designed to focus on individual differences. 

This question explores the differences between 

instructional techniques teachers use in a code-centered 

classroom and a meaning-centered classroom during the first 

year of the English-Language Arts Framework implementation. To 

analyze this question, 23 pieces of data are used originating 

from the pre and post teacher questionnaire, teacher interview 

and 60 classroom observations. 
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Tables 14 and 15 present an analysis of the observation 

and questionnarie information for this research question: (a) 

Table 14 reflects the observed performance distributions of 

techniques that affect information processing and techniques 

that focus on the person; and (b) Table 15 displays the 

instructional techniques that teachers identified to be 

effective in classroom instruction that are designed to focus 

on cooperative learning, to focus on individual differences, to 

focus on the person, and are designed from behavioral theory 

approaches. 

observed Instructional Techniques 

Table 14 examines the stages of observed language arts 

lesson presentations. A sequence of steps in a lesson allows 

the gradual transference of information from teacher to student 

within the context of minimal performance anxiety for the 

student. Within this structure a high degree of precision and 

mastery is possible. With research, writing and teaching, 

Hunter, Bloom, Becker, Carnine and Engelmann have been pioneers 

in enriching understandings about these effective instructional 

techniques. These understandings about the sequence of steps 

in structured lessons have been presented with the teaching of 

skills. It was the purpose of these observations to discover 

if past knowledge about the transference of understandings, the 

performance of tasks effectively, and the mastery of learning 

goals were integrated with the present focus on the new 

literature based program, reading, writing, speaking, and 
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listening. The discussion of Table 14 follows the sequence of 

the instructional techniques displayed in the table. 

A total of 45 hours were spent observing language arts 

lessons between February and June of 1990. The teachers were 

aware of the date and time of each scheduled observation; 

however, they were not aware of the instructional techniques 

that were being observed. An explanation of each of the 

observed techniques was provided for the observer for each 

observation (Appendix E, item numbers 9, 11, 14 and 16). Three 

levels of performance criteria were used: (a) not yet 

performed, (b) performed at a satisfactory level, and (c) 

performed at a high and exemplary level. 

Table 14 reports that structured practice was the last 

step, in the sequence of nine steps, of a lesson performed 

consistently during the 45 minutes of observed time-

motivation, review, objectives, explanation, modeling, 

structured practice, guided practice, generalization and 

independent practice. Teachers in both districts limited or 

did not use guided practice, the stage that deals directly with 

issues of retention; generalization, the stage that deals with 

comparisons and contrasts of concepts; and independent 

practice, the stage that is related to the transfer of 

learning. Teachers in the code-centered classrooms were 

observed practicing the generalization stage during 12 

observations of the 30 possible observations or during 40% of 

the observations. The use of guided practice and independent 
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Table 14 

Langµa~ Arts Instructjon by Techniques and observed LeyeJs of Performance 

No. of observed performancesa 

Not Not 
Performed Satisfactory Exemplary Performed Satisfactory Exemplary Techniques 

District I en 6) District II en 6) 

Motivation 11 1 18 7 2 21 

Review 8 2 20 6 24 

Objectives 10 3 17 4 4 22 

Explanation 1 29 2 2 26 

Modeling 9 2 19 6 2 22 

Structured 6 1 23 12 1 17 

Guided 26 1 3 23 1 6 practice 

Generalization 23 1 6 18 1 11 

Independent 30 26 4 practice 

Literature is 6 2 22 13 17 read aloud 

Writing is 15 5 10 13 8 9 practiced 

Systematic 27 3 23 4 3 skill program 

~ aFive observations with six teachers in each district equals 30 

classroom observations and a total of 60 observations in both districts. 
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practice was observed during less than 25% of the observations 

in both districts. 

Teachers in both districts were observed following the 

first six of nine possible steps of a structured lesson. 

However, teachers in code-centered classrooms practiced the 

motivation, review, objectives, and modeling stages more often 

than did teachers in the meaning-centered classrooms. The 

following six stages were observed during language arts lesson 

presentations: 

1. Motivation. The immediate relevance and importance of 

the story or the listening, writing or speaking assignment was 

explained. 

2. Review. Previous lessons were related to the 

immediate lesson. 

3. Goals and objectives. The theme of the story, the 

purpose for writing, for speaking, for listening was stated. 

4. Explanation. The necessary steps that had to be taken 

to complete the assignment was explained. This stage was 

performed by teachers during all 30 observations in District I. 

This explanation stage took much of the 45 minutes. Art 

assignments that followed a reading presentation seemed to 

require much explanation. 

5. Modeling. The steps necessary to complete the 

assignment were demonstrated by the teachers through pictures, 

outlines, examples, or other forms of visual and auditory 

modalities. 
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6. Structured practice. Students were given the 

opportunity to practice the assignment with correct 

performance. Feedback from the teacher or an adult provided 

the maximum accuracy. If students were not given the 

opportunity to practice with feedback from an adult, the stage 

was observed as not performed. Teachers in District I 

performed this stage more often than did teachers in District 

II. This stage was reported in Table 7 in which time-on-task 

student performance was observed during scheduled independent 

activity time. 

The English-Language Arts Framework suggests that students 

benefit from hearing good literature read aloud daily. During 

45 hours of language arts classroom instruction, 80% of the 30 

observations in District I and 57% of the 30 observations in 

District II noted that literature was read aloud to students. 

Exemplary writing activities were performed when students 

practiced writing, their writing was reviewed, and some method 

of collecting their writing was observed. Exemplary writing 

practices were performed during 30% of the observations in 

District II and 33% of the observations in District I (the 

number of observed times divided by 30 possible observations). 

A systematic skill program, phonics program or the use of 

semantic and structural analogy strategies, was observed being 

taught during 10% of the observations in District I and 23% in 

District II. 
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Effectiveness of Techniques in Classroom Instruction 
Table 15 details the techniques that teachers identified 

to be effective in their classroom instruction. Twelve 

teachers completed the post questionnaire (Appendix D, item 

numbers 1- 5). They were asked to describe the effectiveness 

of 13 instructional techniques displayed by marking one of the 

five choices: (a) very effective, (b) effective, (c) somewhat 

effective, (d) ineffective, and (e) not used. Of the 13 

techniques displayed, "A" choices reflect techniques designed 

to affect information processing, "B" choices describe 

techniques that focus on the person, choice "C" is a technique 

that is designed to focus on cooperative learning, "D" choices 

present techniques designed from behavioral theory approaches, 

and "E" choices concentrate on techniques designed to focus on 

individual differences. 

Table 15 reports that only two teachers in District I and 

one teacher in District II marked three learning strategies-

writing, mastery learning and non-directive teaching--as very 

effective in classroom instruction. There was a noticeable 

difference between the teachers' perceptions of the 

effectiveness of the strategies in each district. The majority 

of teachers from the code-centered district marked most 

learning strategies as somewhat effective, ineffective and/or 

not used. The majority of teachers from the meaning-centered 

district marked most learning strategies as effective, somewhat 

effective and/or not used. The noticeable differences in 
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Table 15 

Pesree of Effectiveness of Instrnctiooal Techoi2nes Used in the Classroom 

Techniques 

A 
Key Elements of 
Teaching 

Elements of Teaching 
Clinical Supervision 

Language Experience 
Approach 

B 
Teaching Thinking 

Writing Instruction 
San Diego Writing 
Project 

Problem Solving 

C 
Collaborative 

D 
Mastery Learning 

Direct Instruction 

E 

Very 
Eff 
1 

1 

1 

Multimodal Approaches 
1 

Learning Styles 

Cultural Differences 

Intellectual 
Differences 
Left-Brain/ 
Right-Brain 

Non-Directive 
Teaching 

Total 2 

Eff 
2 

Some 
Eff 

3 

District I 

4 

2 2 

3 

2 

2 

1 1 

1 1 

3 2 

3 1 

2 

2 

1 3 

1 

26 14 

Frequency of responses 

Ineff 
4 

(n. 6) 

3 

0 

Not 
Used 

5 

2 

2 

3 

4 

3 

4 

4 

2 

4 

2 

5 

36 

Very 
Eff Eff 

1 2 

Some 
Eff 

3 

District 

1 3 

3 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

3 2 

1 3 

1 1 

3 

2 1 

1 1 

1 8 25 

Ineff 
4 

II (n. 

2 

2 

3 

2 

3 

1 

2 

1 

1 

2 

3 

24 

149 

Not 
Used 

5 

6) 

1 

2 

3 

1 

3 

2 

1 

1 

3 

1 

4 

20 
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teachers' responses to learning strategies between districts 

may relate to three possible explanations: (a) teachers were 

not familiar with the nomenclatures for the instructional 

techniques listed and, therefore they didn't know what aspect 

of a technique leads to what student behavior and why the 

technique affects student behavior; (b) teachers were not 

familiar enough with the instructional techniques to allow the 

techniques to become part of their teaching habits, therefore, 

the technique became obsolete in their classroom instruction; 

and (c) teachers were not using the techniques, because they 

were following the prescribed curriculum materials which did 

not address the techniques by name and/or remind them to use 

specific effective instructional techniques. Discussion of the 

teacher responses to the effectiveness of the instructional 

techniques listed in Table 15 follows this researcher's 

assumption that the teachers had an understanding of the 

techniques, and they may have researched the techniques to 

review their memories before they marked the questionnaire. 

The instructional techniques that have received the most 

attention and advertising during the past six years through 

consultant activity, literature, published research, district 

trainings and follow up practice trainings--mastery learning, 

key elements of teaching, clinical supervision, direct 

instruction, multimodal approaches and intellectual 

differences--appeared to receive less "not used" marks from 
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teachers in both districts than did those techniques that are 

recently receiving attention. 

Teachers from meaning-centered classrooms marked the three 

"A" techniques which are designed to affect information 

processing as effective and somewhat effective. District I 

teachers viewed the possibility for all students to master a 

set of objectives, the concept of individualized instruction, 

the steps of a structured lesson that transfers a high degree 

of learning, and the discovery of meaning of human experience 

through reading, writing, listening, and speaking as effective 

and somewhat effective in classroom instruction. Teachers from 

the code-centered classrooms viewed the ~nformation processing 

"A" techniques as less effective than did teachers in District 

I. 

Teachers in meaning-centered classrooms marked thinking, 

writing and problem solving very effective and effective in 

classroom instruction. "B" techniques, which are designed to 

focus on the person, were viewed as more effective in classroom 

instruction by teachers in meaning-centered classrooms than by 

teachers in the code-centered classrooms. Writing instruction

·-c1assroom writing instruction and the San Diego Writing 

Project--was marked the second most effective instructional 

technique by teachers in both districts. 

Techniques designed to focus on cooperative approaches 

received similar reviews by teachers in both districts. Two 

teachers in code-centered classrooms and two teachers in the 

meaning-centered classrooms marked collaborative teaching to be 
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effective. However two teachers in District II didn't use the 

strategy and two teachers marked it ineffective for classroom 

instruction. 

The "D" techniques designed from behavioral theory-

mastery learning and direct instruction--were judged by 

teachers in both districts to be more effective in class 

instruction than other strategies presented on the 

questionnaire. Mastery learning was judged to be the most 

effective instructional strategy for classroom instruction by 

teachers in both districts. 

The "E" techniques which are designed to focus on 

individual differences were marked effective and somewhat 

effective in meaning-centered classrooms. Teachers in code

centered classrooms used these learning strategies more often 

than did teachers in District II, but they marked them as 

ineffective more often. One sixth grade teacher in a code

centered classroom marked Rogers' Nondirective Teaching as very 

effective. The role of the teacher in this instructional 

technique is to be a facilitator who guides students' growth 

and development. The teacher helps students explore new ideas 

about their lives, their schoolwork and their relations with 

others. Students are responsible for their own learning. This 

sixth grade teacher was observed using nondirective teaching 

very effectively. 

There was a noticeable discrepancy between what 

instructional strategies teachers' marked as "not used" on the 

questionnaire, and the instructional strategies that were 
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observed during classroom observations. Two teachers in 

District II and three teachers in District I indicated that 

Goodman's language experience instructional technique was not 

used in their classroom instruction; however, all classrooms 

were observed using the language experience approach within 

their prescribed literature program. Additionally, the same 

discrepancy occurred with writing instruction. Apparently, 

several teachers in both districts were not aware of the 

nomenclature assigned to the technique or with the researcher 

associated with the instructional technique they were observed 

using in their classroom instruction. 

Teacher Perceptions of Instn1ctional Techniques and Student 
Behavior 

"The hippopotamus policeman falls on top of Foxy Loxy and 

says 'You're under arrest!' Foxy Snaps, 'No, I'm under a big, 

fat hippopotamus!' They really got the joke. They were so 

excited! I hadn't expected the interest and the excitement and 

that's what I really like." 

Thirteen comments from teachers cited specific insights 

into perceived differences in student behaviors resulting from 

the meaning-centered approach and code-centered approach to 

language arts instruction. During the pre and post teacher 

interview (Appendix C, item number 5), the respondents were 

asked to respond to the following question concerning student 

behavior: "How would you describe the different degrees of 

expected and not expected student behavior during your language 

arts class instruction?" There was not a noticeable difference 
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between the comments given during the March interview and the 

comments given during the June interview about the differences 

in expected student behaviors. The comments are reported in an 

order of grade level sequence: that is, first, third and sixth 

grade teachers. However, each comment reported may reflect one 

or more comments of similar nature made by teachers from 

another grade level: that is, comments made by first grade 

teachers may be similar to the comments made by sixth grade 

teachers. The comments from teachers in both districts were as 

follows: 

Meanjng-centered classrooms <District I} 

1. I guess this year, I'm seeing much more creativity in 

their writing and in their responding to what they are reading 

and relating it back to their own personal experiences. 

2. They are paying better attention because they like the 

stories and they like the lessons that have to do with the 

stories. 

3. They don't have a lot to contribute during 

discussion ... they haven't had a lot of outside experience .. for 

example, snow. 

4. A marked increase in enthusiasm for finding out about 

authors and their lives. We're reading earlier in the year, 

there's a flow. 

,5. They're more relaxed about coming to reading. I'm 

thinking mostly the low kids. They seem happy with the 

program. But then, my high kids kind of blow it off. Does 

that make sense? 
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6. Most of the kids responded very well. They really 

seem to like it. Except kids with language difficulties have 

to have a lot of things explained to them. 

code-centered classrooms <District II> 
7. It's hard for some kids ... concepts ... the language. 

Some kids understand everything and some kids have difficulty. 

There is a big variety of responses. 

8. The kids ask more questions and do a lot more writing. 

9. They really work together and have good ideas. I 

encourage their ideas, but the clock is running and I have to 

teach the children. 

10. The students who are not being successful feel they 

are successful. They have a good attitude toward reading and 

writing. 

11. I don't have the full attention of the whole group. 

I am disappointed with the responses of some students to this 

approach. 

12. Some of them still need some structure in developing 

skills. 

13. There is a tendency to get off track a little bit in 

their cooperative groups, but that's expected. 

Teachers in the meaning-centered classrooms noted that 

students appear to be more creative in their writing and in 

relating their reading to their personal experiences. However, 

one comment reflected the concern that limited home experiences 

limited student discussions. Comments reflected that students 

liked the stories, responded well, seemed happy, exhibited 
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enthusiasm, were attentive and were more relaxed about coming 

to reading. However, several teacher comments noted that high 

performing students didn't seem to take reading activities 

seriously, and that multi-ethnic students needed additional 

explanation. The majority of the comments appeared to express 

noticeable differences in positive attitudes about language 

arts instruction. One teacher's comment expressed noticeable 

differences in the accelerated progress of student learning 

behaviors in writing. On the other hand, two comments 

expressed concern about the lack of progress in the learning 

behaviors among multi-ethnic students and high performing 

students. 

Comments from teachers in the code-centered classrooms 

followed a similar pattern to comments from teachers in 

District I that addressed attitude, writing, speaking and 

learning behaviors. Three comments expressed a noticeable 

difference in positive attitudes about reading, writing and 

working together. Six comments expressed concern about the 

limited language concepts among students that hinders a 

successful discussion and a concern about the limited learning 

behaviors exhibited. The teachers offered solutions to their 

concerns by commenting that some students needed structure in 

developing skills and that skills needed to be taught. 

Teachers noted that students who were not successful in their 

academic performance, actually did feel that they were 

successful. Teachers indicated that they were disappointed and 
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uncomfortable about this feeling of success among students who 

were not performing well in class. 

Comments about writing indicated that teachers felt that 

writing was the only form of communication in which students 

actively participated and demonstrated success in both 

districts. Comments indicated that student writing was 

creative, was used frequently and generated good feelings more 

often with the new language arts approach than with the past 

instruction. Comments noted that students generally responded 

positively to reading, listening and speaking. 

summary· What Were the pjfferences Between Instructional 
Techniques used jn a code-centered Classroom and a Meaning
centered Classroom? 

This summary reflects those aspects in the data that 

provide insight into the instructional techniques that teachers 

emphasize or neglect in code-centered classroom and meaning

centered classroom instruction. 

Code-centered classrooms and a meaning-centered classrooms 

seemed to severely limit the use of learning strategies that 

affect information processing; that is guided practice, 

generalization and independent practice. However, four 

teachers in District I and three teachers in District II marked 

the strategies to be effective and somewhat effective in class 

instruction. Only two teachers in District I and one teacher 

in District II reported that they didn't use the strategies. 
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Two teachers in District II reported them ineffective in class 
instruction. 

Students received limited opportunities to process a great 

amount of information and build schemas to organize the 

information. One sixth grade student in District I was 

overheard sharing with a friend that it was hard to keep all 
the titles, authors and story parts straight, because they were 

reading so many different stories at the same time from 

prescribed literature series, theme books and independent 

reading books. 

A note of interest is how the teachers in both districts 
responded to Goodman's language experience approach, a major 

component in the foundation of the English-Language Arts 

Framework. Three teachers in District I and two teachers in 

District II recorded that they didn't use the technique. 

However, all 12 teachers were observed using the approach. Two 

teachers in District II marked the approach as ineffective in 

class instruction, which was supported with comments 11 and 12. 
However, all 12 teachers indicated that they followed the 

prescribed literature program fairly close (Table 4). Five 

teacher comments in District I and three comments in District 

II expressed support of the effectiveness of the literature 

approach with student attitudes and writing performances. More 

teachers in District I appeared to be unaware of the 

instructional techniques they were using than were teachers in 

District II. Teachers who are unaware of the instructional 
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Four teachers in District II used collabo=ative teaching; 

however, they marked it somewhat effective or ineffective. 

Only two teachers in District I used the technique and noted it 

to be effective. In District I, one teacher, out of 12 total 

teachers, marked collaborative teaching as effective in class 

instruction. This instructional technique was pioneered by 

John Dewey to teach the social and intellectual processes of 

democracy and to provide students with the opportunities to 

reflect on concepts, beliefs and values. This technique is 

also integrated into the foundation of the English-Language 

Arts Framework. Collaborative teaching does require the 

teacher to have a high level of interpersonal and instructional 

skills, is cumbersome to manage in that classroom groups must 

be organized for specific tasks, and requires a great deal of 

instructional time to allow the process to operate and flourish 

among students. 

Learning strategies that are designed to focus on 

individual differences were used more often by teachers in 

District II than by teachers in District I. Teachers in 

District I and in District II marked these strategies as 

effective and somewhat effective. The use of multimodal 

approaches were observed to occur during most of the 

observations in both districts as reported in Table 6. 

The instructional techniques that were reported to be most 

effective in classroom instruction in both districts were 
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instructional techniques designed to focus on the person and 

techniques designed from behavioral theory. Teachers in the 

meaning-centered classrooms indicated that writing instruction, 

mastery learning and direct instruction were effective. 

Writing instruction in meaning-centered classrooms was 

performed during 50% of the observations. However, mastery 

learning and direct instruction were observed only three times 

out of 30 observations. 

A few teachers in the code-centered classrooms reported 

that mastery learning and direct instruction were effective. A 

systematic program related to the concept of mastery learning 

was performed during seven of the 30 observations. Two 

teachers indicated that writing was somewhat effective. 

Writing instruction was performed during 57% of the classroom 

observations in District II. However, two teacher comments, 8 

and 10, supported the effectiveness of writing instruction. 

It appears that the language arts instructional techniques 

generated a reciprocal positive attitude among teachers and 

students. The students enjoyed the stories, writing, speaking 

and listening activities, and the teachers enjoyed the positive 

attitudes of their students. However, there appeared to be a 

general concern among teachers about not teaching students to 

overcome their weaknesses discovered through reading, writing, 

speaking and listening activities with structured objective 

instruction. Comments from teachers in both districts (with 

more conviction in the code-centered classrooms) indicated that 

they don't believe that high performing or low performing, 
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multi-ethnic, and low-income students will be able to overcome 

their academic weaknesses by experiencing good attitudes about 

listening, reading and discussing literature. They also noted 

in their comments and responses to collaborative teaching and 

mastery learning that their population of students may not 

possess enough experiences and language abilities to produce 

knowledge that is solely generated from feelings and beliefs of 

others. 

The differences between instructional techniques in code

centered classrooms and meaning-centered classrooms were the 

following: 

1. Teachers in meaning-centered classrooms read more 

literature, used structured practice and explanation more often 

than did teachers in code-centered classrooms. 

2. Teachers in code-centered classrooms used a systematic 

skill program, collaborative learning, nondirective teaching, 

motivation, review, objectives, modeling, guided practice, 

independent practice, researched based instructional techniques 

and focused on the individual more often than did teachers in 

meaning-centered classrooms. 

3. Teachers in both districts limited their use of the 

instructional techniques that affect information processing, 

but teachers in both districts used writing techniques with 

their students. 

4. More teachers in District II were able to identify and 

repeat the instructional strategies that affect student 

performance than were teachers in District I. 
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Teacher Instructional Behaviors Specific to 

Meaning-Centered Strategies and Code-Centered Strategies? 

This research question concentrates on the learning 

strategies that students exhibit in a meaning-centered 

classroom and a code-centered classroom in the first year 

implementation of the English-Language Arts Framework. The 

goal of language arts instruction is to facilitate an organized 

knowledge system with strategies for synthesizing and 

integrating information that allow the development of reading 
comprehension, writing, efficient communication, and 

metacomprehension. The process of developing this knowledge 

system enables learners to use strategies to analyze issues, 

make decisions, solve problems, communicate effectively, relate 

new information to a knowledge system and build a larger 

knowledge system. Literacy becomes knowledge and independent 

thought. This question examines the differences between 

exhibited learning strategies acquired from being taught by 

instruction specific to meaning-centered strategies or to code

centered strategies as they relate to reading and writing. 

To analyze this question, two pieces of data are used 

originating from the pre and post teacher interviews (Appendix 

D, item numbers 9 and 10}. Tables 16 through 21 report an 

analysis of the interview information for this research 
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question for grade levels one, three and six: (a} Tables 16, 

17 and 18 reflect integrated writing performance distributions 

of high achieving and low achieving students, and (b} Tables 

19, 20 and 21 detail the reading stage performance 

distributions of high achieving and low achieving students. 

writing Performance 

Tables 16, 17 and 18 detail stages of integrated writing 

performances and the writing stages students mastered as 

estimated by their teachers on the pre and post interview. 

Teachers were asked to identify at what stage of the writing 

process they believed that the majority of their high 

performing students and the majority of low performing students 

mastered at the beginning of the study and at the end of study. 

Two forms of responses were encouraged: (a) marking a numbered 

scale, and (b} explaining and clarifying their marked response. 

Each question was read aloud to make explicit the definition 

emphasized. An integrated writing ability was described as the 

ability to formulate ideas, to produce independent responses, 

to connect letters to form words, to form sentences with words, 

to select, compose, read, select, to display a knowledge of 

simple to complex grammar rules, to edit work, to rewrite for 

clarity and free from_errors, and to display a voice which 

contributes to the development of the writer. Being free from 

errors was further explained to exclude inventive spelling. 

This description applies to each stage; however, as students 

develop their reading and writing abilities, their writing 

voice becomes more developed. The final stage displays the 
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writing abilities that express ideas and concepts about human 
conditions and values. Teachers were asked the following 

question about the writing ability of their students: What 

stage of an integrated writing ability do you believe your 

advanced students have mastered and what stage have your low 

students mastered? The discussion of the differences in 

teacher estimations of students' writing performances follows 

the sequence of grade levels and high performing students 

writing progress to low performing students writing progress. 

Reading and writing are reciprocal activities, therefore 

teacher comments that cite specific insights into their 

perceptions of reading and writing performances follow the 

discussion of teacher estimations of students' reading 

progress. 

Teachers represented in the meaning-centered classrooms 
(District I) indicated that their high performing first grade 

students mastered one writing stage, simple paragraphs in one 

class and expression of concepts in one class, within the three 

months of this study (Table 16). That is, in the beginning of 

the study, one first grade teacher estimated that his/her 

students had mastered the ability to formulate ideas, to 

produce independent responses, to connect letters to form 

words, and to form sentences with words, to connect sentences 
to form a paragraph, to display some knowledge of grammar 

rules, to edit work, to rewrite for clarity and error free and 

to display a voice in simple paragraphs. The second teacher 
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indicated that his/her high performing students began with a 

mastery of expression of concepts and remained at the same 

stage for three months. First grade low performing students 

mastered only simple sentences in three months. 

Table 16 

Stage of Maste;r;:y of writing Performance Exhibited b.y first Grade High and 

x,ow Performing Students 

Performance 

simple 
sentences 

(1-2) 

Perceived stage of mastery 

simple descriptive 
paragraphs paragraphs 

(3-4) (5-6) 

First Grade 

expression expression 
of concepts about values 

(7-8) (9-10) 

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 

District I (2) a 

High 
achieving 

Low 
achieving 

District II (2) 

High 
achieving 

Low 
achieving 

2 

2 

2 

1 1 1 1 

2 

2 

2 

N9t,e.. _n_= 6 teachers in District I population and 6 teachers in District 

II population. 

asample size in parenthesis. 
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Teachers in the code-centered classrooms (District II) 

indicated that their high performing first grade students 

mastered three writing stages: simple sentences, simple 

paragraphs and descriptive paragraphs within the thee months of 

the study. Low performing students progressed at the same rate 
as students in District I; however, observers noted that these 

students were writing more often than were students in District 
I. Three of the six teachers indicated that writing 

instruction was ineffective (Table 15). 

Third grade high performers in both districts mastered the 
expression of concepts stage of writing (Table 17). One class 
in District I mastered two writing stages and one class in 

District II mastered three writing stages. The mastery of 

three writing stages in three months indicates that students in 
District II performed at a faster pace of writing development 

than did students in District I who mastered two stages of 

writing. 

Third grade teachers from both districts reported that 

their low performers mastered identical writing stages during 

the three months of this study. Low performers mastered two 

stages: (a) simple sentences and simple paragraphs, and (b) 

simple paragraphs and descriptive paragraphs. 
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Table 17 

Stacie of Mastery qf writing Performance Exhibited by Third Grade High and 
Low FerfQrrning students 

Perceived stage of mastery 

simple simple descriptive expression expression 
sentences paragraphs paragraphs of concepts about values Performance 
(1-2) (3-4) (5-6) (7-8) (9-10) 

Third Grade 

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 

District I (2)a 

High 
achieving 

Low 
achieving 

District II (2) 

High 
achieving 

Low 
achieving 

1 1 

1 

1 1 

1 1 2 

1 1 

1 2 

1 1 

HQ!&. n = 6 teachers in District I population and 6 teachers in District 

II population. 

asarnple size in parenthesis. 

High performing sixth grade students mastered one stage of 
writing in both districts (Table 18}. Students in District II 

were reported to exhibit more developed writing abilities than 
students in District I. Students in District II mastered 
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expression of concepts about human values. District I students 

mastered expression of concepts and expression of concepts 

about human values. 

Table 18 

Sta~ of Mastery of writing Performance Exhibited m, sixth Grade High and 

Low Perfouning students 

values 
Performance 

District I (2)a 

High 
achieving 

Low 
achieving 

District II (2) 

High 
achieving 

Low 
achieving 

Pre 

simple 
sentences 

(1-2) 

Post Pre 

2 

Perceived stage of mastery 

simple 
paragraphs 

(3-4) 

descriptive expression expression 
paragraphs of concepts about 

(5-6) (7-8) (9-10) 

Sixth Grade 

Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 

1 1 1 1 

2 

2 2 

2 2 

~- n = 6 teachers in District I population and 6 teachers in District 

II population. 

asample size in parenthesis. 
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Low performing sixth grade students in District II 

mastered descriptive paragraphs. Low performing students in 

District I mastered either simple paragraphs or descriptive 

paragraphs. 

Reading Performance 

Tables 19, 20 and 21 focus on the stages of reading 

acquisition that teachers reported their students to have 

mastered on the pre and post interview. Teachers were asked to 

identify the stage of the reading process that they believed 

the majority of their high performing students and the majority 

of their low performing students mastered. Two forms of 

responses were encouraged: (a) marking a numbered scale, and 

(b) clarifying their marked response. Each question was read 

aloud for emphasis. Teachers were asked the following question 

about the reading performance of their students: At what stage 

in the reading performance do you believe your advanced 

students have mastered and what stage have your low students 

mastered? The discussion of the differences in teacher 

estimations of students' reading performances follows the 

sequence of grade levels and high performing students reading 

progress to low performing students reading progress. 

First grade teachers in both districts indicated that 

their high performing students' mastered the reading task as 

more conceptual and cognitive than simply reading less familiar 

texts at the end of the study (Table 19). High performing, 

first grade students in two meaning-centered classrooms and one 

code-centered classroom began the study reading less familiar 
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texts; therefore, progressing through two reading stages rather 

than progressing through only one reading stage. 

Teachers reported that low performing first graders in 

code-centered classrooms mastered a more advanced stage of 

reading than the students did in meaning-centered classrooms. 

Table 19 

Estimated First Grade Reading Performance Exhibited by High and Low 

Performing students 

Performance 

District I (2) a 

High 
achieving 

Low 
achieving 

District II (2) 

High 
achieving 

Low 
achieving 

decoding 
phonic 
skills 

Pre Post 

2 2 

1 

Stage of mastery 

reads reads reading task reading task 
familiar less familiar cognitive abstract 
texts texts conceptual specialized 

First Grade 

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 

2 2 

1 1 2 

1 2 

~- n = 6 teachers in District I population and 6 teachers in District 

II population. 

asarnple size in parenthesis. 
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Students from code-centered classrooms mastered decoding skills 

and the reading of familiar texts; however, low performing 

students in meaning-centered classrooms mastered the beginning 

stage of reading, decoding and phonic skills. 

Teachers indicated that third grade students in code

centered classrooms exhibited a more advanced reading 

Table 20 

Estimated Third Grade Beading Performance Exhibited by Higb and Low 

Performing Students 

Performance 

District I (2) a 

High 
achieving 

Low 
achieving 

District II (2) 

High 
achieving 

Low 
achieving 

Pre 

1 

decoding 
phonic 
skills 

Post 

reads 
familiar 

texts 

Stage of mastery 

reads reading task 
less familiar cognitive 

texts conceptual 

Third Grade 

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 

2 2 

1 1 1 

1 

1 1 2 

reading task 
abstract 
specialized 

Pre Post 

1 2 

N.or..e.. n. = 6 teachers in District I population and 6 teachers in District 

II population. 

asample size in parenthesis. 
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performance than students did in meaning-centered classrooms 

(Table 20). District I students mastered a reading task at the 

cognitive and conceptual level; however, students in District 

II mastered a more abstract and specialized reading task. 

Table 21 

Estimated Sixth Grade Reading Performance Exhibited by High and Low 

Performing students 

Performance 

District I (2)a 

High 
achieving 

Low 
achieving 

District II (2) 

High 
achieving 

Low 
achieving 

decoding 
phonic 
skills 

Pre Post 

Stage of mastery 

reads reads reading task 
familiar less familiar cognitive 

texts texts conceptual 

Sixth Grade 

reading task 
abstract 

specialized 

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 

2 2 

1 1 2 

2 2 

1 1 2 

~- n = 6 teachers in District I population and 6 teachers in District 

II population. 

asample size in parenthesis. 
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One class of third grade, low performing students in 

District II began the study with a mastery of familiar texts, 

and in three months they mastered a reading task of less 

familiar texts; that is, two reading stages. One class of 

students in District I progressed at the same rate as the one 

class in District II; however, at the beginning of the study 

they began with a mastery of decoding skills and in three 

months mastered the reading of familiar texts. 

High performing sixth grade students were reported to have 

mastered identical reading stages in both districts; that is, a 

more abstract and specialized stage of reading (Table 21). 

Sixth grade teachers in code-centered classrooms marked low 

performing students' reading performance at a mastery level two 

stages higher than teachers in meaning-centered classrooms 

marked their low performing students. 

Perceptions of Writing and Reading Performance for Low 
Achievers 

A first grade teacher in District I shared, "Even my 

little Kate, who we wer~ ccnside~ing retaining, wrote four 

really nice sentences for me." 

A third grade teacher in District II noted, "They are more 

involved with the fluency than they are the mastery. What they 

are writing is wonderful." 

Twelve comments cited specific insights into perceived 

reading and writing performances of low achieving students 

resulting from the meaning-centered approaches or code-centered 
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approaches to language arts ·instruction. Each of these twelve 

comments was reflective of two or more comments of similar 

nature. Comments were drawn from the additional responses 

generated from questions 9 and 10 on the pre and post teacher 

interviews (Appendix C): 

1. What stage of an integrated writing ability do you 

believe your low students mastered? 

2. What stage in the reading performance do you believe 

your low students have mastered? 

Comments that provided insight into teacher perceptions of 

the reading and writing performances of low achievers were as 

follows: 

District I 

1. I have three who really need extra phonics help. They 

are having double reading. 

2. Some of my kids leave my class for 25 minutes of 

instruction in decoding in Reading Mastery (a systematic 

integrated skill program). 

3. My less advanced kids are just now getting into 

reading less familiar texts. 

4. The new literature is really adding to that (grasping 

concepts with values). We spend a lot of time discussing the 

stories and the values inherent in each story. 

5. I'm not good enough at cooperative learning to have 

other students look over and correct it and have it rewritten 

correctly unless I do it (relating to low kids in class). 
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6. We do a lot of oral reading. The material's kind of 

hard for some of them (Hispanics). They might move along 

faster if the ratio of Hispanics and Anglos were maybe only 

five Hispanics out of 30 Anglos. 

District II 

7. About 9 or 10 kids go to reading lab. I work total 

group and then into small groups. 

8. Everybody can write something. Now they write more 

than one word responses. They never used the word "felt" 

before and they wrote "flet" or "flat" you know, they had the 

sounds in. 

9. Some are still not making letter-sound connection, 

ending sounds. We still need to back up, drilling with words 

like fan, man, can. I give them a worksheet. Just to let them 

practice skills; sometimes they just need some quiet. 

10. They can read some familiar text, but they're not 

tra~sferring it over to unfamiliar material. 

11. As far as the concept of a paragraph, I don't know if 

they've really gotten the idea. 

12. We took all kids, regardless of what level and taught 

them that target and I think they did pass. 

Teachers in both districts displayed a perception that 

they were responsible for teaching their low performing 

students learning strategies. Their comments indicated that 

instructional strategies recommended by the prescribed 

literature program did not provide enough instruction for low 

performing students to exhibit successful learning strategies. 
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Comments 1, 2, and 3, made by first and third grade teachers in 

District I, indicate that their low performing students need to 

be given additional skill instruction. Comments 4, 5, and 6, 

from third and sixth grade teachers, show that low performing 

students need additional concept and value discussion, oral 

reading, and teacher direction with writing abilities. 

It is interesting to note that the perceptions of teachers 

in District II complemented the perceptions of teachers in 

District I about the learning strategies of low performing 

students. Comments 7, 8 and 9, made by first grade teachers, 

reflect a need for low performing students to be given 

additional skill instruction. Corn.~ents 10 and 11 note that 

third grade teachers are concerned that low performing students 

will not be able to exhibit learning strategies that will 

transfer to higher levels of reading and writing performances. 

Comment 12, from a sixth grade teacher, notes that the 

exhibited learning strategies of sixth grade low performers is 

reflective of the instructional behaviors specific to the 

prescribed literature program and specific to the systematic 

skill program. 

summary- To What Extent Were students Able to Exhibit Learning 
strategies Acquired from Being Taught by Teacher Instructional 
Behaviors Specific to Meaning-centered strategies and Code
centered strategies? 

This summary reflects those aspects in the data that 

give insight into whether or not students are able to exhibit 
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learning strategies acquired for read~ng and writing that 

prepare students to analyze issues, make decisions, solve 

problems and communicate effectively relative to their grade 

level in classroom instruction specific to meaning-centered 

strategies and code-centered strategies. 

High performing third and sixth grade students in meaning

centered classrooms appeared to be able to exhibit reading and 

writing strategies that shared a mutual relationship. Third 

grade students were able to exhibit a mastery of cognitive and 

conceptual reading tasks and a writing mastery of concepts. 

Sixth grade students exhibited a mastery of abstract and 

specialized reading tasks and a writing mastery of concepts 

about the human condition and values. 

Third and sixth grade low performing students exhibited 

similar reading and writing strategies that were mutually 

influenced by one another: that is, a reading mastery of less 

familiar texts and a mastery of descriptive paragraphs. Low 

performing first graders exhibited the connection between a 

mastery of decoding and phonic skills and a mastery of simple 

sentences. 

High performing first and third grade students and low 

performing first and sixth grade students in code-centered 

classrooms appeared to exhibit a mastery of reading strategies 

more advanced than their writing strategies. High performing 

first and third grade students in District II exhibited a 

mastery of advanced reading strategies, cognitive, conceptual, 

abstract and specialized reading strategies; however, they 
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mastered a less advanced range of writing strategies, beginning 

with simple paragraphs and ending with an expression of 

concepts. 

First grade, and sixth grade low performers in District II 

exhibited a greater range of mastery with reading and writing 

strategies: (a) first grade, reading familiar texts and writing 

simple sentences; (b) sixth grade, mastery of abstract and 

specialized reading tasks and writing descriptive paragraphs. 

High performing sixth grade students exhibited a mastery 

of reading and writing strategies that mutually influenced each 

other; a mastery of reading tasks that are abstract and 

specialized and a mastery of an integrated writing ability to 

express concepts about human values and conditions. 

Code-centered strategies and meaning-centered strategies 

were used by all twelve teachers; however, teachers in District 

I emphasized meaning-centered strategies and teachers in 

District II emphasized code-centered strategies. The extent to 

which students were able to exhibit reading and writing 

strategies specific to instructional behaviors related to code

centered classrooms and instructional behaviors related to 

meaning-centered classrooms were as follows: 

Meaning-centered strategjes 

1. One high performing first grade class exhibited a 

mastery of reading abilities more advanced than their writing 

abilities. 
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2. Low performing first grade students exhibited reading 
and writing abilities that were complementary: simple sentences 
and decoding skills. 

3. High performing first, third and sixth grade students 

exhibited reading and writing strategies that shared a mutual 

relationship. 

4. Low performing third and sixth grade students 

exhibited similar reading and writing abilities that were 

mutually influenced by one another. 

Cede-centered classrooms 

5. High performing first and third grade students 

exhibited a mastery of reading strategies more advanced than 

their writing strategies. 

6. Low performing third grade students exhibited a 

mastery of reading ability more advanced than their exhibited 
writing ability. 

7. High performing sixth grade students exhibited a 

mastery of reading and writing strategies that mutually 

influenced each other. 

8. Low performing first and sixth grade students 

exhibited a greater range of mastery between reading and 

writing strategies and reading strategies were more advanced 

than writing strategies. 

Teachers in both districts perceived that a combination of 
meaning-centered strategies and code-centered strategies 

provided necessary instruction for low performing students in 

both districts, and the integration of reading and writing 
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instructional strategies had a positive effect on exhibited 

student performances. A teacher from District II noted, "It 

seems like the reading helps the writing; the writing helps the 

reading." 

Teachers in both districts perceived that instructional 

approaches specific to the prescribed meaning-centered 

literature program did not provide enough instruction for low 

performing students to be able exhibit successful learning 

strategies in reading and writing or for students to be able to 

transfer learned strategies to higher levels of reading and 

writing performances. 

Research Question Five 

To What Extent Did Teacher Values and Perceptions 

Guide Teacher Behavior in a 

Meaning-Centered Classroom and Code-Centered Classroom? 

This research question considers the factors, values and 

perceptions that guide teacher behaviors, lead to individual 

change and then to organizational change. The new task of 

implementing the English-Language Arts Framework faces 

uncertainty until the classroom teachers, guided and supported 

by the organization, form a perception of the program's 

success. When the program is socially validated by actual 

classroom experience and organizational support and as the 

program continues to be successful then values become embodied 
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in the teachers' philosophy. These values can predict 

observable behavior and will lead to organizational change. A 

goal of implementing a new language arts program is to 

facilitate the process of cognitive transformation, identifying 

assumptions, examining, reexamining, and relearning teacher 

behaviors congruent with the philosophy of the English-Language 

Arts Framework. The process of cognitive transformation can be 

facilitated by interrelating training, modeling, practice and 

cognitive-conceptual development. An instructional program's 

success reflects the values, perceptions and behaviors of its 

teachers. 

This research question examines the extent to which 

teachers' values and perceptions guide their behaviors in a 

meaning-centered classroom and a code-centered classroom. 

Questionnaire and interview information focuses on teacher 

training, perception of organizational support, cognitive

conceptual development, opportunities for modeling, practicing 

and feedback of instruction, actual classroom experience, 

perceptions about the number of students who fall below grade 

level ability in language arts, and the amount of scheduled 

classroom time for language arts and reading instruction. 

To analyze this question, nine pieces of data are used 

originating from the pre and post teacher questionnaires 

(Appendix D) and the pre and post teacher interviews (Appendix 

C). Ten tables, 22 through 31, reflect an analysis of the 

information for this research question: (a) Tables 22, 23, 24 

and 25 display the distributions of teacher perceptions of 
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organizational support, (b) Table 26 reports time distributions 

of teacher training and of opportunities for cognitive

conceptual development, (c) Table 27 reflects the number of 

minutes during a week a teacher spends participating in 

opportunities for modeling instruction, practicing instruction 

and receiving feedback on instruction, (d) Table 28 describes 

the estimated number of students that fall below grade level 

ability in language arts, and (e) Table 29, 30 and 31 present 

the number of minutes each day teachers schedule for language 

arts instruction. 

Perceptions of Organizational support 

Table 22, 23, 24 and 25 reflect how much support classroom 

teachers perceive parents, administration, and peers to be 

demonstrating for the endorsement of the philosophy of the 

English-Language Arts Framework in their schools. Teachers 

were asked to respond to four questions that address support by 

marking a 5 point numbered scale. The scale was designed to 

exhibit 5 points with numbers ranging from 15 percent to 100 

percent. The greatest range of percentage choices were 

displayed at the low end, two choices with 15 percent ranges, 

and the high end, one choice with a 40 percent range. The 85-

100 range is not displayed in Table 22, because teachers did 

not select this range on their questionnaire. Teachers were 

given the option to mark any percentage that was not displayed. 

They were reminded that all questions related to the English

Language Arts Framework philosophy. The first question asked 

(Appendix D, item number 12): What percentage of your parents 
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do you perceive model effective listening, speaking, reading 

and writing for your students in English? 

Table 22 reflects that teachers in both code-centered and 

meaning-centered classrooms indicated that no more than 80% or 

Table 22 

parents who Model Effective Listening Beading Speaking. and Writing for 

Students as Estimated by Teachers 

Frequency of responses 

District I (n = 6) District II (n = 6) 
Grade high low high low + (80-70) (65-55) (50-35) (30-15) + (80-70) (65-55) (50-35) (30-15) 

Grade 1 

Parents 2 1 1 

Grade 3 

Parents - 1 1 1 1 

Grade 6 

Parents 1 1 1 1 

Total 0 1 0 4 1 0 1 2 2 1 

less than 15% of their parents modeled effective English 

communication skills for students (teachers did not mark the 

85-100 choice, any number between 80 and 100 or any number or 

choice less than 15). Teachers from both districts were evenly 

divided in their perceptions between a low percentage of 

parents who model effective communication and a high percentage 
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of parents who model effective communication. Teachers in 

District II reported that a greater percentage of parents model 

effective listening, speaking, reading and writing than 

teachers in District I reported. 

The second question (Appendix D, item number 14) of four 

that addresses support asked: What percentage of teachers, 

adults, and administrators in your school model effective 

listening, speaking, reading, and writing for students? 

Table 23 reports that teachers perceive a high percentage 

of fellow teachers, adults and administrators in their schools 

to model effective listening, speaking, reading and writing for 

Table 23 

Teachers Adults and Administrators who Model EftecHye J,jstenjng. 

Speakjnq Reading and Writing for Students as Estimated by Teachers 

No. of responses 

Grade 1 Grade 3 Grade 6 

high low high low high low Members (100-85) (80-65) (60-45) (100-85) (80-65) (60-45) (100-85) (80-65) (60-45) 

District ra 

Teachers, adults 
administrators 

District rrb 

Teachers, adults 2 
administrators 

Note a,bn 6 teachers. 

1 1 2 1 1 

2 2 
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students. Teachers in District II indicated that 85% to 100% 

of teachers, adults and administrators model effective 

communication. Teachers in District I reported a greater range 

by marking 45% to 100% cf fellow teachers, adults and 

administrators model effective listening, speaking, reading and 

writing for students. 

The third question (Appendix D, item number 15) of four 

questions asked: What percentage of teachers in your school 

teach reading, writing, speaking and listening throughout all 

subjects? 

Table 24 describes that teachers from both districts are 

equally divided in their perceptions about fellow teachers 

Table 24 

Teacbers Who Teach Readjng. writing:. Speaking:. and Listening Throughout 

All Subjects 

No. of responses 

Grade 1 Grade 3 Grade 6 
high low high low high low Teachers (100-85) (80-65) (60-45) (100-85) (80-65) (60-45) (100-85) (80-65) (60-45) 

District ra 

Teachers 1 1 2 1 1 

District rrb 

Teachers 1 1 2 2 

l::!Q!&. a,b n = 6 teachers. 
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teaching reading, writing, speaking and listening throughout 

all subjects. Five teachers in District I and District II 

indicated that 65% to 100% of fellow teachers teach reading, 

writing, speaking and listening throughout all subjects. 

The fourth question (Appendix C, item number 6) that 

addresses support asked: On a scale of 1-10, how much 

administrative support do you have for your English-Language 

Arts program? Support was defined as more than adequate 

curriculum materials, school activities, publication resources, 

student academic acknowledgment, teacher reinforcement, parent 

involvement and coordination. 

Table 25 shows that teachers from both districts perceived 

Table 25 

Amount of Administrative su'1port for Language Arts Program as Estimated hy 

Teachers 

Grade 

Grade 1 

Grade 3 

Grade 6 

Total 

Numbered scale frequency 

District I Cn = 6) 

high 
(10-9) (8-7) (6-5) (4-3) 

2 

1 

3 

1 

1 

2 0 0 

low 
(2-1) 

1 

1 

District II Cn = 6) 

high 
(10-9) (8-7) (6-5) 

1 

1 

2 

4 

1 

1 

1 

1 

low 
(4-3) (2-1) 

0 0 
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that they have a great deal of administrative support for the 

language arts program as indicated by the scaled responses of 
ten teachers who marked support between the scaled numbers of 7 

and 10. Only one teacher in District I felt that 

administrative support was low. 

The success of the language arts program depends on the 

continued support of the organization and social validation 

before values and perceptions concerning the program begin to 

guide teacher behaviors. Teachers in District II reported more 
support from parents, teachers, adults and administrators in 
modeling effective listening, speaking, reading and writing 

communication than teachers in District I. 

About half the teachers in District I and all six teachers 

in District II indicated that fellow teachers and 

administrators support the language arts program at a high 

level (Table 23). Teachers in District II perceived that peer 
and administrative support was at the highest level by marking 

85-100; however, only three teachers in District I perceived 

peer and administrative support at the 85-100 level (Table 23). 

Teachers in District I indicated more support from fellow 

teachers than did teachers in District II (Table 24). Teachers 
in District II marked more administrative support than did 

teachers in District I (Table 25). It appears that several 

teachers in this study are still in the process of forming 

perceptions of tfie program's success through social validation 

and organizational support. About half of the teachers in 
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District I and about one third of the teachers in District II 

have not formed a perception of the program's success (the 85-

100 responses were tallied in Tables 23, 24 and 25 and divided 

by 18, the total responses possible, to determine the number of 

teachers that perceive peer and administrative support). 

Therefore, values and perceptions of the new language arts 

philosophy are not guiding teacher behaviors, because the 

majority of teachers do not perceive social validation and 

organizational support. 

Qpportunities for cognitive-conceptual Development 
Tables 26 and 27 report the amount of time teachers have 

spent learning about how to teach an integrated language arts 

program in graduate classes and the amount of time spent with 

cognitive-conceptual opportunities specifically designed for 

the language arts integrated program during the last three 

years, 1988-1990. Teachers were asked to mark the number of 

graduate hours beyond the Elementary Teaching Credential earned 

and the number of teaching credentials held on the pre and post 

teacher questionnaire (Appendix D, item numbers 3 and 4). 

During the teacher interview, teachers were asked to estimate 

the number of hours spent in staff development workshops or 

conferences related to the English-Language Arts curriculum 

program (Appendix C, item number 8). Examples were provided 

for the purpose of activating memories: (a) school based 

management, (b) curriculum publisher's material presentations, 

(c) San Diego Area Writing Project, and (d) California 

Literature Program. Table 26 details the number of hours 
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teachers estimated that they spent learning about integrated 

language arts curriculum. 

Table 26 indicates that teachers in District II have spent 

a total of 62 more hours in language arts workshops over the 

past three years than teachers represented in District I. 

Teachers in District II have earned a total of 14 more hours of 

graduate units than teachers represented in District I. It 

appears that teachers in District II accepted the opportunities 

offered to participate in professional growth and change in 

preparation for the English-Language Arts Framework 

implementation more often than did teachers in District I. 

Table 26 

Teacher Education in Integrated Language Arts Instruction 

No. of estimated hours 

District I <n = 6) District II (n = 6) 

Population Workshops Graduate units Workshops Graduate units 

Grade 1 79 18 63 28 

Grade 3 66 6 84 16 

Grade 6 76 31 136 25 

Total 221 55 283 69 

Teachers were asked to respond to the following question 

(Appendix D, item number 17} that addresses the amount of time 
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spent with cognitive-conceptual opportunities by marking a 5 

point scale: How many minutes during a week do you participate 

in an observation of instruction in language arts and reading 

followed by an analysis of the observation and feedback? 

Table 27 indicates the number of minutes during a week 

teachers participated in an observation of instruction in 

language arts followed by an analysis of the observation and 

feedback. Table 27 reports that only one sixth grade teacher 

in District II spent 25 to 40 minutes each week participating 

in the observation of instruction followed by an analysis of 

the observation and feedback. All 11 remaining teachers 

reported that that they spent 20 minutes or less each week 

Table 27 

Perceptions Developed by Teacher Population and rnstructjonal Observation 

and Feedback 

Population 

Grade 1 

Grade 3 

Grade 6 

Total 

No. of minutes per week 

District I (n = 6) 

(0-20) (25-40) (45-60) (65-80) 

2 

2 

2 

6 0 0 0 

District II (n = 6) 

(0-20) (25-40) (45-60) (65-80) 

2 

2 

1 

5 

1 

1 0 0 
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participating in the observation followed by an analysis and 

feedback of the observation of language arts and reading 

classes. 

The practice of interrelating modeling, practice and 

cognitive-conceptual development is minimal in both districts. 

This interrelation tends to have a great effect on teacher 

practices because this process of learning, reexamining, 

changing and relearning leads to changes in values, behaviors, 

basic assumptions, commitment and change. When teachers work 

together, share ideas, discuss and analyze successes and 

problems a common language will emerge. The successful 

implementation of an intervention model requires careful 

cognitive training and practice rather than exposure through 

talking. Knowing about the program does not produce changes in 

perceptions and values. It appears that teacher values and 

perceptions concerning the philosophy of the English-Language 

Arts Framework are not guiding the behaviors of six teachers 

in District I and five teachers in District II. 

Perceptions of student's Grade Level Ability 

"Teachers have these scary dreams or these nightmares, 

that they'll (students) come back to school and won't know 

anything," commented a third grade teacher in District II. 

"This fear that the parent is going to ... say, 'How come 

you didn't teach my child?,' "stated a third grade teachers in 

District I. 
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"After the holidays, they (students) always look more 

tolerant; they always look more grown up; they always look more 
capable; they come back ready to go," explained a first grade 

teacher in District II. 

Teacher instructional behaviors are guided by their 

perceptions of their students' abilities. Teachers were asked 
to respond to the question on the pre and post questionnaire 
(Appendix D, item number 11) by marking a 5 point scale. The 

estimated percentages on the pre and post questionnaire 

reflected the same numbers. The question asked was: What 

percentage of students in your language arts class would you 

identify who fall below grade level ability in language arts 

and reading? 

In Table 28, teachers from both districts estimated that 

between 15% and 50% of their students fall below grade level 
ability in language arts and reading: 5 teachers in District I 
and 6 teachers in District II. One sixth grade class in 

District I was estimated to have 55% to 65% of its students 

below grade level ability in language arts, more than 15 

students in a class of 30. Teachers in both districts perceive 
that they have as few as 15% of their students below grade 

level. 

The amount of time throughout one day that teachers assign 
to various classroom activities is a reflection of teachers' 

values and perceptions. An integrated language arts program 

somewhat eliminates a recommended time framework. 

Additionally, teachers must work around recess and lunch 
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schedules and schedule the maximum amount of time for 

instructional emphasis in each subject of class instruction. 

Table 28 

Est;imation of Percentage of students who fall Below Grade r.eveJ Abil;ity: in 

Lan!ilJlag:e Arts 

Frequency of estimated percentages 

Grade (100-85) (80-70) (65-55) (50-35) (30-15) 

District I <n = 6) 

Grade 1 2 

Grade 3 1 1 

Grade 6 1 1 

Total 0 0 1 1 4 

District II en= 6) 

Grade 1 1 1 

Grade 3 2 

Grade 6 2 

Total 0 0 0 3 3 

Teachers were asked to answer four questions by marking a 5 

point numbered scale of minutes on the post questionnaire 

(Appendix D, item numbers 5,6,7 and 8). The questions were as 

follows: 
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1. How many minutes each day do you have scheduled for 

language arts instruction which includes reading? 

2. How many minutes each day do you schedule for direct 

instruction of language arts which includes reading? 

3. How many minutes each day do you schedule for teaching 

language skills which includes reading skills? 

4. How many minutes each day do you schedule for 

independent language arts activities which includes reading? 

Tables 29, 30 and 31 reflect the scheduled minutes for 

language arts and reading instruction by grade levels as 

reported by teachers in code-centered and meaning-centered 

classrooms. 

Table 29 indicates that first grade teachers did not 

schedule language arts and reading instruction for less than 20 

minutes or more than two hours each day in either district. 

There appears to be a wide variety of times scheduled for 

language arts instruction among teachers in the same district 

and between districts. First grade teachers represented in 

District II scheduled more total minutes each day for language 

arts and reading instruction than did teachers in District I. 

Most of the minutes appear to be scheduled for independent 

activities which includes reading activities. Teachers in 

District I indicated that they scheduled more minutes for 

teaching skills and direct instruction than did teachers in 

District II. 

Third grade teachers in District II (Table 30) also 

reported that they scheduled more total minutes for language 
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arts and reading instruction than did District I. They 

scheduled more time for direct instruction than did teachers in 

District I. However, teachers in District I scheduled more 

minutes for independent activities. 

Table 29 

Scheduled Minutes for First Grade Language Arts Instmction as Beportect by 

Teachers 

Activity (20-30) 

District I (2) a 

Total time scheduled 

Direct instruction 1 

Teaching of skills 1 

Independent activities 2 

District II (2) 

Total time scheduled 

Direct instruction 1 

Teaching of skills 1 

Independent activities 1 

Frequency of no. of minutes 

(40-50) (60-70) (80-90) 

First Grade 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

(100-120) 

1 

1 

2 

N.Qt.e.. n = 6 teachers in District I population and 6 teachers in District 

II population. 

asarnple size is in parenthesis. 
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Table 30 

ScbeduJeci Minutes for Third Grade LangµaQ:e Arts Instruction as Reported by 

Teachers 

Frequency of no. of minutes 

Activity (20-30) (40-50) (60-70) (80-90) (100-120) 

Third Grade 

District I (2) a 

Total time scheduled 1 1 

Direct instruction 1 1 

Teaching of skills 2 

Independent activities 2 

District II (2) 

Total time scheduled 2 

Direct instruction 1 1 

Teaching of skills 2 

Independent activities 1 1 

HQ!&. n = 6 teachers in District I population and 6 teachers in District 

II population. 

asample size is in parenthesis. 
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Sixth grade teachers (Table 31) in District I indicated 

that they scheduled more total minutes for language arts 

Table 31 

scheduled Minutes for Sixth Grade Language Arts Instruction as Reported by 

Teachers 

Frequency of no. of minutes 

Activity (20-30) (40-50) (60-70) (80-90) (100-120) 

Sixth Grade 

District I (2) a 

Total time scheduled 2 

Direct instruction 1 1 

Teaching of skills 1 1 

Independent activities 2 

District II (2) 

Total time scheduled 2 

Direct instruction 2 

Teaching of skills 1 1 

Independent activities 1 1 

~ • .n = 6 teachers in District I population and 6 teachers in District 

II population. 

asample size in parenthesis. 
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instruction than did District II teachers, but teachers in 

District II scheduled more minutes for the teaching of skills 

and independent activities. 

The English-Language Arts Framework recommends that 

students should hear good literature read aloud daily, provide 

many opportunities for students to express themselves, to speak 

and be heard, provide instruction in phonics in first grade and 

write daily. Additionally, students should receive feedback on 

their performances. The amount of time scheduled to complete 

these recommendations appear to be varied and limited. 

Furthermore, the scheduled times appear to be the decision of 

the teachers whose values and perceptions guide their 

behaviors. 

Teachers in District II scheduled more time for language 

arts instruction and more time for direct instruction in first 

and third grades and more time for independent activities in 

first and sixth grades than did teachers in District I. Only 

three of twelve teachers scheduled less than 80 minutes of 

instructional time daily for language arts, one first grade 

teacher in District I and two sixth grade teachers in District 

II. In fact, the sixth grade teacher in District I who 

indicated that more than half his/her class exhibited below 

grade level ability in Table 28, scheduled 20 minutes of skill 

instruction, 20 minutes of independent activities and 40 

minutes for hearing literature read daily, writing daily, 

introducing and discussing vocabulary and themes and providing 

opportunities for students to work in small groups and share 
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ideas with each other and provide feedback strategies for 

students. A 40 minute period of time doesn't seem like enough 

time for integrated language arts instruction with more than 

50% of the students performing below grade level. 

Teacher Perceptions of the Strengths and weaknesses of the 
Language Arts curriculum 

"I love the literature half of it and how much the kids 

are exposed to language and writing, but I'm not happy with how 

it teaches kids how to read. For me it's a crutch. I like to 

teach them ... ," commented a third grade teacher in District I. 

Sixteen comments cited specific insights into the 

teachers' perceptions about the strengths and weaknesses of the 

integrated language arts curriculum program that guides 

instructional behavior in a meaning-centered approach and code

centered approach to language arts instruction. This 

researcher's intent was to ask teachers to describe the 

differences in the strengths and weaknesses between an 

integrated language arts curriculum program exemplified by the 

prescribed integrated literature series presently used for 

instruction and an integrated language arts program containing 

a balance between an integrated literature program and a 

systematic skill program recommended by the administration or 

recommended by education, training or experience. The 

interview question (Appendix C, item number 7) that was asked 

at the beginning of the study and at the end of the study was 

the following: How would you describe the differences in the 

strengths and weaknesses between an integrated English-Language 
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Arts curriculum program and an integrated language arts 

literature program with a systematic skill program component? 

Comments that provide insight into the perceived 

differences between the strengths and weaknesses of the 

integrated language arts curriculum program that guides 

instructional behavior in a meaning-centered and code-centered 

classroom were as follows: 

Strengths of prescribed literature program 

District I 

1. I know they (integrated literature program) skip 

around, but I prefer that. A lot of times, you could pick up 

on what they (students) aren't getting and teach to the skill 

that they need. 

2. It (integrated literature program) is kind of as a 

stepping off place for doing work on phonics, teaching about 

the main idea, sequencing, and rhyming words. 

3. You're actually putting more emphasis on language as a 

whole. I feel a lot freer to present many different areas of 

knowledge all within the frame context. I don't have X number 

of minutes for writing which has a tendency to kind of split 

the language arts skills apart rather than draw them together. 

4. It's more interesting to prepare. For me it's 

stimulating. Because of the stimulation, I don't mind spending 

the extra time to prepare. 

District II 

5. The children love the books. When you have the high 

readers or low readers in the same book, the low ones just come 
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to life. You don't have to work to get their interest up. I 

sort of noticed that I've slacked back a little on the skills. 

It's easy when you're enjoying it so much. You just have so 

much fun doing other things. 

6. If you mean doing all the testing, mastery teaching, a 

systematic skills approach as opposed to just bringing up the 

skill when it arises in the story ... personally, I prefer it 

this way. 

7. I can see now at the tail end ... ah ha! Here are the 

skills, now I see why this is working right. 

8. The kids seem to pick up on and accelerate faster in 

their acquisition of skills and in their appreciation of 

literature and their writing. 

9. I feel more comfortable not having to teach certain 

skills. 

Weaknesses of Prescribed Literature Program 

District r, 

10. I feel like unless a program has a skill component, 

it's not going to be addressing all of the children. I'm 

bringing in other resources and materials to beef that up and I 

feel that the kids aren't getting that. 

11. They are playing with it (the literature program), 

learning to appreciate it, learning to enjoy it, but I don't 

feel it's complete. 

12. I'd like to see a skill based component to this 

program. 
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13. It's doing a great job for helping the kids to think 

more imaginatively, but their writing skills and reading 

skills, I don't think it helps them understand language or 

terminology they need when they have to answer state tests. 

District rr 

14. The weakness is the English-Language Arts approach, 

you will still have to concentrate on the specific skills, 

because of the nature of the children. My class is high 

academically, but it (class) still comes low. 

15. I prefer the prescribed literature program, but I'm 

careful to make sure that all those skills are touched on 

through the day and week. 

16. I'm expecting some parents whose children don't quite 

read, not to be too thrilled about it (prescribed literature 

program). 

Thirteen of a total of 16 teacher comments reflected dual 

objectives in a language arts program; the appreciation of 

literature and the acquisition of skills. Three comments from 

teachers in District I and two comments from teachers in 

District II that addressed the weaknesses of the literature 

program indicated that teachers felt that the prescribed 

language arts program lacked a strong skill component. Three 

teachers in District I and five teachers in District II 

commented that the strengths of the prescribed literature 

program were related to the relationship between the teaching 

of skills and the teaching of literature. 
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summary· To what extent did teacher values and perceptions 
gujde teacher behavior in a meaning-centered classroom and a 
code-centered cJassroom? 

This summary deals with those aspects in the data that 

provide insight into the values and perceptions that teachers 

have of the integrated language arts curriculum program in the 

first year of implementing the integrated program. As the 

integrated program is socially validated by actual classroom 

experience and organizational support, then values and 

perceptions become embodied in the teachers' philosophy and in 

their instructional behaviors which lead to organizational 

change. 

Teacher behaviors are a function of their values and 

perceptions which predispose an individual to respond in some 

selective manner. The extent to which teacher values and 

perceptions guided their behaviors in language arts classroom 

instruction were the following: 

1. Teachers perceived organizational support of the 

English-Language Arts Framework. Therefore, teachers' values 

and perceptions guided their behaviors to support 

organizational change efforts in both districts. 

Organizational support of the language arts implementation 

efforts was generally perceived to be at a high level; however, 

perceptions and values are still being formed of the prescribed 

program's success through social validation and organizational 

support. Support was perceived to be greater by teachers in 

code-centered classrooms. Teachers acknowledged and perceived 
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members of the organization, fellow teachers and administrators 

to be supporting the philosophy of Language Arts Framework. 

Teachers perceived that members of the organization modeled 

effective communication skills and provided curriculum 

materials, student acknowledgement, teacher reinforcement and 

encouraged parent involvement generally at the high end of a 5 

point scale in both districts. However, District II teachers 

perceived support to be greater than did teachers in District 

I. First grade teachers in both districts perceived support 

was less than third and sixth grade teachers. Teachers in 

District II felt that teachers, adults and administrators 

modeled effective communication in their organization more than 

teachers in District I felt about their organization. Parent 

support was rated to be greater by teachers in District II than 

by teachers in District I. It appears that the process of 

forming perceptions of the prescribed program's success through 

social validation and organizational support is still in motion 

and on going. 

2. The extent to which cognitive-conceptual 

transformation was facilitated, leading to individual changes 

in values and perceptions which guide teacher behaviors and 

thus organizational change, was minimal in both districts. 

Opportunities for cognitive-conceptual development over the 

last three years was reported by teachers to be greater in 

code-centered classrooms than in meaning-centered classrooms. 

Opportunities for modeling, practicing and feedback of 

instruction was rated by 11 teachers to be zero to 20 minutes 
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each week. Half of the teachers in each district have not 

formed a perception of the program's success; therefore, it 

appears that there is minimal effect on values and perceptions 

concerning the philosophy of the English-Language Arts 

Framework guiding the behaviors of six teachers in District I 

and five teachers in District II. 

3. The extent to which teacher perceptions about the 

number of students who fall below grade level ability in 

classrooms guided teacher behaviors to respond in selective 

instructional manners was reflective of the values and 

perceptions teachers have about language arts instruction and 

low performing students. The extent to which teachers' values 

and perceptions about language arts predisposed their selection 

of the amount of instructional time, and the opportunities and 

experiences they provided for low performing students varied in 

code-centered and meaning-centered classrooms: The classes 

with the greatest number of reported low performing students 

scheduled more time for literature experiences than skill 

instruction, direct instruction and independent activities. 

First and third grade teachers in code-centered classrooms 

scheduled more literature experiences and opportunities for 

their low performers; sixth grade teachers in meaning-centered 

classrooms scheduled more literature experiences for their low 

performers. 

The amount of instructional time scheduled for language 

arts appeared to be the decision of the teachers, whose values 

and perceptions guide their behaviors. The amount of 
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instructional time scheduled for the teaching of skills and 

independent activities varied with grade level and district. 

Teachers in meaning-centered classrooms scheduled more time for 

direct instruction and skill instruction in first grade than 

did teachers in code-centered classrooms; first and third grade 

teachers in meaning-centere~ classrooms reported a lower 

percentage of students with low abilities than were reported 

code-centered classrooms (Table 28). On the other hand, third 

grade teachers in meaning-centered classrooms scheduled the 

least amount of time for direct instruction and skill 

instruction than did the third grade teachers in District II 

and first grade teachers in both districts (Table 30). 

Code-centered classrooms scheduled more time for 

literature instruction in first and third grades than teachers 

in meaning-centered classrooms (Tables 29 and 30). Th~refore, 

more time was scheduled for literature instruction for the 

greater percentage of first and third grade students with low 

abilities. 

Sixth grade teachers in code-centered classrooms scheduled 

more time for skill instruction and independent activities than 

was scheduled in meaning-centered classrooms: sixth grade 

teachers in code-centered classrooms reported a lower 

percentage of students with low abilities than was reported 

meaning-centered classrooms. 

Sixth grade teachers in meaning-centered classrooms 

scheduled more time for literature instruction than did 

teachers in code-centered classrooms; teachers in meaning-
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The extent to which teacher values and perceptions guided 

their behaviors was reflected in their perceptions about 

organizational support, perceptions developed through cognitive 

and conceptual efforts, and perceptions about effective 

teaching practices. The opportunities and experiences that 

teachers emphasized in their language arts instruction were an 

indication of their perceptions about teaching practices. 

Research Question Six 

To What Degree Was the Classroom Teacher Committed 

to Implementing and Using 

a Code-Centered Approach or a Meaning-Centered Approach 

to Teach the English-Language Arts Curriculum? 

"I would never want to go back to the basal reading. 

Every day is a different experience. I am enjoying the 

integrated program," reported a first grade teacher in District 

I. 

This research question concentrates on the forces that 

generate a sense of commitment to a new curriculum 

intervention, the English-Language Arts Framework. Teacher 

commitment is interrelated with values, perceptions and 

behaviors. Research question five explored the extent to which 

values and perceptions guide teacher behaviors. If teachers' 
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see that their behaviors, reflecting the philosophy of the 

language arts curriculum program, continue to be effective with 

students, a sense of commitment is generated. A goal of 

implementing a new language arts program is to facilitate the 

forces that transform to a sense of commitment. In this study, 

the forces that lead to a sense of commitment are encased in 

collegial feedback. Collegial feedback facilitates two types 

of forces: (a) counterforces, which are open discussion of 

concerns, new ideas, and issues, open discussion of research 

and open confrontation with personal basic assumptions; and (b) 

awareness, which are sharing and analyzing common language, 

views, feelings, attitudes, successes, problems, perceptions 

and values. 

This research question examines the differences in teacher 

commitment in a meaning-centered classroom and a code-centered 

classroom. Questionnaire and interview information focuses on 

the amount of time teachers participated in collegial feedback 

and the comments that teachers used to describe the behaviors 

of their students during language arts instruction. The amount 

of time a teacher participates in one or more teacher feedback 

systems will indicate changes in commitment and interpersonal 

behaviors. 

To analyze this question, four pieces of data were used 

originating from the post teacher questionnaire (Appendix D) 

and the pre and post teacher interviews (Appendix C). Tables 

32, 33 and 34 reflect an analysis of the information for this 

research question by reporting the number of minutes during one 
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week teachers participated in collegial feedback. These tables 

detail three feedback systems: (a) participation with peers 

talking about instructional practices used in language arts 

instruction, (b) finding solutions to teacher identified 

problems, and (c) mastering specific teaching skills based on 

models of teaching and supported with staff development. On 

the teacher post questionnaire, teachers were asked to answer 

three questions by marking the number of minutes each week they 

participated with other teachers on a 5 point scale. The 

following questions were asked (Appendix D, item numbers 16, 18 

and 19: 

1. How many minutes during a week do you participate with 

your peers in talking about instructional practices used in 

language arts classes which includes reading? 

2. How many minutes during a week do you participate with 

others in mastering specific teaching skills based on models of 

teaching and supported with staff development? 

3. How many minutes during a week do you participate in 

finding solutions to teacher identified problems among your 

peers? 

Teacher Participation in Collegial Bonding 

In Table 32, the total number of teachers in the first 

column indicates that seven out of 12 teachers, 58% of the 

teachers, may not have participated in collegial activities or 

may have spent only 20 minutes each week participating with 

peers. Table 32 reports that first grade teachers in District 

II participated in two feedback systems 5 minutes to 40 minutes 
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more each week than did teachers in District I. First grade 

teachers talked with one another and discussed problems and 

solutions. Working together to solve problems and to discuss 

their language arts instruction expands their awareness of 

different views, feelings and attitudes which leads to 

Table 32 

NuJDber of Mjnutes Committed to Particjpating in Collegjal Activities by 

First Grade Teachers 

Frequency of no. of minutes per week 

Activities (0-20) (25-40) (45-60) (65-80) (85-120) 

First Grade Teachers 

District I (2) a 

Talking with peers 1 1 

Finding solutions 2 

Mastering teaching skills 2 

District II (2) 

Talking with peers 1 1 

Finding solutions 2 

Mastering teaching skills 2 

Total 7 1 1 3 0 

~ aThe number in parenthesis represents the number of teachers in 

sample population. 
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interpersonal development, to effective teaching, to commitment 

and to organizational change. These first grade teachers in 

code-centered classrooms appear to believe that by working 

together in a collaborative way they could bring about higher 

levels of student performance during the implementation of a 

new language arts program. 

Table 33 

Numher of Minutes Committed to participating in collegial Activities by 

Third Grade Teachers 

Frequency of no. of minutes per week 

Activities (0-20) (25-40) (45-60) (65-80) (85-120) 

Third Grade Teachers 

District I (2) a 

Talking with peers 2 

Finding solutions 1 1 

Mastering teaching skills 2 

District II (2) 

Talking with peers 2 

Finding solutions 2 

Mastering teaching skills 2 

Total 9 2 1 0 

Nm:&... aThe number in parenthesis represents the number of teachers in 

sample population. 

0 
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In Table 33, the total number of nine teachers in the 

first column (0-20) indicates that nine out of 12 teachers, 75% 

of the teachers, may not have participated in collegial 

activities or may have spent only 20 minutes each week 

participating with peers. Table 33 notes that both third grade 

teachers in District I participated in one feedback system 5 to 

40 minutes each week more than teachers in District II. It 

appears that the two third grade teachers talked together about 

language arts instruction; however, only one teacher shared 

problems and found solutions with another teacher not in the 

study. Since one third grade teacher in the study participated 

in cooperative learning and bonding, it is expected that high 

levels of student performance will occur in at least one third 

grade class. 

Table 34 indicates that sixth grade teachers in both 

districts participated in collegial activities about the same 

amount of time each week; the total number of teachers 

reflected in columns one, two and three reflect identical 

numbers, five and one. Sixth grade teachers in both districts 

participated in three feedback systems from one to three hours 

each week. All four of these teachers talked with peers about 

language arts instruction, discussed problems and solutions and 

worked together to master skills. Cooperation among teachers 

increases the need to be productive and accountable to one 

another. This common bonding among teachers helps 

conceptualize and analyze the language arts intervention model. 

High levels of student performance are expected to occur in the 
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sixth grade code-centered classrooms, because cooperation and 

bonding among sixth grade teachers help to improve instruction 

and help teachers master skills. 

Table 34 

Numher of Minutes committed to Participating in Collegial Activities by 

sixth Grade Teachers 

Frequency of no. of minutes per week 

Activities (0-20) (25-40) (45-60) (65-80) (85-120) 

Sixth Grade Teachers 

District I (2) a 

Talking with peers 1 1 

Finding solutions 1 1 

Mastering teaching skills 1 1 

District II (2) 

Talking with peers 1 1 

Finding solutions 1 1 

Mastering teaching skills 1 1 

Total 5 1 5 1 

NO!..e.... aThe number in parenthesis represents the number of teachers in 

sample population. 

0 
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Expressed Awareness of the Effect of Instruction on student 
Performance 

Eight comments that provide insight into teachers' 

commitment to implementing and teaching the prescribed language 

arts program were gathered from the responses to the question 

asking them to describe the strengths and weaknesses of the 

integrated literature program. Comments were as follows: 

District r 

1. I'm thrilled with this program. I'm going through the 

same things I went through the first year I taught. I'm going 

with the loop of faith thing, from September to June that they 

will learn. It's a magical process. It bothers me that I have 

that percentage that aren't up to grade level but some of them 

have learning problems. 

2 .. It's a lot more real to use something the kids are 

actually reading and enjoying. It's a better concept, which is 

very important. 

3. I'm going to a language arts conference in two, three 

or four weeks. I've never been to one before, so I'm really 

looking forward to it. 

4. This is the way I have felt they should be teaching 

reading for a number of years. 

5. My mind wanders too much and I try to do so much else. 

I'll be more prepared for the tangent before it comes up, by 

reading the material first. 
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6. I prefer a balanced program, the skill based as well 

as the literature with the cooperative learning. 

7. Well, I don't know. There's not enough about teaching 

skills in ... this program. 

8. I think I like it. The skill program built into it 

(prescribed series) is not strong as other types of series. 

That's a difficult question. 

summary· To what degree was the classroom teacher committed to 
implementing and using a meaning-centered approach or a code
centered approach to teach the English-Language arts 
curriculum?. 

This summary deals with those aspects in the data that 

provide insight into the degree of commitment reflected by the 

classroom teacher to the English-Language Arts curriculum. The 

degree of commitment is described by the absence or presence of 

time in collegial participation and teacher participation in a 

number of feedback systems of more than 20 minutes each week. 

Additionally, the degree of commitment was validated by the 

comments teachers made during the pre and post interview 

(Appendix B) to describe student behaviors during language arts 

instruction. 

The degree to which the classroom teachers are committed 

to implementing and using code-centered approaches or meaning

centered approaches to teach language arts is described by the 

presence of the following teacher behaviors: 
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1. Participation in collegial bonding. It appears that 

third and sixth grade teachers represented in the meaning

centered classrooms and first and sixth grade teachers 

represented the code-centered classrooms are more committed to 

the implementation of the language arts intervention model, 

more developed interpersonally and more effective in classroom 

instruction more than are first grade teachers in District I 

and third grade teachers in District II. 

First and sixth grade teachers in code-centered classrooms 

were more committed than teachers in meaning-centered 

classrooms to implementing the new intervention model by 

talking about instructional practices, discussing problems and 

finding solutions related to the new language arts model. 

First and sixth grade teachers in code-centered classrooms 

spent more time participating in feedback systems each week 

than did third and sixth grade teachers in meaning-centered 

classrooms. 

Eight teachers, four from each district, were committed 

enough to gather together and discuss the implementation of the 

English-Language Arts Framework without the intervention 

efforts of organizational planned discussion groups. There was 

no information gathered through data collecting procedures that 

indicated that these eight teachers received specific and 

practical feedback on their instruction from a trained 

facilitator or knowledgeable consultant. The teachers appeared 

to fit language arts discussions and reflections into their 

daily routines. These teachers were committed enough to the 
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implementation of the English-Language Arts Framework to group 

themselves for one hour or more of time, during lunch or recess 

breaks, after class instruction, some time between parent 

conferences, staff meetings, and organizational 

responsibilities to meet among themselves to discuss, reflect 

and analyze the language arts implementation in their class 

instruction. 

If individuals stick to their habitual ways, find excuses 

for what they do and never try new approaches, true commitment 

will be missing. The number of years of teaching experience 

appeared to have no relation to the degree of teacher 

commitment in this study. The third grade teachers in District 

I reported the least years of teaching experience and were more 

committed than were third grade teachers in District II who had 

five years more experience. 

2. Expressed awareness of the effect of the new language 

arts philosophy on student performance. Commitment is 

generated if teachers see that the prescribed language arts 

curriculum materials implemented with the philosophy of the 

English-Language Arts Framework affects student performance. 

In describing the effect of the language arts curriculum on 

student performances, teachers in meaning-centered classrooms 

expressed more commitment to the English-Language Arts 

curriculum than did teachers in code-centered classrooms. 

However, comments displayed a wide range of degrees of 

commitment among teachers in both districts. Teacher comments 

ranged from non committed statements such as "I think I like 
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statements such as, "I'm thrilled with this program!" by a 

teacher in District I. 

Research Question Seven 

218 

To What Degree Does the Organization Support the Changes 

Introduced by the English-Language Arts Framework? 

Active administrative support at all levels of an 

organization and the degree to which an organization is ready 

to change are crucial factors to the success of an intervention 

model exemplified by California's English-Language Arts 

Framework. This research question focuses on the interrelated 

forces that support and facilitate the change process 

necessitated by the introduction of the English-Language Arts 

Framework in an organization. The forces that are identified 

in this research study that reflect effective support for 

changes in an organization are: (a} administrative support, 

and (b} organizational support. Administrative support focuses 

on the principal and is defined as: (a} the principal's 

personal motivation and purpose; and (b} the principal's 

collaboration with teachers, consultants, and administrators in 

providing direction and purpose, shaping values, establishing 

empathic relationships, building strong cultures, and 

recognizing real needs. Organizational support focuses on the 

school culture and is determined through: (a} the activities 
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within the organization that allow the members of the 

organization to be open and ready to change (unfreezing, 

Schein, 1986), the creation of psychological safety, cognitive 
redefinition, the development of new assumptions and the 

opportunity for refreezing; and (b) the environment that is 

created through the developmental stage of the organization, 

the number of years of principalship at school, the number of 

years with the present community, the community culture, and 

the presence of the primary culture creators which is 

determined by the number of teacher changes in the school. 

This research question examines the differences between 

the degree of support that facilitates the change process 

necessitated by the introduction of the English-Language Arts 
Framework in District I and District II. Information gathered 

from principal interviews (Appendix B), teacher meeting 

observations (Appendix A) and teacher interviews (Appendix C) 

examines the degree of administrative support and 

organizational support. 

To analyze this question, 33 pieces of data were used 

originating from the pre and post principal interviews, the 

teacher meeting observations and the teacher interviews. 

Tables 35 through 40 reflect an analysis of the information for 
this research question: Table 35 displays the confidence 

distributions of how principals feel about training staff 

members to implement the language arts curriculum; Table 36 

reports the effectiveness of the language arts curriculum on 

student performance reported by the principal; Table 37 
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describes the type of power principals use to make changes in 

the curriculum; Table 38 presents principals' perceptions of 

staff relationships; and Tables 39 and 40 examine the dynamics 

of staff relationships observed in group meetings. 

Administrative support 

Administrative support is reflected in the principal's 

personal motivation and purpose that provide direction and 

purpose, and shape values for the organization. The responses 

to three questions introduced during the principals' interview 

provide insight into administrative direction, purpose and 

values for the organization. The first question that was asked 

in the principal interview was (Appendix B, item number 1): 

"What are the goals you have identified for your school?" 

Principals gave the following thirteen responses: 

District I, 

1. The implementation of the language arts program. 

Before school started we reviewed the program, materials and 

lesson plans. A group of teachers worked on the beginning 

lesson plans for each story in the book at each level. We met 

periodically to discuss what was working well. We kept notes 

in a little notebook for each grade level. 

2. The continued implementation of the math program. 

3. A new instructional model, mastery learning. The idea 

of having objectives and then teaching to those objectives. It 

took a couple of years for people to feel comfortable with the 

idea of mastering an objective. 
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4. To identify specific outcomes for each grade level in 

language arts. 

5. To show at least a minimum of one year's growth in the 

area of language and reading. 

6. To look at a magnet school with a language acquisition 

program emphasizing Spanish and English. 

District II 

7. To be accepted as a co-worker with the staff. 

8. To increase the amount of writing across the 

curriculum. 

9. To encourage parents to become more involved. 

10. To establish a safe and orderly environment. 

11. To implement the Language Arts Framework. We have 

had a lot of staff development on the awareness level. We 

publish research information each month concerning the language 

arts instruction. 

12. Unstated goal was team building. To create a group 

who could work together harmoniously and still be dynamic and 

make change. 

13. Three principals stated the same goal: to improve 

test scores. 

For the purpose of this research question discussion 

concerning the stated goals, it is believed that all goal 

statements reflected the principal's personal motivation for 

school improvement and not necessarily district goals or 

effective school goals noted in statement numbers 9 and 10. 
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Principals in both districts displayed a personal 

motivation to provide direction and purpose, and to shape 

values for their organization with performance goal statements 

and collaboration goal statements. Principals in both 

districts stated goals for their organization that reflected 

their motivation to show performance growth, to identify 

outcomes and to improve test scores. Two statements from 

principals in each district addressed the purpose of showing 

performance growth in language arts. 

Four of nine statements, 7, 9, 11, and 12, from principals 

in District II reflected purposes to develop and encourage 

collective growth and build stronger cultures among members of 

their organization. Statement one, from District I, reflected 

the purpose of shaping collaboration among members of their 

organization. 

The second question that was asked in the principal 

interview was the following (Appendix B, item number 2): "How 

do you create change in your school?" 

Principals gave the following responses: 

District I 

1. Get people to volunteer, get people excited and get 

specific people involved. Do a lot of small group meetings to 

convince and inform about the possible changes. Avoid large 

groups where you get negative peer pressure. Start talking 

about the change very enthusiastically. Be involved. Have 

people try it out and share their successes with others. Start 

small. Little by little. It takes five years to make a 
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difference in a school. To make any kind of major change, at 

least three years. 

2. Change is created by identifying a need, looking at 

that need, bringing many people together to buy into the fact 

that a need has to be changed and all the people being involved 

in the decision. Identifying the activity objectivities, 

making sure the time line and budgets are accountable. 

District II 

3. Creating change is letting them (teachers) know that 

we create the change ourselves and do it together, not in 

isolation. 

4. It takes a minimum of three years to make some good 

changes. It takes time to plan the process, get your teams 

together, to implement the changes, get everybody to know the 

changes. Change occurs easier once you have ownership. At 

first the writing was very minimal. Now you can walk down the 

halls, see displays of writing. Parent participation was one 

of our goals. That's why I say a minimum of three years. 

There's a feeling that the parents feel comfortable with you. 

Having a clear goal, involving your staff so they will buy into 

the changes you want to make. 

~ 5. I try to be very clear about where I'm going; what the 

mission is; and what my goals are. I just harp away at it 

every chance I get. An example is about implementing the 

Language Arts Framework. I have in my bulletin every week, a 

little section that I call "research findings." Every single 

one of them has had to do with research findings that were 
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behind the new Language Arts Framework and what the Framework 

consists of. 

Principals valued collaboration among their members of 

their organization and the need to state goals in their 

deliberate attempt to make changes. All five principals valued 

collaboration among members in creating changes in their 

organization. One principal in each district made statements 

about change occurring through small group or through team 

relationships; both principals indicated that it takes three 

years for team collaboration to make any kind of change. 

One principal from each district indicated that they value 

individual development as well as group development among their 

organizational members. Implicit in statement eleven, a 

principal in District II noted that a different member of the 

staff each month was assigned to collect research information 

concerning language arts to share with other members of the 

organization. Implicit in statement one, a principal in 

District I noted that one staff member was assigned to make a 

presentation to the group about what instructional practice 

worked well with his/her students in her language arts class 

instruction. Both of these activities led to increased 

personal understanding and awareness. 

Four of the five principals made statements about the need 

to be clear about what changes are expected and the need to 

continuously talk about the goals and missions concerning the 

expected changes. In District II, one clear goal was to 

increase the amount of writing in every classroom. The 
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continuous talk about writing, parent involvement in the 

writing goal and the continuous display of student writing 

samples in the school halls have created changes in the amount 

of classroom writing throughout the school. 

The third question provides insight into the 

administrative leadership that supports and facilitates the 

change process necessary for the successful implementation of 

the English-Language Arts Framework. The third question that 

was asked in the principal interview was the following 

(Appendix B, item number 8): "What person or author do you 

model your management and leadership style after?" The 

following five responses were given: 

District r 
1. A person I love and admire is Mr. Smith. He helped me 

through the training program. I've tried to be a principal 

without sacrificing my principles. I draw from anybody who's 

effective. A combination of effective people from business and 

education. 

2. Probably the two individuals that I learned most from 

were Ms. Smith and Ms. Jones who were two people I interned 

under. One is an incredible organizer, she has a way of 

envisioning things, making them become reality, a delegator, an 

incredible motivator, to work, work, work without feeling that 

the demands were on you. One is very creative, very thorough, 

organized, takes pride in what she does, wants to do the very 

best at all times, a real worker bee. 
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Pistrict II 

3. I don't have any person. I took classes. I developed 

a style of my own. A lot of people encouraged me. 

4. I would be eclectic. I take a very common sense 

approach. I always search for that male/female model. I've 

never quite thought too much of leadership styles because it's 

like trying on a pair of pants; they look fine; they appear to 

be what you want and you try it on and it doesn't fit. 

5. I feel real fortunate to have someone that I really 

have tried to model my leadership style after. We met together 

regularly and really helped each other a lot. 

This researcher realizes that comments from only one 

question and only five principals generates limited data for 

the purpose of drawing inferences about the administrators' 

personal motivations to provide direction, purpose and shape 

values in change efforts. Therefore, the following comments 

only display insights about personal motivations. 

Statements from both principals in District I reflect the 

ability to lead by being led and the critical spirit to be 

reflective. Both principals value the generative nature of 

passing down skills and information to be re-interpreted and 

re-created in the passing. Statement one by a District I 

principal indicates that the leadership qualities valued are 

collaborative relationships, future visions, purposeful, 

productive and transforming changes. 

Statement five from a principal in District II indicates 

that he/she values the generative nature of passing down skills 
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passing. The generative nature of passing down skills and 

information shapes and expands the awareness of different 

views, feelings, reasonings, learnings and attitudes. 
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Statements three and four from principals in District II 
suggest that these principals are locked into a common language 
of leadership styles as opposed to the structure and nature of 
the transformational leadership process which mobilizes and 

propels the change process. Both of these principals talked of 

an influence relationship among organizational members to make 
changes; however, they appeared to want to discuss leadership 
style characteristics as suggested by the Gregoric Style 

Delineator, which is a self-assessment instrument designed by 
Anthony Gregoric in 1982 and 1985. 

Table 35, 36 and 37 illustrate personal administrative 

support for changes in the organization generated by the 

implementation of the English-Language Arts Framework. Table 
35 displays the confidence distributions of how principals feel 

about personally training staff members to implement the 

language arts curriculum in their classroom instruction. 

Principals were interviewed at the beginning of the research 

study and at the end of the study. During the interview 

session, they were given the opportunity to respond in two 

ways: (a) marking one of the five choices on the numbered 

scale, and (b) explaining any or all of their responses. 

Principals were asked to answer the following question 

(Appendix B, item number 6): "On a scale of 1 to 10, how well 
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do you feel that you could personally train your staff on how 

to implement the English-Language Arts Framework in their 

classroom instruction'?" 

Responses to the interview questions indicated that 

principals representing both districts did not hesitate in 

talking about their identified goals and missions for their 

schools. Table 35 reports that principals generally felt 

competent about guiding their staff in the implementation of 
the Language Arts Framework; however, principals in District I 

indicated that they were more knowledgeable about the English
Language Arts Framework than principals in District II. 

Table 35 

AdnJ.;njstratjve competence in Gniding: staff in tbe Iropiementati0o of 
English Language Arts framework 

Population 

District 1 (2)a 

District 2 (3) 

skillfully 

(10-9) 

8.5 

Scale of mean total responses 

(8-7) (6-5) 

7.5 

not 
competent 

(4-3) (2-1) 

~ aThe number in parenthesis represents the number of principals in 

sample. 

Table 36 reports how effective principals believe the 

philosophy of the Language Arts Framework will be on student 
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performance. Principals were given the opportunity to respond 

to the interview question in two ways: (a) marking one of the· 

five choices on the numbered scale, and (b) explaining any or 

all of their responses. They were asked the following question 

(Appendix B, item number 7): "On a scale of 1 to 10, how 

effectively do you believe the philosophy of the Language Arts 

Framework will be on student performance this year? ... three 

years from now?" 

Table 36 

Administrative Perceptions of the Effectiveness of the Language Arts 

Philosophy on student Performance 

Population 

District 1(2)a 

Present 

Future 

District 2 (3)b 

Present 

Future 

very 
effective 

(10-9) 

9.3 

Scale of men total responses 

effective 
(8-7) 

8.5 

7.5 

somewhat 
effective 

(6-5) 

5.5 

ineffective unknown 
(4-3) (2-1) 

NQ.t.e.. a,bThe number in parenthesis represents the number of principals in 

sample. 
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philosophy of the Language Arts Framework will be more 

effective on student performance three years from now. 
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However, the meaning-centered classroom administrators 

indicated that the language arts philos?phy would be less 

effective on future student performance than did administrators 

representing the code-centered classrooms. 

Administrators use some form of power to initiate change, 

provide direction and purpose and shape values for the 

organization. Principals were asked the following question 

(Appendix B, item number 3): "How do you describe the type of 

power you use when you expect change to take place in the 

curriculum?" 

Principals in District I stated, "They'll do it because 

they like you," and "Personal power is real important." 

Principals in District II responded, "I try to send 

personal notes to them, if they work on a committee." 

"I don't think that authority stuff works. I think mostly 

cooperative." 

"I use a cooperative type of power. Some expertise would 

be my fall back position." 

Table 37 describes the type of power principals chose to 

use first and then second when they wanted to make changes in 

the curriculum. During the interview session, they were given 

the opportunity to respond in three ways: (a) marking one of 

the five choices displayed, (b) explaining any or all of their 

responses, and (c) adding choices that were not displayed. 
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All five principals used a combination of each of the 

suggested forms of power. Expertise was the first choice of a 

power type selected by all respondents. Personal power was a 

favorite with administrators in District I and cooperative 

power was a favorite among principals in District II. 

Table 37 

power Approach used When Chang:es Are Expected jn the CurricnJurn 

Order authority 

District 1 (2)a 

First choice 

Second choice x 

District 2 (3) 

First choice 

Second choice 

X 

expertise 

X 

X 

X 

Scale of responses 

reward 

X 

X 

cooperative personal 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

~ aThe number in parenthesis represents the number of principals in 

sample. 

organizational Support 

A principal in District II responded, "Rewards? That's a 

little hokey I think, because it's sort of like it's an 

exchange, if you do this, I'll do that. We've come a long way 

since . .. I think it's mostly cooperative." 
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The principal, in collaboration with teachers, 

consultants, and administrators, establishes empathic 

relationships, builds strong cultures, and recognizes real 

needs. The implementation of the Language Arts Framework 

requires that changes occur in the organization. Therefore, 

the principal deliberately attempts to produce new and 

different responses in members of the organization. A question 

was asked during the interview that reflects the type of 

control principals use with organizational members. During the 

recorded interview, principals were given the opportunity to 

respond to the question asked in three ways: (a) marking one of 
the five choices displayed, (b) explaining any or all of their 

responses, and (c) adding choices that were not displayed. 

They were asked the following question (Appendix B, item number 

4): "How do you describe your type of control with your 

teaching staff, parent groups, board members, and community 

members?" 

All five principals responded to using influencing, 

bargaining, negotiating and positional as their source of 

control. Of the five principals' responses, two persons were 

in agreement with each of the following comments: 

1. If you try using your position, you're a sinking duck. 

2. Influencing would be the one I would say that I do. 

3. My secondary style would be negotiating or bargaining. 

4. It's up to the game plan. Negotiating is kind of a 

give and take. You use positional sometimes when all the 
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going to do this because you're going to do it. 

Two administrators in District I responded: 
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1. "I try to influence; I do some bargaining; I don't 

really negotiate a whole lot." 

2. "They (teachers) all play games so you have to figure 

out what game they're in and then make sure that you don't 

really lose." 

In both districts, teachers were observed meeting together 

for three purposes: (a) consistently scheduled, structured 

staff meetings with the administrators in which all teachers 

were held accountable to attend and specific tasks were to be 

accomplished; (b) occasional grade level meetings which 

appeared to be an extension of the staff meetings in District 

II and District I in which teachers were held accountable to 

complete assigned tasks; (c) grade level meetings which were 

requested by the administrators and occasionally attended by 

the administrators; however, when meetings were not attended by 

the administrators, it appeared that teachers were not held 

accountable to complete a specific task or to even gather for a 

meeting; and (d) informal teacher meetings that fit into daily 

routines, that is at lunch, after school or before school. 

There appeared to be no organized system for an 

interpersonal development process with an accountability 

system, that is, an organized system which is designed for 

individuals within groups. This system would include: (a) 

consistent meeting times and places; (b) guidance by individual 
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tasks, personal goals, missions and visions designed to foster 

the cultivation of uniqueness and to focus on differences; and 

(c) guidance by individuals' background assumptions and 

individual judgments. This interpersonal development process 

would lead to increased personal understandings and awareness, 

the creation of psychological safety, cognitive redefinition 

and the development of new assumptions. Change occurs more 

quickly within the interpersonal levels than within the group 

relationship levels. 

In this study, it appears that organized group meetings 

designed to encourage collective growth in common directions, 

guided by school and district goals, and focusing on 

similarities provided the only source of interpersonal and 

group development within which the change process was to occur. 

With reference to this group meeting framework, principals were 

asked the following question (Appendix B, item number 5): "On 

a scale of 1 to 10, how do you describe the group relationships 

and the interpersonal relationships among your teaching staff 

at this time?" Principals were given the opportunity to answer 

this question by responding in two possible ways on the post 

interview: (a) marking one of the five choices displayed on a 

number scale, and (b) explaining any or all of their responses. 

Table 38 presents the degree to which principals perceive 

the group relationships and interpersonal relationships among 

their teaching staff. Principals in District I and District II 

described the interpersonal relationships as being less than 

close, empathic, collaborative and supportive. Principals in 
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District I indicated that group relationships were more 

collaborative than did principals in District II. 

Change occurs through small group and intergroup 

relations. Strong cultures are created and built with 

collaborative and empathic relationships which support changes. 
The organizational change process involves forces that allows 

the members of the organization to be open and ready to change, 

the creation of psychological safety, cognitive redefinition, 

the development of new assumptions and the opportunity for 
refreezing. It appears that the stage of interpersonal and 

group relationships among members of the organization in both 

districts may not support the kind of change necessary to 

affect student performance in the immediate future with the 

implementation of the new language arts intervention model. 

Table 38 

Principal Perceptions of staff Relationships 

Population 

District 1 (2)a 

District 2 (3) 

empathic 
collaborative 
(10-9) (8-7) 

7.5 

Mean total of responses 

(6-5) 

6.5 

dogmatic 
individualistic 

(4-3) (2-1) 

N9S&.... aThe number in parenthesis represents the number of principals in 

sample. 
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Tables 39 and 40 examine the group dynamics of staff 

relationships observed in group meetings. Information was 

gathered through a total of 5 hours of observations of teacher 
meetings, staff meetings and grade level meetings. 

Observations focused on twenty-three group behaviors that 

reflected the presence or absence of three criteria of 

organizational support among staff members: (a} relationship 

building, (b} sharing, openness and bonding behaviors, and (c} 
management factors related to time, place, feedback and 

reinforcement. During the 30 minutes allowed for each group 

observation, a check mark was used to indicate if the behavior 

was observed or not observed (Appendix A} . 

. Table 39 indicates that group behaviors observed in group 
meetings in both districts focused on the following behaviors 

in the order listed in the table; making value judgements (100% 
and 40%), clarifying information (100% and 100%}, acknowledging 

concerns, formulating understandings and guiding discussions 

(100% and 80%) during most of the observed time (Appendix A, 

item numbers 1 through 14}. These behaviors were observed to 

occur more often in District I meetings. Relationship building 
behaviors, value judgments, clarifying, concerns acknowledged, 

understandings formulated and guided discussion, that focus on 
similarities among-organizational members and psychological 

safety make change difficult. Psychological safety refers to 

conforming to the expectations of others and following the 

common direction of the group expectations. 
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Qbserved Belationshjp-BujJdjng Behaviors 

% of time of observed presence 

District I (4) a District II 
Behaviors Presence Total Presence 

BeJationship fuijJdjng 70% 

Value judgements 100% 40% 

Concerns dispelled 75% 40% 

Clarifying 100% 100% 

Silence 25% 40% 

Modality acknowledged 75% 40% 

Beliefs acknowledged 50% 20% 

Concerns acknowledged 100% 80% 

Understandings formulated 100% 80% 

Guided discussion 100% 80% 

External knowledge analyzed 75% 60% 

Personal knowledge 75% 40% 

Open reflection leading to 50% 40% 
future changes 

Lack of participation 0 75% 

Not prepared 0 50% 

NQ.te.... a,bThe number in parenthesis represents the total number of 

observations in the district. 
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(S)b 

Total 

60% 
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Group behaviors that recognize counterforces and lead to 

increased personal understanding and awareness were observed to 

occur least in both districts; however, they occurred more 

often in District I than in District II group meetings. In the 

order listed in Table 39, group behaviors that recognize 

counterforces are; concerns dispelled, beliefs acknowledged, 

external knowledge analyzed, personal knowledge and open 

reflection that may lead to future changes. Group behaviors 

that recognize counterforces build strong cultures, support 

change and facilitate the change process. Most of the group 

members in both organizations were observed to openly respond 

during the meetings. However, responses appeared to be 

psychologically safe and related to the task. 

Table 40 indicates that bonding and openness were observed 

more often in group meetings in District I than in District II 

(Appendix A, item numbers 14 through 21). Group behaviors that 

value human development,create empathic relationships, 

acknowledge successes, frustrations, and ideas create a strong 

culture and facilitate the change process. Organizational 

members in District I had more of an opportunity to create an 

environment for bonding together for a common cause, to share 

an openness about a common cause and to develop interpersonal 

relationships by their concern for h~man development and 

empathic relationships than organizational members in District 

II. Five organizational members in one school in District I 

had babies during the four months uf this study. Two 

additional members were also pregnant. Several group meetings 
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Table 40 

observed Bonding and openness of Behayjors 

% of time of observed presence 

District I I (4) a District II (S)b 

Behaviors Presence Total Presence Total 

Bondjog and openness 75% 60% 

Frustrations 100% 80% 

Successes 100% 50% 

Teaching 75% 25% 

Ideas 100% 80% 

Special knowledge 100% 80% 

Common tasks 100% 100% 

Unrelated goals 0 40% 

Outside social support 0 20% 

organ; zational Support 75% 67% 

Consistent place and time 75% 100% 

Time for peer observations 50% 20% 

Administrative feedback 100% 80% 

~ a,bThe number in parentbes;s represents the tota 1 nmnher of 

observations in tbe district 

in this school were organized to emphasize and celebrate these 
interpersonal relationships and to share common values. 
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The administration supported staff development practices 

in both districts (Appendix A, item numbers 21, 22, and 23). 

Although organizational members in District II scheduled 

consistent times and places for staff meetings, members in 

District I received more administrative feedback and more time 

for peer observations. 

Six comments were gathered during the teacher interview in 

response to the question addressing their perceptions of the 

administrative support for the language arts program (Appendix 

C, item number 6). Table 36 displays the responses on a 

numbered scale. Teacher comments on organizational support 

were as follows: 

District r 

1. The teachers had been promised that there would be an 

inservice on how to use these materials. That never happened. 

Not for me. I had to kind of dig through the teacher's 

manual ... and figure it out myself. We had to kind of beg and 

fight to get enough student workbooks. 

2. A lot at the beginning of the year and now ... it's 

fallen. It's (organizational support) not that great. 

PJstrict II 

3. I don't see a lot of student academic acknowledgement 

or parent involvement coordination. 

4. We haven't had a whole lot of support other than the 

publishers telling us how, and we really haven't had school 

activities. I'm sort of on my own, it seems. 
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5. Eight responses from teachers in both districts 

expressed positive organizational support with the following 

comments: (a) One hundred percent!, (b) Very high!, (c) 

Definitely supportive!, (c) Very good!, (d) A real lot of 

support!, (e) Good support!, and (f) No problem! 

Two teachers from each district expressed disappointment 

in the support they received from the ad.ministration. The 

remaining eight teachers indicated that they had enough 

organizational support in implementing the language arts 

program. 

The PeveJopmental stage of the organization 

A first year principal cited expressions from his/her 

teachers, "That's not the way we did it last year!" 

The degree to which an organization is ready to make 

change and the rate in which •~nange can be made, depends on the 

interrelated factors of collaboration among the participants, 

administrators, teachers, parents and community members. 

Feelings about the principal, viewed among members of the 

organization as the leader, are projected onto the culture. 

This researcher linked the strength of collaborative 

re~ationships with the number of years the principal served as 

principal with the school and community culture represented in 

the study. 

During the principal interview each principal was asked to 

provide the number of years they have been administrator at the 

school represented in the study. In District I, the minimum 

number of years at one school was four years and the maximum at 
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the other school was eight years. In District II, the minimum 

number of years was one year and the maximum was four years 

(Table 3). 

The following comments made during the principal 

interviews, acknowledge perceptions about the school and 

community cultures represented in the study. 

District I, 

1. "You have to be a sales person for your community. 

Let people know that the school is open to them." (The 

principal has been with the school community for four years.) 

District II, 

2. "Parent involvement is really slow, slow. We have 

regular education meetings, the type that they want. One 

positive thing is that we have had nutrition meetings for 

them." (The principal has been with the school community for 

four years.) 

3. "I treat them (parents) like I would like to be 

treated. Personal; it's more personal than anything. 

of people (staff members) had to go in that direction. 

A couple 

They 

had this allegiance to other people on the staff. "You're not 

going to change us; you can't make me do it!" We have a group 

of people who are happy to be at this school. (The principal 

has been with school community for one year.) 

4. The group (staff members) is working together better 

than any group I've worked with. Everyone feels safe to say 

what they want to say. (The principal has been with school 

community for one year.) 
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The organizations represented in District I have had a 

minimum of four years to create and develop collaborative 

relationships among organizational members. The more advanced 

stages of organizational cohesiveness and cultural development 

noted among participants in District I support and affect the 

success of the proposed changes in the language arts curriculum 

more than the beginning stages of collegiality noted in two 

schools in District II. 

summary; To what degree does the organization sup_port the 
changes introduced by the English-Language Arts framework? 

This summary reflects those aspects in the data that 

provide insight into whether or not there was support for the 

changes introduced by the English-Language Arts Framework by 

the organization. The degree that the organization supported 

the changes is reflected in the administrator's personal 

leadership behaviors and the organizational culture and 

collaborative relationships. The educational organization in 

both districts supported the changes in the language arts 

curriculum by the following patterns: 

1. Principals supported the changes by stating goals that 

indicated that the organization was designed to achieve a 

purpose. The stated goals of accountability and staff 

development indicated that the function of the organization was 

educative. Principals in both districts stated goals for their 

organization that reflected their motivation to show 

accountability for the effectiveness of the language arts 
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2. Principals supported the changes by deliberately 

attempting to produce new and different responses in members of 

their organization with a combination of power forms. All five 

principals used a combination of three forms of power: (a) 

expertise was the first choice of a power type selected by all 

respondents, (b) personal power was a favorite with 

administrators in District I, and (c) cooperative power was a 

favorite among principals in District II. 

3. Principals supported changes by shaping and building 

the values to support the changes with a combination of control 

sources. All five principals used influencing, bargaining, 

negotiating and positional as their sources of control in their 

respective order. Positional power was used as a final resort 

if influencing, then bargaining, then negotiating didn't get 

the desired results. 

Limited support 

4. Principals in both districts supported the changes 

introduced by the Language Arts Framework by their stated goals 

for creating and building collaborative relationships that 

affect changes. However, the awareness of affecting the change 

process through collaborative relationships appeared to be 

limited by all principals in both districts. A common language 

expressing ideas about changes through staff development were 

limited to cooperative and collective growth in a common 

direction guided by school and district goals. A 
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conceptualization for creating and building relationships that 

affect changes by developing interpersonal relationships that 

address human life cycle development, individual differences, 

values, attitudes and_perceptions, and guided by the 

individual's judgments in the context of a critical dimension 

was not observed through interviews or questionnaires. 

5. Principals' motivational support for the changes was 

observed to be less than dynamic. Administrative motivational 

spirit for changes introduced by the Language Arts Framework 

was calm and disowning. The time perception necessary for real 
change to occur was estimated to be three to five years by 

principals in both districts. The educational crisis initiated 

by the concerns for student performances generated the 

development of the English-Language Arts Framework. However, a 

dynamic motivation to engage members of the organization in the 

changes that are designed to focus on and address this crisis 

within a three to five year estimated limit was not observed in 

either district. 

6. Administrators supported and promoted the changes 

introduced by the framework by their articulated values 

addressing the leadership process. Collaborative 

relationships, future visions, purposeful, productive and 

transforming changes appeared to be articulated more often by 

principals in District I than principals in District II. 

Statements from both principals in District I reflected the 

ability to lead by being led and the critical spirit to be 

reflective. However, this influence relationship in a context 
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of reflection, interpreting and understanding others was not 

observed. Both principals in District I and one principal in 

District II valued the generative nature of passing down skills 

and information to be re-interpreted and re-created in the 

passing. Principals in District _II expressed a common language 

of leadership as traits or styles as opposed to the structure 

and nature of the transformational leadership process which 

mobilizes and propels the change process. 

7. Principals supported the changes by being 

knowledgeable about the English-Language Arts Framework 

philosophy and the changes required to take place in the 

curriculum. Principals in District I indicated that they were 

more knowledgeable about the philosophy of the Language Arts 

Framework than did principals in District II; however, District 

I principals believed that the language arts philosophy would 

be less effective on student performance in the future. 

8. Organizations supported the changes introduced by the 

Language Arts Framework by creating and building cultures. 

However, organizational cultures were not observed to be strong 

enough to support, facilitate and mobilize a dynamic change 

process. One organization in District I, by the nature of 

human development, was observed to have the most developed 

school culture. Bo~h organizations in District I reflected 

stronger cultures than organizations in District II. 

9. The administration supported staff development 

practices that require an assigned place for the change 

process to occur, but did not encourage and/or support the 
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change process in both districts. Although organizational 

members in District II scheduled consistent times and places 

for staff meetings, members in District I received more 

administrative feedback and more time for peer instructional 

observations. 

10. The developmental stage of the organizations in 

District I supported and affected the success of the changes 

introduced by the Language Arts Framework more than did the 

beginning stages of collegiality noted in two schools in 

District II. 

Research Question Eight 

How Do The Differences In Materials, Teacher Behaviors, 

And Organizational Processes Between Classrooms Using 

A Meaning-Centered Approach And A Code-Centered Approach 

In Language Arts Affect Student Performance? 

This research question acknowledges the interrelated data 

gathered to answer research questions one through seven and 

examines how materials, teacher behaviors, and organizational 

processes affect student performance. Student performance is 
defined as the extent to which students demonstrate the 

following as estimated by the teachers: (a) the ability to earn 
a passing score on the district writing proficiency 

examination; (b) the average number of selected recreational 

books students read during one year; (c) the willingness to 
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prepare out of class assignments, homework; and (d) the level 
of success on criterion testing efforts. Student performance 

is also defined as the level of success to which students 

achieve in the areas of language arts and reading on a 

standardized test. 

To analyze this question, eight pieces of data were used 
originating from the pre and post teacher interview, post 

teacher questionnaire, and district, school, class and 

individual standardized test scores. 

Fourteen tables, 41 through 54, examine an analysis of 

the information for this research question: (a) Table 41 

displays the estimated percentage distributions of students' 

writing ability; (b) Table 42 presents the estimated average 

number of books read by students during the year; (c) Table 43 
describes the students' interest in homework assignments; (c) 
Table 44 deals with the estimated number of students who pass 

the district writing proficiency examination, (d) Table 45 

details the ethnicity and sex of random selected students for 
first, third and sixth grade levels, (e) Table 46 reports the 

reading and language arts mean NCE scores, normal curve 

equivalents, (defined in the following paragraph) for first 

grade individual students, (f) Table 47 shows the reading and 
language arts mean NCE school scores for first grade, (g) Table 

48 notes the language arts and reading mean NCE district scores 

for the first grade, (h) Table 49 reports the reading and 

language arts mean NCE scores for third grade individual 

students, (i) Table 50 presents the reading and language arts 
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mean NCE school scores for third grade, (j) Table 51 shows the 

language arts and reading mean NCE district scores for the 

third grade, (k) Table 52 details the reading and language arts 

mean NCE scores for sixth grade individual students, (1) Table 

53 records the reading and language arts mean NCE school scores 

for si~~h grade, (m} Table 54 notes the language arts and 

reading mean NCE district scores for the sixth grade. 

The test scores that are reported in Tables 46 through 54 

are the NCE scores, normal curve equivalents. NCE scores are 

based on an equal-interval scale. The normal curve is 

represented on an equal-interval scale of 1 through 99 with a 

mean of 50 and a standard deviation of approximately 21. The 

continuous nature of the scale of NCE scores enables meaningful 

comparisons between different achievement test batteries and 

between different forms or levels within the same test battery. 

That is, a difference between two scores at one part of the 

scale represents the same difference in ability as that 

represented by the same scaled score at another part of the 

scale. 

NCE scores reported for total content areas and content 

clusters are defined as follows: 

1. The total reading score is a combined score consisting 

of vocabulary and reading comprehension scores. Reading 

comprehension clusters are literal, inferential, and critical 

analysis, and sentences. 

2. The total language score is a combined score 

consisting of language mechanics and language expression. The 
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content clusters are language, listening comprehension, 

punctuation and capitalization, usage and written expression. 

3. Word recognition skills are clustered as visual and 

sound recognition skills as in phonemes and graphemes, 

consonants, vowels and word part clues. 

Estimated Ability on a writing Proficiency Examination 

Teachers were asked to estimate the writing ability of 

their students in their language arts class by marking a 

percentage for each of the five choices offered on a numbered 

scale on the teacher questionnaire {Appendix D, item number 

22). A response space was provided for additional comments 

after the following question: Estimate the percentage of 

students in your language arts class who would earn each score 

(1 is low and 6 is high) on the district writing proficiency 

examination. The scale numbers 4, 5, and 6 represented a 

passing grade on a holistically scored writing sample. 

Table 41 reflects the mean percentage of students in each 

grade level who would pass the district writing examination as 

estimated by their teachers. Teachers in District II clearly 

estimated that a greater percentage of students would pass the 

district writing examination than did teachers in District I. 

The data were reviewed to determine what the differences 

were between teacher behaviors in District I and District II 

that may have effected estimated student writing performances. 

Table 55 summarizes the teacher behaviors in District II that 

were performed more frequently than were the teacher behaviors 

in District I. First and third grade teachers in District II 
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assessed writing performances more often than did teachers in 

District I (Tables 9, 10, and 11). Students in District II 

received more positive reinforcement than did students in 

District I (Table 8). Teachers in District II reported higher 

expectations of student performances than did teachers in 

District I (Table 13). Students in District II were observed 

to write more often during language arts instruction (Table 

14). First and sixth grade teachers in District II scheduled 

more time for independent activities than did teachers in 

District I. Sixth grade teachers in District II scheduled more 

skill instruction than did the sixth grade teachers in District 

I (Tables 29, 30 and 31). 

Table 41 

writing Ability by Grade Leyel and Estimated Percentage of students 

Passing District Proficiency Examination 

Estimated mean% 

Grade 

Grade I 

Grade 3 

Grade 6 

District I Cn = 6) 

Percentage Passing 

32.5 

26.0 

35.5 

District II (ll = 6) 

Percentage Passing 

41.5 

37.5 

93.5 
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Students in District II participated in cooperative 

learning more often than did students in District I (Table 6). 

Cooperative learning experiences provide students with the 

opportunities to develop and expand creative language that can 

be transferred to writing and reading. 

It appears that the greatest difference in writing 

abilities was the sixth grade teacher's estimation of their 

students' ability in District II. Sixth grade teachers in 

District II scheduled more time for skill instruction, assessed 

writing more often, scheduled more time for independent 

activities and provided cooperative learning experiences for 

their students more often than did sixth grade teachers in 

District I. 

Table 15 reports that teachers in District II indicated 

that writing instruction was less effective than teachers in 

District I. However, three teachers in District I reported 

that they didn't use writing instruction. It appears that 

teachers in District II did not find the systematic teaching of 

the writing process to be effective. Systematic writing 

instruction follows the process model that includes these 

steps; prewriting, drafting, revising, editing and publishing. 

It appears that teachers in District II who did not find the 

systematic teaching of the writing process to be effective, 

simply offered writing opportunities for students and assessed 

the student products. Therefore, students must have developed 

naturally into being able to pass the district writing 

competency test. The alternative explanation is that teachers 
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Estimated Number of student selected Recreational Books 
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"I don't know if they read all of them, but they said that 

they did for our Book Club," stated a first grade teacher in 

District I. 

The following remarks were by first grade teachers in 

District II. "This number would be much higher if you include 

books read to them by parents as part of our program. Many 

have passed the 100 mark in this." 

"I have my own collection of books in the classroom. For 

many students, reading is done in school." 

Teachers were asked to estimate the average number of 

books that students chose to read during the year on the post 

teacher questionnaire by marking a numbered scale (Appendix D, 

item number 20). A response space was provided for additional 

comments and/or for the addition of a number that represented a 

greater number of books than was offered on the scale. The 5 

point scale reflected a number of books ranging from zero books 

to 27 books. 

Table 42 reviews the mean number of books selected and 

read by students during the school year at each grade level. 

It appears that more first and third grade students in District 

I chose to read more often than did students in District II. 

In District II, the movement from familiar texts in first grade 

to a reading task more cognitive and conceptual in third grade 

(Tables 19 and 20) appeared to decrease students' interest in 
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Table 42 

Estimated Nnmher gf Becreatignal Bnoks selected and Bead by students 

Mean number of books 

District I (n-6) 

Grade (0-5J (6-10) (11-15) (16-211 (22-27) 

Grade 1 24.5 

Grade 3 18.5 

Grade 6 13.5 

District II (n-6) 

(0-5) (6-10) (11-15) (16-21) (22-27) 

13.5 

1.5 

18.5 

reading recreational books (Table 42). This transition from 

reading familiar texts in the first grade to a reading task 

more cognitive and conceptual in the third grade appeared to be 

slow and/or difficult. This researcher suggests five possible 

reasons for this reading transition from first to third grade: 

(a) there was a decrease in understanding and intellectual 

growth, (b) there were limited reading opportunities for 

students as noted by the first grade teacher's remark, 

" ... reading is done in school.", (c) independent reading was 

not an activity of choice and pleasure, (d) there were not 

enough instructional opportunities to affect information 

processing, and (e) there was not an interest in learning 

through reading. 

Fewer books were read by sixth grade students than by 

first and third graders in District I (Table 42). The movement 
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Fewer books were read by sixth grade students than by 

first and third graders in District I (Table 42). The movement 

from familiar texts and formula books with predictable plots in 

first grade to more complex stories in sixth grade appeared to 

cause a decrease in the numbers of books read. However, the 

reading of more than one complex book each month (13.5 books 

divided by nine months of the school year) by a sixth grader is 

impressive and does reflect a degree of confidence in 

approaching reading tasks. 

The mean number of books with complex plots read by sixth 

grade students in District II appeared to be more than the mean 

number of books read by sixth grade students in District I 

(Table 42). Students in District II read a little more than 

two books during each month of school (18.5 books divided by 

nine months of school). Apparently, these students were 

interested in exploring new reading experiences, in increasing 

their understanding and intellectual growth and in 

participating in an activity of choice and pleasure. They were 

motivated enough to find the time, find the place, and find the 

books to read. 

Estjmated Willjngness to Prepare ruit of Class Assignments 
The answers to this question may not report an accurate 

degree of the students' interest and willingness to prepare out 

of class assignments due to the many out of school 

environmental factors. However, the intention was to review 

differences in the new language arts program that may generate 

outside interest and allow permanent learning in speaking, 
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reading and writing activities. Teachers were asked to mark a 

5 point scale in response to the following question: What 

percentage of students complete their language arts homework 

assignments on time? A response space was provided for 

additional comments (Appendix D, item number 21). 

Table 43 presents the percentage of students in each grade 

level who finished their homework on time as estimated by 

classroom teachers. First and third grade teachers in both 

districts estimated that the same percentage of students 

complete homework assignments on time. Sixth grade students in 

Table 43 

Estimated Nnrnher of students Who Complete Homework Assignments on T;irne 

Mean percentage of studentsa 

District I (n-6) District II (n-6) 

Grade <0-20l (25-40) (45-60) (65-80) (85-lOOJ (0-20) (25-40) (45-60) (65-80) (85-100) 

Grade 1 - 62.5 

Grade 3 -

Grade 6 -

82.5 -

72.5 

- 62. 5 

82.5 

lli2.t&.... aPercentage of students is estimated by the classroom teacher. 

92.5 

District II completed their homework more often than did 

students in District I. More than 92% of sixth grade students 
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in District II took the opportunity to independently practice 

the lesson that he or she mastered in class and to make the 

learning permanent. They were motivated and willing to grapple 

with understandings of the subject and communicate their 

thoughts. These students received a greater amount of 

classroom positive reinforcement (Table 8), student feedback 

(Table 11), skill instruction (Table 31), and non directive 

teaching (Table 15) than did those in other grade levels in 

District I or District II. 

Estimated success on crjterion Testing Efforts 
Table 44 details one performance indicator that require 

students to use their acquired learning strategies. Criterion 

testing identifies a well-defined end point to the assignment 

or to the instructional objectives. Students and teachers have 

clear performance goals in reading, writing, listening and 

speaking. Teachers were asked to estimate the percentage of 

students who achieve average or better performance on their 

criterion testing efforts the first time. Teachers were asked 

to answer the following question by marking one of five choices 

offered on a numbered scale (Appendix D, item number 13): What 

percentage of students in your language arts class achieve 

average or better performance on the criterion testing efforts 

the first time? 

The number scale did not offer a 0-14 choice, because this 

researcher believed that more than 14% of a class would pass a 

criterion test after being taught the lessons that related to 

the test by an effective classroom teacher. However, a space 
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was provided for teacher comments in the event that less than 

15% of a class passed a test or in the event of additional 

possibilities. Criterion tests are graded as a pass or fail; 

therefore, teachers were asked to estimate the percentages in 

student groups. The missing 5% between each choice represents 

a little more than one child in a class of 28 students. None 

of the twelve teachers estimated that less than 15% of the 

students achieve average or better on the criterion testing or 

marked additional choices. 

The discussion of Table 44 looks first at the major 

differences in student performance between districts and second 

at the grade level differences. Grade level discussions 

include the differences in teacher behaviors, student 

performances and population characteristics within the grade 

level, and discussions follow the first, third and sixth grade 

level sequence. Table 44 takes into consideration the mean 

percentage of students in each grade level whose efforts were 

successful the first time on criterion tests. Third and sixth 

grade teachers estimated that a greater percentage of students 

pass their criterion tests the first time in the code-centered 

classrooms than in meaning-centered classrooms. 

First grade teachers in both districts estimated that 

between 15% and 65% of the first graders passed their criterion 

tests the first time. Table 1 reports that there were more 

multi-ethnic, low socio-economic, low achievement and learning 

handicapped first grade students in District II than were in 

District I. 
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Teachers estimated that third grade students in District 

II scored higher on their criterion testing efforts than did 

students in District I. The mean percent of low achievers was 

equal in both districts. District II had a higher percentage 

of multi-ethnic and low socio-economic students than District I 

(Table 1). Students in District II participated in more skill 

instruction (Table 14), and performed at a more advanced level 

Table 44 

Estimated Percentage of students Who Achieve Average or Better the First 

Time on criterion Tests 

Estimated proficiency 

Grade (100-85) (80-70) (65-55) (50-35) (30-15) 

District I Cn = 6) 

Grade 1 1 1 

Grade 3 1 1 

Grade 6 1 1 

Total 0 1 2 1 2 

District II en 6) 

Grade I 1 1 

Grade 3 1 1 

Grade 6 1 1 

Total 1 2 2 0 1 
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of reading tasks (Table 20) than did students in District I; 

however, the student performance in writing and the amount of 

writing done in class was equal to District I. Students in 

District I read more independent books (Table 42) than did 

students in District II. It appears that third grade students 

in District II mastered writing skills and reading skills at a 

more advanced level than students in District I (Tables 17 and 

20); however, they appeared to not be as motivated to read 

books or find reading as pleasurable as students in District I 

(Table 42). It appears that third grade students in District 

II benefited the most from proficiency driven instruction than 

from a literature driven curriculum. Their problems appear to 

be specific to the transition of reading and writing skills 

from earlier grades. 

Sixth grade classrooms in District I contained a greater 

percent of low achieving students than did District II. 

District II classrooms had a greater percentage of multi-ethnic 

and low socio-economic students than did District I (Table 1). 

Between 70% and 100% of the sixth graders in District II passed 

their test the first time. The percentage of sixth grade 

students in District II who passed their tests the first time 

was greater than in other classrooms in both districts. It 

appears that these sixth grade students who read more 

independent books (Table 42), wrote more often in class (Table 

14), passed their writing performance tests (Table 41), 

participated in more advanced cognitive conceptual 

developmental activities (Table 21), and who spent more time 
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learning skills (Table 31) scored higher the first time on 

their criterion testing efforts than did other students in the 

study. Testing often shapes instruction; therefore, it appears 

that instruction aimed at a balance between skill development 

and integrated literature development, affected sixth grade 

student performance more than the integrated literature 

development alone. 

Estimated Effectiveness of Language Arts on student Performance 
"I'm dealing with a cultural situation. They're still 

learning English words, much less using full sentences, so it 

(language arts curriculum program) helps them a great deal to 

acquisition more English, but as far as putting the 

grammar ... we're just slow going on with that," responded a 

sixth grade teacher in District I. 

A sixth grade teacher in District I noted, "I think the 

literature is fabulous, but I think it lacks a little bit in 

organization as far as skills go." 

During the pre and post interview, teachers were asked to 

respond to a question concerning their perceptions of the 

effectiveness of the philosophy behind the English-Language 

Arts Framework on student performance in two ways: (a) 

selecting an answer on a numbered effectiveness scale, and (b) 

commenting on their response (Appendix C, item number 1). They 

responded to the following question: To what degree does the 

learning progress of your students using the new English

Language Arts curriculum program meet or not meet your 

expectations? 
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At the end of the study, four of six teachers in District 

I marked that the progress of their students met their 

expectations effectively, and four of six teachers in District 

II marked that student progress met their expectations very 

effectively. First grade teachers made the greatest change in 

their perceptions. On the pre interview, of the total four 

first grade teachers in District I and II, three teachers 

indicated that student progress met their expectations somewhat 

effectively; however, on the post interview only one first 

grade teacher marked somewhat effective. Two, of the original 

four teachers, marked effective and one marked very effective. 

On the pre and post interview, the progress of students 

met the expectations of third and sixth grade teachers in 

District I effectively; two teachers marked very effectively 

and two marked effectively, an even split. Third and sixth 

grade teachers in District II began the study with perceptions 

that the progress of their students were meeting their 

expectations effectively. At the end of the study, teachers 

reflected a 3 to 1 split; three teachers perceived that student 

progress was meeting their expectations very effectively and 

one teacher effectively. It appears that teachers' 

expectations of the learning progress of their students using 

the prescribed language arts program were met effectively and 

very effectively. 
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District I and District II administrated norm referenced 

tests in the spring of 1989 and 1990 to students in grades one 

through six. Norm referenced tests refer to the developmental 

process of standardizing a test. A student population of 

thousands representing different grade levels, socio-economic 

status, geographic locations, and ethnic origins are tested in 

the spring and fall to form a "norming population." The 

standardized test that District I used was normed by a 

population of 200,000 students, K-12, in the spring and fall of 

the 1984 to 1985 school year. District II used a standardized 

test that was normed in the fall of 1981 with a population of 

250,000 students, K-12. Both norm referenced tests represent a 

traditional approach to assessing student achievement as 

compared to the more current integrative testing that reflects 

the application of skills and the writing, speaking and 

listening performance assessments. That is, both normed tests 

focus on objectives that were written to reflect the content of 

the reading and language programs in common use throughout the 

country between 1980 to 1985. 

Each normed referenced test includes several recommended 

levels with forms that align to specific grade levels. Both 

District I and II used the publisher's recommended level and 

form for the appropriate grade level. However, District I uses 

an alternate form of the test for each grade level, each year, 

while District II uses the same form and same level of test 
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each year. The results of these group tests provide 

standardized data to use for decision-making. These indirect 

measures provide broad indicators of students conceptual 

understanding and verbal skills. These measures have 

statistical validity, therefore the data are useful in making 

reasonable and useful judgments about student performance in 

the area of reading and language skills. For the purpose of 

this research study, these measures will be used to discuss the 

differences in trends in language arts and reading performance 

over the last two years. 

Ethnicity. Grade Level and sex of Random student Population 
Standardized test scores were collected from twenty random 

students in each grade level. After the cumulative records of 

appropriate grade levels, first, third and sixth, were 

gathered, the first criterion of selection was the sex. There 

were 13 to 15 boys and girls in each class. After dividing the 

cumulative folders of boys and girls into separate groups, 

every third student was selected. If the student record 

possessed complete test results from the previous year and the 

present year, from the same school and from the same test 

battery, test scores were recorded. Finally, the student's 

ethnicity was recorded. In one sixth grade class in District 

II, there were not enough boys who had complete test results to 

complete a list of 10 boys; therefore, the test scores were 

pulled and recorded only from boys in the second sixth grade 

class in this study in District II. 
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The test results from students in the random sample 

indicated that they were English language proficient enough to 

take the test. If the bilingual, multi-ethnic students were 

not English proficient they did not have test results from the 

testing battery selected for this study. Table 45 describes 

the random student population. 

Table 45 reports a greater number of multi-ethnic students 

in the student sample in District I than in District II: 40 

students in District I and 24 students in District II. 

However, Table 1 described the mean total percent of the multi

ethnic student population in District II classrooms to contain 

almost twice as many multi-ethnic students as in District I 

classrooms: 82% in District II and 43% in District I. It 

appears that multi-ethnic students in District II are more 

transitional than students in District I by process of the 

following logic: The total sample in District I was 168 

students with a mean total of 43% multi-ethnic students, and 

the total sample was 154 students in District.II with a mean 

total of 82% multi-ethnic (Table 1). In District II, the 

random sampling procedures began with a sample population 

containing less students and a greater percentage of multi

ethnic students in the classrooms than were in District I 

classrooms. The random sampling procedures selected students 

who were in the same district for at least two years taking the 

same standardized test. The final sample student population 

contained only 15% of the the total 154 student population in 

District II and 24% of the total 168 students in District I (in 
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Table 45· 

Selected Random sample of the Population of students by Ethnicity, Grade 

Level, and sex 

District I <n = 60) District II <n = 60) 
Ethnicity Male Female Male Female 

Grade 1 (20) a 

Mexican American 6 6 1 6 Hispanic 

African American 0 0 1 0 

Caucasian 4 4 7 4 

Filipino 0 0 0 0 

Vietnamese 0 0 1 0 

Grade 3 (20; 

Mexican American 4 7 5 3 Hispanic 

African American 0 0 0 0 

Caucasian 5 2 5 7 

Filipino 0 0 0 0 

Vietnamese 1 1 0 0 

Grade 6 (20) 

Mexican American 7 5 2 3 
Hispanic 

African American 0 0 0 0 

Caucasian 2 3 7 6 

Filipino 1 2 0 0 

Vietnamese 0 0 1 1 

Note asample size in each District and in each grade level is 20 

students. 
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District II, the total of 24 multi-ethnic students in Table 45 

divided by the total of 154 students in Table 1). Therefore, 

it appears that more multi-ethnic students in District II did 

not attend the same school for two years than did multi-ethnic 

students in District I. 

First grade standardized test scores 

To determine the differences in student performances on 

standardized tests, the 1990 student sample populations are 

related to the 1989 and 1990 school and district mean NCE 

scores in Tables 46, 47 and 48. Discussion of the differences 

in student performances begins with relating District I student 

sample NCE scores to District II student sample NCE scores, 

then student sample performances are related to NCE district 

scores, then NCE scores are related to the differences between 

districts, next student sample performances are related to 

school NCE scores and finally school NCE scores are related to 

school NCE scores within the same district. However, only the 

student sample NCE scores from District II describe classrooms 

using a code-centered approach and the prescribed literature 

program. Not all classrooms in District II in 1990 implemented 

the prescribed literature series. In District II, the school 

and district 1990 mean NCE scores include classrooms using a 

code-centered approach with the old basal readers which 

reflects an even greater emphasis on skills. 

District I student scores and District II student scores 
Table 46 reports the 1990 mean NCE scores for the sample 

population of first graders in both districts. District I mean 
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Table 46 

First Grade standardized Test scores in x,angua~ Arts and Beading for 

sample Population 

Language Arts 

District I <n = 20) 

Comprehension 

Vocabulary 

Reading Total 

Word Recognition 

Spelling 

Expression 

Language Total 

District II (n = 20) 

Comprehension 

Vocabulary 

Reading Total 

Word Attack 

Spelling 

Expression 

Language Total 

1989 

~ 

Mean NCE scores 

First Grade 

1990 

Mean 

64.9 

60.4 

64.2 

62.4 

54.3 

64.3 

60.3 

49.1 

56.6 

51.5 

50.2 

54.3 

64.3 

60.3 

22.5 

28.2 

24.8 

23.2 

19.0 

20.1 

18.8 

21.3 

15.7 

20.1 

17.7 

19.0 

20.1 

18.8 

~ The dash indicates that data are unavailable, therefore the cells 

cannot be filled. 
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NCE scores in comprehension, -vocabulary and word recognition 

were higher than were the NCE scores in District II; 15 points 
in comprehension, 3 points in vocabulary and 12 points in word 

recognition. NCE mean scores in spelling mechanics and total 

language were the same in both districts. It appears that 

first grade sample students in both districts performed equally 
in total language skills (mechanics and expression) and 

spelling skills, but reflected a 12 point difference in total 

reading skills (vocabulary and comprehension) and word 

recognition skills. 

District J989 scores and student 1990 scores 
Discussion of the differences between the 1990 student 

sample NCE scores (Table 46) and the 1989 and 1990 district NCE 

scores (Table 47) begins with 1989 district NCE scores and 

follows with 1990 district NCE scores. Relating the 1989 

district mean NCE scores to the first grade 1990 sample 

populations (Table 46), District II sample populations 

showed a 2 point to 15 point gain in all language arts subject 

areas; 2 point gain in comprehension, 8 point gain in 

vocabulary and 15 point gain in mechanics. District I sample 

populations showed a 3 point gain in comprehension, 5 point 

gain in word recognition and 4 point gain in expression; 

however, there was a 3 point drop in vocabulary and a 5 point 

drop in spelling. It appears that District II sample students 

reflected greater gains in vocabulary and mechanics than did 

students in District I; 8 points (District II) to 3 points 
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(District I) in vocabulary and 15 points (District II) to 4 

points in mechanics (District I). 

District J990 scores and student 1990 scores 
Examining the 1990 district mean NCE scores and the 1990 

student sample scores (Tables 46 and 47), it appears that the 

student sample scores reflected higher scores than the 1990 NCE 
scores in both districts in reading and language areas; 

spelling was the exception. Student sample scores in District 
I were higher than District I scores in comprehension, 

vocabulary, word recognition and expression. The greatest 

difference was a 6 point difference in comprehension and a 5 
point difference in mechanics. There was a 2 point drop in 

spelling among the sample population scores and the district 

scores. 

Relating the mean NCE 1990 District II scores and the 

student sample scores, it appears that District II scores 

followed a similar pattern to District I scores. That is, the 

student sample scores were higher than the district scores in 

vocabulary, word recognition (word attack) and comprehension. 

The greatest difference was a 12 point difference in 

vocabulary, 7 point difference in word recognition (word 

attack) and a 6 point difference in comprehension. 

School 1989 and J990 scores and student 1990 scores. 
Table 48 reports the NCE school scores for the first grade 

classes. The first grade student sample NCE scores were higher 

than the 1989 and 1990 school scores in reading and language 
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Table 47 

District standardized Test scores for F;j rst Grade in r,ang::page Arts and 

Reading 

Mean NCE scores 

1989 1990 

District I ll. District II ll. District I ll. District II 

Language Arts 

First Grade 

Comprehension 61. 7 510 47.0 602 59.3 453 43.0 561 

Vocabulary 62.9 504 49.0 604 58.5 435 45.0 561 

Reading Total 61. 8 503 47.0 602 59.1 432 43.0 561 

Recognition a 56.9 508 47.0 604 55.3 447 43.0 561 

Spellingb 58.6 508 56.2 454 

Expression 60.0 510 49.0 602 58.1 453 48.0 561 

Language Totalc 59.5 507 57.4 450 

~ The dash indicates that there were no data available. 

aword recognition in District I tests assesses similar skills as word 

attack in District II tests. 

ll. 

bDistrict II tests did not report spelling scores for first grade. 

cDistrict I test scores report only two language scores; language and 

total language. To avoid using language and total language in this table, 

expression was used to represent language. District II tests report three 

scores; expression, mechanics and total language. However, total language 

scores are not reported for test levels that do not include these two 

tests. 
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arts subjects in both districts. The performance of first 

grade students who participated in this study appears to be 

more successful on standardized tests than was the performance 

of students who were not part of this study. 

District 1989 scores and district J990 scores 

Table 47 reports the 1989 and 1990 first grade district 

mean NCE scores. The first grade standardized test scores in 

District I were higher than the scores in District II for bo~h 

the 1989 and 1990 school years. District I mean NCE scores were 

11 to 15 points higher in 1989 and 10 to 1~ points higher in 

1990 than the mean NCE scores in District II in all language 

arts subject areas. However, the mean 1990 NCE scores in both 

districts dropped from the 1989 mean NCE scores; District I 

dropped 2 to 4 points in all language arts subject areas and 

District II dropped 1 to 4 points in all subject areas; both 

districts dropped 3 to 4 points in comprehension and 4 points 

in vocabulary. 

SchooJ J989 and school 1990 scores 

Table 48 reports the 1989 and 1990 mean NCE school scores 

for the first grade classes represented in two schools in 

District I and II. District I 1989 and 1990 mean NCE scores 

present two different trends in language arts scores between 

the schools. At the end of 1989, District I School 2 reflected 

language arts and reading NCE scores that were eight co 10 

points higher than School 1; however, at the end of 1990 School 

1 reflected NCE scores 3 to 10 points higher than School 2. It 

appears that between 1989 and 1990, School 1 gained 3 to 8 
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Tabl.e 48 

school Lang:uag:e Arts standardized Test scores for First Grade 

Mean NCE scores 

1989 1990 
Language Arts School. 1 n School. 2 n School. 1 n School 2 n 

First Grade 
District I 

Comprehension 53.7 159 58.0 87 58.5 94 52.9 94 

Vocabulary 53.7 154 62.1 86 58.8 90 48.1 87 

Reading Total. 51.2 155 59.8 85 56.6 91 50.6 84 

Recognition 46.6 158 57.3 86 51.4 94 48.1 89 

Spelling 48.3 156 58.0 87 51.9 94 47.1 97 

Mechanics 49.1 158 61.3 87 52.4 92 47.9 98 

Language Total 48.3 155 59.7 87 52.1 91 46.7 97 

District II 

Comprehension 46 60 41 74 34 72 44 55 

Vocabulary 49 60 49 74 38 72 50 55 

Reading Total 46 60 44 74 34 72 45 55 

Word Attack 42 60 44 74 34 72 46 55 

Expression 48 60 50 74 42 70 52 55 

Language Total 48 60 50 74 

Note. The dash indicates that there were no data avail.able. Total 

language scores are not reported for test levels that do not include 

expression and mechanics scores in District II. 
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points in language arts areas; the greatest gain was 8 points 

in vocabulary. School 2 dropped 5 to 14 points in language 

arts; the greatest drop was 14 points in vocabulary. Both 

schools implemented the prescribed language arts program in 

1989-1990 school year. While it appears that the 

implementation of the language arts curriculum affected student 

performance in language arts in School 1 more than the 

implementation affected student performance in School 2, it 

should be noted that School 2 maintained approximately the same 

number of first graders in 1990 while School 1 lost 

approximately 65 first graders in 1990. Thus, only one 

classroom in School 1 participated in this study. 

The District II 1989 and 1990 mean NCE scores indicate 

that the two schools ended the 1989 school year with very 

similar scores in language arts and reading; School 1 displayed 

a comprehension score 5 points higher than Schoel 2. However, 

at the end of 1990, School 1 reported scores 6 to 12 points 

down from 1989 in language arts subjects; comprehension and 

vocabulary was down 11 points from 1989. School 2 reported 

1990 scores 1 to 3 points higher than 1989 scores in language 

arts subjects. A reminder concerning the language arts 

curriculum is that classrooms in District II continued to use a 

code-centered approach with the basal readers while other 

classrooms used a code-centered approach with the new 

prescribed curriculum program. Therefore, the school NCE 

scores reflect a code-centered approach with the old basal 

reading program and the new prescribed literature program. 
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First grade standardized test scores at the end of 1989 

reflected a Oto 17 point difference in scores between 

districts; School 1 in District I and II showed the same 

language arts totals of 48 while School 2 in District I and II 

showed a 17 point difference in comprehension. At the end of 

1990, first grade test scores reflected a Oto 25 point 

difference; School 1 District I and School 2 District II showed 

the same language arts total scores of 52 while School 1 in 

District I and II showed a 25 point difference in 

comprehension. It appears that comprehension and vocabulary 

scores reflect a greater range of school test scores between 

districts than do the language arts school test scores. 

Third grade standardized test scores, 
The 1989 and 1990 student performances on standardized 

tests are related to the 1989 and 1990 district and school mean 

NCE scores in Tables 49, 50 and 51. Discussion of the 

differences in student performances begins with relating 

District I student sample NCE scores to District II student 

sample NCE scores, then student sample performances are related 

to NCE district scores, then NCE scores are related to the 

differences between districts, next student sample performances 

are related to school NCE scores and finally school NCE scores 

are related to school NCE scores within the same district. 

District r student scores and District II student scores. 
Table 49 reports the 1989 and the 1990 mean NCE scores for 

third grade random sample students in both districts. At the 
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end of the 1989 school year, third grade student sample scores 

Table 49 

Third Grade standardized rest scores in Langua~ Arts and Reading for 

Sample Population 

Language Arts 

District I (n = 20) 

Comprehension 

Vocabulary 

Reading Total 

Recognition 

Spelling 

Expression 

Language Total 

District II (n = 20) 

Comprehension 

Vocabulary 

Reading Total 

Word Attack 

Spelling 

Mechanics 

Language Total 

Mean NCE scores 

1989 

Mean .$IL 

51.1 

52.8 

51.6 

51.2 

49.9 

59.2 

55.2 

52.3 

53.1 

52.4 

46.2 

46.6 

59.8 

55.9 

20.0 

21.6 

20.3 

21.2 

22.8 

18.6 

20.2 

16.5 

17.9 

16.5 

12.6 

14.7 

17.4 

19.2 

Third Grade 

1990 

Me.an 

53.4 

56.7 

54.1 

53.6 

48.2 

61.5 

57.1 

41. 7 

44.6 

42.3 

51. 7 

48.6 

50.1 

48.5 

.$IL 

18.2 

21.5 

20.2 

21.8 

17.6 

22.0 

21.4 

10.3 

14.9 

10.9 

12.7 

17.2 

12.3 

18.2 
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were similar in reading and language arts. The NCE scores 

reflected a zero to 5 point difference in reading and language 
arts between both districts; the mean vocabulary score in 

District I was 5 points higher than the mean vocabulary score 

in District II while the reading total and vocabulary reflected 

the same mean NCE score. 

At the end of 1990, District I sample student NCE scores 
reflected a 2 to 4 point gain from 1989 scores in reading and 

language arts with the exception of spelling; spelling dropped 
2 points. On the other hand, District II sample student 1990 

NCE scores reported a 6 to 10 point drop from 1989 NCE scores; 
10 point drop in comprehension, 6 point drop in vocabulary, and 
a 10 point drop in mechanics. The only gains in District II 

mean NCE student scores were a 2 point gain in spelling and a 6 

point gain in word attack skills from the 1989 mean NCE student 
sample scores. 

District 1990 scores and student 1990 scores 
Exam:·_ning the 1989 and 1990 District I mean NCE scores and 

the District I 1990 student sample NCE scores (Tables 49 and 

50), it appears that 1989 NCE district scores were higher than 
1990 student scores in comprehension (3 points), spelling (4 

points), and expression (2 points). The 1990 NCE student 

scores showed a 4 point gain in vocabulary, and a 2 point gain 

in word recognition from the 1989 district NCE scores. 

District I 1990 NCE scores reflected higher scores in reading 

and language arts than the 1990 student sample NCE scores; 6 

points in reading total and 5 points in language arts. 
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Focusing on the 1989 District II NCE scores (Table 50) and 

the 1990 student sample NCE scores (Table 49), it appears that 

the 1990 student sample scores were 3 points higher in word 

attack skills and spelling and a 4 points higher in mechanics 

from the 1989 district NCE scores. In District II, the 1989 

district vocabulary score and 1990 student sample NCE 

vocabulary score reflected identical scores; 45 was the mean 

Table 50 

Dist d ct Standardized Test scores for Thi rd Grade in Lang:nag:e Arts and 

Beading: 

Mean NCE scores 

1989 1990 
District I n District II n District I n District II n Language Arts 

Third Grade 

Comprehension 55.7 452 44.0 593 58.8 448 45.0 560 

Vocabulary 53.0 453 45.0 593 60.9 447 46.0 560 

Reading Total 54.4 452 45.0 592 60.3 445 46.0 560 

Word Attack 51. 6 453 49.0 593 60.3 447 50.0 560 

Spelling 53.2 450 46.0 594 55.7 448 49.0 560 

Expression 64.4 448 46.0 592 65.6 448 49.0 560 

Language Total 61.3 447 47.0 592 62. 6 447 49.0 560 

NQ.t.e..,_ Expression was used to represent language scores in District I and 

mechanics scores in District II. 
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NCE score for both the district and the student scores. 

District II 1990 mean scores were higher in comprehension (3 

points), vocabulary (1 point), and reading total (4 points) 

than were the 1990 student NCE scores. The 1989 and 1990 

district scores reflected both a basal and a literature 

curriculum with a code-centered approach while the student 

sample scores reflected a literature curriculum with a code

centered approach. 

school 1990 scores and student 1990 scores 
The 1990 st~dent sample NCE scores reflected different 

trends to the school NCE scores in District I and District II 

(Tables 49 and 51). In District I, the student sample scores 

were higher than the school scores by one to 3 points; 1 point 

higher in comprehension and word recognition, 3 points in 

vocabulary and 2 points in mechanics. The only school score 

that was higher than the student sample score was spelling (2 

points). 

In District II, the school scores were generally higher 

than the student sample NCE scores. School 1 NCE scores were 

higher in comprehension (2 points) total reading, spelling, and 

mechanics (1 point) than the student scores. School 2 NCE 

scores were higher only in comprehension and reading total (2 

points) than the student scores. However, student sample 

scores were higher in word attack (5 points), spelling (4 

points), and mechanics (5 points). It appears that the 

District II student sample scores in School 2 reflected greater 
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gains in word attack, spelling and mechanics than did School 1 

NCE scores and District I student scores. 

District 1989 scores and district 1990 scores 
The 1990 NCE scores in District I and District II reported 

gains in reading and language arts areas from the 1989 district 

scores (Table 50}. However, District I showed greater gains in 

comprehension (3 points}, vocabulary (7 points}, word attack (8 

points), and reading total (5 points) than did District II from 

the 1989 scores; District II reflected a 1 point gain in 

comprehension, vocabulary, word attack and reading total. 

Spelling (3 points}, expression (3 points} and language total 

(2 points} 1990 NCE scores reflected identical gains in both 

districts. It appears that there were considerable gains in 

comprehension, vocabulary and word attack skills in third grade 

with the implementation of the new language arts curriculum in 

District I. 

school 1989 scores and school 1990 scores, 

Table 51 reports the mean NCE school scores for the third 

grade classes represented in this study in District I and II. 

Both third grade classes were within one school in District I 

while each of the two third grade classes was represented in a 

different school in District II. The 1990 school scores in 

District I appeared to show greater gains in reading and 

language arts scores than did District II school scores from 

the 1989 ~CE scores. In District I, the school 1990 NCE scores 

reflected gains in all reading and language arts areas from the 

1989 school scores. The most notable gains were 6 points in 
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Table 51 

school Language Arts 5tandardlzed rest scores for Tblrd Grade 

Mean NCE scores 

1989 1990 
Language Arts School 1 .ll. School 2 .ll. School 1 .ll. School 2 n 

Third Grade 

District I 

Comprehension 49.2 69 52.4 77 

Vocabulary 48.9 69 54.8 77 

Reading Total 48.4 69 52.7 76 

Recognition 47.5 69 52.5 77 

Spelling 46.8 69 49.9 77 

Mechanics 59.3 69 60.3 78 

Language Total 54.5 69 56.5 77 

District II 

Comprehension 46 58 45 53 44 66 44 56 

Vocabulary 45 58 47 53 45 66 45 56 

Reading Total 46 58 46 53 44 66 45 56 

Word Attack 50 58 50 53 50 66· 47 56 

Spelling 46 58 41 53 50 65 44 56 

Mechanics 49 58 48 53 51 64 45 56 

Language Total 49 58 47 53 49 64 46 56 
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vocabulary and 5 points in word recognition and reading total 

scores. The smallest gains were reflected in mechanics (1 

point), spelling and comprehension (3 points). 

District II school scores reflected small differences in 

the school scores from 1989 to 1990 in the two schools. Both 

schools displayed a drop in 1990 comprehension scores and 

reading total scores; School 1 (2 points) and School 2 (1 

point). The only gains in the 1990 school scores were in 

spelling--School 1 showed a 4 point gain and School 2 showed a 

3 point gain--and a 2 point gain in mechanics. 

Sixth grade standardjzed test scores 

Sixth grade student sample test scores are related to the 

1989 and 1990 school and district mean NCE scores in Tables 52, 
53 and 54. Discussion of the differences in student 

performances begins with relating District I student sample NCE 
scores to District II student sample NCE scores, then student 
sample performances are related to NCE district scores, next 

student sample performances are related to school NCE scores, 

then NCE scores are related to the differences between 

districts, and finally school NCE scores are related to school 

NCE scores within the same district. 

District I student scores and District II student scores 
Table 52 reports the 1989 and the 1990 mean NCE scores for 

sixth grade random sample students in both districts. The 

greatest gains from the 1989 student scores to the 1990 student 

scores were in comprehension; a 5 point gain in District I and 
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Table 52 

sixth Grade stapdardizect Test scores ip Language Arts apd Beading for 

sample Population 

Language Arts 

District I Cn = 20) 

Comprehension 

Vocabulary 

Reading Total 

Spelling 

Expression 

Language Total 

District II Cn = 20) 

c_,:::-,prehension 

Vocabulary 

Reading Total 

Spelling 

Mechanics 

Language Total 

1989 

Me.an 

51.4 

51.6 

51.2 

51.3 

56.4 

52.6 

52.3 

56.8 

55.7 

49.1 

53.2 

53.5 

Mean NCE scores 

Sixth Grade 

25.4 

24.7 

26.6 

20.4 

25.7 

22.6 

17.5 

22.7 

20.6 

20.7 

25.2 

23.3 

1990 

Me.an 

56.2 

48.6 

54.0 

52.7 

56.1 

53.5 

58.3 

56.7 

58.6 

46.5 

55.9 

57.2 

23.2 

21. 0 

22.0 

23.7 

17.8 

17.5 

22.9 

23.6 

25.1 

18.6 

19.2 

20.0 

~ Expression was used to represent language scores in District I and 

mechanics scores in District II. 
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a 6 point gain in District II. The 1989 mean NCE scores report 

that students in District II ended the year with higher scores 

in comprehension (1 point), vocabulary (5 points) and language 

total (1 point) than sample students in District I. The 1990 

mean NCE scores indicate that students in District II 

maintained their higher mean scores in comprehension (2 

points), vocabulary (7 points) and language total (3 points) 

than did student scores in District I. However, students in 

District II reflected no change in vocabulary NCE scores from 

1989 to 1990, while students in District I reported a 3 point 

drop in vocabulary scores from 1989 scores. Sample student 

1990 spelling scores reflected a 2 point drop from the 1989 

scores in District II while student scores in District I showed 

a 2 point gain in spelling. 

District I, student scores reflected no change in the 

mechanics score from 1989 to 1990 while District II student 

scores reported a 3 point gain in mechanics. District I, 

student scores showed greater gains in comprehension (5 points) 

and spelling (2 points) in 1990 than did the student scores in 

District II. 

pistrjct 1989 scores and student 1990 scores 

Table 53 details the 1989 and 1990 district scores. At 

the end of 1989, District II sample student NCE scores reported 

lower scores in all of the reading and language arts scores 

than District I scores; however, student scores were higher in 

vocabulary (11 points), reading total (7 points), spelling (2 

points) and language total (1 point) than the District II NCE 
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Table 53 

District r.ang:µag:e Arts standardized Test scores for sixth Grade 

Mean NCE scores 

1989 1990 
District I .o. District II .c. District I .D. District II .D. 

Language Arts 

Sixth Grade 

Comprehension 60.9 420 52.0 642 60.9 409 58.0 672 

Vocabulary 59.0 420 46.0 644 57.2 409 45.0 672 

Reading Total 60.8 420 49.0 643 60.5 409 48.0 672 

Spelling 52.8 418 51. 0 643 55.7 409 51.0 672 

Mechanics a 61. 6 416 53.0 643 63.1 408 52.0 672 

Expressionb 48.0 643 48.0 672 

Language Total 59.4 415 52.0 643 61.5 408 51.0 672 

~ The dash represents data that were unavailable. 

a,boistrict I test scores report only two language scores; language and 

total language. To avoid using language and total language in this table, 

mechanics was used to represent language scores. District II reports 

three scores; mechanics, expression and total language. 

scores. At the end of 1990, District II student NCE scores 

continued to· show lower scores in comprehension and language 

arts scores (vocabulary scores were the same) than were 

District I scores, but student scores were higher in vocabulary 

(12 points), reading total (11 points), mechanics (4 points), 
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and language total (6 points} than were the District II scores. 
The 1990 district spelling score was 4 points higher than the 
student 1990 NCE scores. 

At the end of 1989 and 1990, District I sample student NCE 
scores reported lower scores in all of the reading and language 
arts scores than the 1989 and 1990 District I scores. The 
range of differences were similar between the two years; 
District I scores were 5 (1989) to 4 (1990) points higher in 
comprehension, 6 points higher in vocabulary, 3 points higher 
in spelling and 6 (1989) to 8 (1990) points higher in language 
total than student NCE scores. It appears that the 

implementation of the prescribed literature program did not 
have a considerable effect on district standardized test scores 
in District I (3 to 8 points difference}. However, the 

implementation of the prescribed literature program with the 
continued skill approach (Target Teach} appeared to show a 
distinctive difference between student sample performance and 
district scores in District II (4 to 12 point difference}. 

School 1989 and 1990 scores and student 1990 scores 
Focusing on student sample scores (Table 52) and school 

scores (Table 54), District I student sample NCE scores at the 
end of 1989 were higher in reading total (5 points} and 
language total (6 points) than school 1989 scores. At the end 
of 1990, student scores showed only 1 point higher in reading 
total and no gain in language total than school scores. 

District I school scores reflected greater gains in reading 
~otal and language total (7 points) than student sample score 
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Table 54 

school Language Arts standardized Test scores for Sixth Grade 

Mean NCE scores 

1989 1990 
Language Arts School 1 .II. School 2 .II. School 1 .II. School 2 .II. 

Sixth Grade 

District I 

Comprehension 46.2 103 54.5 104 

Vocabulary 44.4 103 46.3 104 

Reading Total 45.5 103 52.5 104 

Spelling 44.2 103 50.2 104 

Mechanics 49.6 101 56.1 103 

Language Total 47.4 101 54.3 103 

District II 

Comprehension 56 41 54 41 59 66 49 

, Vocabulary 51 41 51 41 52 66 45 

Reading Total 54 41 53 41 56 66 47 

Mechanics 58 41 58 40 54 66 56 

Expression 54 41 49 40 52 66 48 

Language Total 58 41 56 40 55 66 54 

gains in reading and language total. It appears that the 

student sample should have made greater gains in their 1990 

standardized test scores in reading and language arts. 

59 

59 

59 

59 

59 

59 
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At the end of 1989, District II student sample scores were 

only 2 to 3 points higher in reading total and 2 to 4 points 

down in language total than school NCE scores. In 1990, 

student sample NCE scores reflected higher reading totals than 

School 1 (3 points) and School 2 (12 points) and higher 

language totals than School 1 (2 points) and School 2 (3 

points). It appears that student sample NCE scores reflected 

significance gains in reading total as compared to School 2 

scores and in the language totals as compared to School 1 (6 

points) and School 2 (5 points). 

District 1989 scores and dJstrict 1990 scores 

District scores for 1989 and 1990 in reading and language 

arts are reflected in Table 53. At the end of 1990, District I 

showed slightly greater gains in language total (3 points) and 

spelling (3 points) than the 1989 district NCE scores. There 

appeared to be no change in reading total and comprehension 

scores and there was a 2 point drop in vocabulary after the 

first year implementation of the language arts curriculum. 

District II reflected a 1 point drop in reading total, 

language total and vocabulary from 1989 district scores to 1990 

district scores. Comprehension was the only score to show a 

marked gain (6 points) between 1989 and 1990 in a district that 

implemented the literature curriculum in only a few sixth grade 

classes and continued to use the code-centered approach. 

Actually, District II NCE scores reflected greater gains in 

comprehension than did District I scores. 
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5cbool 1989 scores and school 1990 scores 
Table 54 reports the mean NCE school scores for the 1989 

and 1990 sixth grade classes. Two classes in District I were 

represented in one school, School 1, while two classes in 

District II were represented in two schools, School 1 and 

School 2. At the end of 1989, the two schools in District II 

reflected similar school scores in reading and language arts 

areas; 1 point difference in the reading total and 2 points 

difference in the language total (mechanics reflected a 5 point 

difference). At the end of 1990, District II school scores 

reported different trends between the schools. School 1 

reflected a 2 point gain in reading total while School 2 

reflected a 6 point drop in reading total; a 5 point drop in 

comprehension and a 6 point drop in vocabulary. Both schools 

dropped in mechanics (4 and 2 points), expression (2 and 1 

point) and language totals (3 and 2 points). 

At the end of 1990, District I school scores reflected 

prominent gains in comprehension (9 points), reading total (7 

points), spelling (6 points), mechanics (6 points), and 

language total (7 points). Spelling school scores showed only 

a 2 point gain from the 1989 school scores. 

At the end of 1989, District I sixth grade school scores 

were 11 and 13 points lower in reading totals and 9 points 

lower in language totals than school scores in District II. 

However, at the the end of 1990, District 1 school scores 

reflected greater gains in reading totals (7 point gain) and 

language total (7 point gain) than did the school scores in 
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District II. In District II, School 1 showed a 2 point gain in 
reading total and a 3 point drop in language total and School 2 
showed a 6 point drop in reading total and a 2 point drop in 
language total. It appears that the implementation of the 
language arts curriculum in District I caused greater gains in 
student performance on standardized tests than was observed in 
District II. By observing the gains made in the school scores 
in District I with the implementation of the language arts 
curriculum, it appears that the implementation of the language 
arts curriculum in all sixth grade classes in District II would 
have effected greater gains than school scores in District I. 

summary· How do the differences in materials. teacher 
behaviors and organizational processes between classrooms nsing 
a meaning-centered approach and a code-centered approach in 
language arts affect student performance? 

This summary reflects those aspects in the data that 
provide insight into the differences in materials, teachers 
behaviors and organizational processes among grade levels and 
between districts that affect student performance. A 

discussion of the similarities and differences in student 

performance on standardized tests between districts follows 
grade level sequence. 

Table 55 summarizes the teacher behaviors in District I 
and District II that were performed more frequently in one 
district than in the other. The table focuses on the teacher 
behaviors emphasized in this study; adherence to prescribed 
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13, 14, and 16 through 35). Teacher behaviors that were found 
to be performed the same among first, third and sixth grade 

teachers and between districts were not reported in Table 55; 

that is, behaviors related to discipline, recognition of 

cultures, and multimodal applications. Furthermore, observed 

teacher behaviors are reported in this summary, and not the 

contradictory data collected from information and reflected in 

Tables 12 and 15: (a) Cooperative learning was observed to 
occur more often in code-centered classes (District II) than in 
meaning-centered classes (District I), however, Table 12 

indicates that teachers in District II marked cooperative 

learning as less effective than did the teachers in District I; 
and (b) writing instruction was observed to occur more often in 
code-centered classes (District II) than in meaning-centered 

classes (District I), however, Table 15 reports that three 

teachers in District II indicated that they didn't use writing 

instruction while only one teacher in District I indicated that 
writing instruction was not used. 

The summary table reports by grade level which made it 
necessary for this researcher to refer to the original 

observations and questionnaires for confirmation of summary 

material for Table 55, since Table 6 reports by district and 

not by grade level. A summary discussion of student 

performances--homework, criterion testing, recreational reading 
and estimated writing and reading performances--that identifies 
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the more advanced student performances between the districts 

follows the summary table. The summary discussion refers to 

the differences in teachers' adherence to prescribed curriculum 

materials (Table 4), education in integrated language arts 

instruction and teaching experience (Tables 2 and 26), lesson 

presentation (Table 14) and organizational processes between 

districts (Tables 35 through 40). 

District I· Meaning-centered ~1assrooms 
Table 55 summarizes the teacher behaviors in District I 

that were performed more frequently than the teacher behaviors 

in District II. It appears that teachers taught more direct 

instruction and skill instruction in first grade and less in 

third grade and sixth grade with a corresponding decrease in 

the percentage of third and sixth grade students who read for 

pleasure (Tables 29 through 31 and 42). This phenomenon may 

suggest that the third graders, who participated in direct, 

skill instruction over the past two years (discussed in Chapter 

1) and during the year of this study, used their abilities to 

decode, were able to decode complex books independently and 

were motivated through the new language arts instruction to 

read more recreational books and found reading pleasurable. 

The only teacher estimation of student performances that 

exceeded the teacher estimations of student performances in 

District II was the number of recreational books that were read 

by first and third grade students in District I (Table 42). 

The data were reviewed to determine what teacher behaviors 

in District I caused such a difference in students' interest 
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Table 55 

Checkljst of Teacher centered Behaviors Performed More Ereqpently in 

Either Code-Centered Classrooms or Meani;,g-,entered Classrooms 

Cross marks designate more frequent behaviors 

Meaning-Centered (District I) Code-Centered (District II) 

Behaviors Grade 1 Grade 3 Grade 6 Grade 1 Grade 3 Grade 6 

Management 

Literature read daily X X X 0 0 0 

Assessment frequency 0 X 0 X 0 X 

Positive reinforcement X 0 0 0 X X 

Performance expectations 0 0 X X 

Cooperative learning 0 0 0 X X X 

Instructional techniques 

Writing activities 0 0 0 X X X 

Observed skills X 0 0 X 

Values and perceptions 

Direct instruction X 0 X 0 X 0 

Independent activities 0 X 0 X 0 X 

Scheduled skills X 0 0 X 

Commitment 0 X X X 0 0 

Adherence to curriculum 0 0 X X 

~- Equal marks symbolize that there was no difference in the frequency 

of the behaviors. 
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and motivation to read books in first and third grades. The 

only teacher behavior that was performed in both grade levels 

was the daily reading of literature. The daily reading of 

literature was performed more often in meaning-centered 

classrooms than was performed in code-centered classrooms 

(Table 14). The number of minutes committed to participating 

in collegial activities by third grade teachers in District I 

appeared to be greater than the minutes committed by teachers 

in District II (Table 33). Organizational support, reflected 
as bonding, openness and relationship building, appeared to be 
present more often among teachers in District I than was 

present among teachers in District II (Tables 39 and 40). 

District II· Code-centered classrooms 
Table 55 also summarizes the teacher behaviors in District 

II that were performed more frequently than were the teacher 

behaviors in District I. It appears that the greatest 

differences in teaching behaviors between grade levels in 

District II and between districts were in the sixth grade 

classes. Teachers in the sixth grade classes performed the 

listed teacher behaviors more frequently than did teachers in 

first and third grade classes in District II and first, third 
and sixth grade teachers in District I. 

The percentage of students passing the district writing 
proficiency examination of first, third and sixth grade 

students (Table 41), the number of recreational books read by 

sixth grade students (Table 42), and the number of completed 

homework assignments by sixth grade students (Table 43) were 
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estimated by teachers to be greater in District II than were in 
District I. Third and sixth grade students' first time 

performances on criterion testing (Table 44) were estimated by 

teachers to be more successful than were the performances of 

students in District I. 

Teachers in District II participated in learning about 

language arts instruction (Table 26), followed the prescribed 

language arts materials closely (Table 4), and provided 

opportunities for information processing (Table 14) more often 

than did teachers in District I. The number of minutes 

committed to participating in collegial activities by first and 
sixth grade .teachers in District II appeared to be greater than 
the minutes committed by teachers in District I (Tables 32 and 
34). First and third grade teachers in District II had more 

teaching experience than did first and third grade teachers in 
District I (Table.2). 

The following discussion of student performances on 

standardized tests follows the first, third and sixth grade 

level sequence, reviews and summarizes the similarities and 

differences among student sample scores, district scores, and 

school scores, and between districts during the 1989 and 1990 

testing years. 

first Grade Performance on standardized Tests 
Tables 46, 47 and 48 reported the first grade 1989 and the 

1990 mean NCE scores in reading and language arts subject 

areas. The discussions presented with Tables 46 through 48 are 
summarized to reflect the following similarities and 
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differences in the student sample scores, district scores and 

school scores between District I and District II: 

Similarities jn District I and District II in first grade 
1. Student sample 1990 NCE scores were the same in 

spelling, mechanics and language total mean scores in both 

districts. 

2. Student sample 1990 NCE scores were higher than their 

1990 district NCE scores in reading and language arts subject 

areas. 

3. Student sample 1990 NCE scores were higher than each 

of their school 1990 NCE scores in reading and language arts 

subject areas. 

4. District 1990 NCE scores dropped 2 to 4 points from 

their 1989 district NCE scores in reading and language arts 

subject areas. 

5. School 1990 NCE scores reported that in each district 

one school dropped in all reading and language arts subjects 

from 1989 scores, and one school gained in all reading and 

language arts subjects from 1989 scores: School 2 scores 

dropped in District I, and School 1 scores dropped in District 

II. 

Differences between pjstrict rand District II in first 
grade 

6. Comparing 1990 student sample NCE scores with 1989 and 

1990 district scores, student sample scores in District II 

reflected greater growth in vocabulary, reading total and 

expression than did student sample scores in District I: 
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District II student sample mean score in vocabulary was 8 

points higher than was the 1989 district score and 11 points 

higher than was the 1990 district score; reading total mean 

score was 10 points higher than was the 1989 district score and 

9 points higher than was the 1990 district score; and 

expression mean score was 15 points higher than was the 1989 

district score and 16 points higher than was the 1990 district 

score. District I student sample vocabulary mean score was 3 

points less than was the 1989 district score and 1 point higher 

than was the 1990 district score, reading total score was only 

2 points higher than was the 1989 district score and 5 points 

higher than was the 1990 district score, and expression mean 

score was 4 points higher than was the 1989 district score and 

5 points higher than was the 1990 district score. 

7. Student sample 1990 NCE vocabulary and spelling scores 

in District I, related to the 1989 district NCE scores, were 3 

points less in vocabulary and 4 points less in spelling than 

were the 1989 district vocabulary and spelling mean scores. 

However, District II student sample mean vocabulary score was 8 

points higher than was the 1989 district vocabulary mean score. 

There was no difference in District II student sample mean 

spelling score and 1989 district spelling mean score. 

8. Student sample 1990 mean scores in District I were 

higher in comprehension (6 points), vocabulary (3 points), word 

recognition (12 points) and reading total (10 points) than were 

District II 1990 student sample scores in the same subject 
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areas; comprehension, vocabulary, word recognition and reading 

total. 

9. At the end of 1989, District I district scores were 

higher in comprehension, vocabulary (14 points), reading total 

(22 points), word recognition (13 points) and expression (11 

points) than were the 1989 District II district scores. At the 

end of 1990, District I district scores remained higher in 

comprehension (16 points) vocabulary (14 points), reading total 

(16 points), word recognition (12 points) and expression (10 

points) than were the 1990 District II district scores. 

10. Comparing District I 1990 school mean scores in both 

schools to District II 1990 school mean scores in both schools, 

District I 1990 school scores were higher in comprehension 

(minimum 8 points higher), reading total (minimum 6 points 

higher), and word recognition (minimum 2 points) than were 

school scores in comprehension, reading total, and word 

recognition in District II. 

11. Comparing 1990 school mean scores of both schools 

within District I to 1989 mean scores and comparing 1990 school 

mean scores of both schools within District II to 1989 mean 

scores, school 1990 mean scores reflected considerable drops 

from the 1989 school mean scores in comprehension and 

vocabulary in one school in each district. In District II, 

School 1 comprehension mean score dropped 12 points from 1989 

school score, and in District I, School 2 vocabulary score 

dropped 13 points from 1989 school score. 
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The summary of the five similarities (1-5) and the six 

differences (6-11) in the standardized testing of the first 

grade students reflected similarities and differences in 

student performances between code-centered classrooms and 

meaning-centered classrooms. There appeared to be little 

difference in student sample performance in spelling, mechanics 

and language total mean scores in classrooms using a meaning

centered approach or a code-centered approach (number 1). 

However, there appeared to be a notable difference in 

comprehension (16 points) and reading total (12 points) mean 

scores between District I and District II (number 6). The 

student sample population in meaning-centered classrooms 

(District I) reflected higher mean scores in comprehension and 

reading total than did the student sample population in code

centered classrooms (District II). 

Comparing 1990 district mean scores to the 1989 district 

mean scores, there appeared to be a decline in the performance 

of first grade students in code-centered and meaning-centered 

classrooms in comprehension, vocabulary, word recognition, 

spelling, expression and mechanics (number 4). It appears that 

the implementation of the new language arts curriculum made 

little difference in the performance of first grade students in 

District I and District II (number 9). 

Comparing student sample 1990 mean scores to 1990 school 

and district scores in both districts, the 40 student sample 

mean scores were higher than school mean scores and district 

mean scores in both districts (numbers 2 and 3). Furthermore, 
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in District II, with the implementation of the new language 
arts curriculum and the continued skill centered instruction, 

student sample scores in first grade code-centered classrooms 

appeared to make more notable gains in spelling, expression and 

language total than did the student sample mean scores in 

District I (spelling and language total mean scores are not 

reflected in the district mean scores in Table 47). In 

District II, district 1990 mean scores in reading total (16 
points lower), word recognition (12 points lower) and 

expression (10 points lower) were 10 to 16 points lower than 

district mean scores in District I. However, District II 1990 
student sample scores reflected identical mean scores in 

spelling, expression and language total as did student sample 

scores in District I (numbers 1 and 6). 

Conclusion, 

First grade students in meaning-centered classrooms 

(District I) appeared to perform more successfully on 

standardized testing efforts in comprehension, vocabulary and 

word recognition, and on reading the greatest number of 

recreational books (Table 42) than did students in code

centered classrooms. Teachers in meaning-centered classrooms 

provided opportunities for the daily reading of literature, 

direct instruction, skill instruction and practiced positive 

reinforcement more often than did teachers in code-centered 
classrooms (Table 55). 

First grade students in meaning-centered classrooms and 

code-centered classrooms performed equally as well on 
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standardized testing efforts in spelling and language 

mechanics, on completing homework on time (Table 43) and on 

pa~sing criterion tests (Table 44). 

First grade sample students in code-centered classrooms 

(District II) appeared to makE:_greater gains in spelling, 

expression and language total mean scores than did the student 

sample mean scores in District I. A greater percentage of 

students passed the district writing examination in code

centered classrooms than did students in meaning-centered 

classrooms (Table 41). Teachers in code-centered classrooms 

provided opportunities for cooperative learning, assessed 

student progress, expected all students to learn, practiced 

writing activities daily, and provided opportunities for 

independent activities more often than did teachers in meaning

centered classrooms (Table 55). Teachers were more committed 

to the new language arts curriculum than were the meaning

centered classroom teachers, and code-centered classroom 

teachers followed the prescribed curriculum program closer than 

did the first grade teachers in the meaning-centered classrooms 

(Table 4) . 

Third Grade Performance on standardized Tests 

Tables 49, 50 and 51 reported the third grade 1989 and the 

1990 mean NCE scores in reading and language arts subject 

areas. The discussions presented with Tables 49 through 51 are 

summarized to reflect the following similarities and 

differences in the student sample scores, district scores and 

school scores between District I and District II: 
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Similarities in District rand District II in third grade 
1. Student sample 1989 NCE scores in both districts 

reported similar scores in vocabulary (53) and reading total 

(52) while comprehension, mechanics, language total (1 point 

difference), spelling (3 points difference) and word 

recognition (4 points difference) reflected a 1 to 4 points 

difference between District I and District II student sample 

scores. However, word recognition was the only subject area 

that reflected a gain in the 1990 mean NCE scores in both 

districts; a 4 point gain in District I and a 6 point gain in 

District II. 

2. Comparing 1989 district NCE scores to 1990 district 

NCE scores, 1990 mean scores in both districts reflected a gain 

in all reading and language arts subject areas from 1989 

district mean scores. 

Differences between District I and District II in third 
grade 

3. Student sample 1990 NCE scores in District I reported 

a gain in comprehension (2 points), vocabulary (5 points), 

reading total (2 points), word recognition (3 points), 

mechanics (3 points) and language total (2 points) from 1989 

NCE scores. The only drop in student sample 1990 mean scores 

was in spelling (2 points) in District I. However, student 

sample 1990 mean scores in District II reflected a considerable 

drop in comprehension (10 points), vocabulary (8 points), 

reading total (10 points), mechanics (10 points), and language 

total (7 points) from 1989 NCE scores. The only gains in 1990 
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student sample mean scores were in word attack (6 points) and 
spelling (2 points) from the 1989 NCE scores in District II. 

4. Comparing 1990 third grade student sample mean scores 
to 1989 and 1990 district third grade NCE scores in District I, 

the standardized testing performances of third grade sample 

students were weaker than third grade students at the end of 

the 1989 school year, reflected in 1989 district mean scores, 
in spelling, language and comprehension. The trend in weak 
language total and comprehension mean scores continued at the 

end of 1990 with the third grade student sample mean scores 

reflecting additional weaknesses in vocabulary, reading total 

and word attack subject areas as compared to the 1990 district 
mean scores. Student sample 1990 mean scores in District I 

were lower than the 1989 district mean scores in comprehension 
(3 points), spelling (5 points), expression (2 points) and 

language total (4 points), and lower than the 1990 district NCE 

scores in comprehension (6 points), vocabulary (4 points), 

reading total (6 points), word attack (6 points), spelling (7 

points), expression (4 points) and language total (6 points). 

Comparing 1990 third grade student sample mean scores to 
1989 and 1990 district third grade NCE scores in District II, 

the standardized testing performances of third grade sample 

students were weaker than third grade students at the end of 

the 1989 school year, reflected in 1989 district mean scores, 

in comprehension and reading total. The trend in weak reading 

total and comprehension mean scores continued at the end of 

1990 with additional weaknesses in vocabulary and expression 
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reflected in 1990 district mean scores. Student sample NCE 

scores in District II were lower than the 1989 district NCE 

scores in comprehension (2 points) and reading total (3 points) 

and lower than the 1990 district NCE scores in comprehension (3 

points), vocabulary (1 point), reading total (4 points) and 

expression (1 point). 

5. In comparing 1989 district NCE scores to 1990 district 
NCE scores, District I reflected greater gains in 1990 district 
mean scores than did District II from 1989 district mean scores 

(Table 50). District I showed a 6 point gain in reading total 
and a 2 point gain in language total while District II showed a 
1 point gain in reading total and a 2 point gain in language 

total. 

6. Comparing 1989 school NCE scores to 1990 school NCE 

scores, District I 1990 school scores reflected greater gains 

in reading total mean scores than in language total mean scores 
from the 1989 school scores; comprehension (3 points), 

vocabulary, reading total, word recognition (5 points), 

spelling (3 points), mechanics (1 point), and language total (2 

points). District II 1990 school scores reflected only gains 

in spelling (3 and 4 points) and mechanics (2 points) from the 
1989 school scores. The remaining reading and language arts 

subjects in District II school scores either dropped 1 to 3 

points or remained the same from the 1989 school scores (Table 
51) . 

The summary of the two similarities (1-2) and the four 

differences (3-6) in the standardized testing of the third 
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grade students reflected similarities and differences in 

student performances between code-centered classrooms and 

meaning-centered classrooms. At the end of 1989, ·third grade 

student sample NCE mean scores reflected similar reading total 

and language total mean scores (number 1). However, at the end 

of 1990, student sample mean score·s in District II (code

centered classrooms) dropped 10 points in reading total and 7 

points in language total mean scores while student sample 

scores in District I (meaning-centered classrooms) reflected a 

2 point gain in reading total and language total mean scores 

(number 3) . 

Comparing 1989 and 1990 school NCE scores and district NCE 

scores, it appears that third grade students in meaning

centered classrooms (District I) showed greater growth in 1990 

mean scores in reading total, vocabulary and comprehension than 

in language total, expression, and mechanics from 1989 school 

and district mean scores (numbers 4, 5 and 6). ?urthermore, 

students in meaning-centered classrooms (District I) showed 

greater growth in 1990 district and school mean scores in 

reading total, vocabulary and comprehension than did students 

in code-centered classrooms (District II). 

conclusion 

At the end of 1989, third grade sample students showed 

very similar reading and language mean NCE scores in both 

districts. However, at the end of 1990, third grade sample 

students in meaning-centered classrooms (District I) reflected 

higher scores on standardized testing efforts in comprehension, 
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vocabulary and reading total (Table 49), and on reading the 

greatest number of books (Table 42) than did students in code

centered classrooms (District II). Teachers in meaning

centered classrooms provided opportunities for the daily 

reading of literature, assessed student progress, and provided 
opportunities for independent activities more often than did 

teachers in code-centered classrooms (Table 55). Teachers were 
more committed to the new language arts curriculum than were 

teachers in the code-centered classrooms. 

Third grade students in meaning-centered classrooms and 
code-centered classrooms performed equally as well on 

standardized testing efforts in spelling and word atcack skills 

and on completing homework on time (Table 43). Third grade 

teachers in both districts expected students to learn and 

scheduled the same amount of time for skill instruction (Table 
55) . 

Third grade sample students in code-centered classrooms 

reflected similar 1989 NCE scores in reading and language to 

sample students in meaning-centered classrooms; however, at the 

end of 1990, sample students in code-centered classrooms 

reflected a considerable drop in reading and language mean 

scores. A greater percentage of students passed the district 
writing examination (Table 41) and performed well on criterion 

testing efforts (Table 44) than did students in meaning

centered classrooms. Teachers in code-centered classrooms 

provided opportunities for cooperative learning, positive 

reinforcement, practiced daily writing activities, and 
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practiced direct instruction more often than did teachers in 

meaning-centered classrooms (Table 55). Code-centered 

classroom teachers followed the prescribed curriculum program 

closer than did the first grade teachers in the meaning

centered classrooms (Table 4). 

Sixth Grade Performance on Standardjzed Tests 
Tables 52, 53 and 54 reported the sixth grade 1989 and the 

1990 mean NCE scores in reading and language arts subject 

areas. The discussions presented with Tables 52 through 54 are 

summarized to reflect the following similarities and 

differences in the student sample scores, district scores and 

school scores between District I and District II: 

Sirnjlarities in District I and District II in sixth grade 
1. Student sample 1990 NCE scores showed a marked gain in 

comprehension (5 points in District I and 6 points in District 

II), a 3 point gain in reading total and a gain in language 

total (only 1 point in District I and 3 points in District II) 

from the 1989 student sample mean scores in both districts. 

2. Comparing 1990 student sample NCE scores to 1990 

school NCE scores, student sample mean scores reported higher 

scores in vocabulary (3 points in District I and 5 and 12 

points in District II) and reading total (only 1 point in 

District I and 3 and 12 points in District II) than the school 

mean scores in both districts. 

3. Comparing 1989 district NCE scores to 1990 district 

NCE scores, 1990 district mean scores reflected a slight drop 
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in vocabulary (2 points in District I and 1 point in District 

II) from the 1989 district mean scores in both districts. 

Differences between District I and District II in sixth 
grade, 

4. Comparing 1989 and 1990 student sample NCE scores in 

District II to 1989 and 1990 student sample NCE scores in 

District I, at the end of 1989, student sample scores in 

District II were higher in comprehension (1 point), vocabulary 

(5 points) and reading total (5 points) than the 1989 student 
sample mean scores in District I. At the end of 1990, student 

sample mean scores in District II continued to be higher in 

comprehension (2 points), vocabulary (8 points) and reading 

total (5 points) than the student sample mean scores in 

District I. 

5. Comparing 1989 and 1990 student sample NCE scores in 
District II to 1989 and 1990 student sample NCE scores in 

District I, at the end of 1990, District II student sample 

scores reflected the same mean score in mechanics as the 

student sample score in District I (56.0), and only a 2 point 

difference in the language total score from the 1990 student 
sample scores in District I. District II student sample mean 

scores reflected a 3 point gain in mechanics and language total 

from their 1989 student scores. However, District I student 

sample mean scores showed no gain in expression and only a 1 

point gain in language total from their 1989 student sample 

mean scores. 
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6. Comparing 1990 student sample NCE scores to 1990 

district NCE scores, District II student sample mean scores 

were considerably higher in vocabulary (12 points) and reading 
total (11 points) and 6 points higher in langua_ge total than 

the 1990 district mean scores. District I student sample mean 
scores were lower in comprehension (5 points), vocabulary (8 
points), reading total (7 points) and language total (8 points} 

than the district 1990 mean scores. 

7. Comparing 1990 district scores to 1989 district 

scores, at the end of 1990, District II district mean scores 

reflected a 6 point gain in comprehension, and a 1 point drop 

in vocabulary, reading total and language total from the 1989 
district mean scores while District I district scor~s showed 

no gain in comprehension or reading total and a 2 point drop in 

vocabulary and a 3 point gain in language total from the 1989 

district mean scores. 

8. Comparing 1990 school NCE scores to 1989 school NCE 

scores, at the end of 1990, District I school mean scores 

reflected notable gains in comprehension (9 points), reading 

total (7 points), spelling (6 points), mechanics, (six points) 

and language total (7 points) from the 1989 school mean scores; 

vocabulary scores reflected only a 2 point gain from the 1989 

scores. However, District II school mean scores reflected 

lower mean scores in language total (dropped 2 to 3 points) and 
vocabulary (1 point and 12 points) from the 1989 mean school 

scores. Reading total and comprehension gained 2 to 3 points 
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in School 1 and dropped 4 to 6 points in School 2 from the 1989 

schoc1 scores in District II. 

The summary of the three similarities (1-3) and the five 
differences (4-8) in the standardized testing of the sixth 

grade students reflected similarities and differences in 

student performances between code-centered classrooms and 

meaning-centered classrooms. 

At the end of 1989 and 1990, student sample NCE scores in 
District II reflected higher scores in comprehension, 

vocabulary, reading total and language total than did students 
in District I. Student scores (student sample mean scores, 

District I school scores, and District II district scores) in 

both code-centered and meaning-centered classrooms reflected a 
notable performance in comprehension on the 1990 standardized 

testing (numbers 1, 4 and 7). However, vocabulary scores 

appeared to show little growth between 1989 standardized 

testing and 1990 standardized testing in both districts among 

student sample population, school scores and district scores 

(numbers 3, 7 and 8). 

Comparing student sample NCE scores with district NCE 

scores and with school NCE scores and at the end of 1990 

(Tables 52, 53 and 54), the performance of sample students in 
code-centered classrooms was more successful in comprehension, 
vocabulary, mechanics and language total than was the 

performance of the sample students in meaning-centered 

classrooms (numbers 1,6 and 7). Furthermore, schools in 

District II (Table 54) using a combination of basal readers, 
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literature curriculum and code-centered approaches reflected 

notable weaknesses in reading total scores and language total 
scores in 1990 from the 1989 NCE scores (number 8). 

Conclusion 

At the end of 1989, sixth grade sample students in code

centered classrooms reflected higher mean scores in reading 

total (5 points) and language total (only 1 point) than did 

sample students in meaning-centered classrooms. At the end of 
1990, sixth grade sample students in code-centered classrooms 

appeared to be more successful in reading total (5 points) and 
language arts (3 points) than did students in meaning-centered 
classrooms. Furthermore, teachers in code-centered classrooms 

appeared to practice more of the teacher behaviors identified 
in this study than did teachers in code-centered classrooms. 

The student sample population in code-centered classrooms 

appeared to be more successful on standardized testing efforts 
in comprehension, vocabulary, reading total, mechanics and 

language total subject areas (Table 52), on proficiency writing 
examinations (Table 41), on reading the greatest number of 

books (Table 42), on completing homework on time (Table 43), 

and on passing the criterion testing (Table 44) than did the 

student sample population in meaning-centered classrooms. 

Teachers in code-centered classrooms provided opportunities for 
cooperative learning, daily writing activities, frequent 

assessment of student progress, skill instruction, independent 

activities and the teachers expected all students to learn 
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(Table 55) more often did the teachers in meaning-centered 

classrooms. 
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Sixth grade sample students in meaning-centered classrooms 
appeared to show a greater gain in their reading than in their 
language on standardized testing efforts. Teachers appeared to 

be more committed to the language arts curriculum than did 

teachers in the code-centered classrooms. Compared to District 
II school scores, the most distinctive success in District I 

was the sixth grade performance in reading and language subject 
areas reflected in the school NCE scores (Table 54) 

summa;r:y of Chapte;r: fonr 

In this chapter, the data collected from the examination 

instruments, interviews, questionnaires and observations were 
organized and analyzed according to the eight research 

questions stated in Chapter I to determine how a meaning

centered approach versus a code-centered approach to the 

teaching of language arts affects student performance. The 

purpose of the implementation of the English-Language Arts 

Framework was to cause a change in student performance in 

language arts and address the educational crisis. In this 

study, student performance was determined by their performance 
on a standardized test of objectives that were formulated five 
to ten years ago and on four teacher estimations of student 

performance recommended by the English-Language Arts Framework. 
In the 1989-1990 school year, it appears that students' 

success, as estimated by teachers, on classroom assessments-

writing, criterion testing, homework, recreational reading--
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reflected their success on standardized testing which reflected 

objectives that were formulated and normed in the 1980-1985 

years. 

Students appeared to reflect more notable gains on teacher 

estimates of classroom performances and their testing 

performance in classrooms whose teachers provided a balance of 

opportunities that emphasized both a code-centered (District 

II) approach--systematic skill instruction and teacher 

directed--and a meaning-centered (District I) approach-

intensive reading, writing, speaking, and listening and student 

directed. Of the eleven teacher behaviors identified for 

examination in this study, only three of the eleven teacher 

behaviors were c·ommonly practiced among teachers whose students 

appeared to perform successfully on both classroom assessments

-recreational reading and homework--and standardized testing in 

the subject areas of comprehension, vocabulary, and reading 

total: (a) the daily reading of literature, (b) systematic 

skill instruction, and (c) a limited adherence to the 

prescribed curriculum materials. Only three of the eleven 

teacher behaviors were commonly practiced among teachers whose 

students appeared to perform successfully on classroom 

assessments--writing ability and criterion testing--and 

standardized testing in the subject areas of expression and 

language total: (a) daily writing activities, (b) cooperative 

learning activities, (c) positive reinforcement, and (d) 

expectations of student learning. Teachers in District I 

appeared to emphasize the daily reading of literature and 
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teachers in District II appeared to emphasize daily writing 

instruction. The daily reading of literature and skill 

instruction appeared to affect the following student 

performances: (a) amount of recreational reading, and (b) 

gains in comprehension, vocabulary, and word recognition 

subject areas on standardized tests. Daily writing, and 

adherence to the prescribed curriculum appeared to affect; (a) 

student writing performance, (b) criterion testing performance, 

and (c) gains in language on standardized tests. Student 

success in spelling performance on standardized testing 

appeared to follow their successful writing experiences in 

first and third grade. Considerable gains in language 

performance on standardized testing did not appear in third or 

sixth grade classrooms as did marked gains appear in reading 

total performances in third and sixth grade classrooms. On 

standardized testing in first grade, there appeared to be 

notable gains in comprehension, vocabulary and word recognition 

in District I and notable gains in language total scores in 

District II. 

The organizations in both districts supported the changes 

necessitated by the implementation of the English-Language Arts 

Framework within their existing environments. Principals 

stated goals, attempted to produce new and different responses 

in members of the organization and to shape and build values to 

support the cha~ges in the language arts curriculum. However, 

organizational awareness of affecting change through 

collaborative relationships in a context of reflection, 
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interpreting and understanding which mobilizes and propels the 

change process was limited. Within the framework of this 

study, organizational culture was not observed to be strong 

enough to support, facilitate and mobilize a dynamic change 

process. 

Chapter 5 will provide a synopsis of each research 

question as well as an integration of the findings from the 

eight research questions. Implications of these findings will 

be discussed. Recommendations aimed at strengthening language 

arts instruction to affect student performance will be 

addressed. Finally, suggestions for further research and study 

will examine how this research could be extended. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, INTEGRATION AND SYNTHESIS, 

RECOMMENDATIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS FOR 

Introduction 

IMPLICATIONS, 

FURTHER RESEARCH 

The purpose of this study was to determine how a 

meaning-centered approach versus a code-centered approach to 

the teaching of language arts affects student performance in 

a regular education classroom containing low achieving, low 

socio-economic, multi-ethnic and learning handicapped 

students. To accomplish this purpose this research focused 
on three interrelated dimensions of organizational change 

which are linked to student performance: curriculum 

materials, teacher behaviors and organizational change 

processes. 

Classrooms using a meaning-centered approach were 

represented in District I, and classrooms using a code

centered approach were represented in District II. The 

curriculum mission directed to all schools and teachers in 

District I was to implement the prescribed literature series 
which reflects the philosophy of the California English

Language Arts Framework in classroom instruction. The 

curriculum mission directed to all schools and teachers in 

316 
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District II was to implement the prescribed literature 

series, reflecting the new language arts philosophy, and to 

continue using the systematic skill assessment program in 

classroom instruction. This study examined the differences 

within and between organizations and among teachers and 

administrators who followed their mission and implemented the 

prescribed literature series, and the effects of this 

implementation on student performance. 

Data originated from the following six sources: (a) 

pre and post structured interviews of teachers and 

principals; (b) observations of teacher meetings; (c) pre 

and post questionnaires of teachers; (d) classroom 

observations of.teachers teaching language arts; (e) 

examination of pre and post standardized test scores in the 

subject areas of reading and language arts at grade levels 

one, three and six using school mean scores and district mean 

scores; and (f) pre and post standardized test scores of 

individual students in grades three and six and post 

standardized test scores of individual students in grade one 

from classrooms identified for the study in two districts. 

The three interrelated reform dimensions, referred to in 

Chapter I in the section titled Purpose of the Study, 

precipitated eight specific research questions. The three 

interrelated dimensions and eight questions guided the 

examination of both qualitative and quantitative data. 
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Dimension I which examined the differences between 

classrooms using meaning-centered and code-centered published 

language arts curriculum materials prompted research question 

numbered one: 

1. To what degree were the published code-centered and 

meaning-centered language arts curriculum materials 

presentation recommendations followed by the classroom 

teacher? 

Teacher centered behaviors 

Dimension II which examined the differences between 

teacher centered behaviors used in a meaning-centered 

classroom and a code-centered classroom prompted the 

following research questions numbered two, three, four, five 

and six: 

2. What teacher behaviors related to the instructional 

management factors--control, curriculum, and societal--were 

performed in a code-centered and meaning-centered California

English classroom? 

3. What were the differences between instructional 

techniques used in a code-centered classroom and a meaning

centered classroom? 

4. To what extent were students able to exhibit 

learning strategies acquired from being taught by teacher 

instructional behaviors specific to code-centered strategies 

and meaning-centered strategies? 
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5. To what extent did teacher values and perceptions 

guide teacher behavior in a code-centered classroom and/or a 

meaning-centered classroom? 

6. To what degree was the classroom teacher committed 

to implementing and using a code-centered approach or a 

meaning-centered approach to teach the California-English 

curriculum? 

QrganjzatjonaJ processes 

Dimension III which examined the differences between the 

effects that organizational processes have on teacher 

centered behaviors and on the intervention of the California 

English-Language Arts Framework in code-centered and meaning

centered classrooms prompted research question numbered 

seven: 

7. To what degree did the organization support the 

changes introduced by the California-English Language Arts 

Framework? 

Student performance, 

The final research question number eight interrelated 

the three reform dimensions, the preceding seven questions 

and student performance. 

8. How did the differences in materials, teacher 

behaviors and organizational processes between classrooms 

using a meaning-centered approach and a code-centered 

approach in language arts affect student performance? 

In the first section of this chapter there is a summary 

of the data on meaning-cente~ed and code-centered approaches 
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collected by this researcher during five months of the 1989-
1990 school year implementation of the California-English 
Language Arts Framework. A synopsis of the findings from 
each of the eight research questions is presented. 

The next section integrates and synthesizes the major 
findings from the eight research question summaries. 

Upon conclusion of this synthesis, there are three 

sections: 

1. Implications of the findings as they relate to 
student performance. 

2. Recommendations aimed at implementing major changes 
in language arts curriculum that affect student performance. 

3. Suggestions for further research to extend or expand 
this research. 

Summary of the Research 

summary of Question one; To what degree were the published 
code-centered and meaning-centered language arts curriculum 
materials presentation recommendations followed by the 
classroom teacher? 

Teachers in both districts found the new curriculum 
materials to be somewhat difficult to manage and to 

understand. However, they tended to confront the 

difficulties and become courageously involved in the lessons. 
They carried instructional practices used with past 

curriculum materials, known to be effective with students, 
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into the delivery of the new program. Regardless of the 

philosophy, format, or methods of the new curriculum 

materials designed to reflect the philosophy of the 

California English-Language Arts Framework, teachers 

continued to use past instructional practices, although some 

of these practices were quite contrary to the Framework's 

philosophy. Teacher comments and observations appeared to 

indicate that the instructional format of the prescribed 

curriculum materials required that the teachers use a 

discovery process to determine the skill instruction design. 

It was not until the end of the school year that teachers 

were aware that the prescribed program presented a sequence 

of skill development. 

While the new aspects of the literature pr~gram were 

ambitiously addressed by the teachers, they were not certain 

of the effectiveness of the new curriculum program on student 

performance. Teachers with the least teaching experience 

followed the program more closely than those teachers with 

more teaching experience. Comments of the newer teachers 

indicated that they were full of hope that the new literature 

approach would bring about student improvement. It appears 

that the more experienced teachers were not willing to swap 

instruction they had learned through experience to be 

effective with students for a new philosophy encased in novel 

curriculum materials. All twelve teachers enthusiastically 

followed the prescribed program requirements; however, they 

were not willing to gauge its effectiveness with the 
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students, and they were not willing to allow the prescribed 

program recommendations to dictate the sole classroom 

instruction for their students. 

summary of Question Two· What teacher behaviors related to 
the instructional management factors--control. cnrricµlnm. 
and societal--were performed in a code-centered and meaning
centered language arts classroom? 

Teacher behaviors related to the instructional 

management control factors reflected similarities and 

differences between districts. In a positive environment 

more learning results. Teachers in both districts managed 

the classroom environment similarly. The arrangement of 

furniture, the posted goals, objectives and rules, display of 

student work and teacher preparation were observed to be 

satisfactory or even exemplary in both districts. 

Teachers in District I with more classroom experience 

exhibit_ed habits that attended to positive interactions with 

students more often than did teachers with less experience. 

Teachers in District II attended to positive and supportive 

interactions that addressed the self-concept of students more 

often than did the teachers in District I. Participating in 

positive and supportive interactions with teachers, students 

in District II received opportunities to follow a more 

positive model of interactions more often than did students 

in District I. 
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Regardless of the particular program of instruction, 

stories, art activities, writing or materials in use, there 

seemed to be very few differences in the students' 

responsiveness to their independent language arts activities 

in either meaning-centered or code-centered classrooms. 

Student engagement in activities appeared to depend on the 

support and expectations created by the classroom teacher. 

The monitoring of students' success rate did not occur 

consistently during independent activities in both districts. 

However, teachers in code-centered (District II) classrooms 

seemed to give corrective feedback concerning students' 

success more often than did the teachers in District I. 

During independent activities, four to five students in each 

classroom appeared to require more corrective feedback-

teacher support and encouragement--than did the remaining 

students in the classroom. 

The instructional management practice of offering 

opportunities for students to participate in sharing ideas 

was performed at a high level and as often by teachers in 

both districts. The practice of sharing ideas was not 

performed during every language arts lesson observed. 

However, during each allotted time for sharing ideas, three 

to four students in each classroom were consistently observed 

to avoid participation in responding to directed sharing, but 

they were enthusiastic about communicating with partners or 

buddies. 
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The practice of offering opportunities for students to 

participate in cooperative learning groups was observed to 

occur more often in District II than in District I. District 
II practiced cooperative learning at all grade levels; 

however, cooperative learning groups were not often observed. 

Cooperative learning groups were rarely observed during 

language arts instruction in District I. 

Teacher behaviors in both districts addressed individual 
differences in learning through a balance of multimodal 

lesson presentations. Teachers were observed to offer a 

range of auditory, visual and kinesthetic strategies to 

engage students in the learning process. The majority of 

these strategies seemed to be suggested by the 

recommendations of the prescribed literature curriculum. 

Opportunities for students to recognize minority 

languages and other cultures through language arts 

activities, literature selections and assignments were rarely 
observed in classrooms in either district. The student 

population characteristics in classrooms in both districts 

created an educational need to recognize minority languages 

and other cultures. The least number of multi-ethnic 

students in classes in District I was 32% of the sample 

population and greatest number was 51% of sample population. 

The least number of multi-ethnic students in classes in 

District II was 78% of the sample population and the greatest 
number was 86% of the sample population. Opportunities for 

cooperative learning, sharing ideas and frequent literature 
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Frequent informal assessment strategies--oral 

presentations and portfolio consultations--and formal 

performance assessment strategies--written essay tests and 

criterion referenced tests--of students• academic 

performances reinforce students• efforts and provide 

instructional direction for the teacher. First grade 

teachers in District II reported using a greater variety of 

assessment strategies more often than did teachers in 

District I. Teachers in District II appeared to emphasize 

students• making meaning by informally assessing the writing 

progress of their students almost daily. They also 

emphasized a mastery of objectives--criterion tests, progress 

on skills, letter grades and written essay tests--and a 

direction for instruction toward objectives more often than 

did the teachers in District I. 

Third grade teachers in District I reported using 

assessment strategies more frequently than did the teachers 

in District II; however, teachers in District II used 

informal assessment strategies more often than did teachers 

in District I. The frequency of formal performance 

assessment strategies was balanced between both districts 

except for the major difference in the frequent use of letter 

grades by teachers in District I; however, there seemed to be 
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a limited emphasis on student mastery of objectives in both 

districts. 

Sixth grade teachers in both districts emphasized a 

mastery of objectives and a direction for their instruction 

toward objectives through their almost daily use of formal 

assessment strategies. However, teachers in code-centered 

(District II) classrooms apparently used a balance between 

formal and informal performance assessment strategies. 

Teachers in District II informally assessed writing and 

_speaking performances more often than did teachers in 

District I. Sixth grade teachers in District II emphasized a 

mastery of objectives and students' meaning through writing 

and speaking opportunities. Students were encouraged to 

create, develop and formulate meaning of their own 

understanding through writing and speaking activities. 

Cooperative learning groups participated in a discussion of 

the writing assignment with constant teacher feedback. 

Students participated in individual consultations with their 

teacher and finally, the written meaning and individual 

understanding was presented to members of the class in the 

form of an oral presentation. Teachers in District II 

emphasized a balance between a mastery of objectives and 

strategies that encouraged students' meaning and 

understanding through writing and speaking activities while 

teachers in District I appeared to use assessment strategies 

that emphasized a mastery of objectives more than students' 

meaning and understanding. 
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A noticeable discrepancy occurred between the three 

instructional management approaches--assertive discipline, 

classroom management and cooperative learning--teachers 

listed as effective in classroom instruction and the observed 

teacher behaviors related to the instructional management 

approaches. All twelve teachers were observed using various 

elements of assertive discipline and related classroom 

management practices; however, two teachers in District I and 

three teachers in District II indicated that they didn't use 

classroom management practices, and only two teachers in 

District II and four teachers in District I indicated that 

assertive discipline was effective. A similar discrepancy 

occurred with cooperative learning. Cooperative learning was 

observed more often in classrooms in District II than in 

classrooms in District I; however, all six teachers in 

District II indicated that cooperative learning was somewhat 

effective, ineffective or not used. Teachers in District I 

indicated that cooperative learning was very effective, 

effective or somewhat effective in classroom instruction; 

however, cooperative learning practices were observed during 

only three of the 30 language arts observations. This 

discrepancy between teachers' responses and classroom 

observations implies that teachers in District II continued 

using an instructional management approach that they found to 

be only somewhat effective or ineffective with student 

performance, while teachers in District I did not practice an 

instructional management approach that they found to be 
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effective with student performance. Since teacher comments 
reflected their interests in the successful progress of their 

students' performance, a more reasonable implication suggests 

that teachers were not familiar with or aware of the 

nomenclatures assigned to the instructional management 

approaches they were using in their classroom instruction. 

Furthermore, if teachers are not aware of the nomenclature or 

"language" of their teaching behaviors, how will they know 

what aspect of an approach leads to what student performance 

and why that approach affects student performance? 

During the interviews, teachers in both districts 

indicated that they maintained high performance expectations 

for their students. However, when asked to what degree they 

maintained high expe~tations, five teachers in District II 

maintained higher expectations for their students than did 

five teachers in District I. Teachers in District II 

espoused high expectations for their students with conviction 
and intensity, and they marked higher degrees of expectations 

than did the teachers in District II. 

summary of ouestjon Three· What were the differences between 
instructiona 1 techni<wes used in a code-centered classroom 
and a meaning-centered classroom? 

Teachers in both districts rarely integrated past 

knowledge about the transference of understandings, the 

performance of tasks effectively, and the mastery of learning 

goals into the literature focus on reading, writing, speaking 
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and listening. Past knowledge about the transference of 

information from teacher to student within the context of 

minimal performance anxiety for the student was limited to 

the first six stages of an effective sequenced lesson by 

teachers in both districts: motivation, review, goals and 

objectives, explanation, modeling and structured practice. 

Teachers in code-cent~red classrooms practiced motivation, 

review, objective and modeling stages more often than did the 

teachers in the meaning-centered classrooms. 

The explanation stage was practiced more often than was 

other structured lesson stages by teachers from both meaning

centered and code-centered classrooms; however, teachers in 
meaning-centered classrooms performed the explanation stage 

during all 30 observations. In meaning-centered classrooms, 

students were given the opportunity to practice correct 

performance during structured practice more often than were 

the students in code-centered classrooms. 

The use of a systematic skill program, a phonic program 

or semantic and structural analogy strategies was limited in 
classrooms in both districts. However, teachers in code

centered classrooms were observed using a systematic skill 

program slightly more often than were teachers in meaning

centered classrooms. First grade teachers in meaning

centered classrooms and sixth grade teachers in code-centered 

classrooms scheduled more time for skill instruction than did 
the remaining eight teachers. 
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The California English-Language Arts Framework suggests 
that good literature be read aloud daily and writing be 

practiced daily. Exemplary writing activities were limited 

in both meaning-centered and code-centered classrooms during 
the observations of language arts instruction; yet, from 

observations and the number of daily writing assessments 

reported, teachers in code-centered classrooms seemed to 

provide opportunities for their students to write more often 
than did teachers in meaning-centered classrooms. Literature 
was read daily more often in meaning-centered (District I) 

classrooms than in code-centered classrooms (District II). 

The same noticeable discrepancy that occurred between 

the perceived effectiveness of instructional management 

approaches and the observed teacher behaviors occurred 

between the perceived effectiveness of instructional 

techniques used and the teacher behaviors that were observed. 
Several teachers indicated that instructional techniques were 

not used in their classroom instruction; however the teachers 

were observed using the techniques. The indication is that 

some teachers were not aware of the nomenclatures given to 

the instructional techniques they were using in their 

classrooms. 

Assuming that many teachers were knowledgeable about the 
instructional techniques they used in the classrooms, the 

most effective instructional techniques marked by teachers in 
meaning-centered classrooms were writing instruction, mastery 

learning, direct instruction, key elements of teaching and 
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language experience approach. Mastery learning was marked to 

be most effective by teachers in code-centered classrooms. 

Teachers' perceptions of the success of the prescribed 

curriculum program was formed by their observed performances 

of their students. Comments from teachers in both districts 

reflected a concern for the loss of instructional time to 

actually teach students' skills. Comments further indicated 

that students were developing good attitudes about reading 

and learning; however, several teachers were concerned that 

all their students were not learning the necessary skills to 

be successful in reading and language that were usually 

taught in a structured program. Comments from teachers in 

meaning-centered classrooms reflected on the improved 

attitudes and self-concepts of students toward reading and 

writing activities. Teacher comments also reflected concern 

for the performance of students' with language difficulties 

and students without the background experiences to respond 

and discuss the literature read to them. 

Comments from teachers in code-centered classrooms 

reflected concerns about the progress of student performance 

using the literature approach as often as teachers in 

meaning-centered classrooms. Teacher comments indicated a 

concern for the lack of structure, quiet time and skill 

instruction implied by the prescribed literature approach. 

They also noted the improved attitude toward reading and 

writing of students who were not performing as expected. 

Teacher comments indicated that their perceptions of the 
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success of the prescribed literature program is contingent 

upon the remarkable improvement of students' positive 

attitudes toward reading and writing and their self-concepts. 

Teacher comments reflected confusion and uncertainty as to 

how successful the prescribed program would be on students' 

reading and writing performances. 

summary of Question four; To what extent were students able 
to exhjbit learning strategies acQ_uired from bejng taught by 
teacher iostplctionaJ behayjors specjfic to code-centered 
strategies and meaning-centered strategies? 

This question examines the differences between exhibited 

learning strategies from high and low performing students as 

they relate to writing and reading. Students in code

centered classrooms were observed writing more often during 

language arts instruction than were students in meaning

centered classrooms. Students were observed participating in 

systematic skill instruction in classrooms in both districts; 

first grades in District I, sixth grades in District II and 

in both districts in the third grades. Literature was read 

aloud more often to students in meaning-centered classrooms 

than to students in code-centered classrooms. All four first 

grade teachers reported that their low performing students 

had mastered the writing of simple sentences at the end of 

first grade. All four third grade teachers indicated that 

their low performing students had mastered simple paragraphs 

and/or descriptive paragraphs at the end of third grade. All 
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According to the first grade teachers in code-centered 

classrooms, their low performing students were able to read 

familiar texts at the end of first grade; however, first 

grade teachers in meaning-centered classrooms showed that 

their low performing students were only able to decode words 

by the end of first grade. Third grade teachers in code

centered classrooms related that their low performers had 

mastered the ability to read less familiar texts by the end 
of third grade. Teachers in meaning-centered classrooms 

recorded that their low performing students had mastered 

familiar texts and less familiar texts by the end of the 

year. A great difference between sixth grade code-centered 

and meaning-centered classrooms was the reported reading 

performance of low performing students. Teachers in meaning

centered classrooms indicated their students had mastered the 

task of reading less familiar texts by the end of sixth 

grade. Teachers in code-centered classrooms noted that their 

sixth grade students had mastered a reading task with 

abstract and specialized vocabulary that required cognitive 

performance and was conceptually complex. 

High performing first grade students in code-centered 

(District II) classrooms apparently developed writing skills 

at a faster pace than did students in meaning-centered 

(District I) classrooms; that is, students began with simple 
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sentences, then mastered simple paragraphs and finally 

descriptive paragraphs by the end of first grade. According 

to all four third grade teachers, their high performing 

students had mastered the ability to express concepts in 

their writing. Sixth grade teachers in code-centered 

classrooms described the mastered writing ability of their 

students as the ability to express concepts about human 

values and conditions. Sixth grade teachers in meaning

centered classrooms related that half of their students had 

mastered expression of concepts and half of their students 

had mastered expression of concepts about human values and 

conditions. 

First grade teachers in District I proclaimed that their 

high performing students had mastered the reading of less 

familiar texts that was both cognitive and conceptual in 

nature, while students in District II had mastered a reading 

task more advanced by the end of first grade. The mastered 

reading task of high performing third graders in code

centered classrooms was described as a reading task that was 

cognitive and conceptual with abstract and specialized 

vocabulary, while third graders in meaning-centered 

classrooms were reported to have mastered a reading task that 

was only cognitive and conceptual. Sixth grade teachers 

indicated that all sixth grade high performing students 

mastered a reading task that required cognitive and 

conceptual thought processes and the understanding of 

abstract and specialized vocabulary. 
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At the end of 1990, low performing students exhibited 

similar writing abilities in both districts. However, 

teachers in code-centered classrooms estimated that their 

first, third and sixth grade low performing students 

exhibited reading abilities more advanced than were students' 

abilities in meaning-centered classrooms. 

The writing performance of high performing first grade 

students in District II progressed at a faster pace than did 

students in District I. At the end of 1990, sixth grade 

students in District II exhibited writing strategies more 

advanced than did students in District I. Third grade 

students demonstrated similar writing strategies in both 

districts. First and third grade students in District II 

displayed more advanced reading strategies than did students 

in District I. Sixth graders exhibited similar reading 

strategies in both districts. 

Teachers from both meaning-centered (District I) and 

code-centered (District II) classrooms indicated that the 

prescribed literature program did not provide enough skill 

instruction for low performing students to exhibit successful 

learning strategies or to be able to transfer strategies to 

higher levels of reading and writing performances. 

summary of Question Five; To what extent did teacher values 
and perceptions guide teacher behavior in a code-centered 
classroom and/or a meaning-centered classroom? 
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According to teachers' responses on questionnaires 

(Research Question Five), organizational support of the 

language arts implementation efforts was generally perceived 

to be at a high level in both districts. However, teachers 

in code-centered classrooms perceived language arts support 

by parents, administrators and peer teachers to be greater 

than did teachers in meaning-centered classrooms. 

Perceptions and values about the success of the prescribed 

program have not been formed by teachers in either district. 

The extent to which opportunities were offered to 

facilitate the development of the cognitive-conceptual 

transformation was minimal in both districts. Therefore, 

without this cognitive-conceptual development teacher 

behaviors were rarely guided by their values and perceptions 

concerning the philosophy of the California English-Language 

Arts Framework. 

The extent to which teacher's values and perceptions 

about language arts predisposed their selection of the amount 

of instructional time, opportunities and experiences they 

provided for low performing students varied with the number 

of estimated low performers in the class, the grade level and 

the district. The general trend among teachers in both 

districts was to schedule more time for literature 

opportunities if a high percentage of low performing students 

was estimated to be in their classrooms. Teachers who 

reported a lower percentage of low performing students in 

their classrooms, scheduled more time for skill instruction, 
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teacher directed instruction and independent activities. 

However, as was reported in questions three and four, 

comments from teachers in both code-centered and meaning

centered classrooms indicated that the prescribed literature 

program did not provide enough skill instruction for their 

low performing students to perform successfully or improve 

their performance. It appears that the trend among teachers, 

with estimated high percentages of low performers in their 

classrooms, was to schedule more time for the literature 

experiences presented in the prescribed curriculum and less 

time for skill instruction. But they didn't perceive that 

the literature experiences offered in the program provided 

enough opportunities for their low performing students to 

improve their performance. 

Summary of Question Six· To what degree was the classroom 
teacher committed to implementing and using a code-centered 
approach or a meaning-centered approach to teach the Janguage 
arts currjculum? 

A total of eight of the twelve teachers, four teachers 

from each district, seemed to be more committed to the 

implementation of the language arts intervention model, more 

developed interpersonally and more effective in classroom 

instruction than were the remaining four teachers. The 

number of years of teaching experience appeared to have no 

relation to the degree of teacher commitment in this study. 

Teachers in meaning-centered classrooms expressed more 
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commitment to the California English-Language Arts Framework 

curriculum than did the teachers in code-centered classrooms. 

However, their comments displayed a wide range of degrees of 

commitment among teachers in both districts. 

Summary of Question Seven· To what degree did the 
organization su:r;iport the changes introduced by the English
Language Arts framework? 

The educational organization in both districts supported 

the changes in the language arts curriculum with effective 

leadership. Principals stated goals for accountability and 

staff development, indicating that the organization was 

designed to achieve an educative purpose. Their goals 

reflected a motivation for formal testing to reflect the 

purposes of the language arts curriculum by identifying 

outcomes and objectives in language arts curriculum and 

teaching to a mastery of objectives. The improvement of 

scores with standardized testing procedures was still very 

much a part of their stated goals. 

Principals supported changes in the language arts 

curriculum by deliberately attempting to produce new and 

different responses in members of their organization with a 

combination of three power forms: expertise, personal power 

and cooperative power. Principals used a combination of four 

control sources to shape and build values that support the 

changes in the language arts curriculum; influencing, 

bargaining, negotiating and positional. 
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The educational organization in both districts supported 

the changes in the language arts curriculum; however, the 

degree of support was observed to be less than was its 

potential support in both districts. The awareness of 

affecting the change process through collaborative 

relationships seemed to be limited. Principals stated goals 

of creating and building collaborative relationships that 

affect changes. However, the conceptualization of an actual 

developmental design that would affect the change process 

through collaborative relationships seemed to be missing 

=-~Ong all principals in both districts. Building and 

creating relationships through interpersonal relationships 

that address human life cycle development, individual 

differences, values, attitudes and perceptions, and guided by 

the individual's judgments in the context of a critical and 

reflective dimension that affect change were not discussed or 

observed. 

Staff development practices in District I and District 

II did not appear to encourage and/or support the change 

process. Information about the California English-Language 

Arts Framework was presented, discussed and background 

information was provided for teachers; however, the process 

to affect change apparently stepped at that point. The data 

collected from the instrument used in this study to determine 

the degree of support of the organization through the 

presence of relationship building behaviors and bonding and 

openness behaviors indicated that relationships were not 
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bonded enough to affect notable changes in teacher behaviors 

or student performances in either district (Tables 39 and 

40). As indicated in Table 40, teachers in District I 

appeared to be more bonded than did teachers in District II. 

The principal of one organization in District I 

indicated that small groups of teachers worked closely 

together at the beginning of the year developing language 

arts lesson plans for their first and third grade students. 

Additionally, the same group of teachers bonded closer 

together during the school year through motherhood events. 

These same teachers were observed to receive more 

administrative feedback and more time for peer instructional 

observations than teachers did in District II. However, pre 

and post questionnaires reflected few changes in responses, 

observations reflected few changes in individual teacher 

behaviors, only four of the eleven instructional techniques 

observed were common among the three teachers, and students 

in their classrooms reflected similar performances on formal 

and informal performance assessments. There were no 

opportunities for demonstration, practice, correction, 

teaching, feedback, or sharing in a collegial fashion. 

Therefore, it appears that openness and bonding behaviors 

observed in staff meetings, occasional working committees and 

social events do not influence change in teacher behaviors or 

student performances. 

Administrators supported and promoted the changes 

introduced by the framework within their understandings and 
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year time line. Perhaps leaders found it difficult to 

display a motivational spirit for any new change while the 
present operating procedures required so much energy and 

time. The educational crisis that initiated the changes in 

the language arts curriculum did not appear to be transferred 

to a focus of engaging members of the organization in the 

changes. 

On_ly one school in District I seemed to reflect a 

somewhat charged spirit supporting the language arts 

curriculum changes. It was the principal of this school who 
said that her mentor had a way of envisioning things, making 
them reality and motivating people to work, work, work 

without feeling that demands were on them. This school 

seemed to generate the greatest amount of supporting 

motivational spirit. This organization was observed to 

reflect the most developed school culture from among the 

three organizations in District II and the remaining 

organization in District I. This organizat•ion in District I 

appeared to have a culture strong enough to support, 

facilitate and mobilize a dynamic change process. 

Furthermore, the developmental stage of this organization in 
District I was more advanced than were the organizations in 

District II. 
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This research question acknowledges the interrelated 

nature of materials, teacher behaviors and organizational 

processes on student performance. The summary to this 

question is organized by grade level from a micro perspective 

to macro perspective; that is from student sample population, 

to class population and finally to district population. 

Student performance is defined by informal assessments--the 

ability to pass writing proficiency examinations, the number 

of selected recreational books read and the willingness to 

complete homework on time--and formal performance 

assessments, the successful performance on criterion testing 

efforts, and achievement assessments, the level of success 

achieved on a standardized test in reading and language arts. 

Teacher estimations of student performance defined by 

classroom formal and informal assessments may be considered 

too inferential for summarizing the influences of language 

arts instruction on student performance. However, this study 

described what actually occured.in classrooms during the 

implementation of the English-Language Arts Framework. The 

California State Department of Education (1987) suggested 

that "alternatives to objective testing provide more 

formative data" (p. 34). According to the California State 
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Department of Education, "Teachers, students, and parents are 

offered a more accurate picture of students' facility with 

English-language arts by using a variety of assessment 

strategies ... " (p. 34). Decisions concerning student 

performance in the classroom are guided daily by teachers' 

values, perceptions, attitudes and judgments. Therefore, 

teachers' estimations of students' progress and academic 

performances are considered meaningful for the purposes of 

this descriptive study. 

Mean NCE scores of the student sample population may be 

misleading for summarizing the effects of language arts 

instruction on low performing students. These mean scores 

may have been influenced by very high scores of students in 

the sample. Therefore, student performance on standardized 

tests is related to the classroom teacher's estimation of 

students' reading and writing performance. The standardized 

test scores in the subject areas of language arts and reading 

are viewed and discussed as three interrelated basic 

components: 

1. Comprehension. Comprehension is to get meaning from 

and putting meaning into what students read; either a 

passage, a text or a story. 

2. Language. Language is defined as the ability to 

demonstrate a knowledge of spelling, mechanics, expression, 

word attack and word recognition skills. 

3. Vocabulary. Vocabulary is defined as the ability to 

demonstrate the knowledge of word meanings. Demonstrating a 
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knowledge of word meanings also implies that the student can 

use the meaning, context, and orthographic processors (Adams, 

1990). Student performance is further interrelated with a 

summary of materials, teacher behaviors and organizational 

processes which appear to be attributed to student 

performance. 

First grade 

This discussion of how the differences in teacher 

behaviors, organizational processes and materials affected 

student performance is confined to the classrooms identified 

in this study using the prescribed curriculum program, since 

some first grade classrooms in District II continued to use 

the basal reading program. Teachers in code-centered 

classrooms (District II) performed the following 

instructional behaviors more often than did teachers in 

meaning-centered classrooms (District I): (a) frequent 

assessment of student performance, (b) high student 

expectations, (c) cooperative learning opportunities, (d) 

daily writing activities, (e) independent activities, and (f) 

the prescribed literature program recommendations were 

followed closely. Teachers in code-centered (District II) 

classrooms scheduled 30 more minutes of language arts 

instruction than did teachers in meaning-centered (District 

I) classrooms. They seemed to be more committed and had more 

teaching experience than did first grade teachers in the 

meaning-centered classrooms. Organizational processes 
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generally supported the implementation of the language arts 
curriculum. 

Teacher behaviors, materials and organizational 

processes in Distrfct II appeared to affect student 

performances in the following four ways: 

1. Students' standardized testing scores reflected 

notable strengths in expression and language total scores and 
weaknesses in comprehension and vocabulary scores. 

2. Students performed successfully on district writing 

proficiency examinations, criterion testing and completion of 
homework assignments, but did not read as many recreational 

books as students in District I. 

3. High performing students made greater progress in 
their reading and writing performances than did students in 

District I (as estimated by teachers). Low performing 

students made greater progress in their reading performance 

than did students in District I. Students were equally 

successful in their writing performance as were students in 

District I. 

4. Students were enthusiastic and motivated about 

reading and writing activities. 

Teachers in meaning-centered classrooms (District I) 

performed the following instructional behaviors more often 

than did teachers in code-centered (District II) classrooms: 
(a) literature was read daily, (b) a systematic skill program 
was taught, (c) a direct instruction approach was used, (d) 

the prescribed curriculum program was not followed closely, 
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and (e) there were more positive than negative interactions 

between students and teachers. There were more multi-ethnic 

students represented in the student sample population in 

meaning-centered classrooms than were in code~centered 

classrooms (Table 45). 

Teacher behaviors, materials and organizational 

processes in District I appeared to affect student 

performances in the following five ways: 

1. Students' standardized test scores reflected 

considerable strengths in comprehension, vocabulary and word 

recognition. Scores in expression and language total were 

identical to student scores in District II. 

2. Students read a greater number of recreational books 

than did students in District II and performed equally as 

well as students did in District II on criterion testing and 

homework expectations. 

3. Students were enthusiastic and motivated about 

reading and writing activities. 

4. Low performing students' writing performance 

progressed to the same stage as did low performing students 

in District II, simple sentences. 

5. There was a greater difference between high 

performing students' reading and writing performances and low 

performing students reading and writing performances in 

meaning-centered (District I) classrooms than were the 

differences between students' performances in code-centered 

(District II) classrooms. 
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Apparently, there were distinctive differences between 

the estimated reading and writing performances exhibited by 

low performing students and high performing students and the 

standardized testing results of the student sample 

populations as early as first grade. However, there were 

distinctive similarities among the estimated successes on 

assessments--recreational reading, homework, criterion tests 

and writing proficiency tests--and success on standardized 

testing subject areas: (a) Students who read the most 

recreational books seemed to perform well in comprehension, 

vocabulary and reading total, and (b) students who performed 

well on writing proficiency examinations appeared to perform 

well in language total, expression and mechanics. 

Third grade. 

Teachers in code-centered (District II) classrooms 

performed the following instructional behaviors more often 

than did teachers in meaning-centered (District I) 

classrooms: (a) provided cooperative learning opportunities, 

(b) engaged in positive reinforcement, (c) practiced daily 

writing activities, (d) practiced direct instruction 

behaviors, and (e) followed the prescribed literature program 

recommendations very close. Teachers reported to have more 

teaching experience than did third grade teachers in the 

meaning-centered classrooms. Teachers in code-centered 

classrooms scheduled 10 minutes more total language arts 

instructional time than did teachers in meaning-centered 

classrooms. 
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1. Students were able to pass the district's writing 

proficiency examination and perform successfully on criterion 

testing efforts the first time. Students read few 

recreational books. They did complete homework assignments 

as often as students in District I. Students who performed 

well on writing proficiency examinations and criterion 

testing (as estimated by teachers) did perform well on only 

one subject area on the standardized tests, spelling. 

2. High performing students and low performing students 

made greater progress in their reading performances than did 

students in District I (as estimated by teachers). 

3. The writing performance of high and low performing 

students progressed to the same stage as the writing 

performance of students in District I. 

4. Students reflected similar scores in spelling and 

word attack subject areas on their standardized testing in 

both districts. Students' standardized test scores reflected 

a notable drop in comprehension, vocabulary, mechanics and 

language total subject areas. 

Teachers in meaning-centered (District I) classrooms 

performed the following instructional behaviors more often 

than did teachers in code-centered (District II) classrooms: 

(a) literature was read daily, (b) a systematic skill program 

was taught, (c) student progress was assessed daily, and (c) 
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independent activities were scheduled for students. There 

were a greater percentage of multi-ethnic students in the 

sample population than were in the sample population in code

centered classrooms (Table 45). 

Teacher behaviors, materials and organizational 

processes in District I appeared to affect student 

performances in the following three ways: 

1. Students read a great number of recreational books. 

2. Students performed well on standardized test scores 

in comprehension, vocabulary, word recognition and expression 

and language total subject areas. 

3. Students completed homework assignments as often as 

students did in District II. 

There appeared to be distinctive differences between the 
estimated reading performances exhibited by low performing 

students and high performing students and the standardized 

testing results of the student sample populations. The only 
similarity among the estimated successes on performance 

assessments--recreational reading, homework, criterion tests 

and writing proficiency tests--and success on standardized 

(achievement) testing subject areas was that students who 

read the most recreational books, seemed to perform well in 
comprehension, vocabulary and reading total subject areas. 

Organizational processes generally supported the 

implementation of the language arts curriculum in both 

districts. 
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sixth grade 

Teache~s in code-centered (District II) classrooms used 
the following effective instructional behaviors more often 

than did sixth grade teachers in meaning-centered classrooms: 
(a) provided cooperative learning opportunities, (b) engaged 

in positive reinforcement, (c) maintained high expectations, 
(d) used frequent formal and informal performance assessment 

strategies, (e) practiced daily writing activities, (f) 

practiced skill instruction, and (g) provided opportunities 

for independent activities. Teachers scheduled 10 minutes 

more of total time for language arts instruction than did 

teachers in meaning-centered classrooms. 

Teacher behaviors, materials and organizational 

processes in District II appeared to affect student 

performances in the following three ways: 

1. Students were able to pass the district's writing 

proficiency examination, perform successfully on criterion 

testing efforts, read a great number of recreational books 

and completed homework assignments. 

2. Students reflected higher scores in comprehension, 
vocabulary, total reading, and total language than did 

students in District I. Spelling was the weakest subject 
area. 

3. The writing performance of high performing students 
progressed to the most complex stage identified in this 

study. Low performing and high performing students 

progressed to the same advanced reading stage. 
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Teachers in meaning-centered (District I) classrooms 

scheduled more time for direct teacher instruction, seemed to 

be more committed to the language arts philosophy and had 

more years of teaching experience than did teachers in code

centered (District II) classrooms. Teachers in code-centered 

and meaning-centered classrooms followed the prescribed 

curriculum recommendations about equally. 

1. Students did reflect growth in comprehension and 

spelling on standardized testing. However, there was a drop 

in vocabulary scores. 

2. High performing students in both districts 

progressed to the most complex stage of reading identified in 

this study (estimated by teachers). 

3. Low performing students in both districts mastered 

descriptive paragraphs. 

There were almost twice as many multi-ethnic students in 

the student sample population in the meaning-centered 

(District I) classrooms as in the code-centered classrooms 

(Table 45). However, there were more multi-ethnic students 

and low performing sixth grade students in the code-centered 

(District II) classrooms (Table 1). 

There appeared to be distinctive differences between the 

estimated reading performances exhibited by high performing 

students and the writing performances exhibited by low 

performing students and the standardized testing results of 

the student sample populations. There were similarities 

among the estimated successes on assessments--recreational 
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reading, homework, criterion tests and writing proficiency 

tests--and success on standardized testing subject areas in 

comprehension, vocabulary, reading total and language total 

subject areas. Organizational processes generally supported 

the implementation of the language arts curriculum in both 

districts. 

Differences Between Code-Centered and 

Meaning-Centered Classrooms In the First Year Implementation 

of the English-Language Arts Framework: 

Integration and Synthesis 

This research study looked at the implementation in two 

districts of a statewide effort to change the language arts 

philosophy in the elementary curriculum and to improve 

student performance in reading and language arts. The 

California English-Language Arts Framework discussed the 

emphases and goals of the educational reform movement, 

essential elements of instructional programs, effective 

instruction, exemplary instructional practices, assessment of 

student performance and the necessary resources to implement 

the language arts program. Each school district selected 

curriculum materials anc !mplemented the program according to 

its particular agenda. A macro view of the similarities and 

differences in the language arts implementation in code-
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1. The prescribed curriculum materials seemed to 

generate motivation, excitement and interest in classroom 

instruction among teachers and students in both districts. 

The curriculum materials offered opportunities for students 

to discover learning on their own and with others. 

2. Teachers willingly followed the recommendations of 

the curriculum materials, regardless of the difficulty 

experienced with the prescribed materials in both districts·. 

However, several less experienced teachers in language arts 

apparently followed the program recommendations more closely 

than did the teachers with more experience. Teachers 

continued to supplement the prescribed materials with 

materials they had found to be effective with student 

performance. 

3. Teachers' initial commitment to the language arts 

philosophy appeared to remain stabilized, neither more 

committed nor less committed at the end of the school year in 

both districts. Their degree of commitment seemed to depend 

upon the standardized test results of their students' 

achievement. 

Teacher Behaviors Related to rostrnctional Management 
4. There appeared to be many variations in the 

management of effective instructional time. Within 45 
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minutes of observed language arts instruction, there appeared 
to be no uniformity among the teachers in both districts in 
the percentage of instructional time teachers used for 

modeling tasks, student time-on-task activities, lesson 
expianation, literature reading and writing activities. 
Teacher Behaviors Related to Jnstrnctional Techniques 

5. There seemed to be a set of instructional practices 
that affected student performances among first, third and 
sixth grade classrooms. First and third grade students in 
meaning-centered classrooms and sixth grade students in code
centered classrooms who received instruction in both a 
systematic skill program and an integrated literature 

program, who read and heard literature daily and who 

participated in writing activities daily performed 

successfully in comprehension, vocabulary, word attack and 
word recognition subject areas on standardized tests. They 
liked to read literature independently and completed homework 
as expected. 

6. Many teachers appeared to use instructional 

practices they knew to be effective from experiences or 

educational opportunities regardless of the suggestions of 
the new language arts philosophy. Multi-ethnic and low

income students who were members of one sixth grade class in 
a code-centered classroom performed well on both formal and 
informal performance assessments. Their teacher was observed 
to balance the language arts program with code-centered and 
meaning-centered opportunities and to use a large number of 
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effective teaching strategies with the greatest percentage of 

multi-ethnic and low income students in this study. 

Teacher Behaviors Related to Perceptions and values 
7. Teachers structured the classroom environment to 

support the emergent literacy perspective supported by the 

California English-Language Arts Framework. Teachers seemed 

to restructure the environment with instructional management 

practices and instructional techniqi:es so that literacy 

experiences could occur. However, they appeared to define 

their role as a teacher as promoting more teacher directed 

activities than promoting more student directed 

opportunities. 

Effects of the Language Arts curriculum on Student 
Performance 

8. High estimations of reading and writing competencies 

and success on criterion referenced tests did not appear to 

agree with student performances on standardized tests in the 

subject areas of reading comprehension, vocabulary and 

language mechanics in first grade and third grade in District 

II. The writing competency estimations did agree with sixth 

grade student performances on standardized tests in District 

II. 

9. Within the framework of this study, language arts 

instruction as presented in first and third grade classrooms 

in District I and sixth grade classrooms in District II 

appeared to be used successfully with the majority of student 

population. The percentage of multi-ethnic, low socio-
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economic, low achievement, and learning handicapped students 

in the first, third and sixth grade code-centered and 

meaning-centered classrooms did not seem to make a difference 

in overall student performances. 

10. First and third grade student sample spelling and 

expression NCE test scores.were very similar in code-centered 

and meaning-centered classrooms. Students in both classrooms 

using code-centered or meaning-centered approaches 

participated in writing activities and reading literature. 

11. Low performing first grade students who 

participated in both a systematic phonic instructional 

program and the literature based curriculum appeared to 

perform at a higher level on standardized tests than did 

students who did not participate in both a systematic phonic 

program and the literature curriculum. However, the progress 

of reading and writing abilities of low-performing students 

cannot be determined from looking at the standardized test 

mean scores for three reasons: (a) high performers skew the 

mean scores, (b) standardized tests used in this study did 

not test writing proficiency, and (c) s~andardized tests 

provide an achievement score at the end of the year--they are 

not designed nor normed to gauge the ongoing progress of 

students. Furthermore, teacher estimations of the abilities 

of their low performing students indicated a very slow growth 

rate in first grade writing and reading abilities compared to 

the growth rate of high performing students in both 

districts. However, high and low performing students in 
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meaning-centered classrooms who received both systematic 

phonological instru~tion and literature instruction scored 10 

points higher in comprehension and vocabulary on standardized 

tests, and they read more recreational books than did 

students in District II who did not receive systematic skill 

instruction. 

12. In the first, third and sixth grades, high 

performing students made greater gains in reading and writing 

in the early grades than in the later grades. Low performing 

students made greater gains in writing in the third grade and 

greater gains in reading in third and sixth grades. 

13. Classrooms which were observed to be using both a 

systematic skill program and inventive spelling seemed to 

reflect the greatest improvement in the subject of spelling 

on the standardized tests in both districts. Inventive 

spelling was encouraged at all three grade levels in the 

study in both districts. The school, district and student 

sample NCE mean spelling test scores seemed to reflect only a 

two to three point change from 1989 to 1990. However, the 

most distinctive improvement was the seven point increase 

from first grade 1989 school scores and 1990 student sample 

scores in meaning-centered classrooms. These classrooms were 

observed using a systematic skill approach with their low 

performers and also encouraging inventive spelling. 

14. At the end of the first year of the implementation 

of the California English-Language Arts Framework, first 

grade 1990 standardized test scores in both districts 
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appeared to drop from 1989 scores; however, the student 

sample scores from this study in classrooms using a balanced 
program of systematic skill instruction and literature 

instruction seemed to receive higher test scores in 

comprehension and vocabulary. 

Organizational Su:gport of c:qange Process 

15. Principals appeared to support the change process 

within the context of their experiences and understandings: 

that is, they stated goals related to educational directions, 
deliberately attempted to produce new and different responses 
with power and control forms, articulated their values, and 

established consistent gathering times and places for their 

teachers. However, they seemed to lack the power--skills, 

understanding, energy, time, motivation, beliefs, perceptual 
procedures or knowledge of collaboration models--to energize 
the change process. Their energies and efforts appeared to 

be used to stabilize and manage the existing operations of 

their environments. The strategies that were suggested and 

recommended for teachers to use in the The California 

English-Language Arts Framework to effect student performance 
could be interpreted as suggestions and recommendations for 

organizational leaders to effect change in members of their 

organizations. 

16. Openness and bonding behaviors in social situations 
and in occasional working committees, and staff meeting 

operations do not seem to influence change of teacher 

instructional behaviors or the academic performance of the 
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students. Openness and bonding behaviors in this study 

appeared to be bounded within the circumstances in which the 

bonding occurred. Apparently, bonding relationships that 

take place within a framework of specific values, 

perceptions, and beliefs cannot be transferred to another set 

of values, perceptions and beliefs. Therefore, the 

motherhood bonding that took place in District I could not be 

transferred to beliefs, values and perceptions concerning 

effective teaching behaviors. It is the opinion of this 

researcher that the motherhood bonding could have been 

transitioned to classroom instructional bonding through the 

restructuring of interpersonal staff development processes. 

conclnsion 

Organizational members seemed to find difficulty in 

using the prescribed curriculum materials and relating the 

materials to the emphases and goals discussed in the 

Framework. Therefore, interpretations of the Framework's 

emphases and goals reflected many variations. Several of the 

variations in interpretations noted in this study are: (a) 

the emphases, goals and elements of effective instruction 

discussed in the Framework were assumed to be covered in the 

prescribed curriculum materials, therefore the 

recommendations of the prescribed materials were followed 

closely by the teachers; (b) teachers who were observed to be 

knowledgeable (Tables 2, 5, and 15) about effective 

instruction based on research and experience in language arts 

instruction, appeared to balance the prescribed curriculum 
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materials with additional structured and systematic skill 

instruction; and (c) administrators less familiar with 

effective instruction discussed in the Framework and/or the 

research in reading and writing over the past 15 years, or 

who reflected a special interest in whole language only, 

tended to interpret the English-Language Arts Framework 

emphases and goals as the integration of listening, speaking, 

reading and writing in literature books. 

First, third and sixth grade students who received 

opportunities to participate in a literature program and a 

systematic skill program, seemed to be able to perform at a 

higher level on informal and formal performance assessments 

than did students who only participated in a literature 

program. The set of instructional practices that appeared to 

affect first and third grade student performance in 

comprehension, vocabulary, word attack and word recognition 

on standardized tests and independent reading was the 

following: (a) a systematic skill program, (b) an integrated 

literature program, (c) positive reinforcement, (d) 

literature read and heard daily, and (e) daily participation 

in writing activities. This same set of instructional 

practices seemed to affect sixth grade student performance in 

comprehension and mechanics on standardized tests and 

independent reading. 

Low performing first grade and sixth grade students who 

participated in both a systematic phonic instructional 

program and the literature curriculum, seemed to perform at 
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higher levels in reading and language than did students who 

did not participate in both a systematic phonic program and 

the literature curriculum. If this study indicates that an 

emergent literature approach combined with a direct, 

systematic skill approach to language arts instruction 

affects student performance considerably, then it seems 

reasonable to assume that if additional teaching strategies 

found to be effective through research were also applied to a 

balanced language arts program, student performance would 

have an even greater chance to be affected and perhaps at a 

more rapid rate than is currently observed. 

Perhaps, two great dangers to effective instruction are 

the continued practices of allowing individuals to interpret 

and make value judgments for others and the continued 

practice of resisting change. Therefore, opportunities to 

collaboratively discuss and explore research findings 

contrary to personal experiences, belief systems and 

sociological influences, and opportunities to address 

emotional status related to change may lead to a shift in 

attitudes and motivational energy that effects change. 

Proposed strategies to counter these dangers are found in 

team collaboration, cooperation and coaching models. A 

revised focus on continuous organizational collaboration 

would enable organizational support of a change process. 

Within this focus, education would become a shared activity. 

This engineering issue is possible within the confines of a 

school year, has been researched, and has been successful in 
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businesses (Argyris, 1985, 1987; Costa, 1987; Goodman, 1986; 

Joyce, et al., 1990; & Schein, 1986). This shared 

collaboration suggests that educational change should become 

the business of educational organizations in the 90's. 

Implications for the ImplemP-ntation of 

English-Language Arts Framework in 

Code-Centered and Meaning-Centered Classrooms 

Several ideas that could strengthen the potential for 

affecting student performance in the implementation process 

of language arts in code-centered and meaning-centered 

classrooms emerged from this study. The limitations of this 

study are recognized-the small sample of students and the 

unequal percentages of multi-ethnic and low socio-economic 

students in District II. Some of the findings in this 

research corroborate portions of the information reviewed in 

the literature. This section addresses particular dimensions 

for strengthening the potential for affecting student 

performance in language arts by emphasizing the following: 

(a) findings that corroborate the information documented by 

researchers noted in the bibliography, and (b) aspects which 

have not had a great deal of documentation from other 

sources. 
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curricuJurn Materials 

The new language arts approach appeared to bring energy, 

excitement and motivation to language arts instruction. 

However, neither the prescription of a philosophy or the 

prescribed curriculum materials tailored to that philosophy 

can guarantee the best outcomes for student performance. The 

classroom teacher must ultimately interpret the philosophy 

and materials and deliver instruction to the students. The 

prescribed curriculum materials did not clearly present an 

instructional system to guide the classroom teacher. The 

implication is that the teachers may have been confused as to 

what instructional strategies emphasized in the prescribed 

curriculum materials affected student performance. Therefore 

they were not in a good position to determine student 

performance problems or provide corrections (Gersten, 

Woodward, & Darch, 1986; Adams, 19SO). Teachers, unwilling 

to abandon effective instru~tional strategies and concerned 

with the performance of their students, turned to 

instructional behaviors they had found successful in the 

past. These instructional behaviors often emphasized code

centered approaches. 

During the transitional period of implementing a new 

instructional philosophy with newly adopted instructional 

materials, teachers seemed to depend on the curriculum 

materials to guide their instruction. The newly adopted 

curriculum materials appeared to guide instruction in the 

direction of only a few effective teaching strategies. 
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Guided practice, independent practice and corrective feedback 

were only three strategies not addressed in the prescribed 

materials. Teachers' expectations appeared to be that the 

design of the prescribed curriculum materials would help make 

up performance differences in less prepared students and 

improve student performance. It seems that the teachers who 

followed the prescribed curriculum program recommendations 

closely, expected that differences in less prepared students 

and more advanced students would be shortened by engaging 

twenty-five students' active attention for 180 hours of 

listening to literature. 

Additionally, to prevent foreseeable concerns about the 

progress or lack of progress of student performance using the 

new prescribed curriculum, two safety nets seemed to 

accompany the implementation of the prescribed curriculum 

programs: (a) a three to five year waiting period for 

changes in student performances to make notable gains in 

reading and language arts (implicit and explicit in 

principals' responses to interview questions--Research 

Question Seven), and (b) a recommendation that the emphasis 

on student accountability be placed on informal assessments-

speaking, listening, writing, recreational reading, and 

homework--and not formal, objective assessments; criterion 

testing (performance assessment) and standardized testing 

(achievement assessment). The California State Board of 

Education (1987) emphasized the use of a variety of informal 

assessment strategies: "Although objective tests are clearly 
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easier to administer, less expensive, or more quicky scored, 

they can measure only a small portion of what children have 

learned and understood" (p. 35). 

The instructional recommendations of the prescribed 

literature program followed by the classroom teacher appeared 

to assume prior background knowledge for many students. The 

implication is that the lack of background knowledge may 

explain why three or four students in each classroom 

consistently avoided participating in sharing ideas with 

their buddies. These students may not have developed the 

concepts enabling them to respond to questions about the 

stories. The different interpretations about a directed 

topic prompt that was discussed among friends and buddies may 

have been confusing for some students. 

Opportunities for cooperative learning, sharing ideas 

and frequent literature references to cultural differences 

that reinforce self-esteem, friendship and language 

acquisition were rarely observed being offered to students. 

However, teacher behaviors in both districts addressed 

individual differences in learning through a balance of 

multimodal lesson presentations. Teachers were observed to 

offer a range of auditory, visual and kinesthetic strategies 

to engage students in the learning process. The majority of 

the strategies were suggested by the prescribed literature 

programs and supported by the English-Language Arts 

Framework. The California State Department of Education 

(1987) suggested that language arts programs "offer a range 
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of these multimodal strategies to engage all the aspects of 
learning and make language growth possible" {p. 20). The 

inference is that teachers depend on the curriculum materials 
to guide their instruction and the prescribed curriculum 

materials did not appear to guide instruction in the 

direction of cooperative learning and cultural literature 

references. 

Teacher Behaviors 

Teachers in meaning-centered {District I) classrooms 

were not observed using instructional management approaches 

that they marked to be effective with student performance in 
their classroom instruction. The implication is that some 

teachers were not familiar with the nomenclatures given to 

the instructional management approaches they were using in 

their classroom. Furthermore, if teachers were not aware of 
the instructional techniques they were using, then they could 
not make student performance corrections, repeat the same 

behaviors or make these effective instructional techniques 

part of their teaching behaviors. 

The instructional approach, whether code-centered or 

meaning-centered, and teacher behaviors seemed to contribute 
separately and distinctively to students' performances. The 
possibilities of how teachers interpret the English-Language 
Arts philosophy and the prescribed curriculum materials 

individually or with others, what is in their minds and 

hearts and how the directions are implemented in classroom 

instruction are unlimited {Adams, 1990). The implication is 
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student Performance 
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The implementation of the English-Language Arts 

Framework appeared to bring energy, excitement and motivation 
to language arts instruction. The interaction of code

centered and meaning-centered instructional approaches 
grounded in writing activities and opportunities for reading 
and listening to literature seemed to motivate independent 
reading and improve standardized test performance in 

comprehension, word recognition and vocabulary. The 

integration of the two instructional approaches suggests that 
language arts performance will improve. 

The first and third grade students in meaning-centered 
classrooms and sixth grade students in code-centered 

classrooms who participated a balanced program, that is a 
prescribed literature program and an explicit, systematic 
skill instruction, appeared to read more independent books 
and produce better word reading skills and comprehension 
skills on standardized tests than those code-centered 
classrooms who did not use an explicit, systematic skill 
instr~ction. Therefore, students received skill instruction 
from two sources: (a) their prescribed literature program; 
and (b) instruction from additional curriculum, Target Teach 
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programs and direct instruction programs. The suggestion is 

that if the remaining first, third and sixth grade teachers 

in District I and District II had included a systematic skill 

instructional program with their prescribed literature 

program, students would have performed at least as well or 

better than would have students in classrooms not using both 

program approaches. 

Regardless of the amount time scheduled for presenting 

opportunities for skill instruction, writing activities and 

reading literature, the writing skills of low performing 

first grade students in both code-centered and meaning

centered classrooms progressed slowly. Students were able to 

master only simple sentences in one year of instruction with 

the new language arts instructional program (Table 16}. 

However, the writing skills of the hi~h performing students 

in the meaning-centered classrooms appeared to progress at a 

greater rate than did writing skills of students in code

centered classrooms. Systematic skill instruction, daily 

writing activities and daily listening to literature suggests 

that writing skill performance for high performing students 

will improve. 

The estimated reading progress of lcw achieving 

students in code-centered (District II} classrooms seemed to 

progress faster than did those of students in meaning

centered (District I} classrooms. At first glance, the 

implication is that daily writing activities and 

opportunities for listening to literature improved the 
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reading performance of low performing students at a faster 

rate than did low performing students who received direct 

phonic instruction, listening to literature and writing 

opportunities. However, reading familiar stories can be 

accomplished without the orthographic processor (Adams, 

1990). Ideally, low performing students in the first years 

of school are curious and motivated enough to memorize and 

examine familiar texts over and over again which will lead to 

reading less familiar tests. The NCE mean comprehension 

scores reflected a notable difference in the two approaches: 

first grade students in classrooms using the prescribed 

literature program, combined with a systematic skill 

instruction program and providing writing opportunities 

scored 12 points higher than did students in code-centered 

classrooms (Table 46). Low-performing students in code

centered (District II) and meaning-centered (District I) 

classrooms exhibited the same writing skill performance. 

Apparently, teachers estimations of reading performances of 

low performing students in code-centered classrooms were 

contingent upon the observed performances of students 

examining familiar texts. A second implication is that 

writing activities seemed directly to link meaning to 

comprehension, vocabulary and recreational reading for low 

performing students. 

The estimated reading progress of high performing first 

grade students in code-centered and meaning-centered 

classrooms appeared to progress at the same rate regardless 
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of the instructional approach. High performing students 

seemed to master the same level of reading and writing stages 
regardless of the instructional emphasis on code-centered or 
meaning-centered approaches and regardless of the balance of 
time spent on hearing literature read daily, writing daily 

and receiving systematic explicit and implicit decoding 

instruction. However, students in meaning-centered 

classrooms who received explicit phonic instruction scored 

three to 12 points higher in reading--comprehension and 

vocabulary--on standardized testing, within testing time 

constraints which implies fluency and speed, in 

comprehension, word recognition and vocabulary than did 

students who did not receive explicit phonic instruction. 

First grade students in meaning-centered classrooms who 

received both skill instruction and literature experiences 

read more recreational books than did students in code

centered classrooms. The implication is that the children 

who read a lot were able to read well. 

The same percentage of first grade students in both 

districts completed homework assignments on time, achieved 

average or better on criterion testing efforts the first time 
and reflected identical mean 1990 standardized test scores in 

spelling, mechanics, expression and total language and only 

four points difference in vocabulary (Table 46). The 

population characteristics of first grade students in 

District II represented a greater number of low socio

economic, low achievement, multi-ethnic and learning 
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handicapped students than did the population characteristics 
in District I. The suggestion is that the population 

characteristics did not appear to effect or detour a high 
performance in word meaning, spelling, mechanics, expression 
and total language skills. 

Third grade students in the code-centered classrooms did 
write more often and passed criterion referenced tests more 
often than did students in meaning-centered classrooms; 
however, students in the meaning-centered classes read more 
independent books, and received higher scores on the 1990 

standardized tests. Sixth grade students in code-centered 
classrooms wrote more often, passed criterion referenced 
tests more often, read more independent books, and received 
higher scores on the 1990 standardized tests than did 

students in the meaning-centered classrooms. The 

implications are: (a) first, third and sixth grade students 
who were given opportunities to write, to participate in a 
systematic skill program, to hear and read literature daily, 
to receive positive reinforcement and who read independent 
literature performed well on both informal--writing 

proficiencies--and formal assessments; criterion referenced 
testing and standardized testing; and (b) teacher estimations 
of students' informal and formal performances are similar to 
the achievement of students on standardized tests. 

Instructional principles do not change for older 

students (Adams, 1990). The 1990 NCE mean vocabulary scores i 

of the student sample, and the district scores in the 
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meaning-centered classrooms were lower than were the 1989 NCE 

mean scores. District I teachers commented that students 

skipped over words that were difficult for them while reading 

literature or listening to literature too difficult for their 

reading skills. However, several students in District I 

received additional instruction in word definitions. Sixth 

grade sample students in District II received vocabulary 

scores 7 points higher than sample students in District I, 

and their performances were higher on classroom assessments, 

recreational reading, criterion testing, writing 

proficiencies, and homework expectations. Sixth grade 

students in District II participated in a systematic skill 

instruction program in addition to their prescribed 

literature program. Perhaps, sixth grade students in 
. 

meaning-centered (District I) classrooms would have benefited 

by being encouraged to attend to spelling patterns of words 

in order to develop the orthographic knowledge, phonemic 

awareness and meanings of an unknown word. 

Adams (1990) discussed the benefit of knowing spelling

sound relations: 

Although the ultimate goal of instruction on word 

recognition is to develop direct pathways from print 

to meaning, the growth of young readers' visual 

vocabularies depends integrally on knowledge of 

spelling-sound relations. As its most obvious 

benefit, such knowledge enables independent word 

learning: Without such phonological support, 
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Students in all code-centered classrooms participated in 

cooperative learning, systematic skill program, daily writing 

activities, frequent writing assessments and independent 

activities more often than did students in the meaning

centered classrooms. Sixth grade students in the code

centered classrooms read more recreational books, passed 

criterion referenced tests and writing competencies more 

often and performed better on standardized tests in mechanics 

and comprehension than did sixth grade students in meaning

centered classrooms. 

Language arts instruction observed in this study seemed 

to be used successfully with the majority of the student 

population. The percentage of multi-ethnic, low socio

economic, low achievement, and learning handicapped students 

in the first, third and sixth grade code-centered and 

meaning-centered classrooms did not appear to make a 

difference in student performances. The inference is that 

proposed language arts programs that focus on differences in 

students and the use of varied and different curriculum 

materials may not affect student performance as much as the 

curriculum programs teachers were observed using in these two 

districts in their classroom instruction. 

Sample students in first grade meaning-centered 

classrooms who participated in a systematic skill program and 

inventive spelling appeared to show improvement from the 
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first grade students in 1989 in spelling on standardized test 

scores. Student sample mean 1990 NCE scores were compared to 

1989 school NCE mean scores (Tables 52 and 54). 

Low performing students' writing performance progressed to 

the same point in both districts. High performing students' 

writing performance progressed to a higher stage in code

centered classrooms than did students in meaning-centered 

classrooms (estimated by teachers). Writing performance 

appears to be linked with reading performance in first grade, 

and students in meaning-centered classrooms reflected a 

marked performance in reading on standardized test scores. 

Spelling instruction that is balanced with specific 

instruction in spelling and inventive spelling may affect 

students' writing performance more than only encouraging 

inventive spelling in first grade. 

organizational Processes 

The high degree of openness and bonding (Table 40) among 

teachers seemed to agree slightly with students' notable 

performances in meaning-centered (District I) classrooms. 

The social bonding observed in District I among first and 

third grade teachers did agree with their students' marked 

performances. Therefore, it appears that openness and 

bonding in social situations and in day-to-day operations 

casually affect the instructional behaviors of the teachers 

or the academic performance of the students. The implication 

is that changes take place when openness and bonding 

behaviors are components of a collaborative and cooperative 
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Recommendations Aimed at Strengthening the Implementation 

Precess of the English-Language Arts Framework in 

Code-Centered and Meaning-Centered Classrooms 

The California English-Language Arts Framework has the 

potential to con3iderably influence student performance and 

classroom instruction. However, because of the limited 

number of guidelines addressing curriculum materials, teacher 
behaviors and organizational change processes, the 

implementation process of the language arts curriculum has 

the potential to take many directions. Some of the 

directions may not necessarily affect student performances. 

Listed below are recommendations that are directed at 

increasing the potential for implementing a language arts 

program that will provide students with the greatest 

opportunities to affect their language arts performance. The 
following suggestions offer ways to bring greater movement in 
student achievement in a direction that will reduce the 

crisis in language arts education. 

CurdcJl)urn Materials 

Gersten et al., (1986) notes that specificly written 

plans offered for the teacher to follow is the power behind 

significant student outcomes. Teachers must be provided with 

the opportunities to practice, reinforce and relearn what 
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they learned and continue to learn from their years of 

education. The recommendation is that curriculum materials 

should have more specific plans and explanations for the 

teacher: (a) that follow documented research outcomes and 

classroom successes, (b) that remind teachers to practice 

specific behaviors related to effective instructional 

management factors and effective instructional techniques, 

(c) that are somewhat teacher scripted, (d) that provide a 

complete discussion of the background knowledge, and (e} that 

contain literature selections which address minority 

languages and other cultures. 

One link between the philosophy of the California 

English-Language Arts Framework and the implementation 

process is the prescribed curriculum materials selected by 

the district. The recommendation for the implementation of a 

successful reform movement in education is to include a stage 

in the process that allows practicing and knowledgeable 

educators to review curriculum materials in reference to 

research, teacher practices, conflicting philosophies, 

perceptions and values, and what teachers and students cannot 

do rather than what they can do so that special interest 

groups represented by publishers, designers of curriculum, 

authors and positional educators will not be the sole 

influence on the development of curriculum materials to be 

selected by the district. 
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Teacher Behaviors 

Reading, writing, listening and speaking are in 

reciprocal relationships with cognitive, behavioral, 

motivational, linguistic, phonemic and decoding awarenesses. 
Teacher comments indicated that they perceived the language 

arts program to develop only motivational and behavioral 

awarenesses and not the other awarenesses. Teachers 

apparently were not able to explain or to discuss how 

language arts instruction develops all six of these 

relationships. If they are able to articulate these 

relationships, they will be more prepared to determine 

weaknesses and strengths in their language arts instruction. 
Teachers' should receive opportunities to discuss their 

values and perceptions about the language arts curriculum and 
the influences of reading, writing, listening and speaking on 
student performances. 

Classrooms which were observed using both a systematic 

skill program and inventive spelling appeared to reflect the 

greatest improvement in the subject of spelling on the 

standardized tests. The suggestion is that opportunities 

should be provided for students to participate in inventive 

spelling and in specific spelling instruction. 

Low performing first grade students who participated in 
both a systematic phonic instructional program and the 

literature curriculum seemed to perform at a higher level 

than students who did not participate in both a systematic 

phonic program and the literature curriculum. The proposal 
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is that the performance of low performing students would make 

rapid growth in reading and writing if they were offered 

opportunities to participate in a balanced instructional 

program which would include the following three factors: (a) 

hearing more literature read to them, (b) a systematic skill 

program which includes materials they can read, and (c) more 

writing opportunities. 

organjzational Processes 

The extent to which opportunities were offered to 

facilitate the development of the cognitive-conceptual 

transformation was minimal in both districts. Without this 

cognitive-conceptual development teacher behaviors were 

rarely guided by their values and perceptions concerning the 

philosophy of the English-Language Arts Framework. All 

teachers in this study cared about the success of their 

students' progress in language arts. Some teachers are 

enthusiastically able to make any curriculum program 

successful just as some students are able to succeed 

regardless of the classroom instruction and curriculum. The 

responsibility of the organizational system is to provide 

teachers with the opportunities to develop their 

instructional delivery system just as teachers provide the 

opportunities for students to develop their skills. 

Staff development practices in District I and District 

II did not appear to encourage and/or support the change 

process. Perhaps teacher training should be presented in the 

same manner as the California English-Language Arts Framework 
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suggests that teachers teach students--demonstration, model, 
practice, correction, teach, feedback, sharing in a collegial 
fashion and coaching one another. 

Principals seemed to be aware of essential parts 

necessary to support the change process: however, the power 

to energize the change process appeared to be missing. This 

missing power that should be present to challenge an 

educational crisis prompted several implications: (a) 

principals may not understand how the practice of 

collaborative relationships to facilitate the complexities of 

growth between staff members are related to restructuring and 
to dynamic change; (b) principals may spend their leadership 
time managing their school rather than practicing 

transformational leadership which effects change; (c) 

principals may not be sufficiently trained to participate in 
a transformational leadership process; and (d) educational 

organizations have not supported a principal's role as a 

transformational leader in restructuring education to address 
the educational crisis. 

The practice of collaborative relationships and 

collegial teaching teams were observed to be missing in 

organizations in both districts. Research indicates that 

growth and development among staff members are related to 

restructuring and dynamic change (Argyris, 1985; Joyce, et 

al., 1990). A dynamic change process requires the 

restructuring of staff meetings and staff development 

practices. The implementation of a new language arts 
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Bonding for the purposes of classroom instruction should 

be created in a collaborating and cooperative organization 

that continuously engages in the process of teaching and 

learning. Creating and building a collaborative organization 

would be a difficult engineering issue. However, this 

collective action among organizational members may be the key 

to address more effectively the educational crisis that 

initiated the California English-Language Arts Framework. 

There is enough exploratory work based on theory, research 

and practice to develop strategies that would have a 

reasonable probability of success (Joyce, et al., 1990; 

Argyris, 1985). Furthermore, the California English-Language 

Arts Framework philosophy asks teachers to use cooperative 

learning practices with students in their classroom 

instruction. Organizations should use cooperative learning 

practices with their organizational members. 

Suggestions for Further Research 

There were many concerns that surfaced from this 

research study, and more issues were raised than this study 

answered. Research in the following areas of study may 

assist in developing a greater understanding about how to 

implement a reform movement to address an educational crisis. 
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1. The subjects represented in this study were from two 

school districts in Southern California. A researcher could 

investigate what other districts, principals, teachers and 

communities have done to implement the California English

Language Arts Framework, and the effectiveness of its 

implementation on student performance. 

2. This study represented only the first year of 

implementation. Further research could investigate the 

longitudinal effects of the implementation on student 

performance. 

3. A researcher could explore the differences in 

student performance with students using inventive spelling 

practices and/or specific spelling instruction. The 

researcher would determine whether children participating in 

inventive spelling and specific spelling instruction would be 

able to write with more sophisticated vocabulary, reflect 

differences in knowledge, and be able to reach the writing 

stage of expression of concepts about human values at an 

earlier age. 

4. The extent to which opportunities were offered to 

facilitate the development of the cognitive-conceptual 

transformation was minimal for both teachers and 

administrators in both districts. Teacher and administrative 

behaviors were rarely guided by their values and perceptions 

concerning the philosophy of the English-Language Arts 

Framework. Future investigations could study the effect of 

opportunities that facilitate the development of cognitive-
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conceptual transformation on the organization and on student 

performances. 

5. Low performing students enter first grade with less 
literacy preparation than do high performing students. 

Teachers estimated that low performing students made slow 

progress through reading and writing stages. Further 

investigation could be conducted as to how to structure the 
environment so as to give less prepared students more time 

for skill instruction, connected reading, and independent 

writing during a school day whether it be with teachers, 

adults or parents after school. 

6. Classroom assessments--number of recreational books 
read, homework completed as expected, success on criterion 

tests and writing proficiency success--are contingent upon 

the classroom teacher's perceptions, awareness and value 

judgements of student performances. Achievement assessments, 

normed in 1984 and 1985, may be considered too dated to make 

effective curriculum decisions. However, both classroom and 

achievement assessments seemed to reflect similar strengths 

and weaknesses in student performances in both districts in 

this study. A researcher could explore and investigate a 

balanced assessment model of student performances that would 

match the achievement assessments, criterion assessments and 
informal classroom assessments available. 

7. Further research could ~xplore how to change the 

organizational collaboration context within a school year and 

the effects of this team collaboration model on co~.mitment, 
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perceptions, values, culture, motivation, and accountability 

of teachers, parents and students. There appears to be 

plenty of research evidence available from leadership 

studies, organizational change studies, organizational 

culture studies, business organizations and school 

organizations to apply to a design and to develop a model for 

organizational members of school districts. 

8. There has been research supporting a fourth grade 

slump in student's reading and writing performances (Chall, 

1990). One suggestion offered to prevent these slumps is to 

adjust the reading and language arts programs to the needs of 

different children as tbey approach fourth grade. In view of 
the findings from this limited research study, a researcher 
could explore the following explanation of a fourth grade 

slump. Low performing students are able to read familiar 

stories without the orthographic processor (Adams, 1990). 

Their curiosity and interest in new literature discoveries 

motivate them to memorize, examine familiar texts over and 

over again, and study the exquisite illustrations displayed 

in the literature books as early as first grade. The 

excitement of new literature discoveries continues to 

motivate and interest low performing students until some time 

between third and fourth grade when new curriculum materials 

introduce more specialized vocabulary and become more 

conceptually difficult. At this time, low performing 

students are now unable to hide their lack of skill 

development and conceptual development with natural 
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enthusiasm, interest and motivation: therefore, a fourth 
grade slump seemingly appears and is noted. This slump 
phenomenon may have occurred in this study in third grade in 
District II. Further research could explore and investigate 
the differences in perceived reading and writing performances 
of low performing students' noted by thei~ motivation and 
enthusiasm that is generated by the new language arts 
curriculum program, and their actual reading and writing 
performance rate of progress in reading less familiar books 
with understanding and their performance on informal and 
formal performance assessments and achievement assessments. 

9. Finally, this limited study found that an emergent 
literature approach combined with a directed skill approach 
to language arts instruction affected student performance 
considerably. Additional research could be conducted to 
determine the affect of systematic skill instruction, teacher 
directed, combined with a balanced literature program, 

student centered, on student performances. 

Concluding Remarks 

The three interrelated dimensions of organizational 
change, the curriculum materials, teacher behaviors and 
organizational change processes, which are linked to student 
performance in code-centered (District II) and meaning

centered (District I) classrooms, suggest that these 

dimensions cannot be addressed separately or designated as 
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the sole responsibility of the teacher or the principal. The 

present view. suggests that organizational change is the task 

of a shared cooperative relationship between and among 

organizational members. Research has provided a knowledge 

base for organizational change, effective teaching strategies 

and effective curriculum. The task of a successful 

implementation of a new reform movement in the language arts 

curriculum is the promotion, engineering and 

operationalization of cooperative team learning among 

members, principals, teachers, district administrators, 

students and community. 

The three interrelated dimensions of organizational 

change appeared to be independent of one another in this 

study. Outstanding teachers were observed teaching students 

independent of reinforcement and feedback, an understanding 

of the language arts philosophy, and a limited working 

knowledge of effective teaching strategies. The potential 

effects that these teachers could have on student performance 

is an awakening revelation. The competent and impressive 

administrators, given the power, could revitalize and lead 

collaborative teams to a new academic language arts program 

for all students. This potential transformation of student 

performances is possible through members of the organization 

who participate themselves in being transformed to higher 

levels of performances through means of collaborative 

relationships. 
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Collaborative transformation is a complex phenomenon 

that will require commitment and time to become part of the 

culture. It is the opinion of this researcher, that it is 

time to stop imposing various learning models on the 

educational system. On the basis of the special 

characteristics of our environment never before encountered, 

educators could benefit students and parents by working 

together through collaborative models that lead to changes. 

This research only serves as a small benchmark to point in a 

direction of change that will challenge the educational 

crisis to a shared responsibility. The crisis in education 

that initiated the California English-Language Arts Framework 

may also initiate a new model for shared instruction and 

greater student achievements. 
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TEACHER. MEETING OBSERVATION 

SCHOOL DATE 

NUMBER JN ATI'ENDANCE NUMBER OF ADMINIS11lA'IORS 

PURPOSE OF MEETING LENGTH OF TIM ::OFMEETING 

Not Numbet1 fT"unes --
I. RELATIONSHIP Bun.DING (1-2\ ~ ('Ui\ n.m 19-JO) 1. Vllae. llllde Colla -
2. 1brellS and COIICefflS •• ... 

ID.5 
3. and ln.S 
4. Silence fl. s s .• - - . • ID. 5 
6. Belief ffSllem a:Jmowll!dllll!d ID.5-6 
7. Level of coacan aclalow....._. In. 5 
8. U. .. 

farmuJ..a fl. 6 
9. Guideddia,11pf1 Gllaborn 
I~ "'-· ___._ •• leader ID. 31 
10. ~berslDllyzcalemll p.32 

11. Personal 1cnow-- . ln.32 
12. Open rdleclioD of Jaelldl 11111 p. 32 
beliefs wbicb leads IO dilCllllioa 
offmmecbln-
13. LICk of panicipalioD in poup 
discdPMfl 
14. Not prepmd formeeliq 
or di9cuaic:m. 

IL SHARING, OPENNESS 
and ea-iDING 

14. Talk about frmllmiom Gllllbarn 
15. Talk-- In. 
16. Talk •tinnt .. ._ fl. 

17. Talk about idea D- 31 fl. 
18. Talk lboal _., n. 3 
19. Talk lboul common..__ fl.~ 

20. Members WOik by dlemlelva ID Jobmoa 
aa:omn1Rh -1• unrelllld ID odlers D.28 
21. Social suppact Ilka place 
OUISide of conncred time. 

III. ORGANJZATIONAL ""' -· 
21. Cmsissm aeana pla:e 
and lime. 
22. Accesl ID time far 
lll!JP.robmuarions 
23. Adminillnllive reinfoamcat 
and f't«lwt 
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years O pnnCl 
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12. How d5 you er~ change m your 
school? 

403 

PRINCIPAL INTERVIEW 

e type o au onty expemse rew cooperanv 
change 

in the cmriculum? 

. ow you your type o 
control with your teaching staff? 

with your parent groups? 
with your boaJd members? 
with our communi members? 

. na eo onetoten. ow you 
describe the group rcwionsbips and the 
interperSOnal rcwionsbips among your 
teaching staff at this time? 

a eo onetoten. w 
do you feel that you could personally 
train your staff on how to implement 
the English-Language Ans FramewOlt 
in their classroom instruction? 

a e o one to ten. w ecuv 
do you believe the philosophy of the 
Language Ans Framework will 
be on student performance this year? 

..• three ears &om now? 

1

8. What person or author do you 
model your management and/or 
leadership style after? 

cose 
empathic 
collaborative 
supponative 

(10 - 9) (8 - 7) 

(10-9) 

very 
effective 
(10-9) 

(8-7) 

effective 
(8-7) 

(6-5) 

(6-5) 

somcw 

game posmon 
playing 

Stant 
dogmatic 

individualistic 
independen 

(4-3) (2-1) 

1na ty 
not competent 

(4-3) (2-1) 

effective ineffective unknown 
(6-5) (4-3) (2-1) 
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Teacher Interview 

Clarification: Language Arts program includes reading program. 

1. To what degree does the learning progress of your students using the new English-Language Arts curriculum program meet or not meet your expectations? 

very effectively effectively somewhat ineffectively 
effectively 

(10-9) (8-7) (6-5) (4-3) 

not at 
all 

(2-1) 

2. On a scale of 1-10, how closely do you follow the English-Language Arts program presentation requirements in your class instruction? Explain. 

high 
(10-9) (8-7) (6-5) (4-3) 

low 
(2-1) 

3. To what degree do you maintain high expectations for all students in your classroom? 

high 
(10-9) (8-7) (6-5) (4-3) 

low 
(2-1) 

4. On a scale of 1-10, how much time during Language Arts instruction do you spend responding to and using information from ethnicity and home cultures? 

high 
(10-9) (8-7) (6-5) (4-3) 

low 
(2-1) 

5. How would you describe the different degrees of expected and not expected student behavior during your Language Arts class instruction? 

6. On a scale of 1-10, how much administrative support do you have for your English-Language Arts program? Support can be identified by more than adequate curriculum materials, school activities, publication resources, student academic acknowledgment, teacher reinforcement, parent involvement and coordination. 

high 
(10-9) (8-7) (6-5) (4-3) 

low 
(2-1) 
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7. How would describe the differences in the strengths and weaknesses between an integrated English-Language Arts curriculum program and a integrated Language Arts literature program with a systematic skill program component? 

8. How many hours would you estimate that you have you spent in Language Arts staff develQpment workshops or conferences over the past two or three years? What kind of staff development in the EnglishLanguage Arts curriculum have you experienced? (school based management, publisher's materials presentation, San Diego Area Writing Project, CLP, California Literature Project) 

9. At what stage of an integrated writing ability do you believe your advanced students have mastered and at what stage have your low students mastered? Integrated writing ability includes the components of the writing process, reflection of the understanding of literature, clarity of ideas, independent responses, and error free. 

simple sentences simple paragraphs descriptive expression expression 
paragraphs of concepts of concepts 

about the 
human 
condition 
or values 

(1-2) (3-4) (5-6) (7-8) (9-10) 

10. At what stage in the reading performance do you believe your advanced students have mastered and what stage have your low students mastered? 

alphabet knowledge phonic skills decoding skills basic word fluent 
recognition reading 

(1) 

reads less-familiar texts 

(2) 

reads less-familiar texts 

(3) 

of familiar 
texts 

reading task is more conceptual and cognitive 

reading task is more abstract 
and technical 

specialized 
word recognition 
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QUESTIONNAIRE #1 

Name Date School 

How would you describe the following teaching techniques 
and management apprcaches that you use in ~W' classroom? 

very somewhat not 1. effeaiYe effective effective ineffective med Key Elements of Teaching 1 2 3 4 s Bloom 

E~ of Effective Teaching 1 2 3 4 s Clinical Supervision 
HWlter 

Language Experience Appaech 1 2 3 4 s Goodman von Allen 

2. 
Teaching Thinking 1 2 3 4 s Cosra De Bono 

Classroom Wridng Insttuction 1 2 3 4 s San Diego Writing Project 
Graves Moffett 

Problem Solving 1 2 3 4 s Whimbey 

3. 
Collaborative Teaching 1 2 3 4 s Showers & Joyce 

Assertive Discipline 1 2 3 4 s Cantor Sprick 

Classroom Management 1 2 3 4 s Jones 

Coopezative Leaming 1 2 3 4 s Slavin 
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QUESTIONNAIRE #1 

very somewhat not 
effec:tive effective effective ineffective tm1 4. 

Mastery Leaming 1 2 3 4 s 
Bloom & Carroll 

Directinsauction 1 2 3 4 s 
Englemam 

5. 
Multimodal Approaches 1 2 3 4 s 
DifferentLeamingS~les 
HIDll 

CulWral Differences 1 2 3 4 s 
Ovando 

IntcUectual Difrermc:es 1 2 3 4 s 
I.eft-Bram/Rjght-Brain 
Sp-inger & Deuucb 

Non-Directive Teaching 1 2 3 4 s 
Rogers 

The following question relates to the management of your classrooms 

6. How many times during a week do you give each swdent in your Language Am 
class feedback through the following medlods? 

individual cansulWiom (0 - 1) (2 - 3) (4 - 5) (> S) 

written esay teSU (0 - 1) ( 2 - 3) (4 - 5) (> S) 

scoring on writing samples (0 - 1) ( 2 - 3) (4 - 5) (> S) 

oral presentations (0 - 1) { 2 - 3) (4 - 5) (> S) 

ait=ion refeimced leSIS (0 - 1) (2 - 3) (4 - 5) (> S) 

academic pwgrea on skills (0 - 1) ( 2 - 3) (4 - 5) (> 5) 

leaer grades on cor,ecu:d papers (0 - 1) ( 2 - 3) (4 - 5) (> 5) 

portfolio consultabOII (0 - 1) (2 - 3) (4 - 5) (> S) 

other methods (0 - 1) ( 2 - 3) (4 - 5) (> 5) 
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Name 

School 

I. How many years of rcadlml experience? 

2. How1111DYymofa:hiJl&Janpaae 
Ans a iM demermy ~ 

:?. :~- iiiiii>' iili ... ,_ mm :,eyom die 
Flemenr,ry Teacbinaaedelllill do you have? 

4. Cllcct die tacbiJla Cffllea&illl lbal ycu 
bold? 

s. How many minules each day do )'OU bne 
scbednlrd "Jr I Mll'JII'! Ans ima . CZ wbicb 
includelJeldinc? 

TEACHER QUESnONNAIRE #2 

De 

Oedeadll 

410 

( 20 - 30 ) ( 40 · 50) ( 60 · 70) ( 80 - 90) (100 . 120) 
commean 

6. How many millafes each day do yoa 

=r:::-::;....::cs ..!fh -~Anl :I-:( 20:=::· :30:):' :(:40::·:50:):':(:60::·:70::) '::( 80::·:90::):' :(1:00:·:120::' I 
7. How may 111U1111a each day do yoa =.,:;;:.,--- 1~~211 • '">I C40 • '">I coo • ..,>I cm • "'>I c100-1211, I 
8. How 1111DY ...-each day do JOU 
ICbedalercr·atk1 hewI....,MI 
ICliviDel wbicb illcladea Jadilll? I, c211 • '">I C40 • '">I coo • ..,>I cm • "'>I c100-1211, I 
9. ffowlDlll)'ffll'IPlllimmperdaJdoyaar ---------------------. = mcr=?"";-rAnlt: mt ~I:( 20::·:30::) ':(:40::·:50:):' :(:60::· '°::) '::( 80::·:90:):1:(:100:·:120=~' I 
10. Wbal per: • cf daualdclllll ID ,aar ,..,.. ~dmwoaldyoaidaifywllo 
fill below die Dlliaaal aarm ill' I ..... 
Ansllldmdial? 

11. What pc,: p of SIDdaa in yoar 

I (IOII-IS) I C m-... l 
crnmean 

( 80- 70) 

(30-15) 

(65-SS) (50:.35) ( 30- 15) Lanamae Ana elm woald yoa idmlify wllo Imm( 100 · 115.) I faD below plde level ability ilP I.... . . Ansllldmdial? t;;;.;-.._ _____________ I 
--------------------
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12. What pen:enrqe of )'OUl'pmmll do you 
pcrcei,e model effecuve lisllenina. spem111. 
reading and wriliDI for)'OUl'scudenls 
in English? 

13. Whit percen11Fof Sllldenlsa:bie'le 
•'VCl'9 or belL peafmmaac:ean lbeir 
crillerioD talin& effons die fin& rime? 

14. Whit perc:a111&e of lmebca. adalll, 111d 
adminisrmm i,n your dool model 
cffecane lisleainS.spelldaa.readina.llld 
wri&inafarSllldeall? 

15. Wba&percellllp of-=-s iD your 
scboollaebreadinc. wrilina.spcal:insllld 
lislenina~.ilsubjecll? 

16. How maay 11U111111Sdwinla weet do 

( 80-70) (65-55) 

( 80-70) (65-55) 

I (0-20) 

I (0-20) 
(25-40) (45-60) 

c:ommmb 

411 

(50-35) ( 30- 15) 

(50-35) (30-15) 

(65-80) I (85-100) I 
(65-80) I (85-100) I 

YOQJlilutqWwidayaarpemiDllll:ills ICGIIUIICllll(0-20) (25-40) (45-60) (65-80) I (85-120) I abauliaauu'1iuaal ......... • • • ,....., Anldllawbiclaiadadeladin&? t--------------------------1 17. How ma,lllimaduriala weetdo _________________ _.. 

youJ111lic:qwiD•obaeavad..G~iDa ·c, I (0-20) (25-40) ( 45-60) (65-80) I ( 85-120) I 
iDl.alllalPAlllaladilliJfollowedbym .-. ---------------· -----i. amlyliaofdl.;.oblav I al 6 7 I? com,...,.., 

18.Howmaaymilllm--,aweetdo ------------------r:m~°:=:,llldls rcl,.;~;;o;-;;~i> __ <_25_-40_> __ < 4_s_-60_> __ <65_·_80_>_j _<_85_-_120

1
i I 

19. How_, _____ week do JQD =~:=:.-....:~ Ir 
91

(0-20) (25-40) (45-60) (65-80) I (85-120) I llldA44GIUl'wlilllDlfclev I J 1 lc.oii_aa ___________ _.., __ I _________________ __.. 
20.EllimaledleawaqDlllllllberof llllllllll 

sdec:aeclboabeac:llotyaar ....... 
readsiace lbt-... . 1.tJllbelClloal ,-. 

co - s > I c 6 - 10 > I c u -15 > I c16 - 21 > I c 22 - 21 > 
m 

21. Wa.tJU p -flllldlllllciamp;.lbeir ---~-~~--.-~~--.-~--.--~~ •-.,,,__ ·, ---1 ... can-c_:..,_-20_> __ <_2S_-_40_> __ < 4_s_-60_> ___ <65_·_80_>_j _c_u_-_100--4J I 
22. Ellimaledi.,J I of .... iD 
yoarl•1 J AIIIC:..wbowoatdeaneac:ll I 1 2 3 4 Sor6 s:are( 1 istowal6isllip)Clllbe ..,__1owiii,ii,,_,._ __ ...... ___ ..,.. ___ ,._."""'"'"!bilh'1----t 
dillric:lwmm.pc6:ieacyaa. T " " " " fccamiiiiiiimiiu~..,_ __ __. ________ ..._ __ I 
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PROPOSED CLASSROOM OBSERVATION SCHEDULE 

Call school two days ahead of time to confirm day and time of 

observation. 

Arrive five minutes ahead of scheduled time to report in to school 

office before going to classroom. Please be prompt arriving and leaving 

school campus, and wear name tag. 

School _________________________ _ 

1. Record instructional management observations 

Page 1, Control, numbers 1-4 

Page 3, Curriculum, numbers 9-16 

2. Record teacher positive feedback 

Page 2, Number I 

3. Observe seven identified students 

Page 1, Time On Task Behavior, numbers 5-7 

4. Record teacher positive feedback 

Page 2, Number II 

5. Conclude Instructional Management observations 

Page 3, Numbers 9-16 

15 minutes 

5 minutes 

15 minutes 

5 minutes 

5 minutes 

6. Leave Thank You Note to Teacher and the next date of observation. 
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OBSERVATION EXPLANATION 

1. Classroom furniture is arranged in a distinct patern to enhance 
instruction, and to insure chalkboard and teach~r visibility. 

414 

The best possible arrangement is one in which the teacher can move 
quickly and easily among students and from one student and to another. 
There is little distance between the teacher and any student in the 
classroom. Only four or five feet between the chalkboard and the 
nearest student is necessary. The teacher's desk is not between the 
teacher and the students and not between the students and the chalkboard 
(Jones, 1987, pp. 57-58). See attached picture of sample room 
arrangements. 

2. Classroom goals and objectives are posted and specific procedures, 
rules and standards, are posted. 

Goals are defined as the behaviors teachers' desire their students to 
exhibit in a positive learning enviornment; Rules reflect specific 
behaviors for the classroom that help students function in a complicated 
society. Three to five rules should be stated as positive expectations, 
and assertive guidelines. Positive and negative consequences should be 
posted somewhere around eye level. 

3. Student work is displayed and classroom reflects a variety of 
activities promoting daily student success. 

Student work is defined as actual written papers and art work promoting 
daily success identified by student names. 
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4. Teacher is prepared to begin lesson on time. Materials for lesson 
are available. 

Teacher begins actual instructional lesson without taking class time to 
gather, find, organize, and/or prepare materials while students wait for 
their materials or waits for the teacher to begin instruction. 

5. Student's engaged time actually on task during allocated time set 
aside for given subject. 

Engaged time is the amount of allocated time that the students are 
actually on task {Jones, p. 30). This does not mean scheduled time. It 
means directed teaching and involvement by the teacher and students or 
students in specific basic skills areas (Peterson, 1983, p. 214). An 
academic "down to business" atmosphere sets the tone. Students are held 
accountable (Peterson, p. 215). On-task behavior is rewarded in various 
ways (Peterson, p. 214). 

6. Student's success rate in learning while working. 

Multiple response activities that allow teacher to give feedback to a 
number of students on each question. Small groups with a monitor 
receiving feedback. Self-correction of independent seat work. Papers 
or seat work are spot checked by an adult (Peterson, p. 216). Classroom 
discussion of a literary work. Individual consultations between 
students and teacher. Student's abilities to read aloud unfamiliar but 
grade appropriate materials to explain plots and motivations of 
characters (California State Department of Education, p. 34). 

7. Disruptions occur less than five minutes of allocated time. 

Disruptions are defined as student behavior displaying out of seat, 
talking to neighbor, pencil tapping, note passing, playing with objects, 
or taking a break from assignment more than five minutes of time 
allocated for independent or group activities. 
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8. Positive Feedback. 

Tabulate the positive and negative attention given to student or 
students. Listen for remarks that praises or encourages students and/or 
body language that praises or encourages students, make a mark in the 
Positive column. When the student or students receive attention for an 
error, misbehavior, or reminder, make a mark in the Negative column. 

9. Literature is read aloud 

Students in kindergarten through grade·three should hear good literature 
daily (p. 27). Students in grades three through six benefit from 
hearing literature read aloud daily (California State Department of 
Education, 1987, p. 29). 

10. Ideas are shared with each other 

Students in the early grades need many opportunities to express 
themselves, to speak.and be heard. A variety of activities such as 
telling stories about pictures or experiences expand their speaking 
repertoire (p. 28). Students in grades three through six need many 
opportunities to formulate and share ideas with each other in small
group work and discussion (California State Department of Education, 
1987, p. 29). 

11. Writing is practiced, collected and reviewed 

"Students who read and listen to written work begin to emulate in 
writing the language they have read and heard. Early writing programs 
must introduce instruction in prewriting, drafting, revising, and 
editing. The conventions of spelling, handwriting, grammar, and 
punctuation should be taught as subskills to meet individual student's 
needs as aides to the written communication process" (p. 28). Students 
in grades three through six should write daily and be encouraged to 
rethink, rearrange, and polish words. Direct teaching of the strategies 
for good writing and conventions of usage, spelling and punctuation 
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should be taught in meaningful contexts (California State Department of 
Education, 1987, p. 29). 

12. Cooperative learning groups are working 

Students benefit from structured time for talking, listening, sharing 
and discussing what they think about a work of literature or a piece of 
writing. Students who learn to work with each other in cooperative 
learning groups based on mutual interests and criteria other than 
ability develop their capacity to use language creatively and 
critically." Students who participate in cooperative learning groups 
demonstrate positive attitudes, greater academic performance, and better 
ethnic and cultural understandings and relations (California State 
Department of Education, 1987, pp. 23, 26). 

13. Minority languages and cultures are recognized 

Activities and assignments that recognize the importance of minority 
languages and cultures are essential. A curriculum based on the 
following components: (1) a strong literacy program, (2) strategies to 
expand English fluency, (3) predictable story structures and language 
patterns, (4) the frequent use of visuals, recordings, pictures, films, 
objects, videotapes, (5) a variety of questioning techniques, (6) 
structural vocabulary building strategies, and (7) cooperative learning 
among themselves and English speakers (p. 23). The teacher and students 
demonstrate a positive climate for learning by respecting language and 
dialects that are linguistically different from standard English 
(California State Department of Education, 1987, p. 21). 

14. Systematic skill program is taught 

Students should be provided with concept development in all subject 
areas (p. 23). Reading instruction includes a systematic phonic program 
taught in the early grades (p. 43). Phonic instruction during the 
early grades should help students understand the letter-sound 
relationship (p. 28). Conventions of spelling, handwriting, grammar and 
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punctuation should be taught (pp. 28-29). Supporting skills and 
subskills should not be fragmented or taught in isolation (p. 41). The 
use of semantic and structural analogy strategi~s should be emphasized 
in grades three through six (California State Department of Education, 
1987, p. 45). 

15. Multimodal application is included in lesson 

The dramatization of a literary passage through photographs, magazine 
pictures, art objects, collages, student-produced art, elaborately 
designed journals, costumes or art presentations is promoting more 
meaningful learning for the visual learner. Auditory learners develop 
meaningful learning when they hear stories told or read aloud, when they 
participate in role-playing and the reader's theater. Kinesthetic 
learners make language growth possible when they use models, 
illustrations, time-flow charts, food testing, flip books, and costumes 
to understand the lessons (California State Department of Education, 
1987, p. 20). 

16. Structured lesson is observed (Jones, pp. 122-124). 
A. Setting the stage 

Motivation 

The teacher raises the level of concern or interest about 
the subject t~rough various media: pictures, stories, drawings, drama or 
music. Students become interested and curious in learning more about 
the lesson. 

Review 

The teacher reviews the background or past learning that 
leads up to the subject or lesson about to be taught. Teacher 
incorporates the verbal modality of input and creates visual imagery. 

Goals and Objectives 

The teacher states the goals and objectives of the lesson to 
the students. The students will know what knowledge they will gain from 
the outcome of the lesson. 
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B. Modeling 

Explanation 

419 

The performance sequence begins. The teacher will explain 
the procedures and give directions as to how to complete the lesson or 
concept. The teacher will explain the lesson or concept through one 
step at a time. 

Modeling 

The teacher will model the concept through visual modality 
and linguistic mental imagery. The teacher may find it necessary to 
model the concept several times for the students. 

Structured Practice 

The first performance that is modeled through seeing the 
concept is solidified with additional structured practice that the 
students perform and do in the classroom. Structured practice 
incorporates physical prompting when necessary to create correct 
performance of the skill along with kinesthetic memory. Structured 
practice usually takes place in the classroom immediately following the 
explanation and modeling of the concept. The first performance may be 
repeated with additional structured practice to ensure mastery of the 
skill or concept. The skill is repeated so the it becomes routine and 
comfortable. 

C. Consolidation 

Guided Practice 

Initial mastery is further repeated during guided practice. 
Guided practice may be a repetition of the concept or skill through 
another form of practice with the teacher giving feed.back as the student 
works. This stage of the lesson directly deals with issues of 
retention. 

Generalization 

The initial mastery will be broadened and further solidified 
through generalization and discrimination so that the skill or concept 
can be used correctly in a variety of contexts. This phase of the 
lesson may take the form of various examples of comparisons and 
contrasts of concepts. 
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Independent Practice 

Independent practice extends the process of learning to the 
transfer of learning. This phase of the lesson plan may be in the fo:rm 
of various related assignments to be completed at home or at another 
time in school: drawings, pictures, paper and pencil work, games, movies 
and etc. 
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Classroom Furniture Arrangements 

(Jones,1987, pp. 57-64) 
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TEACHER OBSERVATION 

Teacher Grade 

Levels for Assessing Performance 

Not yet ~rformed Level I 
Level II 
Level Ill 

Performed at a satisfactory level 
Performed at a iiiah and exemolarv level 

14. Instructional Mansanement 
CCMR1 Levels 

Discipline 

1. Classroom furniture is arranged in a distinct 
pattern to enhance instruction, and to insure 
chalkboard and teacher visibility. 

2. Classroom goals and objectives are posted and 
specific procedures, rules and standards are posted. 

3. Student work is cfasplayed and classroom 
reflects a variety of activities promoting 
daily student success. 

4. Teacher is prepared to begin lesson 
on time. Materials for lesson are available. 

Time On Task Behavior 

s. Studenrs engaged time actually on task during 
allocated time set aside for given subject. 

6. Student's success rate in learning while 
working. 

7. Disruptions occur less than five minutes of 
allocated time. (Out of seat. talking to 
neighbor, pencil tapping, note passing, playing 
with objects, taking a break from. assignment). 

422 

Date 

I II Ill 
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TEACHER OBSERVATION 

a»mo.. 
8. Positive Feedback 

Teacher 
Student 
Interaction 

Teacher 
Student 
Interaction 

POSITIVE 

NEGATIVE 

NEGATIVE 

Negative interaction 
When the student receives attention for an error or misbehavior 
even though the tone is positive. 
Reminders are not to be considered positive attention. 

Positive interaction 
Praise should be given when only when studen111 have put forth some effon. Praise is valued when students see that It is tr.Q :nu!t of making an effon and doing a good job. 

423 

Praise should be varied. The best way to vary praise is to describe the behavior that if being praised. 
Varied behavior should be inclicated by crossing the tally marks indicating a praise comment that is varied. 
example: "This story is very creative. Fantastic use of your imagination.• •carol, thanks for waiting quietly.• 
Non-contingent praise should be indicated by circling the tally 
marks indicating a praise comment 

(Sprick, R. 1981, p. E. 5-6) 
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Teacher Grade 

Levels for Assessing Performance 

Not yet performed Level 
Leve! !! 
Level Ill 

Performed at a satisfactory level 
Performed at a hlah and exemolarv level 

12. Instructional Manamment 

Curriculum Levels 

9. Literature is read aloud 

10. Ideas are shared with each other 

11. Writing is practiced, collected and reviewed 

12. Cooperative l!J&ming groups are working 

13. Minority languages and cultures are recognized 

14. Systematic skill program is taught 

15. Multimodal application is included in lesson 

16. Structured lesson is observed 

Motivation 

Review 

Goal and Objectives 

Explanation 

Modeling 

Structured Practice 

Guided Practice 

Generalization 

Independent Practice 
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Date 

I II Ill 
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Appendix F 

PrincipaJ surveys 
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Principal 

Classroom Teacher 

1. How many students receive 
free lunches? 

12. How many students were 
absent from class? 

3. How many students are 
identified for special educati011 
and have active IEPs? 

4. How many multi-edmic 
students are in the classroom? 

Mexican American 
Other --· 
American Indian 
Black American 
Inda-Chinese 
Other Asian 
Other 

426 

PRINCIPAL SURVEY #1 
Date 

Grade Level 

Total number of students in class 

January February March April May June 
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PRINCIPAL SURVEY # 2 

1989 

Principal Dste 

Teacher 

A. Indicate the total number of students 
In Lan u e Arts. 

B. Indicate the total number of students who took 
the standardized test In each ciassroom. 

1. Record the total class NCE (Normal Curve Equivalents) scores in the subject areas of Language Arts and Reading (if scores are reported separately). 
I have provided NCE equivalents and percentile ranks 
for your reference. 

STANDARDIZED ACHIEVEMENT TEST 

1989 

Percentile Rank below 4 •4.10 ·11-22 •23.39 •40.59 ·60-76 ·11-88 89-95 95+ 
NCE (Normal Curve 0 13.1 24.2 34.4 44.7 55.3 65.6 75.8 86.9 Eauivalents) 10.4 23 33.7 44.1 54.8 64.9 74.7 84.6 99.9 
Classroom Total 
RASrinn 

Classroom Total 
Lanauaae Arts 
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PRINCIPAL SURVEY #2 1990 

1990 Principal Date 

Teacher 

A. Indicate the total number of students in Lan ua e Arts. 
B. lncilcate the total number of students who took the standardized test In each classroom. 

1. Record the total class NCE (Normal Curve Equivalents) scores In the subject areas of Language Arts and Reading (if scores are reported separately). 
I have provided NCE equivalents and percentile ranks for your reference. 

STANDARDIZED ACHIEVEMENT TEST 

1990 
Percentile Rank below 4 *4-10 ·11-22 •23.39 •40.59 *60-76 ·11-88 89-95 95+ 
NCE (Normal Curve 0 13.1 24.2 34.4 44.7 55.3 65.6 75.8 86.9 Eauivalents\ 10.4 23 !-1!,1.7 44.1 54.8 64.9 74.7 84.6 99.9 
Classroom Total 
RIW!lm 

Classroom Total 
Lanauaae Arts 
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PRINCIPAL SURVEY #3 Principal 
Daie 

1
teaciier 1:· siiidcnt Namo 

ex Eilinidiy Reteniion 
A. Randomly select ten students in each third and sixth grade class. Record the standmdized test scores for each student from first grade through fifth grade in the subjects of Language Ans and reading. 
B. Recant the total class NC£ (Normal Curve 'Equivalents) scores in the subject meas of Language Ans and reacting (lf scores are reported separarely). I have provided NCE equivalents and pen:entile ranks for your reference. 

STANDARDJZED ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
.. KanlC DCIOW-, ~ AV 1•u-u --.r-J7 ~.,, 'VV ,v , ... , ,-oo 6~Y::, 

Nl:c \..'.UrYe 0 u.l :t4.:Z J4.4 44.7 :,:,.3 o:,.6 -,,.s .. ·ems) 10.4 23 33.7 44.1 54.8 64.9 74.7 84.6 a.-
graae l 

graaeZ 

graae3 

gr.xse4 __ .., 
-
graoeb 

I ·--grade l 

graac'J. 

graae3 

A .... 

graae:> 

graaec, 

~::,+ 

60.9 
99.9 
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Appendix G 

Confidentialitv Aareement~ 
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Dear Language Arts Program Interviewee: 

Thank you for volunteering to participate in the EnglishLanguage Arts study. This letter represents a written assurance that you are guaranteed protection of personal and school anonymity in your questionnaire, survey, i~terview, student information and audio taped responses. 

All data will be reported in a manner so that your personal and school confidentiality will be protected in all reporting procedures. School names, student names and teacher names will be disguised. All quotations will be presented anonymously. 

In consideration for your assistance in this study, you may request data collection information to be sent to you i~ a 2-3 page synopsis of the findings. This information will be mailed to the address you indicate below. 
Please retu+n one copy of this form and keep the other copy for your records. 

Interviewee 

Interviewer --------------------
Address to mail the synopsis: 
Name: ----------
Address: ----------

zip --------- ---
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Dear Cl~,ssroom Teacher: 

My name is Carolyn Salerno. I am conducting a study of the EnglishLanguage Arts instructional programs in grades one, three and six. This letter represents an invitation to you to participate in my study. 
The purpose of my study is to determine how a meaning-centered approach versus a code-centered approach to the teaching of language arts affects student performance in a regular education classroom. Your voluntary participation would allow my assistants and me to obser.ve your Language Arts class about once a month, cetween January and May, 1990. We will ask you to complete questionnaires concerning your teaching experience and education and surveys concerning your feelings and attitudes about your Language Arts progr~m. We will ask you to allow us to observe and audio tape your coaching sessions, group meetings and/or team meetings. We realize how complete your school day is with your students, therefore we will limit our contact with you until after the students have left for the day and at your convenience. 

If you accept the invitation to participate in my study, you will be provided with a statement of confidentiality which will guarantee protection of personal and school anonymity in all of our data collection procedures. There is no agreement, written or verbal, beyond that expressed in this consent form and the statement of confidentiality form. It is the purpose of this study not to interfere with your classroom instruction. Therefore, we plan to have no interaction with your students or their parents. 

If you choose to volunteer for the study, information collected in your classroom will be available to you. You will find several of our data collection tools useful to your classroom instruction. 

If you would like to volunteer to be a participant in the study or discuss the study with me before you volunteer, please sign this invitation, and keep a copy. 
Please leave with the school secretary, your name, school, grade level, telephone number and a convenient time that I may contact you. 
Sincerely, 

Carolyn Salerno 

~, the undersigned, understand the above explanations and, on that basis, I give consent to my voluntary participation in this research. 

Date ---------------------------- -----------Signature of Classroom Teacher 
____________________________ Date __________ _ 
Location 

Date _________ _ 
Signature of Carolyn Salerno 
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Dear School Principal for the Language Arts Program Study: 

Thank you for volunteering to participate in the English

Language Arts study. This letter represents a written 

assurance that you are guaranteed protection of personal and 

school anonymity in the questionnaire, survey, interview, 

student information and audio taped responses. 

All data will be reported in a manner so that your personal 

· and school confidentiality will be protected in all reporting 

procedures. School names, student names and teacher names 

will be disguised. All quotations will be presented 

anonymously. 

In consideration for your assistance in this study, you may 

request data collection information to be sent to you in a 2-

3 page synopsis of the findings. This information will be 

mailed to the address you indicate below. 

Please return one copy of this form and keep the other copy 

for your records. 

Principal 

Interviewer 
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Dear ____________ , Principal: 

My name is Carolyn Salerno. I am conducting a study of the EnglishLanguage Arts instructional programs in grades one, three and six. This letter represents an invitation to your school to participate in my study. If you would like to volunteer your school, please hand out the attached letters of invitation to classroom teachers in grades one, three and six. 

The purpose of my study is to determine how a meaning-centered approach versus a code-centered approach to the teaching of language arts affects student performance in a regular education classroom. Your voluntary participation would allow my assistants and me to observe your Language Arts classrooms five times, between January and May, 1990. Teachers will asked to complete questionnaires concerning their teaching experience and educational backgrounds and surveys concerning their feelings and attitudes about their Language Arts program. We will ask the teachers to allow us to observe and audio tape their coaching sessions, informal group discussions and/or team meetings. We will ask you to provide us with information concerning student placement, attendance, lunch counts, standardized test scores and ethnicity. We realize how complete a school day is with students, therefore we will limit our contact with teachers and you until after the students have left for the day and at your conveniPnce. 

If you accept the invitation to participate in my study, you will be provided with a statement of confidentiality which will guarantee protection of personal and school anonymity in all of our data collection procedures. There is no agreement, written or verbal, beyond that expressed in this consent· form and the statement of confidentiality form. It is the purpose of this study not to interfere with your school organizational processes or classroom instruction. Therefore, we plan to have no interaction with your students or their parents. 

If you choose to volunteer for the study, information collected in the classroom will be available to the classroom teachers .• Your teachers will find several of our data collection tools useful to their classroom instruction. 

If you would like to volunteer your school to be a participant in the study or discuss the study with me before you volunteer, please sign this invitation, and keep a copy. Please contact me at your convenience. 
Sincerely, 
Carolyn Salerno 

I, the undersigned, understand the above explanations and, on that basis, I give consent to my voluntary participation in this research. _, ____________________________ Date __________ _ 
Signature of Principal 

---.,....------------------------'Date __________ _ Location _____________________________ Date __________ _ 
Signature of Carolyn Salerno 
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Appendix H 

Research Question overview 
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RESEARCH QUESTION OVERVIEW 

Dimension I-Curriculum Materials 

1. To what degree are the published code-cenlered and meaning-centered Language Ans 
curriculum materials piesentalion r=ommendalions followed by the classroom teacher? 

Interview Teacher ~ppendix C #2 
Tables 4. 5 

Dimension II-Teacher Behaviors 

2. What teacher behaviors relarcd to the instructional manapment facuxs are preformed 
in a code-cencmd and meanms-cena:red Englisb-Lanpage Ans classroom? 

InterYiew Teacher AppendixC #3 

Questionnaile #1 Teacher AppendixD #3,6 

Observalioll Teacher AppendixE #1.2.3.4.S.6.7 
AppendixE #8,10,12,13,15 

Tables 6-13 

3. What are the differences oetwc:en insnctional ICChmques used in a code-centered 
classroom and a meamn1-ceu1aed ~Jasszoom?· 

lntaYiew Teacher Appendix C 

QuesuonamP. #1 Teacher Appendix D 

Obsavllim Teacher Appendix E 

#S 

#1,2,3,4.S 

#9,11,14,16 
Tables 14,15 

4. To what extent ue students able to exhibit leamins sntqies acquired from being taught by teacher insuuctional bebavion specific to c:ode-cemered and meaning-centered strategies? 

lntaYiew Teacher Appendix C #9,10 
Tables16-21 

5. To what extent do telCber values and perceptions pide reacher behavior in a code-centered 
classroom and/or a meamas-cenrered classroom? 

lnterYiew Teacher Appendix C 

Queslionnaile #2 Teacher Appendix D 

#6,7,8 

#3,S,6,7,8 
#11,12,14,15,17 
Tables 22-31 
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Dimension 11--Teacher Behaviors 
6. To what degree is the classroom teacher committed to implementing and using a code-centered 
approach or a meaning-centered approach to teach the English-Language Arts curriculum? 

Interview Teacher Appendix C 

Questionnaire #2 Teacher Appendix D 

Dimension ffi--Organi7.ational Suppoit 

#7 

#16,18,19 
Table 32-34 

7. To what degree does the organization support the changes introduced by the English-Language 
Arts Framework? 

Interview 

Interview 

Observation 

Teacher Appendix C 

Principal Appendix B 

Meetings Appendix A 

#6 

#1,2,3,4,5,6,7 ,8 

#1-23 
Tables 35-40 

8. How do the diffeiences in materials, teacher behaviors and organizational processes between 
classrooms using , rneaning-centel'ed approach and a code-centen:d approach in Language Arts 
affect student performance? 

Interview Teacher 

Principal Survey #2 1990 

Principal Survey #2 1989 

Principal Survey #3 

Questionnm #2 Teacher 

Student Population 

Questionnaire #2 Teacher 

Principal Survey #1 

AppendixC 

AppendixF 

AppendixF 

AppendixF 

AppendixD 

AppendixD 

AppendixF 

#1 

#1 

#1 

A,B 

#20, 22,21,13 
Tables 41-53 

#10 

#1,3,4 
Tables 1-3 
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